
It's really hard to create a complete walkthru for this game because there are 
a lot of different characters and storylines and option but I think I found a 
way. 
I'll split this in different chapters (don't worry, there are the bookmarks so 
you'll can find what you search easily). There will be a “Long story short” 
about the character and then there will be ALL the s (I copy paste from the 
renpy code... without the codes) so you can follow the s and see what's the 
difference between the option you choose. 

IRENE-----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------

IRENE IS YOUR BROTHER'S WIFE, SHE WORKS AT ELITA MAGAZINE
SHE'S 27

IN SEASON 1 YOU TRIED TO HAVE SEX WITH HER WITH THE HELP OF YOUR 
GIRLFRIEND KIRSTEN  BUT YOU FAILED.

YOU WAS NEAR BUT THEN SHE FINDS OUT YOU AND HIS HUSBAND HAVE 
SEX WITH MEADOW (her best friend)
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In Season 2 she's angry for what happened in Season 1 and she doesn't want to talk with 
you. 
Also if you and Kirsten broke she continue to go to the Gloryhole and you can get a 
blowjob from her (s in Michelle's Storyline)
You can gain your trust if you save her from a stalker (there will be also another Option 
in the next releases). 
After that s she will talk with you again and she will talk about her obsession for the 
blowjob. 
She tells you she's giving Julian another chance after what happened in season 1. 
You can get a blowjob from her at the shop while she's buyng some clothes for Julian. 

IRENE S START AT MICHELLE  17 (or 19, 21)

Irene s:----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Event irene1:
    Park

    y "(Wait... That's the man who attacked Irene)"
    menu:
        "Attack him":
            y "Hey motherfucker"
            sta "What?"
            scene 22 90k
            sta "Ouch"
            y "Stay away from Irene or I'll kick the shit out of you"
            $ irene = 2
        "Stop him and Call the police":
            y "Hey"
            scene 22 90
            sta "Wh-What?"
            y "You attacked a friend of mine the other days at the sexy shop"
            sta "Oh God... please don't hurt me. I know I act wrong please"
            y "I'm calling the police"
            sta "Nooo... please. I don't want to hurt her, I love her"
            y "You don't act like someone who loves her"
            sta "I-I... she gives me the best blowjob of my life and I can't resist so I spy trhu 
the hole"
            sta "So I recognize her. I wait for her outside the sexyshop and I go to the 
gloryhole everytime I see her"
            y "Damn, You're crazy"
            sta "Please. Don't call the police. I've got a family, I've got child."
            sta "I don't know what came over me."
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            y "Shut up"
            sta "I'll do anything you want"
            y "I want you stay away from her"
            sta "Su-sure... sure. I swear"
            y "Good"
            $ irene = 10
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################

Event irene10:
    Park

    y "(Irene... I want to talk with her)"
    menu:
        "Talk with her":
            y "Hey Irene"
            scene 22 02n
            ire "[y]! I told you I don't want to talk with you"
            y "But... "
            ire "Bye"
            $ irenerel -= 1
        "Follow her":
            y "(let's see what she do)"
            scene 21 02 outb
        
            y "She's at the sexy shop..."
            y "But she doesn't stop, she continued..."
            scene 38 02 outb
        
            y "Okay... she's at home... Nothing exciting"
            $ irene = 11
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################
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Event irene11:
    Sexy Shop

    mic "Hi [y], What's up?"
    y "Fine... and you?"
    mic "A little shocked from the attack the other day but I'm good"
    menu:
        "Mark will hire a security?":
            $ michellerel += 1
            show 00 21y
            mic "Yeah, probably"
            hide 00 21y
            mic "But in the meantime we lost our main attraction..."
            y "What?"
            mic "I'm kidding. But Irene never came back since that day"
            y "I can understand"
            mic "Sure"
        "On the subject... haven't you seen Irene since that time?":
            mic "No... I think  she'll not come back..."
            y "Sure..."
    $ irene = 12
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################

Event irene12:
    Elita

    y "What's happening?"
    ade "Someone send a bucket of roses for Irene... We're betting who.."
    y "Uh..."
    ade "Do you want to bet?"
    y "uh, no thank"
    menu:
        "Talk with Irene":
            Elitan
            ire "I told you I don't want to talk with you... and I hope you don't sent me that 
roses..."
            y "no...I..."
            $ hour += 1
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            jump map
        "Follow her":
            Elita
            y "I think it's better if I follow her....I don't trust that stalker"
            Park
        
            y "she's at the park... all quiet"
            scene 21 02 outb
        
            y "She's at the sexy shop..."
            y "But she doesn't stop, she continued..."
            scene 38 02 outb
        
            y "Okay... she's at home... Nothing exciting"
    $ irene = 13
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################

Event irene13:
    Elita

    y "Irene, maybe I should talk wih her"
    menu:
        "Talk with Irene":
            Elitan
            ire "I told you I don't want to talk with you... and I hope you don't sent me that 
roses..."
            y "no...I..."
            $ hour += 1
            jump map
        "Follow her":
            Elita
            y "I think it's better if I follow her....I don't trust that stalker and I don't know who 
sent her the roses"
            Park
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            y "she's at the park... all quiet"
            scene 21 02 outb
        
            y "She's at the sexy shop..."
            y "But she doesn't stop, she continued..."
            scene 38 02 outb
        
            y "Okay... she's at home... Nothing exciting"
            y "Ok... that's her routine... I have an idea"
            $ irene = 14
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################

Event irene14:
    Park

    y "It's him"

    sta " I swear I did nothing"
    menu:
        "Someone sent roses to Irene... don't you know nothing about that?":
            sta "No, I swear. I-I didn't do nothing"
            y "Okay... I want to trust... but I'll keep my eyes on you"
            sta "Su-sure"
        "I think I need your help":
            sta "Wh-what?"
            sta "Tell me what I've got to do and I'll do it"
            y "You have to attack Irene again"
            sta "Wh-What? You're crazy I will no---"
            y "Do I have to call the police?"
            sta "N-no, please"
            y "Yes... and I'll be there to save her"
            sta "I don't understand"
            y "You don't need to understand. You just have to do it... or you prefer to be 
arrested"
            sta "No, no. It's okay"
            y "I'll call you, she comes thru this park everyday after work."
            y "One of these days I'll call you and I'll be here to save her"
            sta "O-Okay"
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            $ irene = 20
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################

Event irene20:
    Park

    y " (Uh... that's the girl I met the other day..."
    scene 22 44
    y "Hi... do you remember me?"
    lara "Sure... you're [y]takethepics"
    y "yeah, right"
    lara "Sorry but I have a bad day"
    y "wait..What's up?"
    lara "Nothing... "
    y "You can talk with me. sometimes talk with a stranger it's useful"
    lara "I don't know. it's complicated... I've got a relationship with a married man"
    y "Uh..."
    lara "'Uh' it's the right word"
    menu:
        "You're a beautiful girl, I'm sure you can find someone better":
            lara "Could it be"
            y "I'm sure about it"
            lara "There is much competition... with all the hot beautiful girls you work with 
I'm sure you know it"
            y "yes... ehm"
            lara "I really would like to work with you"
            y "Are you a model?"
            lara "no... honestly no"
            y "Okay... I could give you the number of my agency and we plan a shooting if 
you want"
            lara "uh... could be awesome"
            y "Okay. I'll wait news from you"
            lara "Sure"
            $ lara = 1
        "Maybe it's not the right moment... but I think you're beautiful and I would like to 
shot some pics with you":
            show 00 44y
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            $ lararel += 1
            lara "Are you serious?"
            hide 00 44y
            y "Sure"
            lara "I-I don't know"
            y "Don't be shy. I'm sure we'll make a good work"
            lara "O-okay"
            y "I'll fix a shooting with my agency..."
            lara "Great"
            $ lara = 2
    $ irene = 21
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################

Event irene21:
    Park

    y "Ok... today it's the day...I hope everything will be allright"
    y "He should be around here..."
    scene 22 02 30
    sta "Come here..."
    ire " Aaaaaahhhhhh"
    y "(Ok... It's my moment)"
    y "What the fuck are you doing?"
    scene 22 90k
    sta "ouch"
    y "Irene runaway... it's okay... I'll meet her somewhere. She can't pretend nothing"
    $ hour += 1
    $ irenerel += 10
    $ irene = 22
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################
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Event irene22:
    Elita

    ire "Hi..."
    y "Hi..."
    ire "I think I should thank you for what you did..."
    y "Yes, ehm... I mean..."
    ire "... uhm, it's so embarassing..."
    y "Yes... I-I need to ask you something"
    ire "... yes"
    y "I mean...I'm worried about hat happened... It was the second time that man attack 
you"
    ire "... yes"
    y "Is there any problem?"
    ire "Oh God... I don't know how to explain..."
    y "Is he your...?"
    ire "No... absolutely but..."
    ire "you know... After all the things that happened... Kirsten, Meadow..."
    ire "I... You know... Kirsten brought me at the sexy shop... you know, there is a glory 
hole"
    y "uh"
    ire "Yes... I think I ehm... to him.. and I don't know how he discovered who I am..."
    y "damn"
    ire "yes..."
    y "But... why you..."
    ire "Oh God... I don't know, I can't resist. I man. I feel good when I did that...thing"
    menu:
        "Damn. I feel guilty for what Me and Kirsten did to you":
            $ irenerel += 1
            ire "No...You did nothing wrong"
            ire "I mean... You tried to help me"
            y "uh, okay"
        "Damn, I feel guilty for what happened between me, Julian and Meadow":
            ire "He sleeps in your room... I mean: we're reconnecting, slowly..."
            y "Uh, I got it"
    ire "Okay. I think I should work... thank you for what you did, again"
    $ irene = 23
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################
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Event irene23:
    Cafe Florence

    y "(uh... Julian...Better if I lea--)"

    jul "[y]"
    y "I don't want to fight Julian"
    jul "Me too... Irene told me what happened. I just want to thank you"
    y "Uh, okay... She told me you're reconnecting"
    jul "yes, slowly"
    menu:
        "I hope that never happens and she understand what a asshole you are":
            show 00 03n
            jul "What?"
            hide 00 03n
            y "You don't deserve that girl"
            jul "You still a prick... fuck you"
        "I'm glad for you":
            show 00 03y
            $ julianrel += 1
            jul "Thank you"
            hide 00 03y
    y "bye"
    $ irene = 24
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################

Event irene24:
Mosquito

    y "(Irene... she's talking with David... they laught a lot)"

    y "Hey guys, What's up?"
    ire "We just telling funny stories, you?"
    y "I just came to say hello to my flatmate"

    dav "Hi Broooo...I'm sorry but I'm really busy now. But I'm sure I can leave her in 
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your hands..."
    y "Sure"

    menu:
        "Ask her about Julian":
            show 00 02y
            $ irenerel += 1
            ire "We talk a lot... about everything. We're trying to reconnect"
            hide 00 02y
            y "Okay. I hope you're sure about what you're doing"
            ire "I don't know, let's see"
        "Ask her about the stalker":
            show 00 02n
            ire "No...I just want to forget about him"
            hide 00 02n
            y "Right"
    ire "uh..It's late. I have to go"
    y "me too. Do you want a ride?"
    ire "Ehm, no thanks..."
    $ irene = 25
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################

Event irene25:
   At Home

    y "(David is at home)"

    dav "Hey Brooo, What's up?"
    y "what are you doing home... Are you tired of your night life?"
    dav "I have to ret sometimes... sit down here. I'm watching a football match but is 
boring"
    scene 01 10 05 03
    y "So do you have got any news?"
    dav "News? Nothing important"
    y "yeah?"
    dav "Yeah, What's up?"
    y "Nothing. I saw you with Irene... "
    dav "Oh Irene, she's so cute."
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    y "There is something I need to know?"
    dav "No. Not yet. I don't know"
    y "Are you trying to fuck her?"
    dav "Uh...I don't know.I try to fuck all the nice girls who came to the bar...Is it a 
problem?"
    menu:
        "No. I'm just talking... ":
            show 00 11y
            $ davidrel += 1
            dav "Cool... I don't know.If I'll have the right occasion..."
            hide 00 11n
            y "Sure..."
        "I don't know. I like her. I did bad things to her...":
            dav "Do you like her?"
            y "no...I mean... yes, but not like you think"
            dav "No?"
            y "No... maybe a little bit"
            dav "okay, okay. I got it..."
    dav "Anyway... This match is very boring. I think I'll go to sleep so tomorrow I'll make 
some jogging"
    y "Nice idea"
    dav "Do you want to come with me?"
    y "Absolutely no..."
    dav "hahahaha...I know"
    $ hour += 1
    $ irene = 26
    jump map

########################################################################
################################

Event irene26:
    Cafe Florence

    y "(Irene...She's texting)"

    y "Hey...What's up?"
    ire "Uh, [y], I don't hear you coming"
    y "Sorry (she's hiding her phone)"
    y "What are you doing?"
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    ire "N-Nothing"
    y "I saw you texting, you look so interested"
    ire "ehm.."
    y "Who were you texting to..."
    menu:
        "Julian?":
            show 00 02b
            ire "uhm... no.."
            hide 00 02b
        "The anonymous man who sent you the roses?":
            show 00 02n
            ire "What? no?"
            $ irenerel -= 1
            hide 00 02n
    y "ok.. you don't want to tell me"
    ire "No.. it's ehm... a dating app"
    y "what?"
    ire "I don't know. It's the first time I-"
    y "Why do you use a dating app?"
    ire "Oh God... I don't know..."
    y "You don't know?"
    ire "I mean: I told you I went to the gloryhole ehm..."
    y "yes, sure"
    ire "But after what happened with that man I don't feel safe"
    menu:
        "And you searching online for someone with a dick to suck?":
            show 00 02n
            ire "Fuck you"
            $ irenerel = 1
            hide 00 02n
            y "Hey, sorry... but it's crazy"
        "Ok, but... You told me you and Julian was reconnecting":
            show 00 02b
            $ irenerel += 1
            ire "Yes, but I don't know. I don't had sex with him yet. And I don't want if I want 
to"
            hide 00 02b
            y "I got it"
    ire "I know I look crazy but I can't resist"
    y "You can't resist?"
    ire "Ufff... I need to suck cock. I love how I feel when I did it"
    y "uh"
    ire "Jesus...I always act like a goody goody. I never had sexual dreams in all my life"
    ire "I always felt inhappropriate... but now. I know I'm good and I like to be good"
    y "I-I got it"
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    ire "Am I crazy?"
    menu:
        "A little bit. But be careful. You don't know what kind of people you will meet with 
that app":
            show 00 02y
            $ irenerel += 1
            ire "I know. I think I'll not use it... but I was curious"
            hide 00 02y
            y "okay... "
        "I don't know but if you want to suck a cock you can suck mine":
            show 00 02n
            $ irenerel -= 1
            ire "[y], You're my husband's brother..."
            hide 00 02n
            y "Just saying, fon't get upset"
    ire "God. I don't know why I said these things to you..I don't know.I've got noone to 
talk with"
    y "Don't worry"
    ire "It's so embarassing...Better if I leave "
    $ irene = 27
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################

Event irene27:
Mosquito

    y "(Irene... she's talking with David... again)"

    y "Hey Irene"
    ire "Hi, What's up?"
    y "I see you and I came to say hello"
    ire "nice"
    menu:
        "Are you with Julian?":
            show 00 02n
            ire "no, he doesn't like to come to the beach"
            hide 00 02n
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            y "I got it"
        "You have a lot of fun with David. I heard you laughting so loud":
            show 00 02y
            $ irenerel += 1
            ire "He's so funny"
            hide 00 02y
            y "Do you like him?"
            ire "what?"
            y "I think you could be a beautiful couple"
            ire "What? No. I have Julian. I don't need ehm... "
            y "Okay, okay. I was just talking"
    ire "okay, it's late. I have to go"
    y "Bye"
    $ irene = 28
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################

Event irene28:
    Mosquito

    mark "Hey [y]"
    y "Hey, What's up?"
    mark "Have you got news from Irene? Did you meet her again after the attack at the 
sexy shop?"
    menu:
        "no":
            mark "ye?"
            y "Yes"
        "Yes, I meet her a couple of times":
            $ markrel += 1
            mark "So you already know"
            y "What?"
    mark "It seems your friend messing around with her..."
    y "What?"
    mark "yeah. I saw them go to the Mosquito's storage together"
    y "Nah...They're just friends"
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    mark "Yeah, sure"
    $ irene = 29
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################

Event irene29:
At Home

    y "Hey David"

    dav "Hey [y]"
    y "Have you got something to tell me?"
    dav "What? No"
    y "Irene?"
    dav "mmm, no..."
    menu:
        "Ask him why she go with him to the Mosquito's storage":
            dav "Are you spying me?"
            y "nah, someone told me that...I was just curious"
            dav "Anyway she just helping me with the inventory"
            y "Uh...Okay"
            dav "Did you think I have sex with her?"
            y "no... I mean"
            dav "You are weird sometimes"
        "I feel unconfortable.. I mean, She's my brother girlfriend..":
            show 00 11n
            dav "Damn, You hate your brother"
            hide 00 11n
            y "Not exactly"
            dav "I prefer if you say to me 'I love her, don't fuck with her"
            y "I don't love her... but I like her, I mean"
            dav "okay...Don't tell me nothing more. I got it."
            $ davidrel += 1
    $ irene = 30
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
##################################

Event irene30:
    Cafe Florence

    y "Julian..."

    jul "[y]..."
    y "What's up?"
    jul "I'm happy"
    y "why?"
    jul "last night Irene came to my room...you can imagine the rest of the story"
    menu:
        "I'm happy for you":
            show 00 03y
            $ julianrel += 1
            jul "You can't be happier than me..."
            hide 00 03y
            y "yes, ehm.."
        "Yeah. I can imagine the blowjob she gave to you... With all the training she's 
doing":
            show 00 03n
            jul "What are you talking bout?"
            hide 00 03n
            y "ask her.."
            $ snitchirenetojulian = 1
    $ irene = 31
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################

Event irene31:
    Cafe Florence
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    y "Irene...on the phone again"

    menu:
        "are you using the dating app?":
            show 00 02n
            ire "No, I deleted it"
            hide 00 02n
            y "Good Idea"
        "Are you texting with Julian?":
            show 00 02y
            $ irenerel += 1
            ire "yes"
            hide 00 02y
            y "he told you went to his room last night"
            ire "Ehm..."
            y "I'm happy for you"
            ire "Ehm...Thanks..."
    ire "Now I have to go, see you [y]"
    $ irene = 32
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################

Event irene32:
    Mosquito

    mark "So... news about our friend?"
    menu:
        "She's reconnecting with my brother...":
            show 00 30n
            mark "What a shame"
            hide 00 30n
            y "yeah"
            mark "Anyway she still going to the storage with your friend..."
        "No...":
            mark "You should talk with your muscled friend"
    y "I told you there is nothing between them. She just helping him with the inventory"
    mark "hahahahahahah, yeah, sure"
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    $ irene = 33
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################

Event irene33:
   Beach

    y "(Irene...What are she doing here... it's really late)"
    scene 08 02night
    y "Hey Irene"
    ire "Ehy [y], ehm"
    y "What are you doing here, it's really late"
    ire "I...I was helping David with the inventory and... I lost track of time"
    menu:
        "Uh...Okay. Do you want I ride you home?":
            show 00 02y
            $ irenerel += 1
            ire "Don't worry...I'll take a walk"
            hide 00 02y
            y "Okay..."
        "Inventory? Really?":
            ire "yes...Why?"
            y "It's late for an inventory"
            ire "I told you I lost track of...wait. Is this an interrogation?"
            show 00 02n
            y "no, ehm"
            hide 00 02n
            ire "Goodnight [y]"
    $ irene = 34
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################
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Event irene34:
   At Home

    y "David is at home...i just need to talk with him"
   At Home
    dav "Hey...Bro, What's up?"
    menu:
        "Do you stay at home tonight?":
            dav "Yes, I'm really tired and tomorrow morning I want to go to run"
            $ davidrel += 1
            y "Yeah, ok..."
        "Did you fuck Irene":
            dav "no...Not exactly"
            y "What the...mean... Not exactly"
            dav "Bro.. I mean. I don't know what happened"
            dav "We was working on the inventory and..."
            y "And..."
            dav "I don't know how happened"
            y "What?"
            dav "She sucked my dick"
            y "What?"
            dav "Ehy, chill"
            menu:
                "Fuck You":
                    $ davidrel = 1
                    show 00 11n
                    dav "What?Are you angry?"
                    y "Sure I'm angry"
                    dav "Yes? Fuck you too. You fucked Andrea and I didn't told you nothing"
                    y "It ain't the same thing"
                    dav "Sure it ain't the same... Andrea was my ex, Irene is your brother 
ex...Fuck you [y]"
                    $ david = 10
                    $ davidangry = 1
                "Damn bro...":
                    dav "What's up?"
                    y "I love her blowjob. You're lucky"
                    dav "Wow. I thought you was angry with me"
                    y "No, bro. I envy you"
                    dav "She's crazy. She told me she can't resist and she have to suck cocks"
                    y "I know"
                    dav "Honestly...I tried to stop her... but..."
                    dav "How can I stop her, she's beautiful and, God. She suck dick like a 
Goddess"
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                    y "Damn, I know"
                    $ davidrel += 5
                    dav "okay. It's late now. I'll go to sleep and I'll try to dream about her mouth"
                    y "Fuck you...I hate you"
                    dav "hahahahahah"
    $ irene = 35
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################

Event irene35:
    Shop

    y "Irene?..."
    y "Hey, What are you doing here?"
    ire "I have to buy some dress to Julian"
    y "Why?"
    ire "It's a long story... We'll go out for a dinner"
    ire "you know, We're trying to 'reconnect'"
    y "Sure"
    ire "And we decide I bought some clothes for him and he'll buy it for me"
    y "nice"
    ire "Yes.I'm tired to see him always so...'classic'"
    y "yeah. I got it..."
    ire "But I have a problem"
    y "What?"
    ire "I really don't know what I should buy. I mean. I can't imagine how these clothes 
dress on him"
    y "Ahahahha I got it"
    ire "Could you help me? I saw something. Do you want to try how it fit?"
    y "yes...O-Okay"
    ire "Thank you. Let's go"
    scene 19 02 35 10

    y "Sure I fit it better then him"
    ire "Did you say something?"
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    y "no, ehm...I'm ready"
    scene 19 02 35 11

    ire "Uh...wow... I like it. Unfortunately Julian haven't got your muscles hihihi"
    y "definitely not"
    ire "Anyway, I'll buy It"
    menu:
        "Okay. I need to go now":
            $ irenerel += 3
            ire "Thank you, really"
            $ irene = 36
            $ hour += 1
            jump map
        "Take off the T-Shirt":
            scene 19 02 35 12
            ire "What... What are you doing?"
            if irenerel <= 12:
                ire "It's better if I leave..."
                $ irene = 36
                $ hour += 1
                jump map
            else:
                y "I know what you want"
                ire "what?"
                y "You're watching it"
                ire "no...I"
                y "Come on. I know you want to suck it"
                ire "[y]..."
                y "Look at him... "
                ire "Oh God...Please"
                y "Look closer"
                scene 19 02 35 13
            
                ire "I---"
                y "Do you like it?"
                ire "It's ... big"
                y "Come on, Suck it"
                ire "[y]"
                y "Come on"
                scene 19 02 35 14
            
                y "Oh my God...You make me go crazy"
                scene 19 02 35 15
            
                y "Put it in your mouth... please..."
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                scene 19 02 35 16
            
                scene 19 02 35 17
            
                y "Oh my God... my God"
                scene 19 02 35 18
            
                y "I can't resist"
                scene 19 02 35 19
            
                scene 19 02 35 20
            
                scene 19 02 35 21
            
                y "Ohhh...Irene... That's incredible..."
                ire "mghmmllm... "
                y "oh God"
                ire "I-I think it's better if I leave now"
                y "Wait"
                ire "no..."
                $ ireneblowcamerino = 1
                $ mjcaught += 1
                $ irene = 36
                $ hour += 1
                jump map

########################################################################
###################

JULIAN----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
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HE'S YOUR OLDER BROTHER, HE'S A MANAGER IN A BIG COMPANY
HE'S 36

IN SEASON 1 YOU TRIED TO FUCK HIS WIFE BUT YOU'VE FAILED. 
HE DOESN0T KNOW EXACTLY WHAT HAPPENED.
THEN IRENE CAUGHT YOU AND HIM TO HAVE SEX WITH MEADOW 
SO YOU MUST LEAVE THEIR HOME

########################################################################
###################

MEADOW-------------------------------------------------------------------
---------
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MEADOW IS A WANNA BE ACTRESS BUT SHE'S GETTING OLD WITHOUT 
REACH THE SUCCESS
SHE'S 33

SHE WAS IRENE BEST FRIEND IN SEASON 1 BEFORE IRENE CAUGHT HER 
HAVEING SEX WITH YOU AND JULIAN (Irene's husband)

SHE'S MANIPULATIVE AND USUALLY SHE START RELATION WITH 
MARRIED MAN TO BLACKMAIL THEM.

MEADOW STORYLINE AT THE MOMENT IS LINEAR. YOU CAN CHOOSE TO 
HELP HER OR NOT IN HER CAREER (sO, BLACKMAIL HER ACTUAL LOVER, A 
MOVIE PRODUCER). BUT THE STORY WILL GO IN THE SAME DIRECTION. 
OBVIOUSLY IF YOU HELP HER YOU CAN GET SOME BENEFITS.

HER STORYLINE UNLOCKED AUTOMATICALLY WHEN YOU FIRST MEET 
HER AT THE FLORENCE CAFE'

EVENTmeadow0:
    Florence Cafè
    
    y "(Uh Meadow... I haven't seen her since that night...)"
    menu:
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        "ignore her":
            scene 10 04
        
            mea "Hey [y]"
            y "(damn... she saw me)"
        "Go say hello to her":
            $ meadowrel +=1
            pass
    scene 10 04
    y "Hey Meadow. It's been a long time..."
    mea "Yeah... How are you?"
    y "Honestly... I'm upset with you"
    mea "Come on, We both knew it would come to this."
    mea "I just did things a little early, that's all."
    y "You made it happens"
    mea "The situation was ridiculous. Too many secrets..."
    y "Anyway... What are you doing now?"
    mea "I'm up for a role in another production. I'm juggling the executive producer"
    menu:
        "I think I know what you mean":
            show 00 04n
        
            mea "Are you calling me a whore?"
            hide 00 04n
            y "God forbid..."
        "Good... I'm happy for you":
            $ meadowrel +=1
            show 00 04y
        
            mea "Fingers crossed"
            hide 00 04y
            y "Okay... Good to see you. But I have stuff to do. Bye..."
    $ meadowevent = 1
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

EVENTmeadow1:
    GYM
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    y "Uh, Meadow"
    scene 09 04 01 02
    y "She's struggling..."
    menu:
        "Ignore her":
            scene 09 04 01 04
            y "Anyway... she made it"
        "help her":
            scene 09 04 01 03 Y
            $ meadowrel += 1
            y "Do you need some help?"
            mea "Uh... Thank you"
    scene 09 04 01 04
    mea "I think I overexerted myself a bit..."
    y "You're training so hard"
    mea "Yes, I got the part... in the movie, I mean"
    y "Good"
    mea "Yes, but I have to be in perfect shape...  It's the return of Lady America... No. It 
isn't the lead, but I'll have a cameo in this superhero movie..."
    y "I'm happy for you"
    mea "It's just a cameo... but I'm pretty sure I can convince the producer to make my 
character more important..."
    y "Yeah. Sure. Good Luck"
    mea "Finger Crossed"
    $ hour += 1
    $ meadowevent = 2
    jump map

EVENTmeadow2:
    FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    y "Meadow... she's on the phone..."
    mea "Sure baby... I can'y wait to show you how I fit the costume. Bye"
    scene 10 04
    
    mea "Hey [y], sorry. What' up?"
    menu:
        "Who's the lucky man?":
            $ meadowrel +=1
            show 00 04y
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            mea "Bernie... the producer of the movie"
            hide 00 04y
            y "Uh. You got him"
        "That's how you work on your part?":
            show 00 04n
        
            mea "I've got my point..."
            hide 00 04n
            y "Oh.. I see"
    y "So you got the part?"
    mea "Did you hear that... You can't say I'm not a good actress..."
    y "Right ( if your role was the bitch you should be perfect)"
    mea "Anyway. I have to go. See you [y]"
    $ hour += 1
    $ meadowevent = 3
    jump map

EVENTmeadow3:
    SKYEBAR
    
    y "Keesha... She's always here..."
    scene 06 16
    kee "Hey [y]. I've got a question for you"
    y "Uh. What do you need to know?"
    kee "I know you're in confidence with Meadow Kessler"
    y "What? How do you know?"
    kee "Don't ask stupid questions please, I can't waste my time."
    kee "I heard that she's involved in the new superhero movie -The saviors of 
Freedom-... Is it real?"
    menu:
        "I don't know if I can say it... But I heard something about it too...":
            show 00 16y
            $ keesharel += 1
            $ keemea == 1
        
            kee "Mmm...You're not as useless as I thought"
            hide 00 16y
        "Sorry. I haven't seen her in a while":
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            show 00 16n
        
            kee "YOu're totally useless..."
            hide 00 16n
    $ meadowevent = 4
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

EVENTmeadow4:
    FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    mea "Hey [y]"
    y "Hi Meadow...what's up? Why are you so excited?"
    mea "Keesha wrote about me and my big comeback... okay. honestly she wrote just a 
couple of lines but... It's good. Really good..."
    mea "I don't know how she can know it... but it's obvious she knows everything"
    menu:
        "Maybe I told her something about it" if keemea == 1:
            mea "Really?"
            y "Maybe I drank too much and she asked me something about it... I don't 
remember... ehm"
            $ meadowrel +=3
            show 00 04y
        
            mea "Really?Uh... It seems I owe you a favor..."
            y "Uh. Oh... i---"
            hide 00 04y
            mea "Come on... I'm not going to eat you. Can I invite you to dinner? "
            y "O-okay"
            mea "great"
        "Good...I'm happy for you":
            mea "God... I'm so excited but..."
            y "what?"
            mea "I don't know. I should be happy...I would like to celebrate but... I have 
nobody"
            y "Ehm.."
            mea "Would you like to come to dinner with me one of these nights... Just like 
friends..."
            y "I don't kn--"
            mea "Come on, I don't bite"
            y "O.okay"
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    $ meadowevent = 5
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

EVENTmeadow5:
    RESTAURANT
    
    y "(She invited me... so I think she will pay....)"
    scene 26 04 05 02
    
    mea "Hi...I'm really glad you came..."
    $ meadowrel += 1
    mea "In the end you're one othe few friends I still have."
    menu:
        "Don't say that":
            show 00 04y
            $ meadowrel += 1
        
            mea "You're cute... but it's just the truth"
            hide 00 04y
        "No wonder they are all against you.":
            show 00 04n
        
            mea "You didn't behave well either... none of you did"
            hide 00 04n
    mea "Anyway, Let's change the subject"
    y "Right... Talk to me about the movie. You got the part... and..."
    mea "I signed the contract for the movie... I can't believe it... I haven't read the script 
yet but I know it's amazing. It's a big production"
    mea "You know. This was my last chance for my career. I'm not that young.."
    y "Don't say that"
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    mea "Come on. You know how it works. I've only ever been an extra. Lady America 
was my only leading role. And the series was cancelled afer 2 episodes.."
    mea "Now... who knows. If I took the chance maybe I'll get another contract and I 
could become an actress... I know, not a diva.. but probably I'll increase my popularity 
and I could receive some more offers"
    y "I hope it works out for you"
    mea "Bernie is sure about it. He always says that I can do it"
    y "Does he say that before or after he has sex with you?"
    mea "Before and after "
    menu:
        "And you trust him?":
            show 00 04b
        
            mea "Why wouldn't I? He's crazy about me..."
            hide 00 04b
        "I'm sure you make a convincing argument":
            show 00 04y
            $ meadowrel += 1
        
            mea "You've got a good memory... You know... He's crazy about me..."
            hide 00 04y
    y "He's crazy about you... okay.. so are you guys pretty serious?"
    mea "not very serious"
    y "What do you mean?"
    mea "He's married"
    y "Of course"
    mea "What do you mean?"
    y "Don't dream too much about it"
    mea "I don't dream about it. I got the part. That's all"
    y "Good for you"
    mea "Yes... Anyway... It's late. I should go home..."
    menu:
        "Pay the bill $150" if money >= 150:
            $ money -= 150
            $ meadowrel += 3
            show 00 04y
        
            mea "Things don't change... you're still a gentleman..."
            hide 00 04y
        "She invited you... She will pay the bill":
            mea "Don't worry, it's on me. I'll be rich... and famous soon"
    menu:
        "Take her home":
            if meadowrel >= 8:
                jump takeherhome0405
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            else:
                mea "I don't think it's a good idea"
                mea " Thank you for everything"
                mea "finger crossed"
                jump meadow5final
        "Goodnight Meadow... and good luck":
            mea "Thank you for tonight Anthony... I really need a friend sometimes..."
            jump meadow5final

EVENTtakeherhome0405:
    scene 28 04 05 03
    
    $ hour += 1
    mea "Thank you for tonight Anthony... I really need a friend sometimes..."
    menu:
        "Go home":
            y "My pleasure. Good luck with everything"
            jump meadow5final
        "kiss her":
            scene 28 04 05 04
            
        
            $ meadowrel += 1
            scene 28 04 05 05
        
            mea "Hey... "
            mea "Wait... I really would like...I mean... But"
            y "What?"
            mea "I mean... Henry is really jealous... I would not be surprised if he hired a 
private detective to spy on me"
            y "Really?"
            mea "I-I don't know. But I don't want to take the risk... I'm sorry Anthony if I 
made you think---"
            y "Don't worry. It's okay... Goodnight"
            jump meadow5final

EVENTmeadow6:
    FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    mea "FIVE LINES... YOU GAVE ME JUST FIVE LINES... DON'T TRY TO HANG 
UP MOTH---"
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    mea "He hanged up... that smal---"
    y "Hey.... Meadow... what's up?"
    scene 10 04
    mea " [y]... I.."
    y "What's up?"
    mea "He gave me 5 lines... and a semi-naked scene... from behind... Maybe 1 minute 
total... probably 20 seconds"
    y "What are you talking bout?"
    mea "The movie... Bernie conned me... The superfucking heroes come to me, they 
want me to defend the world from the Evil and I say..."
    mea "<I'm sorry... now I'm a mother... I have a family to support>...Are you fucking 
kidding me?!"
    y "uh..."
    mea "This... whoa... No one can fuck Meadow Kessler... No one in this world. I'll 
make him cry... I'll hurt him..."
    y "Slow down... what did he say?"
    mea "Uh... He said <sorry baby, I can't do anything more, sweetheart> and shit like 
that..."
    mea "He didn't realize that if he tried to fuck me I would go straight to his wife and 
help her to take all his money..."
    y "Have you got any proof?"
    mea "Proof? I can describe his pathetic small dick in great detail... and also his belly 
button... because I watched his belly button everytime I sucked his..."
    y "Okay but... calm down... You will not have anything if you act like a crazy bitch..."
    mea "What should I do? Be the Lady America that can save the world because I have 
to cook dinner for my children? I hate children"
    menu:
        "I'll figure out something... I promise":
            show 00 04n
        
            mea "Yeah... sure..."
            hide 00 04n
            y "trust me"
            mea "Last time I trusted a man... look at me..."
            $ meadowevent == 8
        "We need a plan... Give me a couple of days I'll think about it...":
            $ meadowrel +=1
            show 00 04y
        
            mea "A plan?"
            hide 00 04y
            y "Yes. A plan... You'll have your part... with hundreds of lines... don't worry"
            mea "I want to believe in you [y]"
            y "I'll call you in the next few days"
            $ meadowevent = 7
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    $ hour += 1
    jump map

EVENTmeadow7:
   YOUR HOME
    
    y "(What shoud I do?)"
    menu:
        "help Meadow":
            y "(I call her...I've got some ideas...)"
            scene 01 01 phone
            y "Hi Meadow... I may have an idea... We should talk about it..."
            mea "Really? You want to help me?"
            y "Yes"
            mea "You're great [y], thank you"
            $ hour += 1
            $ meadowevent = 8
            jump map
        "I don't care about her.":
            $ meadowevent = 1000
            jump map

EVENTmeadow8:
    GYM
    
    y "Okay... I'm ready to workout...."
    y "Uh... Meadow is here"
    mea "Hey, [y]"
    scene 09 04 07 02
    mea "Uh... Meadow is here"
    y "I've been busy. But I've got a plan...if you agree"
    mea "Let's hear it..."
    y "Wait...You still hang out with him?"
    mea "Yeah but... No sex... I'm upset."
    y "Okay. You have to call me next time you meet him and tell me where you are."
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    y "I suppose you meet somewhere quiet"
    mea "obviously..."
    y "No problem. I've got a friend...he specializes in this kinda thing"
    y "So he will take some pics and you can blackmail him"
    $ meadowrel += 1
    mea "mmm... sounds good. It sounds really good"
    y "I know... I know"
    mea "wonderful... I'll set a date with him... Thank you.. I really appreciate it"
    $ meadowevent = 9
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

EVENTmeadow9:
    ELITA
    
    y "Hey Henry... I've got a job for you"
    henry "Glad to hear it"
    y "You should take some pictures of a couple... from afar"
    henry "Yeah,no problem...tell me where and when"
    y "Sure. I'll call you"
    henry "You know the price? $300... in advance,  as usual"
    menu:
        "Yeah, okay" if money >= 300:
            $ money -= 300
            $ meadowevent = 10
            henry "Perfect. I wait for your call..."
        "Ok... I've got no money with me now... I'll be back...":
            henry "Whenever you want. You know where you can find me"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

EVENTmeadow10:
    FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    mea "Hey... tell me some good news"
    y "Okay. I talked to my friend. Next time you have to meet Henry you will call and I'll 
watch him."
    mea "That's great... Thank you.."
    $ meadowevent = 11
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    $ hour += 1
    jump map

EVENTmeadow11:
    AT YOUR HOME
    
    y " a text from Meadow"
    mea "Hi... I have to meet Bernie in one hour at the Green Dune Resort..."
    y "Perfect... We'll be there.."
    scene 20 04 10 01
    
    mea "Hey... He'll be here in a couple of minutes..."
    y "I'm going to go hide"
    scene 20 04 10 01
    

    y "Busted!!!"
    scene 20 04 10 01
    

    y " Perfect. I think Henry got everything we need now"
    $ meadowevent = 12
    $ meadowrel += 10
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

EVENTmeadow12:
    FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    y " It's done... I sent you the pics in the mail this morning"
    mea "Yes... I got them... I'm really not sure how to thank you..."
    y " You'll think of something, I know you will."
    $ meadowrel += 5
    $ meadowevent = 13
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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EVENTmeadow13:
   AT YOUR HOME
    
    y "Hey... What's up? o you want to invite me for a dinner to celebrate?"
    mea " Mmm... Don't you prefer to come to my place?"
    y "That sounds really good"
    scene 01 01 01
    
    y "I've got a hard-on... let's see if Meadow can do something about it"
    scene 28 04 05 03
    
    mea "Come forward..."
    scene 28 14 12 02
    
    ber "Hey...Who the hell is he?"
    y "Wh-What's happening?"
    mea "Bernie, sweetheart... This is my friend Anthony..."
    mea "We have to show you something...Look at the pc"
    scene 28 14 12 03
    
    ber "What's this?"
    mea "That's just some pics of you and I..."
    mea "You know... We had so much fun together... but then you decided I had enough 
fun..."
    mea "but in reality its that I didn't get all the fun"
    scene 28 14 12 04
    ber "What the hell are you talking about?"
    mea "Bernie... darling... do you really think that I sucked your small cock and I jumped 
on your flabby belly just because I liked it..."
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    mea "You gave me a little cameo... How could you be so stupid..."
    ber "What the fuck do you want?"
    scene 28 14 12 05
    mea "What do I want? I think you should check the script again... I think my character 
deserves a major role in this movie... not just fivelines and a zoom in on my ass..."
    ber "Are you crazy stu-"
    mea "Please... please sweetheart. Don't say anything you may regret..."
    mea "I could send these pics to your lovely wife in a couple of seconds... and attach the 
phone number of a friend of mine... he's a wonderful divorce attorney"
    mea "He's quite expensive but I'm sure she can afford him... with your money... sorry, 
what was your money..."
    ber "What a sl---"
    mea "No no... don't offend me... That's not a great idea..."
    $ meadowrel += 10
    ber "So... you and your friend want to blackmail me"
    mea "... what do you call <suck my dick if you want the part>"
    ber "I never said that"
    mea "You know you don't need to say it..."
    ber "Okay, Okay... Guy... I'll find out who you are... and it will be a problem for you"
    menu:
        "What the fuck did you do Meadow? I don't want to know anything about it":
            $ meadowrel -= 5
            show 00 04n
        
            mea "Shut Up [y] he's bluffing"
            hide 00 04n
            ber "UhUh... a storm in paradise...I will leave you guys... See you..."
            scene 28 14 12 06
            mea "What the hell"
            y " Don't get me involved in your bullshit"
            mea "That was your idea"
            y "Fuck that. I'm out of here... Bye Meadow"
            $ meadowevent = 1000
            jump meadow13final
        "Hahahaha... I'll be glad to know how much money your wife will take from you in 
the divorce":
            ber "we'll see"
            scene 28 14 12 06
            mea "He's scared as fuck"
            show 00 04y
        
            $ meadowrel += 5
            y "Yeah..."
            hide 00 16y
            mea "I'm sorry... I didn't want to get you involved into this but... you know.. I was 
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scared about what he could do..."
            scene 27 14 12 07
            y "No problem"
            mea "I would like to show you my gratitude..."
            scene 27 14 12 08
            menu:
                "There's no need":
                    show 00 04n
                
                    $ meadowrel -= 3
                    mea "Are- Are you sure? I'll be happy to... "
                    hide 00 04n
                    y "We already made a bit of a mess... I'm fine, thanks..."
                    $ meadowsex = 0
                    $ meadowevent = 14
                    jump meadow13final
                "That's what I want to hear.":
                    show 00 04y
                
                    $ meadowrel += 3
                    mea "Mmmm.. I'm really happy about it. I have to say I miss your fat 
cock..."
                    hide 00 04y
                    y "Wonderful... My fat cock missed you juicy pussy"
                    mea "Wonderful... My fat cock missed you juicy pussy"
                    y "lead the way"
                    $ meadowsex = 1
                    $ meadowevent = 14
                    $ hour += 1
                    jump meadow1sex

############################### MEADOW SEX 
#############################

EVENTmeadow1sex:
    scene 28 14 12 10
    
    mea "I think I owe you a favor... Do you have a special request?"
    scene 28 14 12 11
    menu:
        "I think you should put  my dick in your mouth":
            jump mea01bj
        "it's late I just want to fuck you":
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            jump mea1fuck

EVENTmea01bj:
    scene 28 14 12 12

    mea "Mmmm... It's big as I remember"
    scene 28 14 12 13

    y "Mmmm... Go Deep"
    scene 28 14 12 14

    y "Oh God. I'm cumming"
    mea "Already"
    menu:
        "continue blowjob":
            scene 28 14 12 13
        
            scene 28 14 12 14
        
            jump mea1cum
        "Nah... let's fuck":
            jump mea1fuck

EVENTmea1fuck:
    scene 28 14 12 15

    y "You need to get fucked real hard"
    $ meadowrel += 2
    mea "I love to get fucked hard"

    if stamina >= 15:
        mea "Oh Jesus... You're still a great fucker"
        jump meadow13final
    else:
        mea "You need some training... Or maybe my expectations were too high"
        y "What?"
        mea "Wait... Not bad... better than the last fuck I had... but last time you fucked me 
you made me scream like a crazy bitch... that's all..."
        y "Yeah... it happens... Anyway.. Now it's really late. I have to go..."
        $ meadowrel += 5
        jump meadow13final
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EVENTmeadow13final:
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

###################### MEADOWSEX END  
################################################

EVENTmeadow14:
    scene 06 00 1516
    
    y "There are Keesha and Adele"
    scene 06 00 16
    kee "[y], Wait a second"
    y "What's up, Keesha?"
    kee "Are you still seeing Meadow?"
    y "Why?"
    kee "Nothing special, I'm pleasantly surprised about her career's reboot"
    menu:
        "I haven't seen her in a while":
            show 00 16n
            kee "Mmm, okay. What a shame?"
            $ meadowevent = 15
            hide 00 16n
        "Sometimes I meet her":
            show 00 16y
            $ keesharel += 1
            kee " Who does she fuck with to have the part?"
            hide 00 16y
            $ meadowevent = 20
            menu:
                "What? I don't know. Maybe she's just a good actress":
                    show 00 16n
                    kee "Yeah, funny"
                    hide 00 16n
                    y "What is funny?"
                    kee "Come on a B-Movie actress got a lead role in a blockbuster..."
                    y " Some actors become famous in late age"
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                    kee "Mpf..."
                "Probably someone important":
                    show 00 16y
                    $ keesharel += 1
                    kee "and you don't know who?"
                    hide 00 16y
                    y "Uhm, no"
                    kee "mmm... if you discover something let me know"
                    y "Okay"
    kee "Okay, let me know if you meet her"
    y "Okay"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
############

EVENTmeadow15:
    scene 10 04b
    
    y "Meadow..."
    scene 10 04
    mea "Hey [y], what's up?"
    menu:
        "I'm fine, you?":
            show 00 04y
            $ meadowrel += 1
            mea "Great. We started the movie shooting. I'm so excited"
            hide 00 04y
            y "i'm really happy for you"
        "I'm worried, did you met Bernie again?":
            show 00 04n
            mea "I meet him everyday on the set. You don't have to worries about him"
            hide 00 04n
            y "Okay..."
    mea "And you?"
    y "I just need a coffee... I'm very busy with my work"
    mea "Okay, good luck"
    $ meadowevent = 16
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
############

EVENTmeadow16:
   SKYEBAR
    
    kee "Uh, looks wo's here. My little liar"
    y "What?"
    kee "You told me you don't see Meadow in a while but the other day you was with her 
at the Cafè"
    menu:
        "What do you want to know?":
            show 00 16y
            $ keesharel += 1
            kee "I like you like that"
            hide 00 16y
            y "Yeah, sure..."
            kee " Who does she fuck with to have the part?"
            menu:
                "What? I don't know. Maybe she's just a good actress":
                    show 00 16n
                    kee "Yeah, funny"
                    hide 00 16n
                    y "What is funny?"
                    kee "Come on a B-Movie actress got a lead role in a blockbuster..."
                    y " Some actors become famous in late age"
                    kee "Mpf..."
                "Probably someone important":
                    show 00 16y
                    $ keesharel += 1
                    kee "and you don't know who?"
                    hide 00 16y
                    y "Uhm, no"
                    kee "mmm... if you discover something let me know"
                    y "Okay"
        "I just meet her casually":
            show 00 16n
            kee "Yeah Sure"
            hide 00 16 n
            y "Yeah"
    $ meadowevent = 20
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
############

EVENTmeadow20:
    FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    y "Meadow..."
    scene 10 04
    mea "Hey [y], what's up?"
    y "Good."
    menu:
        "And you? how's the movie?":
            show 00 04y
            $ meadowrel += 1
            mea "Good. I always dreamed about this"
            hide 00 04y
            y "Great. I'm really happy about it"
            $ meadowevent = 21
            mea "Me too...Me too.."
        "Keesha asked me about you":
            mea "Wow...What does she wan to know?"
            y "She want to know who you fuck with to have the part"
            mea "What?"
            y "yes"
            mea "That slut... You didn't tell her nothing, right"
            y "Sure"
            mea "nobody have to know it"
            $ meadowevent = 22
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
############

EVENTmeadow21:
    FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    mea "Hey [y], We have to talk"
    y "What's happening?"
    mea "Keesha's giving me hard times"
    y "What? Why?"
    mea "She's asking to everyone who I fuck with to have the part"
    y "uh..."
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    mea "She don't have to know"
    y "Sure"
    $ hour += 1
    $ meadowevent = 22
    jump map

########################################################################
############

KIRSTEN  ------------------------------------------------------------------
-------

KIRSTEN WORKS AT THE MUSEUM, SHE'S YOUR EX GIRLFRIEND
SHE'S 27

SHE LEFT YOU WHEN SHE FIND OUT YOU CHEATED ON HER. 
YOU HAD A DOMINATION RELATIONSHIP WITH HER, AND SHE LOVES TO 
PLAY WITH OTHER PEOPLE AND TO BE YOUR SLAVE... BUT SHE WANTS TO 
BE YOUR ONLY SLAVE. 
NOW SHE HAVE A GIRLFRIEND...
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KIRSTEN STORYLINE STARTS AUTOMATICALLY THE FIRST TIME YOU GO 
TO THE MUSEUM. THERE AREN'T A LOT OF EVENTS AT THE MOMENT 
BECAUSE KIRSTEN APPAERANCE HAPPENS IN MAUD, YVETTE AND LUANA' 
STORYLINES. 

EVENT  kirsten0:
    MUSEUM

    y "The Museum... Kirsten works here."
    y "I tried to talk with her in the past month... But she never text me back... It's time to 
come here and see her in person"
    scene 27 08 00 01
    kir "What are you doing here?"
    y "I need to talk with you"
    kir "I don't want to talk with you"
    y "but I--"
    kir "I have to work. bye..."
    scene 27 08 00 02
    y "Damn"
    maud "Look who's here"
    scene 27 08 00 03
    y "What?"
    maud "You will be [y]... Kirsten's ex boyfriend."
    y "Yes. We first met a---"
    maud "I remember you. I know everything about you...since your sex in the public 
restroom"
    y "yeah... ehm, right!"
    maud "Then Kirsten showed me your pathetic messages"
    y "eh?!?! "
    maud "I thought you were more tough... you were her master... but you are just a 
man... men are usually disappointing..."
    y "She didn't think that some times ago"
    maud "Yeah... before she knew me... anyway. If you want to have some fun you could 
come to my place during the weekend. You look like someone who needs to have some 
fun..."
    y "Interesting... See you there"
    maud "I'll wait for you"
    $ kirstenevent = 1
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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EVENT kirsten1:
        MAUD'S HOME
    
        maud "Look who's here... I'm glad to see you. I didn't think you'd ever come"
        menu:
            "Well, I'm full of surprises":
                show 00 12n
                
                maud "As far as I know not always good surprises..."
                hide 00 12n
            "I wouldn't miss it":
                show 00 12y
                
                $ maudrel += 1
                maud "Maybe you're not as stupid as I thought"
                hide 00 12y

        maud "I'll go to greet my guests... Have fun, maybe you'll find some new friends and 
opportunities"
        scene 24 32 33
    
        y "(Who's that girl... I've seen her already...)"
        rich "Hi. My name is Richard and she's my wife Vanessa. Are you new here?"
        y "more or less"
        y "(now I remember... I saw her with Mark during her bachelorette party)"
        rich "I haven't seen you around"
        y "I'm [y]. Nice to meet you"
        menu:
            "I think I met your wife during her bachelorrette party":
                show 00 33n
                
                show 00 32n
                hide 00 33n
                rich "what?"
                hide 00 32n
                van "Are you sure? I don't remember... I spent all the night with my friends..."
                y "Uh ehm... maybe I'm wrong... but you look familiar. I'm a photographer... 
maybe you are ehm ... a model"
                scene 24 3233 08
                van "ehm... I did some in the past..."
                y "uh.. ehm, sorry. I saw a... ehm... friend I haven't seen in ages"
            "Pretend you've never met":
                rich "I'm the owner of GreenDune resort, what about you? What's your 
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business?"
                y "I'm a photographer"
                rich "An artist. Great. I love the arts. I have supported Maud since she started 
her career..."
                y "Well. I think her works are... eclectic..."
                $ vanessarel += 1
                rich "Oh yes I really love her... She always asks Vanessa to pose for a sculpture 
but... I don't know."
                y "Should be great"
                rich "Yes... Vanessa was a model too before we met"
                y "Oh Yes... she looks familiar..."
                scene 24 3233 08
                y "uh.. ehm, sorry. I saw a... ehm... friend I haven't seen in ages"
                rich "Don't worry, we're leaving"

        scene 24 08
        kir "Anthony... Maud told me she invited you... but I didn't think you'd ever come"
        menu:
            "I'm here for you. It's time you come back to me, stop this bullshit":
                show 00 08b
                
                $ kirstenrel += 1
                kir "Uh, Impressive. When did you start to be so confident??"
                hide 00 08b
                y "Stop this bullshit. You know you need me."
                kir "hahahahahah... you're a dreamer. I don't miss you"
                y "I understand you're upset but..."
                kir "I'm not upset... I'm 'not interested'...but I appreciate your confidence. You 
act like a man after months of pathetic messages.."
            "I need to apologize":
                show 00 08n
                
                kir "[y] please... you are pathetic. Stop humiliating yourself..."
                hide 00 08n
            "You know... I can't forget when I fucked your ass hard":
                show 00 08y
                
                $ kirstenrel += 3
                kir "Uh... Impressive..."
                hide 00 08y
                kir "But don't worry about me... Maud has a large collection of dildos..."

        scene 24 0812 01
        maud "What's happening here?"
        kir "N-Nothing"
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        maud "Are you flirting with this loser?"
        kir "Absolutely not"
        maud "I don't believe you... you are a slut"
        kir "I swear mistress"
        y "(whatthefuckkkk????)"
        maud "You need a lesson stupid bitch..."
        kir "Yes Mistress"
        maud "Not from me... you don't deserve it tonight..."
        maud "Yvette!!!"
        scene 24 081214 01
        maud "Yvette...Take this bitch to my room. I think we'll have some fun tonight"
        yve "Sure. I'm looking forward to it"
        maud "And you... stupid loser? Do you want to watch? I can fuck your ass with my 
strap on while you watch"
        y "No... Ehm, thank you... It's late. I need to wake up early tomorrow..."
        maud "Sure. hahahaah...Goodnight loser"
        $ kirstenevent = 2
        $ vanessaevent = 1
        $ yvetteevent = 1
        $ hour += 1
        jump map

REBECCA-------------------------------------------------------------------
--------  
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REBECCA IS AN INSTAGRAM MODEL TURNING MODEL
SHE'S 27

SHE WAS KIRSTEN'S BEST FRIEND. 
YOU HAD SEX WITH HER IN SEASON 1 UNTIL KIRSTEN CAUGHT YOU AND 
MAKE YOU BRUTALIZE HER. 

REBECCA EVENTS STARTS IN THE FIRST DAY OF THE GAME WHEN YOU 
MEET HER FOR A PHOTOSHOTING. 
THEN YOU CAN MAKE HER FORGIVE YOU HELPING HER TO GAIN HER 
POPULARITY... BUT FOR DOING THAT YOU HAVE TO EXPOSE HER 
RELATION WITH THE FAMOUS SOCCER PLAYER BORIS LEBONSKY. 

REBECCA STORYLINE IS CONNECTED WITH RAIN STORYLINE FOR A 
WHILE, SO SOMETIMES YOU HAVE TO TRIGGER SOME EVENTS IN THE 
OTHER GIRL STORYLINE GO GO AHEAD. 

THEN YOU CAN HELP HER. SHE THINKS BORIS'S EX GIRLFRIEND WERE 
BACK IN TOWN TO SEDUCE HIM. 

NO SEX SCENE WITH HER AT THE MOMENT, BUT THERE ARE THE SPORT 
AWARD EVENT YOU WILL ACCESS BY HER STORYLINE. AND AT THE SPORT 
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AWARD NIGHT THERE IS A SEX SCENE AND SOME IMPORTANT TRIGGER 
FOR NEXT STORYLINES.

###############################################EVENTS#################
#################################

EVENT rebecca1:
    Beach
    
    y "Uh... That's Rebecca. I think I have to talk with her...Maybe last time I was hard on 
her..."
    y "Hey Becca..."
    
    reb "[y]? What do you want?"
    menu:
        "I need to apologize":
            reb "I'm all ears"
            menu:
                "Last time we met I treated you badly":
                    reb "Just the last time?"
                    y "yeah, I mean... ehm"
                    reb "Damn Anthony. The last time was nothing... You don't get it... Please, 
leave."
                    y "But I...."
                    reb "LEAVE!!!!!!"
                    $ hour += 1
                    jump map
                "I know what happened that night was wrong":
                    reb "and?"
                    y "I'm really sorry for what happened that night. I think Kirsten lost control"
                    reb "Lost control?"
                    y "Yeah, I mean. She goes totally crazy. She was being weird lately. I don't 
know what got into her head"
                    reb "That's what I noticed too... But I can't think about that..."
                    y "I'm sorry... really. I know this doesn't change what happened"
                    reb "... it's okay. It was bad... shocking... I wasn't expecting it"
                    y "I'm glad we talked about it... I don't want to lose your friendship..."
                    reb "I already lost my best friend. I don't hear news from her from a while"
                    y "I know... I'm sorry"
                    $ hour += 1
                    $ rebeccaevent = 2
                    jump map
        "Are you still mad at me":
            reb "Sure I'm still mad at you...."
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            menu:
                "Come on... We know you liked it":
                    reb "I liked it? Are you crazy... I think you and Kirsten raped me"
                    y "You're exaggerating"
                    reb "damn [y], You don't get it.... leave, please."
                    $ hour += 1
                    jump map
                "I think I need to apologize":
                    reb "and?"
                    y "I'm really sorry for what happened that night. I think Kirsten lost control"
                    reb "Lost control?"
                    y "Yeah, I mean. She goes totally crazy. She was being weird lately. I don't 
know what got into her head"
                    reb "That's what I noticed too... But I can't think about that..."
                    y "I'm sorry... really. I know this doesn't change what happened"
                    reb "... it's okay. It was bad... shocking... I wasn't expecting it"
                    y "I'm glad we talked about it... I don't want to lose your friendship..."
                    reb "I already lost my best friend. I don't hear news from her from a while"
                    y "I know... I'm sorry"
                    $ hour += 1
                    $ rebeccaevent = 2
                    jump map

########################################################################
########################################################################
##

EVENT rebecca2:
    Beach
    
    y "Uh... That's Rebecca...She's so damn hot..."
    
    y "Ehy 'Becca"
    reb "Hey [y], wgat's up?"
    y "I'm Good. I have just been walking around the beach and I saw you... I thought I 
should come say hello"
    reb "You did well"
    y "And you? what's up? We didn't get to talk about your life after... ehm..."
    reb "Always the same. Kirsten moved to Maud's home... but I found a new flatmate to 
share expenses."
    reb "And you. I heard you don't live with your brother anymore"
    y "Ehm no. Ehm no... Now I share a house with David..."
    reb "Uh David"
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    menu:
        "Honestly I feel bad for him... for what we did... He loves you":
            reb "Me too.. but... "
            $ rebeccarel += 1
            reb "It would never have worked between me and him. But he's good guy and..."
            y "yeah, sure"
            reb "he didn't deserve to suffer so it's better he doesn't know"
        "Yes. I'm glad he didn't know about us...":
            reb "That's how you treat your <best friend>..."
            y "You were as bad as me... Come on. He's a good guy, He doesn't deserve to 
suffer."
            reb "Maybe you're right... I don't know... But I never saw him again so... it's okay"
            y "yeah, sure"
    reb "Uh. It's late. I have to go. Sorry [y], see you"
    $ rebeccaevent = 3
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
########################################################################
à

EVENT rebecca3:
    if money <= 20:
        y "I've got not enought money"
        jump map
    else:
        $ money -= 20
    PARADISE CLUB
    
    y "I love this place. All the hottest girls in town are here... Let's see.."
    scene 23 0948 01
    
    y "(uh Rebecca)"
    y "Who's that guy? He looks familiar"
    y "She didn't talked about a new crush..."
    y "In fact she didn't talk with ne at all till a few days ago"
    y "Anyway. I'm a little jealous but I'm happy for her"
    $ hour += 1
    $ rebeccaevent = 4
    PARADISE CLUB
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    y "what should I do now?"
    menu:
        "I could stay here" if michelleevent == 0:
            jump michellepage
        "It's late. I should go home":
            jump map

########################################################################
########################################

EVENT rebecca4:
    Beach
    
    y "Uh... That's Rebecca...She's so damn hot..."
    
    y "Hey Becca"
    reb "Hi [y]"
    menu:
        "Talk about her career":
            show 00 09y
            
            $ rebeccarel += 1
            reb "Quite good... I've got so many followers and they really appreciate the last 
shoot we did for the bikini campaign... It's good, could be better but it's okay"
            hide 00 09y
            y "How could it be better?"
            reb "... I'm dating a guy..."
            y "Really?"
            reb "yes, he's... popular"
            y "Is it the guy you were with at the Paradise Club last night?"
            reb "Did you seen us?"
            y "Ehm... yes... But you looked really busy and I prefered not to come say hello"
            reb "Yes... ehm... good Choice"
            y "( so he's popular... he looks familiar... I need to know something more)...."
        "I saw you last night at the Paradise Club... with a guy":
            show 00 09n
            
            reb "Are you stalking me?"
            hide 00 09n
            y "No, ehm... I was at the club and I just saw you"
            reb "Yes, ehm. you're right..."
    y "Okay. I don't want to bother you. I leave. See you"
    reb "See you"
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    $ rebeccaevent = 5
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##############################################

EVENT rebecca5:
    ELITA
    
    y "Keesha's watching something on her smartphone"
    menu:
        "Spy on her phone":
            scene 05 09 05 05
            
            y "uh"
            ELITA
            show 00 16n
            
            kee "Hey! Are you spying me?"
            hide 00 16n
            y "No, ehm...Who's that guy, he looks familiar"
            kee "Sure he looks familiar, he's Boris Lebowsky, one of the best football players 
in the world"
            kee "He's on all the covers of gossip magazines around the world. He left his 
girlfriend and moved back to New Coral for the off season..."
            y "Uh... maybe I have seen him somewhere..."
            kee "Where?... He's a ghost! He appears in a place and then he disappears. I need 
to know something about what he's doing here. If you see him you have to call me..."
            y "su-Sure"
            kee "Damn... I don't know how you could not know him... Where do you live... In 
which universe I mean..."
        "Hey Keesha, What are you watching? Looks interesting":
            scene 05 09 05 05
            
            kee "Boris Lebowsky. He's one of the best football players in the world."
            ELITA
            show 00 16y
            
            kee "He's on all the covers of gossip magazines around the world. He left his 
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girlfriend and moved back to New Coral for the off season..."
            y "Uh. I don't like Soccer... But if he's in New Coral I'll probably see him 
somewhere"
            hide 00 16y
            kee "What? Do you- did you see him?"
            y "I'm pretty sure. I have a photographic memory"
            kee "Okay... next time if you think you saw him you have to call me... He's gold... 
Everyone wants to know who will be his next girlfriend"
            $ keesharel += 1
            y "Really?"
            kee "He left supermodel Jennifer Kostadinova... One of the hottest girls in the 
world for apparently no reason"
    y "Okay okay. I'll call you if I see him"
    $ rebeccaevent = 6
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##########################################

EVENT rebecca6:
    Beach
    
    y "Hey 'Becca, What's up?"
    reb "Relaxing..."
    y "I know it's none of my business but.... the guy you were with last night is quite 
famous"
    reb "I know that"
    menu:
        "Do you want to use him to raise your popularity?":
            show 00 09n
            
            reb "Who do you think I am?"
            hide 00 09n
            y "Wait... I misspoke. I mean. this could be a great opportunity for your career."
            reb " Don't you think I know this? He values his privacy. He's so careful about 
that"
            y "So you're not interested? I could talk with a friend... Do you know Keesha?"
        "All the gossipblogger in town looking for some news about him and his new 
crush":
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            show 00 09y
            
            $ rebeccarel += 1
            reb "I know that and I know a love story with him could raise my popularity. A 
big boost for my career, but he values his privacy."
            hide 00 09y
            y "Maybe I could help you. Do you know Keesha?"
    reb "Sure I know Keesha. Is she a friend of yours?"
    y "More or less. I haven't told her anything yet, but if you want I could talk with her 
about this"
    reb "This could be interesting"
    y "perfect... I'll let you know"
    $ rebeccaevent = 7
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##########################################################

EVENT rebecca7:
    ELITA
    
    y "Keesha... I have some hot news for you and the golden guy"
    kee "Really?"
    menu:
        "Yes... but what do I get for it?":
            show 00 16n
            
            kee "Maybe you don't know how this city works..."
            hide 00 16n
            y "No... I mean... I think You will owe me a favor, maybe... If I need something 
later..."
            kee "Mmm... Could it be. Only if I get an exclusive news"
        "I know a girl who's dating him":
            show 00 16y
            
            $ keesharel += 1
            kee "You're surprising... I'm all ears"
            hide 00 16y
    y "Do you know my friend Rebecca... the Bikini model"
    kee "Sure I know her... that little slut wants to make a career for herself... I love that, 
smart girl"
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    y "So... what will happen now?"
    kee "What will happen? nothing"
    y "Nothing?"
    kee "What do you think? I write a news only because you tell me something ... Who 
the fuck are you?"
    y "Proof? Like What?"
    kee "You need to set something up. I need some pics. Talk with Henry. Talk with your 
friend Rebecca and organize a place where he can take some pics ..."
    y "Okay, okay... I got it..."
    $ rebeccaevent = 8
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT rebecca8:
    ELITA
    
    y "Hey bro. I think I need your help"
    henry "Everybody needs my help... Sooner or later. What do you need son?"
    y "I think I've got a scoop for you and Keesha"
    henry "I got it. You need some pics about someone so that slut sends you to me...."
    y "What? ehm"
    henry "I would have preferred she pay me... but it's okay. I like money too. Tell me 
where and when... it's $300"
    menu:
        "Give him $300" if money >= 300:
            $ money -= 300
            $ rebeccaevent = 9
            henry "Perfect. Let me know the details"
        "Uh $300. I'll be back when I've got the money":
            henry "Whenever you want..."
    $ hour +=1
    jump map
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########################################################################
#############################################

EVENT rebecca9:
    Beach
    
    y "Damn. I must control myself. I can't have an hardon everytime I see her at the 
beach"
    f
    y "Hi Rebecca, I have some good news for you"
    reb "Yeah?"
    y "I set up everything"
    reb "for what?"
    y "For Boris and you. You'll have the header on Keesha's gossipblog"
    show 00 09y
    
    $ rebeccarel += 1
    reb "Really?"
    hide 00 09y
    y "Yes, We just need to set up a time and place. There will be paparazzi and things"
    reb "Uh... that's cool"
    menu:
        "So you'll have your fame and you can leave that fool":
            show 00 09n
            
            reb "What? Do you really think I date him just for fame? Who do you think I 
am?"
            hide 00 09n
            y "Wait... I was kidding"
            reb "Not funny"
            y "Sorry..."
        "So the whole country will know about your love story":
            show 00 09y
            
            $ rebeccarel += 1
            reb "Wow that's great"
            hide 00 09y
    y "So... You have to let me know where and when you'll meet him"
    reb "Okay... I have to meet him at the club... I'll let you know"
    y "Perfect. I'll call my contacts..."
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    $ rebeccaevent = 10
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

EVENT rebecca10:
    if money <= 20:
        y "I've got not enought money"
        jump map
    else:
        $ money -= 20
    PARADISE CLUB
    
    y "I told Henry tonight is the night. He has to be out there "
    scene 23 0948 01
    
    y "Ok... there they are, the lovebirds"
    scene 23 0948 02
    
    y "Yeah Bro, like nodoby's watching"
    scene 23 0948 03
    
    y "Why did they stop?"
    scene 23 0948 04
    
    y "Where the fuck is he going?"
    menu:
        "Go To Rebecca":
            y "Hey... where did he go?"
            reb "Boris? He just went to the bathroom"
            y "I thought there was something wrong with him"
            scene 23 0948 05
            bor "So what? I leave you alone for 10 minutes and you flirt with someone else"
            reb "What? no... he's nobody"
            bor "Yeah sure. All women are the same."
            reb "Whe-Where did you go?"
            $ rebeccarel -= 2
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            show 23 0948 06
            
            reb "Damn Anthony. You messed everything up"
            y "(Damn... I hope I will have another chance)"
            $ hour += 1
            $ rebeccaevent = 11
            jump map
        "Follow him":
            scene 23 0948 10
            
            if michelleevent >= 1:
                y "Damn. I know that bitch..."
            else:
                y "who's that bitch?"
            har "I'm sure no one can suck your dick like I can..."
            y "(what the...)"
            menu:
                "Be careful Bro, she gave me herpes":
                    scene 23 0948 11
                    $ borisrel += 1
                    bor "Damn. Stay away from me, bitch"
                "Give up this loser, you can suck mine":
                    scene 23 0948 11
                    bor "What?... no problem. She's yours"
                    scene 23 21 00 04
                    har "What the fuck?"
                    y "Sorry... I have to go"

    PARADISE CLUB
    
    y "(great I don't see them, they probably went home)"
    y "Let's call Henry"
    scene 23 0948 20
    
    henry "I got them. Tomorrow I'll send the pics to Keesha... She will be happy about 
that..."
    y "(keesha now owe me a favor)"
    $ rebeccaevent = 15
    $ hour += 1
    $ keeshafavor += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
##############################################

EVENT rebecca11:
    Beach
    
    y "(uh Rebecca... I messed up everything last night"
    f
    reb "What the hell do you want?"
    y "I'm... I'm sorry for last night"
    reb "Damn [y], You have no idea what I went through to make this up... He was so 
angry"
    menu:
        "Did you suck his cock":
            show 00 09n
            
            reb "Fuck you!!! Get off of my face"
            hide 00 09n
            $ hour += 1
            jump map
        "I'm sorry... It was all set up and I was scared something wrong happened":
            show 00 09b
            
            reb "Yes..."
            hide 00 09b
            y "Come on. Nothing's over. We can do it again... this time I'll not come to you"
            reb "I don't know"
            y "Come on. I just need the time to set everything up again... come on. All the 
world will know you're Boris Lebowsky's girlfriend. You'll be so damn famous"
            reb "yeah, sure..."
            y "believe in me"
            $ hour += 1
            $ rebeccaevent = 12
            jump map

########################################################################
################################################

EVENT rebecca12:
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    ELITA
    
    y "Hey bro. I think I need your help. We have to do that thing again... you know. Last 
night something went wrong"
    henry "Yeah, no problem"
    y "Perfect. I'll call you when they will be at the club"
    henry "Hey... you know you have to give me another $300"
    y "Uh... but"
    henry "Do you think I work for free?"
    menu:
        "Give him $300" if money >= 300:
            $ money -= 300
            $ rebeccaevent = 9
            henry "Perfect. Let me know the details"
        "Uh $300. I'll be back when I've got the money":
            henry "Whenever you want..."
    $ hour +=1
    jump map

########################################################################
###############################################

EVENT rebecca13:
    Beach
    
    y "(I set up everything again... She'll be happy about that)"
    f
    reb "What's up?"
    y "Ok... I fixed everything... call me when you'll be at the Paradise Club with him... 
My man will be outside, ready to take the pics..."
    reb "okay, I want to believe you"
    $ rebeccaevent = 10
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
########################################################
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EVENT rebecca15:
    Beach
    
    y "(My plan worked....let's see how she feels about it)"
    f
    y "So: What's up?"
    reb "I've got the headline of Keesha's gossiblog... My vipstagram page is raising a 
lot..."
    y "Wonderful... and... Boris... isn't he angry about it? You said he values his privacy..."
    reb "He sent me the pics with the caption <so it's official?> hihih... he's so sweet..."
    $ rebeccarel += 5
    y "I'm happy for you. I hope now you can really forgive me for what I did that night"
    reb "Sure. You're forgiven and if sometimes you want to come to my place... it's okay"
    y "That's sound really good"
    reb "Hey... we're just friends... nothing more, absolutely nothing more..."
    y "Yes, sure. Absolutely"
    y "(We'll See)"
    $ hour += 1
    $ rebeccaevent = 16
    jump map

########################################################################
########################################################

EVENT rebecca16:
    REBECCA'S HOME
    
    y "Hi... you told me I can come to say hello... and I came. What's up?"
    reb "Hi Tony... I'm glad you came... But I'm sorry. I have to meet Boris now..."
    REBECCA'S HOME 18 intro
    rain "Hi...We're going out"
    reb "bye"
    y "Who are them?"
    reb "My new flatmate and her boyfriend"
    menu:
        "Wow, she's hot":
            show 00 09b
            
            reb "Really? I think they're really weird"
            reb "But you're weird too sometimes... I don't know..."
            hide 00 09b
        "Uh, they're really weird":
            show 00 09y
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            $ rebeccarel += 1
            reb "Yeah... they are really weird...."
            hide 00 09y
    reb "Anyway... I'm sorry [y]... but I have to go. Boris is waiting for me... see you soon"
    y "Don't worry. I don't want to create problems with your new boyfriend..."
    $ rebeccaevent = 17
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################################

EVENT rebecca17:
    REBECCA'S HOME
    
    reb "Hi Tony... I'm glad you came..."
    y "Honestly I don't have too much time. I just came to say hello.. and to hear some 
news about your time with Boris"
    reb "I think we're good. We see each other all the time... and you?"
    y "Nothing special. I work most of the time..."
    reb "Any news from Kirsten? I saw her yeasterday but I think she didn't see me"
    menu:
        "I don't want to hear any more about her":
            show 00 09y
            
            $ rebeccarel += 1
            reb "I'm glad you got rid of her... she's crazy"
            hide 00 09y
        "I met her a couple of times...":
            show 00 09n
            
            reb "Really... after everything that's happened?"
            hide 00 09n
            y "No.. I mean. We were in the same place... Works stuff"
            reb "I hope you don't have anything more to do with her... she's crazy"

    y "yeah... don't worry."
    y "And you... how's your weird flatmate?"
    reb "I see her rarely. She's always in her room. Usually with her man"
    menu:
        "uh... so loats of groaning?":
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            reb "Sometimes you talk like a perv... it's creepy.."
            reb "anyway... She's always got the music loud... hahaha... anyway she works for 
the same cangirl site I worked with... so I suppose she's in front of her laptop most of the 
time"
            y "Mmm... interesting..."
            reb "What do you mean?"
            y "Nothing... It's always interesting when a girl poses naked... I 'm a 
photographer... anyway I think it's late now. Better if I go home"
        "what does she do with her life?":
            reb "I know her because she works for the same exclusive cam girlsite I worked 
with... So she spends most of the time in front of her laptop... I don't know what she did... 
and I don't want to know?"
            $ rebeccarel += 1
            y "Mmm... interesting..."
            reb "What do you mean?"
            y "Nothing... It's always interesting when a girl poses naked... I 'm a 
photographer... anyway I think it's late now. Better if I go home"
    reb "yeah, probably"
    y "okay... I leave. See you"
    $ rebeccaevent = 18
    $ hour += 1
    $ rainevent = 2
    jump map

########################################################################
########################################################################
##########

EVENT rebecca19:
    REBECCA'S HOME
    
    reb "Hi [y]... what's up?"
    y "I'm fine... I've got a favor to ask you"
    reb "Uh... what you need?"
    y "Ehm... you know. I'm helping Rain with her career... And I thought that it would be 
cool to take some pics of you together.."
    reb "Mmm.. I don't know... She's very different from me. We don't have the same 
look"
    y "I know, I know but... Now you are really famous and I think that if you share some 
pics with her in your vipstagram this would be good for her..."
    reb "I have to think about it.."
    menu:
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        "Come on... I helped you too... do it for me":
            show 00 09n
            
            reb "I don't owe you anything... Are you blackmailing me?"
            hide 00 09n
            y "No... I mean.. I helped you, you help me..."
            reb "Okay... only if you help me. It's been a while since Keesha's article about me 
and Boris. I want a new one. I want to be mentioned by her..."
            y "Okay. I'll see what I can do."
        "Come on. You owe me a favor for Keesha's blog article":
            show 00 09y
            
            $ rebeccarel += 1
            reb "Mmm... okay. but I want something back"
            hide 00 09y
            y "Tell me"
            reb "It's been a while since Keesha's article about me and Boris. I want a new one. 
I want to be mentioned by her..."
            y "Okay. I'll see what I can do."
    reb "uh... it's really late. I have to meet Boris. Sorry [y]"
    y "Don't worry"
    $ rebeccaevent = 20
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT rebecca20:
    ELITA
    
    if keeshafavor >= 1:
        y "(She owes me a favor, she can't say no)"
    else:
        pass
    y "Hey Keesha. Can we talk?"
    kee "Sure, what do you need?"
    y "I need you to write something about Becca and Boris..."
    kee "Why should I? Did you have any news?"
    menu:
        "Because you owe ma a favor, do you remember" if keeshafavor >= 1:
            kee "You want to use my favor for a stupid article about your big boobed friend? 
Okay...as you prefer"
            $ rebeccaevent = 21
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            $ keeshafavor -= 1
        "if you do a favor for me I can do a favor for you":
            kee "It doesn't work like that. You do a favor for me and THEN I'll do a favor for 
you..."
            y "Okay.... ( I need to do a favor for Keesha)"

    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT rebecca21:
    Beachf
    
    reb "Hi Tony... I'm reading Keesha's blog... I'm glad you were able to do it... When you 
want we can shoot the pics..."
    y "Wonderful"
    $ rebeccarel += 1
    $ rebeccaevent = 22
    $ rainevent = 12
    jump map

########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT rebecca23:
    Beach
    
    y "Uh. Rebecca. I go to say hello. I don't meet her often lately..."
    f
    reb "Hi [y], What'sup?"
    y "I'm fine... and you? You're famous now"
    reb "Yes, but is stressful"
    y "Stressful?"
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    reb "I'm never alone. there is always at least one paparazzi that follow me"
    y "The burden of the fame hahahah."
    reb "Yeah, funny"
    scene 08 09 23 02
    reb "Look there is your friend from Elita. He's hidden behind these bushes"
    reb "Probably waiting a nipple jump out of my bra"
    menu:
        "You owe him something, you could show your nipples":
            show 00 09n
            reb "not funny"
            hide 00 09n
        "I got it. But I can't do nothing. It's his work":
            $ rebeccarel += 1
            reb "Don't worry...I know that"
    und "uhhhh yeah"
    scene 08 09 23 03
    
    y "What the...."
    scene 08 09 23 04
    
    und "I love you Rebecca"
    scene 08 09 23 05
    
    reb "Aaaarghhhh"
    scene 08 09 23 06
    
    reb "Oh my God. He cum in my tits!!!!!"
    menu:
        "Help her to get clean":
            scene 08 09 23 10N
            
            $ rebeccarel -= 5
            reb "what the fuck, don't touch my tits"
            y "God, Sorry....I just want to help---"
            reb "Damn... Better if I leave"
            $ rebeccaevent = 30
        "Chase him":
            scene 08 09 23 10Y
            
            y "Damn... He's disappear..."
            Y "Rebecca runaway too..."
            $ rebeccaevent = 24
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT rebecca24:
    REBECCA'S HOME
    
    y "Hey. I came to see how are you"
    reb "it's a tragedy. You need to talk with your friend Henry"
    reb "I'm sure he took pictures and I'm sure he's ready to sell"
    reb "That mustn't happen"
    y "Okay. I'll talk with him"
    $ rebeccaevent = 25
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################################

EVENT rebecca25:
    ELITA
    
    henry "Yeah. I took pictures of everything"
    y "Okay. I'm sure you want to sell it to the highest bidder"
    henry "Of Course"
    y "I think Rebecca would like to be the highest bidder"
    henry "I got it. I know she's a friend of yours but this is business"
    y "Sure"
    henry "I think I can earn $3000"
    y "Uh"
    menu:
        "I'll pay for her" if money >= 1000:
            $ money -= 1000
            $ rebeccarel += 10
            $ buyrebeccapervpics = 1
            henry "She's lucky. You're a really generous"
        "I'll tell her, don't sell it to anyone else until she contact you, please.":
            henry "Don't worry"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT rebecca26:
    REBECCA'S HOME
    
    y "Hey. I talked with Henry"
    reb "And...?"
    if buyrebeccapervpics == 1:
        y "I pay for you. That pics are safe now"
        reb "Uh, it was expansive"
        y "$3000"
        reb "God"
        y "Yeah, anyway don't worry about that"
        reb "I owe you a favor"
        y "yeah, a big one"
        $ rebeccafavor = 1
    else:
        y "It's $3000"
        reb "God..."
        y "I told him to wait for your call"
        reb "Sure, thank you"
    $ rebeccaevent = 27
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT rebecca27:
    SKYEBAR
    
    y "Keesha and Adele... They look excited"
    scene 06 00 15 16
    y "Hey, What's happen, you look excited"
    ade "It seems Boris's ex girlfriend is back in town"
    y "Who?"
    if vanessaevent >= 6:
        kee "Jennifer Kostadinova. You took some pictures of her at the resort"
    else:
        kee "Jennifer Kostadinova. It's model, a supermodel"
    y "Uh..."
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    kee "Yeah. What Rebecca thinks about it?"
    y "What she should think?"
    kee "I don't know. Jennifer and Boris broke with no reason a couple of month ago"
    kee "Then he comes here and now she come here too"
    menu:
        "I don't know, Rebecca didn't tell me nothing about it":
            show 00 16y
            $ keesharel += 1
            kee "So, you'll find out something for me?"
            hide 00 16y
            y "We'll see"
        "I think Rebecca don't needs to worry about anything.":
            show 00 16n
            kee "Yeah, sure"
            hide 00 16n
    ade "Okay. It's late now. My husband wait for me, see you"
    kee "I camo with you"
    $ rebeccaevent = 28
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT rebecca28:
    REBECCA'S HOME
    
    y "Hey 'Becca, What's up? You look nervous"
    reb "So nervous"
    menu:
        "What's up?":
            $ rebeccarel += 1
            reb "Boris's ex. Jennifer Kostadinova. She's back in town"
            y "and...where is the problem?"
            reb "The broke up a couple of month ago. Boris never want to talk about her"
            y "It's normal, I usually doesn't like to talk with my girlfriend about my ex 
girlfriends"
            reb "I don't know..."
            y "don't worry..."
        "It's about Boris's ex?":
            reb "yeah. That bitch is in all the magazines"
            y "I see"
            reb "Better for her if she stay away from Boris"
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            y "Yeah, sure"
    $ rebeccaevent = 29
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT rebecca29:
    SKYEBAR
    
    y "Uh Adele with a bunch of hot girls..."
    scene 06 15 46 47
    ade "Hey [y]. Do you know Belen and Jennifer?"
    if vanessaevent >= 6:
        y "Sure. I took pictures with them at the Green Leaf Resort"
    else:
        y "unfortunately no"
    ade "They're in town for some shooting. Probably Riley will call you in the next days"
    scene 06 47
    jen "Yes, I have a shoothing for a make up company"
    ade "[y] is one of the best photographer in town"
    menu:
        "I'm just like. I always work with beautiful girls":
            show 00 47y
            $ jenniferrel += 1
            jen "I'm looking forward"
            hide 00 47y
            y "Me too"
        "that's what they say":
            jen "We'll see if it's real"
    scene 06 15 46 47
    ade "okay. I think we should go. They took a lot of pics of us. I don't want my name in 
Keesha's blog 'Elita Magazine's art director in a orgy with models and photographer"
    bel "ahahahah, right. She's ruthless, I love her"
    jen "Until she talk good about you"
    ade "Goodnight"
    $ rebeccaevent = 30
    $ jenniferevent = 1
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT rebecca30:
    REBECCA'S HOME
    
    reb "uh. It looks like your most famous than me now"
    y "What?"
    reb "It's full of pics about you with your new friend Jennifer, Belen Velasquez and 
Adele"
    y "Uh, Where"
    reb "In all the gossip blog"
    y "And wh-what theysay?"
    reb "Nothing. Honestly the don't talk about you, they just talk about Jennifer and 
Belen"
    y "Obvious"
    reb "So?"
    y "What?"
    reb "What you was doing there?"
    menu:
        "Oh. They just introduce us. We'll work together in the next days":
            reb "Yeah. I imagined it"
            $ rebeccarel += 1
        "Nothing, we drink a cocktail, we speak, she's nice":
            show 00 09n
            reb "She's nice?"
            hide 00 09n
            y "I mean... "
            reb "yeah, I got it"
    reb "Now I have to get ready to hang out with Boris, see you"
    $ rebeccaevent = 31
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT rebecca31:
    SKYEBAR
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    y "Oh. Rebecca and his lovely and famous boyfriend"
    scene 06 0948
    reb "[y]. I never introduce you to Boris"
    y "nice to meet you"
    bor "my pleasure"
    menu:
        "You're a very beautiful couple":
            show 00 48y
            $ rebeccarel += 1
            $ borisrel += 1
            reb "Thank you. You are a great friend"
            hide 00 48y
        "I have to warned you. Threat her right. I take care of her":
            show 00 09y
            $ rebeccarel += 2
            reb "Listen at him hahahahaha"
            bor "Sure, Don't worry about that"
            hide 00 09y
    y "okay guys, I let you alone."
    bor "Thank you. It was a pleasure"
    $ rebeccaevent = 32
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT rebecca32:
    SHOP
    
    y "Hey Boris"
    bor "Uh...you're [y], right?"
    y "yeah, we met last night wih Rebecca"
    bor "Yes, his friend"
    y "Whatare you doing here?"
    bor "Ehm...I'm buying a dress for ehm, Rebecca"
    y "Cool, Nice move, she loves dress"
    bor "I noticed that"
    menu:
        "Anyway. Congratulation, you are a beautiful couple":
            show 00 48y
            $ borisrel += 1
            bor "Thank you"
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            hide 00 48y
            y "Okay. I let you choose the dress, be careful to not choose the wrong one or she 
will go crazy"
            bor "Haaha, I know"
        "Can I ask you something about your ex: Jennifer?":
            show 00 48n
            bor "What? I've got nothing to say about that"
            hide 0048n
            y "Yes, sorry. Forget about that"
            bor "Now, sorry but I have to choose the dress for 'Becca"
    $ hour += 1
    $ rebeccaevent = 33
    jump map

########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT rebecca33:
    REBECCA'S HOME
    
    y "Hey Rebecca, What's up?"
    reb "I'm happy. I'm really happy"
    y "Why?"
    reb "Finally I'll be next to Boris in an official event"
    y "yes?"
    reb "He invited me at the Sport Award. I'll be his gilfriend: officially"
    menu:
        "I'm really glad about that":
            show 00 09y
            $ rebeccarel += 1
            reb "Me toooooo...I can't stop laughting"
            hide 00 09y
            $ rebeccaevent = 35
        "Uh. I saw Boris while he bought you the dress":
            reb "Really. He didn't tell me nothing"
            y "Uh I ruinede the surprise probably, I'm sorry"
            reb "My God... Don't worry...I'm really happy. We'll pretend nothing"
            $ rebeccaevent = 34
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT rebecca34:
    PARK
    
    y "Uh,Boris...i should tell him I ruined the surprise he would like to do to Rebecca... or 
not?"
    scene 22 48
    y "Hey Boris"
    bor "Hi [y], What's up?"
    menu:
        "Rebecca told me about the award you won, congratulation":
            show 00 48y
            $ borisrel += 1
            bor "Thank you"
            hide 00 48y
            bor "Sorry but I have to go now"
            y "Don't worry, see you"
        "Sorry but I think I told to Rebecca you bought her a dress for the Sport Award, I 
didn't know it was a surprise":
            show 00 48b
            bur "Uh...Ehm, damn, don't worry..."
            hide 00 48b
            $ rebeccaborisdress += 1
            bor "Sorry but I have to go now"
            y "Don't worry, see you"
    $ rebeccaevent = 35
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT rebecca35:
    ELITA
    
    ade "Hey [y], do you want to come to the Sport Award this weekend?"
    y "The Sport Award? Sure"
    ade "Great, I have some pass"
    y "Thank you"
    $ rebeccaevent = 36
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    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT rebecca37:
    REBECCA'S HOME
    
    y "Hey What's up"
    if keeborisjennifer = 0:
        reb "Good... I see the Gossip blog and there are a lot of pics about me and boris at 
the Sport Award"
        y "I'm glad everything gone fine"
        reb "Me too...I was really nervous. When I saw her was there I had an heart attact"
        y "Don't exagerate"
        rb "Right... I'm really happy"
    else:
        reb "That bitch"
        y "What?"
        reb "Your friend... that stupid bitch who wrote the gossip page"
        y "Keesha?"
        reb "yeah, I knew I can't trust her, she wrote a lot of bullshit"
        y "What does she wrote?"
        reb "She wrote that Boris was at thw sport award with me but there was Jennifer 
too..."
        reb "And they continue to look each other all the night. It's clear the story it ain't 
totally in the past"
        y "come on, you know, she had to sell paper"
        reb "Fuck... Then she wrote that someone caught Boris and Jennifer alone, 
secluded..."
        reb "Far from my eyes...."
        y "It's all bullshit"
        reb "Damn.I hate her. I hate Keesha, I hate Jennifer. I hate everyone"
        y "I got it..."
        $ rebeccaborissuspect += 2
    $ rebeccaevent = 38
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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MELISSA--------------------------------------------------------------------
--------

MELISSA EVENTS ARE UNLOCKED AFTER FIRST 3 DAVID'S EVENTS

AT THE MOMENT THE STORYLINE IS SO EASY. SHE HAVE SOME CASUAL 
SEX WITH DAVID, THEIR NOT INTERESTED IN A LONGTIME RELATIONSHIP, 
THEY JUST WANT TO HAVE FUN. 

SHE'S A DRUG ADDICT, SHE LIKES TO HAVE FUN, PARTY, SNORT COCAINE 
AND HAVE SEX. 

SHE ALSO HAVE SEX WITH JEFF (BOUNCER OF THE CLUB AND ASHLEY'S 
EX) SOMETIMES, WHEN HE GET HER SOME COKE TO MAKE PARTY. 

AT THE MOMENT YOU CAN CAUGHT HER HAVE SOME ORAL SEX WITH 
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DAVID AND LATER (IF YOUR RELATION POINT ARE GOOD ENOUGHT SHE 
COULD JERK YOU  ALITTLE BEFORE YOU GET INTERRUPTED)

################################### MELISSA 
EVENTS###########################

EVENT melissa1:
    if money <= 20:
        y "I've got not enought money"
        jump map
    else:
        $ money -= 20
    PARADISE CLUB
    
    y "I really need to drink tonight, let's go directly to the bar"
    scene 23 11b
    
    y "Uh... David flirting with Melissa"
    menu:
        "Damn Bro. Do you already stole the hottest girl in the club?":
            show 00 10y
            
            $ melissarel += 1
            mel "You never told me that I'm the hottest girl in Paradise CLub"
            hide 00 10y
            scene 23 11
            y "Would it be enough for you?"
            mel "It would have been a good first move"
            y "Now I say that"
            show 00 11y
            
            dav "too late Brooooo"
            hide 00 11y
        "Melissa...Do you alrady flirting with my friend?":
            show 00 11y
            
            $ davidrel += 1
            hide 00 11y
            scene 23 11
            dav "She can't resist my charms"
            y "He's not as handsome as he seems. I see him every fucking morning at 
breakfast"
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            mel "Sure he got muscle"
            scene 23 11 muscle
            dav "Are you talking about this?"
            show 00 10n
            
            mel "Yeah... but relax. That's not enough to impress me..."
            hide 00 10n
    scene 23 11
    mel "Anyway... you know each other long?"
    y "Since I came to town a year ago."
    dav "I helped him to integrate"
    menu:
        "I helped you... to integrate with a lot of girls":
            show 00 10y
            $ melissarel += 1
            
            mel "So you aren't the heartbreaker you say you are, David"
            hide 00 10y
        "He's a good boy":
            show 00 11y
            $ davidrel += 1
            
            dav "My Broooooo"
            hide 00 11y

    mel "And you?   how's your career? I saw your pics in some big magazine"
    y "Yeah. Is going good. Let's hope it stays that way."
    mel "I think I need some new pics to renew my modelling reel"
    menu:
        "You can contact my agency":
            show 00 10b
            
            mel "Okay..."
            $ melissaevent = 2
            hide 00 10b
        "Call me when you want: my pleasure":
            show 00 10y
            $ melissarel += 1
            
            mel "Sure, okay"
            $ melissaevent = 3
            hide 00 10y

    y "Okay... I think I'll go home. What do you want to do David?"
    dav "I think I'll drink another one... see you..."
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    y "O-Okay... see you..."
    y "(Damn... he really wants to fuck her...)"
    $ hour += 1
    PARADISE CLUB
    y "what should I do now?"
    menu:
        "I could stay here" if michelleevent == 0:
            jump michellepage
        "It's late. I should go home":
            jump map

########################################################################
########################################################################
############

EVENT melissa2:
    AT YOUR HOME
    
    y "Uh... texted me... I have to shoot some pics with Melissa"
    jump melissa2a

EVENT melissa3:
    AT YOUR HOME
    
    y "Melissa sent me a text to meet at the agency... I'll shoot some pics of her"
    jump melissa3a

EVENT melissa4:
    AT YOUR HOME
    
    y "Uh... texted me... I have to shoot some pics with Melissa"
    jump melissa2a

EVENT melissa2a:
    AGENCY
    
    y "here I am"
    scene 04 00 31 01
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    ril "There is a friend of yours. She already worked with us but she asked about you... 
so...We will use her for some stock pictures in bed..."
    jump melissa3c

EVENT melissa3a:
    scene 04 00 31 00
    
    y "here I am"
    scene 04 00 31 01
    ril "I'm glad Melissa is back... It's been a while since she shot with us."
    jump melissa3c

EVENT melissa3c:
    menu:
        "What can I say. She can't resist my charms":
            show 00 31b
            
            ril "yes, sure"
            ril "She's wait for you, she's on the set"
            hide 00 31b
        "I met her last night. I suggested she work with us. I think she's got a lot of 
potential":
            show 00 31y
            $ rileyrel += 1
            
            ril "nice move"
            hide 00 31y

    scene 04 10 02 00
    
    menu:
        "Uh, Wow. You're in great shape":
            show 00 10y
            $ melissarel += 1
            
            mel "Thank you. Honestly, I put on a couple of kilos... But I put it on in all the the 
right places"
            hide 00 10y
        "Do you wait for me in bed?":
            show 00 10n
            
            mel "Do you usually harass the models you shoot or is it just my privilege"
            hide 00 10n
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    y "Let's work"
    y "Lay down"
    scene 04 10 02 01
    
    y "Come in front of me"
    scene 04 10 02 02
    
    y "Good, Now we can do something crazy"
    mel "like what"
    menu:
        "Suck your finger":
            show 00 10n
            
            mel "I will not suck my finger. I think we've done"
            hide 00 10n
            y "yeah... ehm, right. Thank you, we have some nice pics"
            $ money += 200
        "Jump on the bed":
            scene 04 10 02 03
            
            mel "hahahahah. Funny I felt like a child..."
            y "great, we've dome"
            $ money += 300
            $ melissarel += 1

    $ melissaevent = 5
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##############################################################

EVENT melissa5:
    AT YOUR HOME
    
    y "Finally home. I'm fucking tired"
    scene 01 10 05 01
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    y "David's watching TV.."
    scene 01 10 05 02
    
    dav "Hey Brooo. What's up?"
    y "I'm fucking tired"
    dav "So... did you take Melissa's pics"
    y "Sure"
    dav "Can I see?"
    menu:
        "Sure":
            show 00 11y
            
            $ davidrel += 1
            "Broooo.. Did you get a boner while you took these?"
            hide 00 11y
            y "Bro..."
            dav "Come on... I'd have a boner... God... I have to fuck her..."
            y "okay... I'm going to sleep... don't cum on the picture, please"
            $ melissaevent = 6
        "Bro... It's not professional":
            show 00 11n
            
            dav "You're so fucking boring sometimes"
            hide 00 11n
            y "I'm just professional... I'm going to sleep"
            $ melissaevent = 7
    dav "'night"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
####################################################

EVENT melissa6:
    MOSQUITO BAR
    
    y "(Mmm, there is Melissa...)"
    y "Hey guys... what's up?"
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    dav "I was saying to Melissa that I would like to be a photographer"
    y "What?"

    mel "It seems you showed my picture to your friend... really professional. 
Congratulations [y]"
    $ melissarel -= 1
    y "(damn)"
    dav "You're really sexy baby... we should talk about it"
    mel "I didn't expect this from you [y]... but... okay"
    y "I'm sorry..."
    mel "Don't worry... that pic was nothing special... anyway. I have to go to work... see 
you guys"
    $ melissaevent = 7
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#######################################

EVENT melissa7:
    if money <= 20:
        y "I've got not enought money"
        jump map
    else:
        $ money -= 20
    PARADISE CLUB
    
    y "I really need to drink something tonight..."

    
    y "(David's always here ah)"

    y "Hey Bro... you really like this club"
    dav "I really like the barmaid"
    y "Don't you give it up?"
    dav "Why should I? I'm close"
    menu:
        "Are you... already?":
            show 00 11y
            
            $ davidrel += 1
            dav "Look at your face... hahahahaha. No, bro. But I'm confident"
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            hide 00 11y
            y "I'd be happy for you... she's hot"
        "Be careful or she will break your heart":
            show 00 11b
            
            dav "Don't worry bro. I want to fuck her... I don't want to get married"
            hide 00 11b

    mel "Hey guys what's up? What are you talking about?"
    menu:
        "We're just talking about that hot blonde on the dance floor":
            show 00 10n
            
            mel "thought you were looking for something better... that one is good for later... 
after some drinks"
            $ davidrel += 1
            hide 00 10n
        "David was talking to me about all the positions he would try with you":
            show 00 10y
            
            mel "Wow...Tell me... so next time I have sex with someone I will put some effort 
in..."
            $ davidrel -= 1
            hide 00 10y
    mel "so you don't want to talk. Okay. Men's thing"
    scene 23 10 07 10
    y "wait... "
    mel "what?"
    y "Sorry guys.. I have to talk to someone"
    scene 23 10 07 11
    y "Julian..."
    jul "What the fuck are you doing here?"
    y "Hey I just want to talk"
    scene 23 10 07 12
    jul "I don't want to talk with you, You ruined my life"
    y "Hey...t wasn't my fault"
    scene 23 10 07 13
    jul "I kill you"
    y "You always been slow"
    scene 23 10 07 14
    jeff "Gentlemen... Do you want to fight with someone. I'm here"
    jul "This mutherfucker broke my nose"
    y "What"
    jeff "I'm the security...Get off... hurry before I kick your ass out!"
    y "okay okay"
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    $ hour += 1
    $ melissaevent = 8
    jump map

########################################################################
##############################################

EVENT melissa8:
AT YOUR HOME
    
    y "this morning I need to rest"
    y "I have to get up and eat breakfast... then I'll think about what to do today..."

    
    y "What the..."
    menu:
        "Look Closely":
            scene 01 10 08 02
            
            y "(Oh God... so David...)"
            scene 01 10 08 03 n
            mel "Oh God [y]... I didn't hear you coming"
            
            y "Yes, ehm... I just woke up... I'm like a zombie until I get a coffee in me"
        "Say Hi":
            scene 01 10 08 03 y
            mel "Uh.. good morning"
            
    menu:
        "Do you need help?":
            show 00 10y
            
            $ melissarel += 1
            mel "Yes... I'm just making some breakfast... but I can't find a couple of things"
            hide 00 10y
        "Look at her tits":
            scene 01 10 08 03 n
            mel "ehm... I would like to make some breakfat but I can't find a couple of 
thingss"
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    y "Don't worry... we probably finished the off and we forgot to buy them... you know"
    mel "yes, ehm... don't worry"
    menu:
        "I'm glad you and David... you know... ehm":
            show 00 10b
            
            mel "What? we just spent a night together"
            hide 00 10b
            y "Yes, yes, sure... I mean.. you know what I mean...right?"
            mel "uuuuh... yes... I think..."
        "So you and David... ehm":
            show 00 10y
            
            mel "No. I came here this morning to make him breakfast... Do you have any 
more stupid questions?"
            hide 00 10y
            y "Ehm..."
            mel "I'm kidding. you're funny."
            $ melissarel += 1

    dav "Gooooood Morning...."
    scene 01 10 08 04
    dav "You're making breakfast... great. You're a catch"
    scene 01 10 08 05
    mel "Yes...ehm...now I have stuff to do..."
    scene 01 10 08 06
    mel "Can I have a ride downtown?"
    dav "Sure. Anything you want"
    mel "Just if you don't have to stay here and tell [y] some -details-"
    menu:
        "I don't want details. I envy him enough":
            scene 01 10 08 06y
            
            $ melissarel += 1
            mel "Really? Don't believe the hype"
        "I don't need details... I heard screaming late last night":
            mel "Really? Maybe you forgot a porn clip with the audio on because because I 
didn't scream at all... I'm sure about it"
            scene 01 10 08 06n
            dav "ehm..."
    y "Okay...I think I'll have a shower... See you guys"
    $ melissaevent = 9
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
##########################################################

EVENT melissa9:
MOSQUITO BAR
    
    dav "Yo Brooooo..."
    dav "What's up?"
    y "Me? you... you have to tell me"
    dav "Melissa? Right. Damn Bro. She's a beast... We were so high. We drank at the 
club... then she had some coke... and then we had our own party in private"
    menu:
        "Cocaine? Really? Damn Bro... That's crazy":
            show 00 11n
            
            dav "Come on Bro... We just had a little fun for one night..."
            hide 00 11n
        "Sex, drugs and Rock n Roll":
            show 00 11y
            
            $ davidrel += 1
            dav "Hell yeah...more heavy metal than Rock n roll"
            hide 00 11y
    y " And now?"
    dav "Now I don't know... She said she doesn't want to be in a relationship... so I 
suppose we'll just have hard hard hard sex and nothing more. That's great. I get a hard on 
everytime I think about her..."
    dav "Wait... I have some customers. I have to work... See you bro.."
    $ melissaevent = 10
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
########################################################################
####

EVENT melissa10:
    if money <= 20:
        y "I've got not enought money"
        jump map
    else:
        $ money -= 20
    PARADISE CLUB
    
    y "I love this place, I should came often)"
    scene 32 10b
    y "(Melissa...David ain't here)"
    scene 23 10
    mel "[y]  what's up? Do you want something to drink?"
    y "yeah thanks"
    menu:
        "Ask where is David":
            show 00 10n
            mel "I don't know. I'm not his babysitter"
            hide 00 10n
            y "yeah , sure"
            mel "Sorry, I don't want to act like a bitch... "
            y "Don't worry, it ain't my business. I don't know what's happening between you 
and him"
            mel "Nothing, nothing happening. We have fun together sometimes, nothing more 
nothing less"
            y "I got it"
        "So tonight you're alone I can flirt with you":
            show 00 10y
            mel "mmm... you want to talk about your dirty desire?"
            $ melissarel += 1
            hide 00 10y
            y "This could be a great idea"
            mel "Unfortunately I'm working and I have no time, but you should text me"
            y "Can I?"
            mel "Why not?"
    $ hour += 1
    $ melissaevent = 11
    jump map
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########################################################################
################################################

EVENT melissa11:
AT YOUR HOME
    
    y "(David is at home tonight)"
    scene 01 10 05 02
    y "Hey, what's up Bro?"
    dav "I'm chilling. It's been a long week, sit down"
    scene 01 10 05 03
    dav "So what's up?"
    menu:
        "Talk about Luana" if luanaevent >= 10:
            y "(tell em about the Maud Party and Luana sucked your cock in front of Kirsten"
            $ davidrel += 5
            dav "Bro... this is crazy ahahahahaha"
            y "Yeah, totally"
            dav "Damn, I want to come to that party"
            if davidmaudparty == 0:
                $ davidmaudparty = 1
            else:
                pass
        "Talk about Andrea" if madelyneevent >= 5:
            dav "Damn... are you still trying to fuck her?"
            y "No, I mean... That guy: Yoshi... I don't trust him"
            dav "You don't look like the best person in this world"
            y "you're right"
            $ davidrel -= 3
        "Talk about Rain" if rainevent >= 32:
            dav "She sucked your dick in front of his boyfriend?"
            $ davidrel += 2
            y "Yeah..."
            dav "Damn, this is weird. Really weird"
        "Nothing special"
    y "and you?"
    dav "Me?"
    y "What about Melissa and you?"
    dav "We fuck sometimes"
    menu:
        "I think you could be a nice couple":
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            dav "Nah, Bro. She's not that kind of girl. She just want to have fun, fuck, use 
some drugs..."
            y "I got it"
        "She looks like a 'fuck me harder' type bitch":
            show 00 11y
            $ davidrel += 1
            dav "Yeah bro... She's insatiable"
            hide 00 11y
    dav "Ok, I go to bed. Tomorrow I want to get up early and training"
    y "'Night Bro"
    $ melissaevent = 12
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################################

EVENT melissa12:
    if money <= 20:
        y "I've got not enought money"
        jump map
    else:
        $ money -= 20
    PARADISE CLUB
    
    y "I love this place, I should came often)"
    scene 23 10 51b11
    
    y "(Uh...Melissa flirting with Jeff in front of David)"
    dav "What's up bro?"
    y "I'm good... you?"
    dav "What?"
    y "I mean...Melissa... Jeff"
    dav "Yeah, I know... It ain't a problem"
    y "No?"
    dav "God, [y], The world is full of girls. Tonight she want to fuck with him it's okay"
    y "If you are happy..."
    dav "She just want to have fun. He will give her some coke and whe will be happy and 
she'll suck his dick"
    menu:
        "So she gives blowjob to anyoe who gives her coke?":
            show 00 11n
            dav "No... you can't understand"
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            hide 00 11n
            y "I don't"
            dav "She just want to have fun. It's okay. If we have fun together everytime it 
became a relationship."
            y "Ok..."
        "So she snort coke everynight?":
            $ davidrel += 1
            dav " More or less..."
    y "Anyway I don't like him"
    dav "Nobody likes him..."
    $ melissaevent = 13
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################################

EVENT melissa13:
GYM
    
    y "Uh... Melissa and Jeff"
    jeff "You work so hard"
    mel "I thought you knew it... Diidn't I worked so hard last night"
    jeff "Oh yes... "
    mel "I think you've got an hard-on"
    y "What a bitch"
    scene 09 10 51
    mel "Hey [y], Do you training in this gym too?"
    y "yes"
    mel "I never seen you before"
    y "So he's your new crush?"
    mel "Honeslty I knew him before I met you or David"
    menu:
        "Had I known all it'd take was some cocaine...":
            show 00 10n
            mel "What?"
            hide 00 10n
            jeff "Damn, you're a really loser"
            mel "Fuck you"
            $ melissarel -= 5
        " Had I known when you're not with David you're with him I feel offended":
            show 00 51n
            jeff "Any problems?"
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            hide 00 51n
            y "I thought Melissa had better taste"
            $ melissarel += 1
            show 00 10y
            mel "There are times when I'm not with David and not with Jeff..."
            hide 00 10y
    jeff "Better if you leave, now"
    $ melissaevent = 14
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################################

EVENT melissa14:
AT YOUR HOME
    
    y "I'll take a walk at the park. I need to relax"
    scene 22 00 00
    
    y "I love to walk at the park on the morning...It's so quiet"
    
    y "Okay. I think I'll go home now..."
    scene 01 10 14 01
    
    y "Uh... Melissa was at home..."
    menu:
        "Better if I leave before they caught me":
            $ hour += 1
            $ melissaevent = 16
            jump map
        "Spy":
            y "Let's see what happens"
            scene 01 10 14 02
            
            y "Uh she's sucking his cock...I envy him a lot"
            $ spymelissadavid = 1
            $ hour += 1
            $ melissaevent = 15
            jump map
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########################################################################
################################################

EVENT melissa15:
MOSQUITO 
    
    y "Uh... Melissa there"
    scene 18 10
    y "Hi... what's up?"
    mel "I'm fine and you? Did you enjoy the show last morning?"
    y "Which show?"
    mel "I saw you spying behind the door. Don't worry I didn't tell it to David"
    menu:
        "I don't know what are you talking about":
            show 00 10b
            mel "Yes, sure....loser"
            hide 00 10b
        "Nice show":
            mel "Do you usually spy peopla having sex?"
            y "No, but I was coming back home and you was in the kitchen"
            show 00 10y
            $ melissarel += 1
            mel "Yes...it was exciting"
            hide 00 10y
    mel "Anyway I have to go now. See you"
    $ melissaevent = 16
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################################

EVENT melissa16:
    if money <= 20:
        y "I've got not enought money"
        jump map
    else:
        $ money -= 20
    PARADISE CLUB
    
    y "I love this place, I should came often)"
    scene 23 11b
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    y "(What are they talking 'bout?"
    scene 23 11
    y "Hey Guys. What's up?"
    dav "Melissa acting jealous"
    mel "Me? nah... ahahahaha"
    y "I don't get it"
    mel "He saw his ex and he goes crazy"
    dav "I didn't"
    mel "Oh... You look like someone who seen the Virgin Mary"
    y "Rebecca?"
    dav "Yeah..."
    menu:
        "Damn, Melissa is hotter than Rebecca. Who give a fuck about her":
            show 00 10y
            $ melissarel += 3
            mel "uh... this is so nice"
            hide 00 10y
            dav "Yeah. I'm about it"
            mel "Yes? You didn't say that"
            dav "You didn't give me time."
            mel "Yes, sure"
            menu:
                "Now you're acting jealous, Melissa":
                    show 00 10n
                    dav "Tell her..."
                    $ melissarel -=3
                    mel "Damn... stupid guys"
                    hide 00 10n
                    $ davidrel += 2
                "Pretend nothing":
                    pass
        "Damn David, Forget about her. She makes you suffer already":
            dav "Yeah... I... Fuck. I forget her"
            mel "Sure"
    y "Okay guys... I let you alone..."
    $ melissaevent = 17
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
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################################################

EVENT melissa17:
AT YOUR HOME
    
    y "I'll take a walk at the park. I need to relax"
    scene 22 00 00
    
    y "I love to walk at the park on the morning...It's so quiet"
    
    y "Okay. I think I'll go home now..."
    scene 01 10 14 01
    
    y "Uh... Melissa was at home..."
    menu:
        "Better if I leave before they caught me":
            $ hour += 1
            $ melissaevent = 18
            jump map
        "Spy":
            y "Let's see what happens"
            scene 01 10 17 02
            
            y "Nice work, buddy"
            scene 01 10 17 03
            
            y "It seems she likes it a lot"
            $ spymelissadavid += 1
            $ hour += 1
            $ melissaevent = 18
            y "Better if I leave before they caught me"
            jump map

########################################################################
################################################

EVENT melissa18:
AT YOUR HOME
    
    y "(David is at home tonight)"
    scene 01 10 05 02
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    y "Hey, what's up Bro?"
    dav "I'm chilling. It's been a long week, sit down"
    scene 01 10 05 03
    y "So what's up?"
    dav "Damn. I saw Rebecca last night and I can't take her out of my head"
    menu:
        "Damn Bro. She's with a Soccer Player now, She'a always been a golddigger... you 
know that":
            $ davidrel += 1
            show 00 11y
            dav "Yeah, you're right"
            hide 00 11y
        "She doesn't care about you, forget her":
            show 00 11n
            dav "Fuck..."
            hide 00 11n
    y "(I don't want he go back to Rebecca... )"
    $ melissaevent = 19
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################################

EVENT melissa19:
BEACH
    
    y "Rebecca... "
    scene 08 09f
    reb "Hey [y], I've seen your friend David with his new crush last night"
    menu:
        "Melissa... she's just a drug addict. They just fuck some times":
            $ rebeccarel += 1
            reb "I knew he wasn't the right one for me..."
        "Melissa... She's so hot, they're a nice couple":
            $ rebeccadavid += 1
            reb "yeah? Are ou trying to fuck her too... like you did with others David's 
girlfriend?"
            y "uhm...."
    y "And you?"
    if rebeccaevent <= 36:
        reb "Nothing new... I'm relaxing at the beach"
    else:
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        reb "I'm worried about Boris and Jennifer... there is something I don't know"
        y "I'm sure it's all good"
    $ melissaevent = 20
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################################

EVENT melissa20:
AT YOUR HOME
    
    y "(It's always a good morning when Melissa is half naked in the kitchen)"
    menu:
        "Say Hi":
            scene 01 10 08 03 y
            $ melissarel += 1
            mel "Hey [y], I didn't hear you coming"
            y "I see"
        "Look closer":
            scene 01 10 08 02
            
            y "I have some interesting ideas about that ass"
            scene 01 10 08 03 n
            mel "Uh... "
            y "Hey...ehm"
    if spymelissadavid >= 1:
        mel "I see you like to watch"
        y "what?"
        jump melissa20scene
    else:
        mel "Sorry but I've got a big hangover today"
        menu:
            "Maybe you should drink less":
                mel "yeah... maybe"
                mel "I'll go to bed"
            "I've got a painkiller if you want" if painkiller >= 1:
                show 00 10y
                mel "Should be great"
                $ melissarel += 3
                hide 00 10y
                mel "I'll take it and I'll go back to bed...My head expoding"
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                y "Sure, see you"
        $ melissaevent = 21
        $ hour += 1
        jump map

EVENT melissa20scene:
AT YOUR HOME
    if melissarel <= 5:
        mel "What do you do after you watch me and David? Do you run to your room and 
jerk?"
        y "What?"
        mel "Damn, you're a perv"
    else:
        mel "Are you pretending nothing? I've seen you"
        y "I-I..."
        mel "don't you think I should see something too?"
        scene 01 10 20 03
        
        y "What?"
        mel "Oh... don't ne shy"
        y "I'm not shy"
        mel "No?"
        scene 01 10 20 04
        
        mel "So why are you trying to hide the hard on you have in your boxer?"
        y "Ehm..."
        scene 01 10 20 05
        
        mel "Come on... show me"
        menu:
            "What? David is in the other room":
                $ melissarel = 3
                show 00 10n
                mel "Damn, you're so boring"
                hide 00 10n
                mel "We can do like this: if you don't show me what I want I'll tell to David 
you come to the kitchen and you show me your cock"
                y "What? this is a blackmail"
                mel "Exactly"
            "Do you want to see?":
                mel "Sure"
                $ melissarel += 1
        scene 01 10 20 06
        
        mel "God... It's huge hahahaha...nice surprise"
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        y "ehm"
        mel "Come on, take off your boxer and show me how you jerk"
        y "What?"
        mel "I'm sure you jerk yourself after you spy me and David"
        y "I-"
        mel "I should tell him about this"
        y "Ok, okay"
        scene 01 10 20 07
        
        mel "Uh...This is bigger than David... wow, congratulation"
        if melissarel <= 5:
            mel "Dress on, It's enought"
            $ melissaonyou = 1
            $ melissarel = 10
        else:
            mel "let me..."
            scene 01 10 20 08
            
            y "What"
            mel "Uh...It's so hard"
            dav "Melissaaaa... where you at?"
            scene 01 10 20 09
            
            mel "Mmmm...what a shame... I think you have to dress on and jerk yourself"
            mel "I'm sorry. I would like to help you"
            y "ehm"
            $ melissarel = 15
            $ melissaonyou = 2
    $ melissaevent = 21
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##########################
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DAVID-----------------------------------------------------------------------
------  

DAVID IS YOUR FLATMATE AND YOUR BEST FRIEND (MAYBE)
HE'S 28

YOU MEET HIM THE FIRST TIME AT THE END OF DAY ONE 

YOU GET JUST 3 VENTS WITH HIM AND IT'S ALL ABOUT HIS WORK AND HIS 
SPARE TIME, THEN HE WILL APPEAR IN MELISSA, IRENE AND OTHER 
GIRLS'S STORYLINES

YOU CAN GROW YOUR RELATIONSHIP AND STILL A FRIEND SO YOU CAN 
UNLOCK SOME THREESOME SCENE OR YOU CAN THREAT HIM BAD SO HE 
WILL COMPETE WITH YOU ABOUT SOME GIRLS

########################################################################
################################################################
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EVENTdavid1:
AT HOME

    y "(David is at home)"
    y "Hi Bro... I thought you had work in the morning"

    dav "Nah... Today a new girl starts... So I'll have all morning free"
    menu:
        "Great. I'm happy for you. You'll have more free time":
            show 00 11y
            
            $ davidrel += 1
            dav "Yeah. I really need it. I can't continue to work all day everyday"
            hide 00 11y
            y "So... How do you want to spend your first morning free?"
        "Woah. I hope she'll be hot":
            show 00 11b
            
            dav "I'm really not interested. The only thing that matters is that I can sleep... Can 
you believe that: I can sleep hahahahaha"
            y "So... How do you want to spend your first morning free?"
            hide 00 11b
    dav "Don't you get it?"
    dav "I finished my breakfast... And I'll go back to bed... I've got a thousand hours of 
sleep to catch up on"
    y "Right. See you Bro"
    $ davidevent = 2
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
####################################################################

EVENTdavid2:
AT HOME

    y "Hey bro... Where are you going?... So nicely dressed"
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    scene 01 11 02 02
    dav "Now that I don't have to work in the morning I can go out at night... Tonight 
finally I'll go to the Paradise Club... Everybody says there are the hottest girls in town"
    menu:
        "Nothing special":
            show 00 11b
            
            dav "Your enthusiasm is contagious... really... sometimes I ask myself if you 
really like pussy"
            hide 00 11b
            y "I don't want you to set yourself up."
        "The name says it all: Paradise":
            show 00 11y
            
            $ davidrel += 1
            dav "I love that place already"
            hide 00 11y
            y "Have a nice night"
    $ davidevent = 3
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################################

EVENTdavid3:
AT HOME
    y "Hey bro... What's up?"
    dav "I drank too much last night... Hangover... big big big hangover"
    y "So you had some fun"
    scene 01 11 03 02
    dav "Bro... that place is a paradise... fo real"
    menu:
        "Did you meet Rebecca. I know she goes there a bit ":
            show 00 11n
            
            dav "Fortunately no. I don't want to see her..."
            hide 00 11n
            dav "My God... My head..."
            y " I bring you a painkiller"
            dav "Thank you Bro"
        "We've got to go there together...":
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            show 00 11y
            
            $ davidrel += 1
            dav "If you're lucky, I'll leave you some crumbs hahahah... My God, My head..."
            hide 00 11y
            scene 01 11 03 03
            y "I bring you a painkiller"
            dav "thank you bro"
    $ davidevent = 4
    $ melissaevent = 1
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##########################

MAUD-----------------------------------------------------------------------
------  
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MAUD IS AN ARTIST, YOU MET HER IN SEASON 1... BUT NOW IS KIRSTEN'S 
GIRLFRIEND...(SHE'S A LESBIAN WITH CONTROL ISSUES)
SHE'S 37

AT THE MOMENT SHE HAVEN'T AN OWN STORYLINE BUT YOU CAN 
ACCESS TO HER HOME PARTY BY OTHER'S GIRLS STORYLINES (KIRSTEN, 
YVETTE AND LUANA)

########################################################################
############################

EVENTmaudparty1:

    maud "Sit down here and enjoy the show"
    y "You handcuffed me"
    maud "Yes. I want to be sure you'll not get up and do something stupid"
    y "but-"
    maud "Shut up...or I'm gagging you"
    y "okay"
    scene 25 12 02 02
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    maud "Oh Kirsten... Look at your boy... he's so sweet... show him how you suck my 
cock"
    scene 25 12 02 03
    
    kir "He's not my b-"
    maud "Shut up and suck my always hard, never tired cock"
    scene 25 12 02 04
    
    maud "Yes bitch, Like this... I know you would like to suck his cock... bitch"
    scene 25 12 02 05
    
    menu:
        "Hey Kirsten... if you want to suck my cock for me it's ok":
            $ kirstenrel += 1
            maud "I'm sure you would like it"
        "Come on... that's not a cock.. that's plastic":
            maud "Shut up... or I'm gagging you"
    scene 25 12 02 06
    
    maud "Hey Yvette... are you ready"
    scene 25 12 02 07
    
    yve "Sure... I'm here"
    maud "Show this loser how to fuck a girl... Give it to her hard"
    scene 25 12 02 08
    
    kir "ouch"
    maud "Are you watching loser? Look at your bitch..."
    scene 25 12 02 09
    
    kir "Oh God"
    kir "yeaahhhh"
    scene 25 12 02 10
    
    y "I can't believe what's happening"
    scene 25 12 02 11
    
    maud "Come on Yvette... Fuck her... Harder. I know you can do it harder than that"
    kir "Aaaaaarh..."
    scene 25 12 02 12
    
    kir "Oh my God... I'm cumming"
    kir "Sure you're cumming... you're a filthy whore"
    scene 25 12 02 13
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    lua "Hey what's happening here... Are you having fun without me?"
    maud "What are you doing here... where is that stupid guy you fuck with?"
    lua "I gave him a big boner... and I let him go home alone to jerk off... he's too 
confident sometimes, he needs a lesson"
    maud "You learnt something"
    lua "But I want some real cock.."
    scene 25 12 02 14
    
    lua "What are you doing to this poor guy?"
    maud "He's Kirstens ex... and he wants to act like a big man... I'm teaching him a 
couple of things..."
    scene 25 12 02 15
    
    lua "Mmm.. what a big boner... whats this crazy bitch doing to your lovely Kirsten?"
    y "What?"
    lua "Do you need some help to release some tension....mmmm?"
    scene 25 12 02 16
    
    scene 25 12 02 17
    
    y "aaaahhhh"
    y "Oh God... ehm"
    scene 25 12 02 18
    
    lua "You cum already?"
    lua "not a great performance"
    maud "hahahahah, Unchain him and send him home... He's... I got no words to 
describe him... Loser..."
    $ hour = 6
    jump map

########################################################################
#################################

EVENTmaudparty2:
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    lua "Come here darling.."
    scene 25 12 03 02
    
    lua "Do you like my tits?"
    kir "I love them"
    lua "You just need a bit of sweetness... right?"
    scene 25 12 03 03
    
    maud "Yeah, sure. Stop with this bullshit... This slut just wants to be fucked hard..."
    scene 25 12 03 04
    
    lua "Hey..."
    kir "aaaargh"
    maud "This is what she likes... A big dildo in her pussy..."
    scene 25 12 03 05
    
    maud "Tell em you love it..."
    kir "I love it... ahhhh"
    scene 25 12 03 06
    
    maud "You want it deeper, right? Harder... slut"
    kir "Oh my God yes..."
    scene 25 12 03 07
    
    maud "Of course you enjoy that... it's one of the bigger ones... One of my favourites"
    kir "It's one of my favorites too... don't stop"
    scene 25 12 03 08
    
    lua "Hahahahah.. You don't need to fake Kirsten... I know what you like... I know how 
you watch him"
    scene 25 12 03 09
    
    kir "What?"
    lua "Isn't it true? You just want Anthony's cock... And you go crazy when you think he 
fucks other women, right..."
    kir "Fuck you"
    scene 25 12 03 10
    
    lua "Ohhh.. Look how I suck his dick.."
    lua "I'm sure you would like to suck it..."
    lua "And I understand it... really... it's a good dick..."
    scene 25 12 03 11
    
    y "Oh God..."
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    kir "Fuck me harder Maud.... fuck me harder"
    scene 25 12 03 12
    
    y "Oh yeahhh... wonderful"
    scene 25 12 03 13
    
    lua "mmmghmglmg"
    scene 25 12 03 14
    
    y "oh my God... I'm cumming"
    kir "Ohhh yes, yes, yes... fuck me"
    lua "Cum on my tits... Sweetheart"
    scene 25 12 03 15
    
    scene 25 12 03 16
    
    lua "mmm..it seems your boyfriend appreciates my blowjob..."
    kir "he's not my boyfriend..."
    lua "oh...what a shame"
    $ luanarel += 20
    $ hours = 6
    $ kirstenrel += 3
    jump map

########################################################################
#################################

EVENTmaudparty3:

    
    yve "I told you: I 'll have no mercy"
    y "What do you mean?"
    yve "You want to play? Okay, let's play..."
    scene 25 14 04 02
    
    yve "Look at this cock, Kirsten"
    yve "Do you miss him"
    kir "Mmm"
    yve "Do you want to see how I'll destroy your lovely boy"
    scene 25 14 04 03
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    yve "I'll make him cum like you never did"
    maud "You're so nasty, I love you, bitch"
    scene 25 14 04 04
    
    yve "Come on... Lick my pussy [y]"
    y "Mllmllmll"
    scene 25 14 04 05
    
    yve "Yeah, I like it... he's not bad as he seems"
    maud "No?"
    yve "Look at his cock... It's pretty huge. I know why that slut likes him"
    scene 25 14 04 06
    
    yve "Show me how do you use your cock... come on"
    y "Uhhh"
    scene 25 14 04 07
    
    yve "Come on... give it to me harder"
    y "Hey..."
    scene 25 14 04 08
    
    yve "Do I have to do by myself and use it like a dildo? Okay"
    y "Ouch"
    scene 25 14 04 09
    
    yve "Come on... come on... "
    y "Oh my God..."
    scene 25 14 04 10
    
    yve "Don't tel me you're cumming...  I'm starting rather to enjoy myself."
    if stamina >= 27:
        y "Don't worry"
        scene 25 14 04 09
        
        yve "I'm not worry"
        scene 25 14 04 10
        
        yve "Make me cuuuuum"
        y "Yeahhhh"
        scene 25 14 04 11
        
        y "Oh my God"
        $ yvettesex = 2
        $ yvetteevent = 40
        $ kirstenrel += 5
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        $ yvetterel = 30
    else:
        y "Oh God, Yes...I'm cumming"
        scene 25 14 04 11
        
        yve "This is so disappointing"
        $ yvettesex = 2
        yve "Look at them..."
        scene 25 14 04 12
        
        yve "They don't stop"
        y "I-I..."
        yve "You have to make me cum"
        scene 25 14 04 13
        
        y "Mljjmljj"
        yve "Oh... yes... now... it's goooooooood"
        $ yvettesex = 1
        $ yvetteevent = 32
        $ yvetterel = 25
    scene 25 14 04 14
    
    y "Oh GOd, I'm exausthed"
    yve "Don't fall asleep... If I'm in you I wouldn't sleep here"
    y "Sure..."
    $ luanaevent = 20
    $ hour = 6
    jump map

########################################################################
##########################

LUANA 
MACPHERSON---------------------------------------------------------  
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LUANA IS A FAMOUS TOPMODEL (in her last years), SHE'S MAUD'S EX 
GIRLFRIEND (ALSO IF SHE DOESN'T WANT TO ADMIT IT)

SHE'S 31

HER STORYLINE STARTS AT THE SECOND MAUD'S PARTY (YVETTE'S 
STORYLINE)

THEN YOU CAN START MEET HER AROUND AND TRY TO HAVE SEX WITH 
HER. 
SHE'S SO CONFIDENT AND SHE'S OFTEN WITH LUKE (A SEX FRIEND... 
PROBABLY WITH AN HUGE COCK)

AT THE MOMENT SHE'S USEFUL TO GET ACCESS TO THE MAUD PARTY. 

THERE ARE A COUPLE OF SEX SCENE: A BJ AT THE MAUD'S PARTY AND IF 
YOU MAKE GOOD CHOICES YOU CAN GO TO HER HOTEL ROOM AND HAVE 
SEX SOME TIMES LATER. 

SHE WILL BE USEFUL TO GET ACCESS TO SOME OTHER EVENTS AND TO 
UNLOCK SOME OTHER GIRLS IN THE NEXT RELEASES. PROBABLY YOU 
WILL NEVER HAVE A LONG TIME RELATIONSHIP WITH HER SO DON'T BE 
JEALOUS IF SHE FUCK WITH SOMEONE ELSE... 
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SHE LOVES WHEN A MAN IS CONFIDENT AND SHE LOVE MORE IF THE MAN 
FUCKS HER GOOD

########################################################################
###############################################
########################################################################
##################################################

EVENTluana1:
    AGENCY

    y "Let's see what work she has for me"
    scene 04 00 31 01
    y "Hi Mrs Alley... I'm here"
    if rileyrel >= 5:
        ril "You can call me Riley"
    else:
        pass
    ril " We've got an ad campaign for a new perfume. "
    ril " They picked Luana and they want some sexy shots... something elegant but spicy"
    menu:
        "No problem... you know I'm the best in town":
            show 00 31b
            
            ril "Don't get to confident.. they are very demanding"
            hide 00 31b
            y "don't worry. I won't let you down"
        "No problem. With Luana there's impossible to have a bad shot.":
            show 00 31y
            
            $ rileyrel += 1
            ril "Yes, she is... and you're a good photographer. I believe in you"
            hide 00 31y
            y "Don't worry, I won't let you down"
    ril "perfect. The set is ready"
    scene 04 13 01 00

    lua "Hey... Look who's here... Riley told me that you will shoot me today"
    y " What a coincidence."
    lua "So... what do you think about last night at Maud's home?"
    menu:
        "I think you had a bit of fun... nasty girls..":
            show 00 13y
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            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "Yeah, it wasn't too bad. ... but it was also a bit funny, no?"
            hide 00 13y
            y "Honestly I prefer to fuck more than watching other people fuck"
            lua "I can't say you're wrong.."
            y "Anyway... we have work to do... pose for me"
        "It was fun. I loved it...":
            show 00 13b
            
            lua "So you like BDSM?"
            hide 00 13b
            y "ehm... no, I mean... I like to do something a little different sometimes"
            lua "There's no accounting for taste."
            y "Anyway... we have work to do... pose for me"
    lua "right"
    scene 04 13 01 01
    
    y "This is good. Other side..."
    scene 04 13 01 02
    
    y "Great... <more dreamy>"
    scene 04 13 01 03
    
    y "ohhh... yeah thats it"
    scene 04 13 01 04
    
    y "Oh yes... sexier..."
    scene 04 13 01 05
    
    y "uhh... God"
    lua "Are you cumming in your pants again?"
    menu:
        "Do you want to help me?":
            show 00 13y
            
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "Interesting proposal... I'll think about it..."
            hide 00 13y
        "I'm close... I'm trying to hold on":
            show 00 13b
            
            lua "Keep holding on..."
            hide 00 13b
    y "I'll hold on. I got it... anyway: we've done"
    lua "Good, see you [y]"
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    $ luanaevent = 2
    $ hour += 1
    $ money += 300
    jump map

########################################################################
###############################################################

EVENTluana2:
   SKYEBAR

    y "Mmm.. Luana and Adele... They're really hot"
    scene 06 1315
    ade "Hey [y]. I was complimenting Luana for the last shoot... Great work, really."
    menu:
        "It was a great feeling. We were together the night beore the shoot":
            show 00 15y
            
            $ adelerel += 1
            ade "Uhhh"
            hide 00 15y
            lua "What?... Watch your mouth...People might take it the wrong way."
            y "yes... ehm..I mean"
            ade "nevermind. I got it"
        "When the model is as beautiful as Luana my work is easier":
            show 00 13y
            
            $ luanarel += 1
            ade "Yes, she's beautful. Working with her it's easier"
            hide 00 13y
            lua "I love to be complimented..."
    ade "Anyway... great work. I love it"
    lua "And you? what are you doing here?"
    menu:
        "I'm relaxing after a long day at work":
            show 00 15y
            
            $ adelerel += 1
            ade "hard work... He already understands how this world goes round"
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            hide 00 15y
            lua "Yeah... I think he needs to also know how to have fun... You can't be always 
so serious and professional and... boring..."
        "I'm looking for some hot girls.":
            show 00 13y
            
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "Men... they're always thinking about sex... I love it hahahahaha"
            hide 00 13y
            ade "hahahahah"
    ade "Okay guys. I have to leave or my husband will call the police to go find me..."
    lua "I'll leave too. It's late and I have a date... See you Anthony"
    y "(it's late. I think I'll go home too)"
    $ luanaevent = 3
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################

EVENTluana3:
    SHOP

    y "Hey... there is Luana"
    scene 19 13
    lua "Hi. What's up? What are you doing here?"
    y "I came to buy a t-shirt. You?"
    lua "Just browsing"
    y "Can I ask you something?"
    lua "Sure. If I don't like the question I won't answer..."
    y "How did you meet Maud? You look so different"
    lua "Oh... It's a long story. Long story short, she helped me with my ex boyfriend and 
then we had a... Something like Kirsten and her now, right?"
    y "I don't know... not exactly."
    lua "Anyway...if you want my advice: forget about Kirsten"
    menu:
        "I already forgot her":
            show 00 13n
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            lua "You already gave up? I thought you were a little more determined"
            hide 00 13n
            y "Maybe I never have been really interested. She was just a toy..."
        "Why? She will come back to me. I'm pretty sure about it":
            show 00 13y
            
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "Yeah? Could it be... But You'll have to play Maud's game... and I don't know 
if you will like it..."
            hide 00 13y
            y "We'll see"
    lua "Okay. Do you want to wait for me for 10 minutes or are you going? I have to  try 
some dresses..."
    y "I'm staying here. I'll just take a look around"
    lua "Perfect"
    scene 19 45

    mj "Hi... Do you need help?"
    y "No, I'm just waitng for a friend and taking a look around"
    mj "I see... I have seen you here often in the past months. You're always with different 
beautiful women"
    menu:
        "Yeah, but no one as hot as you?":
            show 00 45n
            
            mj "Uh... this one is really banal..."
            hide 00 45n
        "Yeah, probably I've got something they love":
            show 00 45y
            
            $ maryjanerel += 1
            mj "Uh... Interesting... I'm curious about your secret gift"
            hide 00 45y
    scene 19 1345
    lua "Uh... I can't leave you alone for 10 minutes and you're looking to hook up with the 
clerk..."
    menu:
        "I'm trying to convince her to have a threesome with us":
            show 00 13y
            
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "Uh. Nice move... You're surprising"
            hide 00 13y
            y "So?... deal"
            lua "hahahaha... sorry, you forgot to convince me first... but I'm not jealous"
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        "I'm not a guy who likes to waste time":
            show 00 13n
            
            lua "Really? you look like a waste of time..."
            hide 00 13n
            $ maryjanerel += 1
    lua "Anyway... I received a call. I have to go... I'll leave you lovebirds alone.. have 
fun..."
    mj "Sorry... But I have to work... bye bye..."
    y "oookay... I'll go home... alone... maybe"
    $ luanaevent = 4
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#################################################################

EVENTluana4:
    SKYEBAR

    y "Uh... Luke and Luana...He tryed to bully me with his words last time we met"
    scene 06 1325
    menu:
        "Luke, right? Where have you been since last night at Maud's party? You 
disappeared... But Luana's still here":
            show 00 25n
            
            $ luanarel += 1
            luke "What?"
            hide 00 25n
            y "Ooops... She didn't tell you she came back?"
            show 00 13y
            
            lua "hahahahaha... I would like to keep it a secret and tell him myself where I've 
been... but it's okay hahahahaha"
            hide 00 13y
        "Luana. I hoped I don't have to see you again with this moron":
            show 00 13n
            
            lua "Sorry [y] but this moron is a good friend of mine so I think you'll see me with 
him often"
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            hide 00 13n
            luke "I really don't know why you talk with this loser, Luana"
    luke "Anyway... How's Kirsten? She's still with that crazy lesbian?"
    menu:
        "I've got to thank Maud for freeing me from Kirsten":
            show 00 13b
            
            lua "Sure. You're like the man who doesn't get what they want and then they say 
<I don't want it>"
            hide 00 13b
        "I'm working on it, I'm confident":
            show 00 13y
            
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "I like confident people"
            hide 00 13y
    y "And you? How did you meet?"
    lua "He tried to con me"
    luke "Uh.. that's not true"
    lua "Come on... He's always looking for a rich woman who can support him.. He gives 
his big cock away for money... that's what he does"
    luke "You're mean"
    lua "I'm realistic... And I can understand why some mature woman really appreciate 
him and his cock. Honestly: it's a really big cock...The problem is: he loves all women"
    lua "And usually the rich mature women catch him with a young hot girl... that's the 
end"
    y "You were engaged?"
    lua "What? no... I'm not that stupid"
    lua "I got the game but I don't get angry. I use him like he uses me"
    luke "Tell him I saved your life"
    lua " Don't exagerate"
    luke "Come on. You were in that toxic relation with Maud. Lesbian state of mind <I 
hate men>... But she was just unsatisfied... I satified her"
    lua "Ok. Mr Humility... I can say we had some good times..."
    luke "Maud hates me"
    lua "She hates nearly everybody"
    luke "The one who steal her girlfriends are the most hated"
    lua "I wasn't her girlfriend"
    luke "Does she knew that?"
    lua "She knew, but she pretended it was nothing"
    luke "Yeah, sure... Oh God. It's too late. I have a date"
    lua "I'm working on it"
    lua "Ok.. I'll go too... tomorrow morning I have to meet Riley... Goodnight Anthony"
    y "Goodnight"
    $ luanaevent = 5
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    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################################

EVENTluana5:
    AGENCY

    y "Uh... there is Luana too"
    scene 04 31 13
    ril "Hi [y]... Today you have to shoot with Belen."
    lua "Try not to harass her"
    menu:
        "Don't worry... I only ever harass you":
            show 00 31y
            $ rileyrel += 1
            
            ril "Wow. A love story in the making"
            hide 00 31y
            lua "I'm pretty sure he says this to all the women he meets."
            ril "probably"
        "Maybe she should appreciate":
            show 00 31n
            
            ril "I would like my agency not to have a public scandal about sexual harassment"
            hide 00 31n
            y "I was kidding"
    ril "I'm going to check if the set is ready"
    scene 04 13
    y "So.. What's up between you and Luke?"
    lua "We're just friends... We fuck sometimes... less times than he would like but it's 
okay..."
    y "I got it"
    lua "and you?"
    y "What? If I would like to fuck you?"
    lua "I know you would like to fuck me...sweetheart. Kirsten?"
    y "I don't know. I had so much fun with her. but maybe that's all: the past"
    lua "Yes, sure. Anyway. Just to let you know I think she likes you a lot but she's proud. 
Obviously, you cheated on her... But I think you still have a chance..."
    y "Good to know"
    lua "Anyway... if you want to come back to Maud's party...Call me, you'll be my 
guest..."
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    y "O-okay"
    lua "Don't be scared"
    y "Nono, I'm not scared... it's okay"
    ril "The set is ready"
    y "I''m coming"
    lua "See you"
    scene 04 13 05 09

    bel "Could we hurry up? It's really cold here"
    menu:
        "I see... I mean: your nipples":
            show 00 46n
            
            bel "Could you not act like a perv?"
            hide 00 46n
            y "I was kidding... ehm"
            bel "Come on. Don't waste my time"
        "Probably because you're too hot":
            show 00 46y
            
            bel "You can't imagine how hot I am..."
            hide 00 46y
            y "uh..."
            bel "ahahaha... your face is so funny... you're not used to a woman with a 
comeback, right?"
            y "ehm"
    bel " Come on. We have work to do"
    y "Okay, perfect... turn around"
    scene 04 13 05 10
    
    y "Wow, sit down on the couch"
    scene 04 13 05 11
    
    y "Ok... last one... look at the camera"
    scene 04 13 05 12
    
    y "Uh... wow"
    bel "Have you got an hard on?"
    menu:
        "Uh... ehm, no":
            show 00 46b
            
            bel "Are you gay?"
            hide 00 46b
            y "What? no.."
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            bel "I don't know. So many fashion photographers are gay... ok... it's okay..."
            y "I'm not gay. I'm working so I don't have an ehm"
            bel "Okay, okay... I think we're done... see you"
        "Just a little, I've got a lot of self control":
            show 00 46y
            
            bel "Uh... interesting... how much self control"
            hide 00 46y
            y "A good level of self control"
            bel "We'll see. Not today... I think we've done...see you"
            y "(uh... )"
    $ luanaevent = 6
    $ money += 300
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
########################################################################

EVENTluana6:
    MAUD'S HOME

    y "uh there is Riley"
    scene 24 31 52
    y "Hi Miss Alley"
    ril "Uh... ehm... hi Anthony... what are you doing here? who invited you?"
    y "( she looks uncomfortable) Luana did it... but I didn't se h--- wait "
    y "Wait... you are Lamarcus Bayliss... the NFL player"
    lamar "Yeah, ehm..."
    y "Oh sorry sorry... I didn't want to harass you... I'm a big fan. I heard about your 
knee... I hope you get well soon"
    lamar "Yes... Let's hope..."
    y "Uh... here comes Luana"
    ril "Yes, ehm... I think we have to leave. It's late. Right, Lamar?"
    lamar "Yeah, sure"
    scene 24 13
    lua "Hi, sorry for the late"
    y "Don't worry"
    menu:
        "Damn... I didn't know she's Lamarcus's girlfriend":
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            show 00 13n
            
            lua "Where do you live? They're married. 5 years..."
            hide 00 13n
        "I didn't expect Riley loves BBC":
            show 00 13y
            
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "Why? Do you know some girls who doesn't love it? Anyway they're married. 
5 years... "
            hide 00 13y
    jump luanamaudparty2

EVENTluanamaudparty2:
    scene 24 1213 01
    maud "Well, well, well"
    lua "Maud..."
    maud "God... Luana. did you really pick up this loser? Are you trying to make me 
jealous? With him? hahahaha"
    lua "Really? Do you really think the world goes around you and everything I do is 
about you.. You're a little bit egocentric"
    menu:
        "Yeah.... all the artist are egocentrics... no?":
            show 00 13y
            
            $ luanarel += 2
            maud "Shut up!"
            hide 00 13y
        "Maybe She's looking for a real cock. Guess what? I got it":
            show 00 12y
            
            maud "hahahah... Funny... Maybe you also know how to use it"
            hide 00 12y
    lua "At least I'm not that crazy... You want to make me jealous with Kirsten 
ahahahahha"
    maud "Maybe it's because you're jealous? It's weird, you didn't look jealous when you 
fucked Luke while you were my girlfriend "
    lua "You weren't exactly loyal... Don't you remember.. anyway I wasn't your 
girlfriend"
    maud "I just had my slaves... And I never cheated on you with a man"
    menu:
        "Don't say anything":
            lua "you never accepted I'm bisexual"
            maud "mpf... you're not bisexual, you're a slut"
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        "Maybe you need a man with a real cock":
            show 00 12n
            
            $ luanarel += 1
            maud "Shut up! loser"
            hide 00 12n
    maud "Then... I could understand Luke. His cock is totally insane, unreal... but this 
loser. You make me laugh"
    menu:
        "Are you upset because your new sex slave is stil thinking about me":
            show 00 12n
            
            $ luanarel += 1
            maud "Shut up! loser"
            hide 00 12n
        "Don't say anything":
            show 00 12y
            
            maud "Look at him... he's a loser... "
            hide 00 12n
    maud "So [y], what do you want? Do you want to come wih us? Are you scared... You 
don't want to see you ex fucked hard again.."
    maud "And you? you don't want to see me fuck another girl, Luana?"
    if luanarel >= 10:
        lua "yeah, come on...let's go. Follow me Anthony... I promise you we'll have so 
much fun"
        $ maudparty = 2
        $ luanaevent = 10
        $ hour += 1
        jump maudpartypage
    else:
        lua "No thanks... I don't want to play your game...I'm going home... Goodnight"
        $ luanaevent = 7
        $ hour += 1
        jump map

########################################################################
######################################################################

EVENTluana7:
    SKYEBAR

    y "Uh... Luke and Luana...I hope she doesn't tell him nothing about last night"
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    scene 06 1325
    luke "Hey... it seems you didn't get any last night"
    menu:
        "Uh... You're a real gossip girl Luana. Did you tell that to everyone?":
            show 00 13b
            
            lua "Uhh... you're very touchy lately [y]."
            hide 00 13b
        "And you know exactly how much it hurts, right?":
            show 00 13y
            
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "You two are hilarious"
            hide 00 13y
            show 00 25n
            luke "Yeah, sure"
            hide 00 25n
    luke "I got you bro. Luana is so sneaky lately"
    menu:
        "Probably the last man she had wasn't really satisfying":
            show 00 13y
            
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "ahahahah... could it be"
            hide 00 13y
            show 00 25n
            luke "Yeah, sure"
            hide 00 25n
        "She's probably looking for real love":
            show 00 13n
            
            $ lukerel += 1
            luke "hahahahahaha"
            lua "Does it should be funny?"
            hide 00 13n
    luke "Anyway. If you don't believe me, I'm rooting for you Anthony. Or to be more 
exact: I'm rooting against Maud"
    y "Really?"
    luke "I would like to have threesome with you and her, so I can show you how to fuck 
a woman"
    lua "Guys... You're really weird... I don't know what worries me more: Your 
testosterone or Maud's control issues"
    menu:
        "You don't look like someone who's worried about anything":
            show 00 13y
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            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "Yeah, you're right"
            hide 00 13y
        "I'm sure our testosterone could give you a good time":
            show 00 13b
            $ lukerel += 1
            
            lua "Maud gave me satisfaction too..."
            hide 00 13b
            luke "You know it ain't the same"
            lua "... are you sure?"
    lua "Anyway, guys... It was funny. But now I'm going home... alone... You can stay 
here to decide who's hotter between you... goodnight"
    luke "Don't you need a ride home?"
    lua "No thank you... My uber is coming... bye"
    $ luanaevent = 8
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################################################

EVENTluana8:
   SHOP

    y "Hey... there is Luana"
    scene 19 13
    lua "Hey... what are you doing here?"
    menu:
        "I want to buy limited edition sneakers. I went to see if they still have them":
            show 00 13b
            
            lua "Okay... Tell me if you don't find them. I've got a way to track down these 
kind of things..."
            hide 00 13b
            y "uh... Cool"
        "I'm here to flirt with the clerk":
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            show 00 13y
            
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "Mmm... she looks crafty... good luck"
            hide 00 13y
    lua "I'm leaving... anyway: see you at the next maud party"
    y "Sure, see you"
    if maryjanerel >= 3:
        scene 19 45
        mj "Hi... look who's back. Your friend just left"
        menu:
            "I know But I'm here for you, not for her":
                show 00 45y
                
                $ maryjanerel += 1
                mj "Mmm Thank you, I'll rmember about that"
                mj "Unfortunately I'm here for work, not to flirt with customers...see you"
                hide 00 45y
            "I know But I'm here for a sneaker... The Honey Limited. Do you still have it":
                show 00 45b
                
                mj "Nah... we just finished ten minutes ago... You're late"
                hide 00 45b
                y "Okay... Next time I'll be faster"
    else:
        pass
    $ luanaevent = 9
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################################################

EVENTluana9:
   MAUD'S HOME

    y "Uh... There is Riley with Lamarcus... She was unconfortable last time I met her 
here... I'll leave em alone..."
    scene 24 13
    lua "Hey Anthony..."
    menu:
        "Talk about Luke":
            show 00 13b
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            lua "Don't be jealous... We haven't had sex yet..."
            hide 00 13b
        "Talk about Kirsten":
            show 00 13y
            
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "I have to admit she's really sexy..."
            hide 00 13y
    jump luanamaudparty2

########################################################################
##################################################################

EVENTluana10:
    if yvetteevent >= 13:
        jump luana10a
    else:
        jump luana10b

EVENTluana10a:
MOSQUITO

    y "Uh, Yvette's here)"
    scene 18 14
    yve "[y]..."
    y "Hey Yvette, What's up?"
    yve "Good, you? It seems you had fun last night at Maud's party?"
    menu:
        "Ehm... I don't know exactly how it happens, I was there and... ":
            show 00 14b
            yve "Yes, sure"
            hide 00 14b
            y "I mean..."
            yve "I got it. Not easy to say no to Luana, right?"
            y "Yes, no. I mean."
            yve "I got it. I tought you wasn't interessed in that king of thing"
            y "I-I..."
            yve "She used you to hurt Maud... Do you know that?"
            y "Maybe... I enjoyed the moment"
            yve "As you prefer..."
        "Uh yeah. It was great. Maud watched Kirsten who watched Luana suck my cock.":
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            yve "So you like this kind of things..."
            y "Yeah..."
            yve "Good to know"
            $ yvetterel += 1
    $ luanaevent = 11
    $ yvetteevent = 15
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

EVENTluana10b:
MOSQUITO

    y "(Yvette's here)"
    scene 18 14
    yve "So... You're alive"
    y "Yes"
    yve "I was waiting for a call from you"
    y "you're right. I was busy lately. I'll call you one of these nights"
    yve "Okay"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################################################

EVENTluana11:
AGENCY

    y "(Mmm... Luana and Riley. Damn, think if Luana suck my cock in front of RIley... 
God, I've got a boner)"
    scene 04 31 13
    ril "Ehy [y]"
    y "Good morning"
    ril "I called you because you have to take some pics right now"
    y "Now?"
    ril "Yes, Luana has to go away tomorrow but we have a campaign"
    y "Uh, where do you go?"
    lua "I've got some works to do in San Matthew then I'll go in Europe for the fashion 
week"
    menu:
        "I would have gladly come with you":
            show  00 13y
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            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "Next time we'll arrange it"
            hide 00 13y
            y "I'm counting on that"
        "Have fun but not too much... without me":
            show 00 13n
            lua "I think I'll have a lot of fun... "
            hide 00 13n
            $ rileyrel -= 1
    ril "Okay Luana, go get ready for the shooting"
    lua "sure"
    scene 04 00 31 01
    ril "What's going on between you and Luana?"
    menu:
        "We went out a few times":
            ril "Be careful, don't fall in love with a model"
            y "Don't worry"
        "No big deal. I just met her a couple of times":
            ril "Okay... "
            $ rileyrel += 1
    ril "I think she's ready"
    y "Me too"
    scene 04 13 11 01

    y "Yeah, this is hot"
    
    scene 04 13 11 02
    
    y "I think we've done"
    lua "Great"
    y "See you when you'll be back"
    lua "Sure"
    $ luanaevent = 12
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################################################

EVENTluana20:
DOWNTOWN

    y "Luana... I wasn't aware you're back in town."
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    lua "Yeah. I got here a couple of days ago"
    menu:
        "Do you had fun?":
            show 00 13y
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "Oh...A lot f fun"
            hide 00 13y
            menu:
                "Do you find some man to have sex with?":
                    show 00 13n
                    lua "I always find some men to have sex with..."
                    hide 00 13n
                "Big parties?":
                    show 00 13y
                    $ luanarel += 1
                    lua "Oh yes. You'd have fun too"
                    hide 00 13y
                    y "Next time I want to come"
                    lua "We'll see"
        "A couple of days ago? You didn't call me":
            show 00 13n
            lua "I was really busy..."
            hide 00 13n
            menu:
                "I'm hurt":
                    show 00 13y
                    $ luanarel += 1
                    lua "Oh...I'm sorry. I'll make this up to you"
                    hide 00 13y
                    y "I'm counting on it"
                "I got it. I was really busy too":
                    show 00 13b
                    lua "yeah.."
                    hide 00 13b
    lua "now, sorry but I have to go, see you"
    y "Bye"
    $ luanaevent = 21
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
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##################################################################

EVENTluana21:
SKYEBAR

    lua "Hey [y]"
    y "Hi. What are you doing? Are you alone?"
    lua "I'm waiting for Luke"
    menu:
        "So you're dating him":
            show 00 13n
            lua "Not exactly. He text me, he needs to talk with me"
            hide 00 13n
            y "Yeah, I got it"
        "So you can bail on him and stay with me":
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "He'll not be happy about it"
            y "But you will"
            show oo 13y
            lua "Maybe"
            hide 00 13y
    y "What's up?"
    lua "It's your lucky day. Luke text he can't come"
    y "Oh... what a shame..."
    lua "So, what did you do in these days? Did you meet Kirsten and Muad again?"
    menu:
        "No":
            lua "So you forget abouth your ex"
            y "So it seems"
            lua "Good to you"
            $ luanaevent = 22
        "Yes, with Yvette":
            lua "uh... Yvette... Did you had fun?"
            $ luanaevent = 23
            $ luanarel += 1
            menu:
                "Yvette had a lot of fun?":
                    lua "I can imagine, she's wild"
                    $ luanarel += 1
                "Well... I did my job":
                    lua "Good for you"
    lua "Okay... now it's late. I think I'll go"
    y "Goodnight"
    $ hour += 1
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    jump map

########################################################################
##################################################################

EVENTluana22:
GYM

    y "Uh... Luana with Yvette...I hope she's not telling her about last night"
    scene 09 13 14
    lua "Uh... look whos' here...our hero"
    if yvettesex == 2:
        show 00 13y
        y "yes, ehm..."
        $ luanarel += 3
        $ yvetterel += 1
        lua "Yvette told me you had a lot of fun last night"
        y "Oh... yes. Not bad"
        $ luanaevent = 25
    else:
        show 00 13b
        y "Word spreads quick around here."
        lua "Sadly for you"
        $ luanaevent = 23
        $ luanarel -= 3
    yve "Guys. I would like to stay here to say some bullshit but I have to go"
    lua "Yes, me too. Bye [y]"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################################################

EVENTluana23:
DOWNTOWN

    y "(Luana, damn, I didn't tell her I had sex with Yvette then she meets her and she told 
her I wasn't so performing.)"
    lua "So you gets humiliated in front of Kirsten...interesting"
    menu:
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        "It was not so bad":
            show 00 13y
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "I can imagine, Yvette wants to sell yourself short at me"
            hide 00 13n
        "I didn't come off well":
            show 00 13b
            lua "I expected more from you."
            hide 00 13b
    lua "Why didn't you mention you went to Maud's home with her?"
    menu:
        "It ain't your business":
            lua "Okay, as you prefer"
            $ luanarel -= 3
        "It wasn't important":
            lua "no?"
            y "I don't care about her. I was bored..."
            lua "okay..."
            $ luanarel += 2
    $ luanaevent = 24
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################################################

EVENTluana24:
SKYEBAR

    y "(Luke and Luana... I hope she didn't tell him about me and Yvette)"
    scene 06 1325
    luke "Hey... what's up? I didn't seen you lately?"
    y "I was busy"
    luke "Yeah, I heard about it, Are you trying not to cum? ahahahhaah"
    y "(she told him...)"
    menu:
        "Everyone got his wrong night":
            luke "Yeah? That has never happened to me yet"
            lua "hahahahaha... right"
        "Thanks for your sympathy, it happens to you too... words travel":
            luke "uh... To me?"
            lua "hahahahah... it happens to everyone"
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            $ luanarel += 1
    lua "So? are you planning to visit Maud again?"
    y "We'll see"
    luke "I miss that parties"
    lua "Really?"
    luke "A little bit. There was a lot of rich mature women"
    lua "Yeah, sure."
    y "What are you doing now?"
    lua "I think I'll go home"
    luke "Do you need a ride?"
    lua "I know what you means... no, thanks"
    luke "I tried"
    lua "Goodnight"
    $ luanaevent = 25
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################################################

EVENTluana25:
SHOP

    luke "Ehy [y]"
    y "Luke..."
    luke "listen... what do you think about bury the hatchet"
    y "...which hatchet?"
    luke "Come on..."
    y "What do you need?"
    luke "I think I could help you with Luana..."
    menu:
        "She already suck my cock. It's a matter of days and I'll fuck her":
            luke "Are you sure about it?"
            y "Pretty sure"
            luke "Okay, as you prefer"
            $ luanarel -= 1
            $ hour += 1
            $ luanaevent = 26
            jump map
        "What do you want in change?":
            luke "You know what I want"
            y "Kirsten?"
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            $ lukerel += 1
            luke "yes"
            menu:
                "I can't do nothing about it, She hates me":
                    luke "She doesn't hate you"
                    y "What do you know about it?"
                    luke "I know the situation. Luana was the same... Maud is just an 
intermediate step..."
                    y "I don't know... and honestly I don't care about it. I can't help you"
                "I'll see what can I do":
                    luke "We could fuck her together"
                    y "Yes?"
                    luke "Could be funny"
                    y "We'll see. At the moment she don't want to fuck with me... it will be hard 
to convince her to fuck with me and another man"
                    luke "I'm sure you'll find a way"
                    y "We'll see"
                    $ lukerel += 2
                    $ luanarel += 3
                    $ lukekirsten = 1
    $ luanaevent = 26
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################################################

EVENTluana26:
DOWNTOWN

    lua "Hey [y]"
    y "Hi What's up?"
    lua "I'm going to a work dinner"
    y "It doesn't sound exciting"
    lua "not at all"
    lua "And you?"
    y "I'm getting around"
    lua "Have you been again at Maud's home?"
    y "no... you?"
    lua "not at all... she hates me after the last time"
    y "Really?"
    lua "She sent me some messages... she was really upset"
    menu:
        "What a shame. It was exciting be there with you":
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            lua "Yes, I'm happy I have no more to do with her"
            y "Yeah, I got It"
        "She's just envious":
            show 00 13y
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "Yes. Totally. She doesn't like people get their lives"
            hide 00 13y
    if luanarel >= 35:
        $ luanaevent = 30
    else:
        $ luanaevent = 27
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################################################

EVENTluana27:
SKYEBAR

    lua "Hey [y], What's up?"
    y "I'm here to drink some"
    lua "Do yoo want to drink some together?"
    y "Sure"
    menu:
        "Talk about Fashion":
            show 00 13y
            lua "I love it"
            $ luanarel += 1
            hide 00 13y
        "Talk about photography":
            show 00 13n
            lua "it's so boring"
            show 00 13n
    lua "goodnight"
    $ hour += 1
    $ luanaevent = 28
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################################################
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EVENTluana28:
SKYEBAR

    lua "Hey [y], What's up?"
    y "I'm here to drink some"
    lua "Do yoo want to drink some together?"
    y "Sure"
    lua "What'r the worst thing you did?"
    menu:
        "I tried to fuck my brother's wife":
            lua "Uh... that's weird"
        "I convince the ex girlfriend of one of my best friends to go back to him so I can 
fuck my best friend girlfriend":
            lua "Uh intricate"
            y "yes... at the end I fuck both. The ex and the girlfriend"
            lua "impressive"
            $ luanarel += 3
    lua "Goodnight"
    $ hour += 1
    if luanarel >= 35:
        $ luanaevent = 30
    else:
        $ luanaevent = 29
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################################################

EVENTluana30:
SKYEBAR
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    y "(Mmm Luana and Riley)"
    scene 06 1331 02
    ril "heeeeey [y]"
    y "(Uh, she's totally drunk)"
    ril "Uh Luuanaa... your boy is here"
    lua "Riley: you're drunk"
    ril "I don't want to be a third wheeeeeel...I'll go home"
    lua "Riley..."
    ril "So...[y]... you waaant to fuckk Luanaa... good boy"
    menu:
        "We're just playing at the moment":
            show 00 13y
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "Excuse her"
            hide 00 13y
            y "Don't worry"
        "She needs attention and I've got not to much time":
            show 00 13n
            lua "Who needs attention?"
            hide 00 13n
    ril "I've gooot a car and I go home"
    lua "absolutely no. I'll call you an Uber"
    ril "I can driiive"
    lua "I stole your keys. You can't drive"
    lua "Sorry [y], I wait the uber with her. See you"
    $ luanaevent = 31
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################################################

EVENTluana31:
GYM

    y "Uh Luana at the gym... something good to see while I work out"
    scene 09 13
    lua "Hey [y], Are you come here to get biger?"
    menu:
        "The important part is big enought... you know":
            show 00 13y
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            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "Yeah, not bad"
            hide 00 13y
        "No. I need more endurance (workout)":
            lua "Good Idea"
            scene 09 01 Workout
            $ stamina += 3
    $ luanaevent = 32
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################################################

EVENTluana32:
SKYEBAR

    y "(Mmm Luana and Riley)"
    scene 06 1331 02
    ril "heeeeey [y]"
    y "(Uh, she's totally drunk again)"
    ril "[y], my dear. You look reeeeaaally good tonight"
    y "thank you"
    ril "And you always come here alone... don't you have a regular girl?"
    y "Mmmm, no"
    ril "So you're free... do you want to have fun tonight?"
    $ rileyevent = 1
    menu:
        "Riley, I think you drunk a little too much tonight":
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "Better if we call an Uber"
            y "Yeah"
        "Yeah. What's in your mind":
            lua "Ok... I called an uber so Riley will go home..."
            ril "It's all over? I was having fun"
            lua "Yeah. It's over, before you do something you will regret"
    scene 06 13
    lua "Riley's gone"
    menu:
        "Finally alone, me and you...":
            show 00 13n
            lua "Don't dream about it yet"
            hide 00 13n
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        "How about you and me get ourselves a drink?" if money >= 20:
            show 00 13y
            lua "Good Idea"
            hide 00 13y
            $ luanarel += 1
            menu:
                "Order 2 Cocktail $20" if money >= 20:
                    $ luanarel += 2
                    $ money -= 20
                    lua "I love Mojito"
                "Order a bottle of Champagne $70" if money >= 70:
                    $ luanarel += 5
                    $ money -= 70
                    lua "Uh. I Love champagne"
    lua "What do you think about Riley"
    y "She's my boss"
    lua "Don't worry, I'm not a snitch"
    menu:
        "She's my boss. and  this thing is really turning me on.":
            show 00 13y
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "mmm, have you got an hard on?"
            show 00 13y
            menu:
                "Since I see you when I enter this place":
                    show 00 13y
                    $ luanarel += 1
                    lua "Mmmm interesting"
                    hide 00 13y
                "not yet but if you continue to watch me like that...":
                    show 00 13b
                    lua "watching like what?"
                    hide 00 13b
        "If she wasn't my boss...":
            lua "don't you have fantasies about your boss?"
            menu:
                "Sure I have. But only fantasies. I don't want probem":
                    $ luanarel += 1
                    lua "I got it"
                "No. I don't want":
                    lua "liar"
    menu:
        "Well? Another one drink?":
            lua "Sure. But It's on me..."
            $ luanarel += 1
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            y "great"
        "What do you think about going at my place now?":
            lua "I think I'm having fun"
            y "Good"
            lua "And I want to stay here..."
            y "okay"
            lua "I order another drink...It's on me"
    lua "And... what do you think about me?"
    menu:
        "You gave me one of the best blowjob of my life":
            lua "That's all? Just a blowjob I did? nothing more? Don't you have fantasies?"
            menu:
                "You gave me an amazing blowjob in front of my ex girlfriend and her new 
girlfriend... not a small thing":
                    $ luanarel += 2
                    lua "Yeah... that was exciting"
                "Sure I have":
                    lua "like what?"
                    y "Damn, I don't know. Now I've got an hard on I can't think"
                    lua "So disappointing..."
        "I think I would like to fuck you until you scream":
            $ luanarel += 2
            lua "Uh...It ain't easy to make me scream"
            menu:
                "I'm sure I can do it":
                    lua "Yes?"
                    $ luanarel += 1
                    y "I'm confident"
                    lua "We'll see"
                "I'll do my best":
                    "No doubt about it"
    lua "Uh...It's very late."
    y "I call an Uber?"
    lua "Okay..."
    scene 36 13

    y "So... where we go?"
    if luanarel >= 44:
        lua "I'll go to my hotel... you'll go to your home"
        y "Uh"
        $ hour += 1
        $ luanaevent = 33
        jump map
    else:
        lua "I think we should go to my hotel and talk about the big hard on in your pants..."
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        y "Uh...That's exactly what I was hoping to hear"
        $ luanaevent = 50
        $ luanasex = 1
        jump luanahotelsex1

LUANA SEX EVENTS

EVENT luanasexhotel1:
    scene 33 13 40 01
MOSQUITO
    lua "So... what you think to do now?"
    menu:
        "Lick her pussy":
            scene 33 13 40 02
            
            lua "Mmm... you're good with the tongue..."
            $ luanacum += 2
        "Ask for a BJ" if luanarel >= 100:
            $ luanacum += 1
    scene 33 13 40 03
    
    lua "Yeah... Show me how you use that cock"
    scene 33 13 40 04
    
    lua "Mm, It's big. I like it"
    scene 33 13 40 05
    
    lua "Yeah, come on..."
    if stamina <= 20:
        $ luanarel = 50
        jump luanahotelsex01cum
    else:
        scene 33 13 40 06
        
        $ luanarel = 100
        lua "Uh...I'm cumming"
        y "Yeah... me too"

EVENT luanahotelsex01cum:
    scene 33 13 40 07
    
    scene 33 13 40 08
    
    scene 33 13 40 09
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    y "Uh...Wow"
    if stamina >= 20:
        lua "Mmm... not bad [y]"
    else:
        lua "already?...."
        y "Sorry, I'll make this up"
        lua "yes'we'll see"
    y "Damn it's really late"
    lua "Better if you go. I don't want a pic with you tomorrow in Keesha's blog"
    y "Sure"
    $ hour = 6
    jump map                  

YVETTE---------------------------------------------------------------------
--------  
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YVETTE IS A PROWRESTLER also know as JAGUAR(YOU MEET HER ONCE IN 
THE SEASON ONE)
SHE'S 25

HER STORYLINE IS UNLOCKED AFTER THE FIRST MAUD PARTY

HER CHARACTER IS PARTICULAR, YOU KNOW HER AND SHE HAD TO FUCK 
KIRSTEN, THEN YOU MET HER AND YOU START TALK WITH HER. YOU FIND 
OUT SHE'S NOT LESBIAN AND SHE GOES TO THE MAUD PARTY JUST TO 
HAVE SOME FUN. 

SHE'S INTERESTED IN SEX AND PROBABLY IN HAVE A RELATION WITH 
YOU, SHE WANT YOU GET RID OF KIRSTEN AND SHE'S JEALOUS ABOUT 
LUANA (SHE SAID EVERY MEN LOVES LANA)

YOU CAN HANG OUT WITH HER, IF YOU HELP HER IN THE CRAWL AT THE 
ROADHOUSE SHE WILL BE IMPRESSED AND SHE START THINK ABOUT 
HAVE SEX WITH YOU. 

AFTER YOU GO TO THE MAUD'S PART WITH LUANA SHE START TO GET 
JEALOUS AND BRING YOU TO THE MAUD'S PARTY WHERE YOU WILL HAVE 
SEX WITH HER IN FRONT OF KIRSTEN. 

SHE'S AGGRESSIVE IN BED BUT SHE SAYS SHE WANT A MAN WHO 
DOMINATE HER... IN THE MNEXT RELEASE YOU'LL DECIDE IF YOU WANT 
TO BE THAT MAN. 
BE CAREFUL, SHE'S JEALOUS. 
ONCE YOU WILL START A RELATION (FROM EP3) WITH HER SHE WILL 
CHECK YOU.

########################################################################
### EVENTS ###############################
#

EVENT yvette1:
    GYM
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    y "uh... Yvette, She's impressive"
    scene 09 14
    yve "Look who's here... You're Kirsten's ex, Right"
    y "Yes... [y], Nice to meet you"
    yve "She had a lot of fun last night..."
    menu:
        "Yeah? But you'll never make her cum like I did":
            show 00 14n
            
            yve "I don't know... we should ask her... But she really seemed to love it"
            hide 00 14n
            y "She's a good actress"
            yve "You know something about it..."
        "You had fun too":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            
            yve "Honestly I prefer to have regular sex with men... but it was fun, yeah"
            hide 00 14y
            y "Yeah? Good to know"
            yve "Don't dream about it"
    yve "Anyway, I would like to stay here and talk shit... but I have stuff to do. See 
you..."
    y "ok, see you"
    $ yvetteevent = 2
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
########################################

EVENT yvette2:
MOSQUITO

    y "(Uh Yvette, She look's really hot in that tight bikini)"
    scene 18 14
    y "Hey Baby"
    yve "hi..."
    menu:
        "What's up?":
            yve "Fine. I'm enjoying the sun"
        "Offer a drink $10" if money >= 10:
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            $ money -= 10
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            yve "thank you"
            hide 00 14y
    yve "Did you come to me to ask something about Kirsten?"
    menu:
        "Why? Have you got some news about her? Have you tried a new sex position with 
her?":
            show 00 14n
            yve "Nah. I think she's still Maud's little slave... "
            hide 00 14n
            y " So you're not interested in her"
            yve "I  like men. I just like to have fun with women sometimes"
        "Fuck Kirsten. I just came to say hello to you":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            yve "Yeah I agree, she doen't deserve your attention.. "
            hide 00 14y
            y "Who deseves my attention?"
            yve "I don't know. You tell me. But I don't lke a submissive person..."
    yve "Anyway... I remember you... You're a photographer. You took some pics at the 
gym"
    y "Yeah, right... You weren't so collaborative"
    yve "I was training. I don't go to the gym to take pics"
    y "Right"
    yve "Okay. I have to go. See you"
    $ yvetteevent = 3
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
########################################

EVENT yvette3:
MOSQUITO
MOSQUITO
    y "(Yvette... She's always here)"
    scene 18 14
    yve "Hey... What's up?"
    menu:
        "You're here again... are you trying to seduce my muscled friend David?":
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            show 00 14n
            yve "You're here often too... Maybe you're tryint to seduce your friend... "
            hide 00 14n
            y "What?"
            yve "Who knows?"
        "Nothing... I just came to harass the hottest girl at the beach":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            yve "Nice try"
            hide 00 14y
            y "I'm serious"
            yve "Mmmm, I pretend to believe you."

    yve "Anyway, are you still crying for Kirsten?"
    menu:
        "She's not interested in me... so I'm not interested in her":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            yve "You know... When you let someone down, especially a 'slave', It's hard to 
get her trust back"
            hide 00 14y
            y "It's hard or impossible?"
            yve "Nothing is impossible.. anyway it's obvious you're not uninterested... 
hahahahahha"
            y "Why you laught?"
            yve "You still thinking about her, don't lie to me"
            y "You can think whatever you want"
        "She's in the past":
            show 00 14n
            yve "Yeah , sure. You have no credibility "
            hide 00 14n
            y "No, what are you doing later?"
            yve "Sorry but I'll finish my drink and I'll go home. I have a really busy day 
tomorrow"
    $ yvetteevent = 4
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
####################################
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EVENT yvette4:
GYM

    yve "Look who's here... Don't you think it's time to grow some muscle?"
    menu:
        "My muscles are okay... I've got a big one between my legs... Do you wanna try?":
            show 00 14n
            
            yve "I'll give that a miss, thanks"
            hide 00 14n
            y "sorry for you"
            yve "yeah, sure... see you"
        "So you're offering your help as a personal trainer?":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            
            yve "Uh...I think it would be funny to see your sweat and tears"
            hide 00 14y
            y "okay, let's go"
            scene 09 14 Workout
            
            $ yvetterel += 1
            $ stamina += 1
            yve "Come on... Push... you seem like a pussy"
            y "(God... I'm dying)"
            scene 09 14 F
            yve "Ok... not bad... maybe you'll becoma a man...hahahaha"
            y "( Damn... I think I need some rest...)"
            yve "See you"
    $ yvetteevent = 5
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##############################################

EVENT yvette5:
MOSQUITO
MOSQUITO
    y "(Yvette... She's always here)"
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    scene 18 14
    yve "Hey... What's up?"
    y "I'm good, you?"
    yve "Good... anyway. Just to let you know. There will ba a party at Maud's home. If 
you want to come you're my guest..."
    yve "...if you're not scared"
    menu:
        "Scared? about what? I'll be there":
            show 00 14n
            yve "I don't know, last time you runaway"
            hide 00 14n
            y "I don't runaway"
            yve "As you want... see you there"
        "Sure I'll come. Thanks for the invite":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            yve "Good, see you there"
            hide 00 14y
    $ yvetteevent = 6
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##############################################

EVENT yvette6:
MAUD'S HOME

    kir "What- What are you doing here? I don't want any trouble"
    y "Wait.... Damn"
    scene 24 1325 3233
    y "(she's gone)"
    y "(I have to find Yvette...)"
    y "(I know them. He was trying to fuck Kirsten some time ago. And she was a friend 
of Maud's)"
    scene 24 13 25 32 33
    luke "Hey... You're Kirsten's ex boyfriend, right?"
    y "Y-yes... I am"
    lua "I remember you. I met you at the Vernissage"
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    y "Yes... I was there ehm..."
    luke "What are you doing here... are you trying to get your girlfriend back? I think it's 
too late hahahahaha"
    lua "Don't be an idiot Luke."
    luke "Who invited you? Does Maud know you are here?"
    y "Yeah, I'm ehm... I'm looking for a person..."
    luke "Are you here to watch your ex have sex with someone else?"
    menu:
        "Fuck you":
            show 00 25n
            
            luke "You're not the friendliest person I ever met..."
            hide 00 25n
            lua "You deserve it Luke. You're a dick"
            luke "I'm not a dick... I'm a big dick"
            lua "Please... stop."
        "Are you here for this?... Maybe this hot blonde with you needs a good fucking":
            show 00 13y
            
            $ luanarel += 1
            $ lukerel += 1
            luke "So you like Luana... You have excellent taste... but unfortunately for you I 
think she's busy tonight "
            hide 00 13y
            lua "Am I busy? Really..."
            luke " She likes to joke"
    luke "Anyway, I'm sorry I can't stay for the after party to enjoy what happens"
    y "afterparty?"
    luke "Is this the first time you've come here?"
    y "More or less... Why don't you stay for the after party?"
    luke "I think I've got something better to do"
    lua "Really? What do you have to do?"
    luke "You know what I have to do later"
    lua "Anyway... he can't stay because Maud hates him"
    luke "Not exactly..."
    yve "[y], you came"
    scene 24 14
    y "Hey... hi"
    yve "I'm glad to see you... How are you?"
    menu:
        "Good... I thought it would involve a few more transgressions":
            yve "Yeah... real fun will be later..."
            y "Later?"
            yve "Later at the after party... When most of the people go away"
        "Someone told me about the after party. I think the fun will come later":
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            show 00 14y
            
            $ yvetterel += 1
            yve "You know everything already"
            hide 00 14y
            y "I like to talk to people"
    yve "Anyway, later there is the after party... When most people go away"
    y "And how does i t work?"
    yve "Depends on Maud... She decides who she wants... When other people leave..."
    maud "Look who's here... Mr Pathetic Loser"
    scene 24 1214
    maud "You became Yvette's friend... are you asking her how to make Kirsten cum?"
    menu:
        "I was planning a threesome with Me, Kirsten and Yvette...":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 12cond
            
            maud "So what do you want to do? Do you want to see Yvette fuck Kirsten? You 
missed the show last time."
            hide 00 12cond
        "I was TELLING her how to make Kirsten cum":
            show 00 14n
            
            maud "You've got a great imagination..."
            hide 00 14n
        "Nah.. I was just thanking her for the invitation":
            show 00 12y
            $ maudrel += 1
            
            maud "She's a good girl... I have to thank her too..."
            hide 00 12y
    maud "Anyway. Stop with the bullshit: do you want to come to the after party and 
have some fun?"
    y "ehm"
    maud "I promise I'll not do anything to you... You'll sit down and watch Yvette fucking 
Kirsten"
    yve "What? I---"
    maud "Come on, Yvette. You owe me"
    y "I'm..I---"
    maud "Are you scared?"
    y "Me scared? not at all"
    maud "So come on... follow me. It will be funny"
    $ yvetteevent = 7
    $ luanaevent = 1
    $ hour += 1
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    $ maudpart = 1
    jump maudpartypage

########################################################################
#######################################################

EVENT yvette7:
MOSQUITO
MOSQUITO
    y "(Damn... Yvette... I'm not sure I want to see her...)"
    scene 18 14
    yve "Hey... [y]... Are you pretending that you didn't see me?"
    y "No, ehm I was-"
    yve "I got it, you're upset"
    menu:
        "Sure I'm upset. You and Maud were in on it together":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            yve "Hey... I'm sorry"
            hide 00 14y
            y "You didn't look sorry last night"
            yve "It's a game.... come on. I can't control what happens at Maud's party..."
            y "yeah, sure"
            yve "Anyway don't worry, Kirsten still likes you"
        "I'm not upset. I'm... I don't know...":
            yve "So you like to be humiliated?"
            y "Well... not exactly... I'm confused... but... It was a game right?"
            yve "For you and for me it was a game... Maud is more serious"
            y "She's a little bit crazy"
            yve "She has some control issues. I mean. It's clear Kirsten still likes you... and 
Maud gets mad about it... you know"
    y "Kirsten still likes me?"
    yve "Oh sure... and you know it"
    y "I'm not really sure about it"
    yve " No? Make her jealous and looks what happens... could be funny"
    y "Ok, I'll try..."
    $ yvetteevent = 8
    $ hour -= 1
    jump map

########################################################################
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##############################################################

EVENT yvette8:
GYM
    yve "Hi.. are you here to grow your little tiny muscles?"
    y "Ehm... that's my plan..."
    yve "Have a good work out."
    y "Can I ask you a question?"
    yve "yes?"
    menu:
        "Are you lesbian?":
            show 00 14b
            
            yve "Nah... not exactly. I like to have fun sometimes. But it's like my work. I'm a 
wrestler. It's fiction. I play a character. It's fun"
            hide 00 14b
            y "Good to know"
        "Do you like men? I mean,regular sex with men?":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            
            yve "Sure I like it. Are you asking because you are interested in pegging?"
            hide 00 14y
            y "What?"
            yve "Sometimes I like to play. It's like my work, You know, I'm a wrestler. I play 
my character. It's fun. But I prefer when I find a man who... fucks me"
            y "Good to know"
    yve "Okay, I end my routine, see you"
    y "bye"
    $ yvetteevent = 9
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################
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EVENT yvette9:
MOSQUITO
MOSQUITO
    y "(Obviously Yvette is here...)"
    scene 18 14
    yve "Hey... Are you stalking me?"
    y "What? What are you saying?"
    yve "I meet you everywhere I go. You look like a stalker"
    menu:
        "Pfff... You would like it":
            show 00 14n
            yve "I like? I don't know. But it's stupid you continue to stay around me and you 
don't ask me to hang out"
            hide 00 14n
            y "I'm not following you... But if you want to hang out with me... okay"
            yve "If you want... it's okay..."
            y "So I should call you and ask"
            yve "You need a phone number to call..."
            y "That's right... So you'll give me your phone number"
            yve "Yeah... Now you have my number..."
            y "Perfect... I'll call you"
        "Does it bother you?":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            yve "Nah... But you could be more direct... Don't be scared. If You want to invite 
me to hang out sometimes it isn't a problem. Just ask"
            hide 00 14y
            y "If I call you, will you hang around with me?"
            yve "Why not?"
            y "I think I need your phone nomber to call you"
            yve "See? It ain't that difficult"
    $ yvetteevent = 10
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################################

EVENT yvette10:
    if money <= 20:
        y "I've got not enought money"
        jump map
    else:
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        $ money -= 20
PARADISE CLUB

    yve "So that's the places you go"
    y "Yeah... more or less... Don't you like it?"
    yve "I don't know. It's too hipster. Pretty boy places"
    menu:
        "For me it's as good a place as any. I just want to drink and have fun":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            
            yve "That's a good point of view..."
            hide 00 14y
        "Don't be so snobby":
            show 00 14n
            
            yve "I'm not a snob... these people are snobs.. but It's okay..."
            hide 00 14n
    scene 23 14 10 02
    jeff "Damn dude.. Your girl is more muscular than you, Sugar... what are you doing 
with this sissy boy?"
    menu:
        "She's not my girl":
            show 00 14n
            
            jeff "Good... so you're leaving"
            hide 00 14n
            y "I... ehm"
        "Probably I've got some hidden talents and she's not interested in your unnecessary 
muscles":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            
            jeff "Unnecessary?"
            hide 00 14y
            y "Don't you know what unnecessary means?"
            yve "hahahahahahah"
            jeff "Yeah, funny..."
    scene 23 14 10 04
    jeff "Sweetheart... If you want a real man I'm here, don't waste your time with this 
pussy"
    scene 23 14 10 05
    yve "Uh, wow...that's wow... can I touch it?"
    jeff "Sure baby"
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    scene 23 14 10 06
    yve "As I supposed... no hidden talents here"
    jeff "What the---"
    scene 23 14 10 03 Y
    yve " Let's go [y], this place is shit."
    $ yvetteevent = 11
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#################################################

EVENT yvette11:
GYM

    yve "Hi.. are you here to grow your little tiny muscles? Or do you want to continue to 
be bullied like last night"
    menu:
        "The situation was under control. I wasn't getting bullied...":
            show 00 14b
            
            yve "Ok... as you prefer"
            hide 00 14b
        "I don't think I'm that bad... But yes. I need to bulk up a little":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            
            yve "Call me if you need some help"
            hide 00 14y
            y "Do you want to be my personal trainer?"
            yve "Uh...I think it would be funny to see your sweat and tears"
            y "okay, let's go"
            scene 09 14 Workout
            
            $ stamina += 1
            yve "Come on... Push... you seem like a pussy"
            y "(God... I'm dying)"
            scene 09 14 F
            yve "Ok... not bad... maybe you'll becoma a man...hahahaha"
            y "( Damn... I think I need some rest...)"
    y "do you think we should hang out togwther again?"
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    yve "why not... But don't bring me in that place, please."
    y "sure, I'll call you"
    $ yvetteevent = 12
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################################################

EVENT yvette12:
AT HOME
THEN ROADHOUSE
    y "Last time I bring her to Paradise Club and it wasn't great. I'll bring her to Roadhouse 
Pub. Meybe she'll likes it more"
    scene 07 00 14a

    yve "Oh this place is way better than that club, I like it"
    y "I'm glad to hear that. Let's sit down there"
    scene 07 14 10 02

    yve "What do you want to drink?"
    menu:
        "Mojito":
            show 00 14n
            
            yve "Really? Damn you're such a pretty boy"
            hide 00 14n
        "Rhum":
            show 00 14y
            
            $ yvetterel += 1
            yve "me too"
            hide 00 14n
    yve "And now.. tell me something"
    menu:
        "Talk about her work":
            show 00 14y
            
            $ yvetterel += 1
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            yve "I love it. When I was younger I had a fight with my brothers, Like 
smackdown... Then when I grew up I started to do hard work outs... My ex boyfriend and 
I were broke so he asked me if I was interested in fighting"
            hide 00 14n
            yve "It was so fun and after some fights, people started to love my character. You 
know I'm a villain, but a good villain. For me it's fun and it's a great way to earn money 
and have fun at the same time..."
        "Ask about Kirsten and Maud":
            show 00 14n
            
            yve "Damn. You don't have any other things on your mind? You always talk 
about them"
            hide 00 14n
    scene 07 14 10 03
    gange "Hey Vato... Look at that bitch..."
    gangj "I see... Do you think she sucks that maricon's dick?"
    gange "I don't know. But she deserves two real chicanos. Two real big latin dicks. I'm 
sure she will love it"
    gangj "I already can imagine me fucking her from behind... grabbing her braids like a 
rodeo ahahahahha"
    scene 07 14 10 04
    gange "Hey Sugar... Brown Sugar... What do you think about leaving this loser and 
spending the night with two real men? uh?"
    menu:
        "Fight":
            $ yvetterel += 25
            scene 07 14 10 05 Y1
            
            y "What's happening...  real man number one falls down like a pussy"
            scene 07 14 10 05 Y2
            
            gange "What the"
            yve "Number two following him"
            gange "ouch"
            scene 07 14 10 07
            
            yve "So? Are you checking if the floor is clean?"
            y "Okay. I think we should go..."
        "Don't say nothing":
            scene 07 14 10 05 N1
            
            gangj "See.. He just shut up.. He's scared. You don't need a scared man..."
            scene 07 14 10 05 N2
            
            yve "What do I need?"
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            gange "You need a real man like me"
            yve "Really? At the moment I just need one more rum"
            yve "Do you want some?"
            gange "I want you... Look at those boobs... baby"
            yve "Don't you want something to drink?"
            gange "You can drink my cum from my dick if you want"
            scene 07 14 10 05 N3
            
            yve "Uh, sure. Why did I not think of that?"
            scene 07 14 10 05 Y1
            
            gange "ouch"
            yve "So you don't want some rum?"
            scene 07 14 10 07
            
            yve "I feel offended. I offered rum and you refused..."
            y "Okay. I think we should go..."
    scene 07 14 10 08
    yve "nice punch"
    y "The bottle was a great wrestling move. I love it..."
    scene 07 14 10 10

    if yvetterel <=25:
        y "Ehm.. I'm sorry I didn't defend you"
        yve "Yeah, anyway, as you can see, I can defend myself. Goodnight"
        y "yes, ehm...Goodnight"
        $ yvetteevent = 13
        $ hour += 1
        jump map
    else:
        yve "Anyway: good punch"
        y "I do what I can"
        yve "It was good. Unexpected. You're not a pussy as I thought"
        y "Did you think I was a pussy?"
        yve "No... I mean... It turns me on"
        scene 07 14 10 11
        
        y "it turns you on?"
        yve "A little bit... don't you get an hard on after a fight?"
        scene 07 14 10 12
        
        y "uh..."
        yve "Sure you get it"
        yve "not bad, nice cock"
        y "so, what you want to do"
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        scene 07 14 10 13
        
        yve "Absolutely nothing. I'll go to bed and I'll sleep... But I learned some interesting 
things about you tonight"
        y "Are you sure you want to go to bed... and sleep?"
        yve "Absolutely...  Think about me when you go home to resolve that situation... if 
you want. Goodnight..."
        y "uh... "
        yve "see you... soon"
        $ yvetteevent = 13
        $ hour += 1
        jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT yvette15:
GYM

    y "Jeff with Yvette. What he has got to say after last night? Loser..."
    jeff "An Hot girl like you should be with a man like me..."
    scene 09 14 51
    jeff "Uh Look who's here... Sweetheart: when you'll be tired of this loser you know 
where you can find me..."
    menu:
        "Bro. You have the main muscle too small. Don't you get it?":
            show 00 14y
            $ yvetterel += 1
            jeff "Yeah? One of these days weìll talk about a couple of things...don't worry"
            hide 00 14n
        "If you want it she's yours. I'm not interested...":
            show 00 14n
            yve "Are you deciding for me?"
            show 00 14n
            $ jeffrel += 1
    jeff "I have work to do..."
    scene 09 14
    menu:
        "Talk with Yvette":
            menu:
                "Talk about Maud and Kirsten":
                    yve "So you want to go to Maud's home with me?"
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                    y "no, I mean... Just for talking"
                    yve "Yeah, sure... we'll see"
                "Talk about your last date":
                    yve "It was funny"
                    y "Yeah..."
                    yve "Nice shot"
                    $ yvetterel += 1
        "Work Out":
            scene 09 01 Workout
            y "no Pain, no gain"
            $ stamina += 2
    $ yvetteevent = 16
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT yvette16:
SHOP

    y "Hey.. Yvette, What are you doing here?"
    yve "What do you think? Maybe I'm buying some clothes..."
    y "Yeah... I mean, "
    yve "I know. A brand sponsor me... Then I'll have to take some pics"
    y "I got it"
    menu:
        "If you want you can call me. I'll take the pics":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            yve "Thank you"
            hide 00 14 y
            $ yvetteevent = 17
        "You can contact my agency...":
            show 00 14b
            yve "yeah... I know. We'll see"
            hide 00 14b
            $ yvetteevent = 18
    y "Okay, see you around"
    yve "Bye"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT yvette17:
HOME
    yve "Can we took the pics we talked about?"
    y "Yes, sure."
    yve "I've got a location where we can shoot. I send you location"
    y "perfect"
AGENCY

    y "Hi... This place is perfect"
    yve "I know"
    y "We can start"
    scene 04 14 17 02
    
    y "This is good"
    scene 04 14 17 03
    
    yve "I hate to take pics of me"
    y "You're wonderful, don't worry"
    yve "Fuck"
    menu:
        "You have potential, you should permit me to take care of your image":
            show 00 14y
            $ yvetterel += 1
            yve "This could be a good idea."
            hide 00 14y
        "Be more relaxed. You're taking pics":
            show 00 14n
            yve "I'm a wrestler, not a model"
            hide 00 14n
    y "Ok.. I think we've done"
    yve "Damn, this is so stressful for me"
    $ yvetteevent = 18
    $ yvetteimage = 1
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT yvette18:
MOSQUITO

    dav "these pics are hot..."
    yve "Thank you"
    y "(David's flirting with Yvette?)"
    scene 18 14
    y "What's up?"
    scene 18 11
    dav "I was looking the shooting she made"
    scene 18 14
    if yvetteimage == 1:
        menu:
            "I know, I'm a great photographer":
                dav "Yes, but she looks good also... in reality, I mean"
            "Are you flirting with her?":
                dav "No, I mean... she's hot but. You know... No"
                $ yvetterel += 1
    else:
        yve "yes, Ehm... My sponsor give me the contact to another photographer"
        y "Don't worry"
    if yvetterel >= 25:
        $ yvetteevent = 25
    else:
        $ yvetteevent = 19
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT yvette19:
GYM 

    y "(Yvette... I should chat with her...)"
    scene 09 14
    y "(talk about movies)"
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    menu:
        "Action movies":
            show 00 14y
            $ yvetterel += 1
            yve "Yeah. I like it"
            hide 00 14y
        "Horror Movies":
            show 00 14b
            yve "I don't get scared. It got no sense for me"
            hide 00 14b
    $ yvetteevent = 20
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT yvette20:
MOSQUITO

    y "(Yvette...)"
    scene 19 14
    y "(Chat about Best Actor's body)"
    menu:
        "Arnold schwarzenegger":
            show 00 14b
            yve "Too muscular"
            hide 00 14b
        "Sylvester Stallon":
            show 00 14y
            $ yvetterel += 1
            yve "I love hit. A real fighter"
            hide 00 14y
    $ yvetteevent = 21
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################
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EVENT yvette21:
    GYM

    y "(Yvette... I should chat with her...)"
    scene 09 14
    y "(talk about best wrestler)"
    menu:
        "Hulk Hogan":
            show 00 14y
            $ yvetterel += 1
            yve "I love it. Hulkmania"
            hide 00 14y
        "Ric Flair":
            show 00 14b
            yve "I don't like him. And I hate his daughter"
            hide 00 14b
    $ yvetteevent = 22
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT yvette22:
MOSQUITO

    y "(Yvette...)"

    y "(Chat her favorite music)"
    menu:
        "Drake":
            show 00 14b
            yve "Oh God. He's too soft"
            hide 00 14b
        "DMX":
            show 00 14y
            $ yvetterel += 1
            yve "I love hit."
            hide 00 14y
    if yvetterel >= 25:
        $ yvetteevent = 25
    else:
        $ yvetteevent = 19
    $ hour += 1
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    jump map
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT yvette25:
    GYM

    y "(Yvette...)"
    scene 09 14
    yve "I thought... don't you want to hang out..."
    menu:
        "Yeah, sure":
            show 00 14y
            $ yvetterel += 1
            yve "So, I wait for a call"
            y "sure, same place?"
            yve "Roadhouse? sure"
            hide 00 14y
            $ yvetteevent = 26
        "Honestly I'm really busy lately":
            show 00 14n
            yve "You can tell me if you're not interested in me"
            y "No, I mean..."
            show 00 14n
            yve "I got it."
            $ yvettevent = 24
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT yvette26:
ROADHOUSE PUB 

    menu:
        "Let's hope there not be any accident this time":
            yve "If they are here we know how to threat'em, right?"
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            y "sure"
        "Maybe we'll meet our friends again":
            $ yvetterel += 2
            show 00 14y
            yve "I'm looking forward"
            hide 00 14y
    scene 07 14 10 02
    menu:
        "Order Beer $10" if money >= 10:
            $ money -= 10
            yve "Don't you want something stronger?"
            y "Like what?"
            $ yvetterel += 1
            Yve "I'll drink a whiskey"
        "Order Whiskey $10" if money >= 10:
            $ money -= 10
            yve "Good Choice"
            $ yvetterel += 2
        "Nothing":
            $ yvetterel -= 1
            yve "I'll take a whiskey..."
    yve "Anyway... what we were talking about"
    zoe "Sorry..."
    scene 06 14 26
    y "Yes?"
    zoe "I would like to apologize for what happened last time"
    menu:
        "Don't worry... it was funny":
            show 00 58y
            $ zoerel += 1
            zoe "Yes. I like when someone teach them guys a lesson"
            hide 00 58n
        "Shit happens":
            show 00 58b
            zoe "I know. Sorry"
            hide 00 58b
    zoe "Anyway, next round is on me"
    yve "Thank you"
    scene 07 14 10 02
    yve "have you got an hard on?"
    y "What? Why?"
    yve "She's hot. Don't you think"
    menu:
        "She's not my kind of girl":
            show 00 14y
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            $ yvetterel += 1
            yve "And what is your kind of girl?"
            hide 00 14y
            y "I don't know, but she's too junkie: all that tattoos"
            yve "I got it"
        "I spy her side boobs since we enter":
            show 00 14b
            yve "Yeah, I see"
            hide 00 14b
    yve "What do you want to talk about?"
    menu:
        "Sport":
            yve "I don't like to watch. I like to play"
        "Your work":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            yve "you can't understand how cool is to slam someone outside of the ring until 
you do it"
            hide 00 14y
            y "Uh..."
    if yvetterel >= 28:
        jump yvette26a
    else:
        jump yvette26b

EVENT yvette26a:
ROADHOUSE
    y "So, do you want a ride home?"
    yve "Why not?"

    y "so...Goodnight"
    yve "Wait"

    y "Uh"
    yve "Don't be scared"
    y "I don't understan your intentions"
    yve "There is nothiing to understand..."
    $ yvetteevent = 30
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

EVENT yvette26b:
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    y "So, do you want a ride home?"
    yve "No, thanks...See you"
    $ yvetteevent = 27
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT yvette27:
    GYM

    y "(Yvette...)"
    scene 09 14
    menu:
        "Ask for a new date":
            yve "Sure... same place?"
            y "sure"
            yve "I'll wait your call"
            $ yvetteevent = 28
        "Say nothing":
            yve "I don't understand your intentions"
            y "I've got no intentions..."
            yve "Good to know"
            $ yvetteevent = 24
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT yvette28:
    ROADHOUSE

    menu:
        "Let's hope there not be any accident this time":
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            yve "If they are here we know how to threat'em, right?"
            y "sure"
        "Maybe we'll meet our friends again":
            $ yvetterel += 2
            show 00 14y
            yve "I'm looking forward"
            hide 00 14y
    scene 07 14 10 02
    menu:
        "Order Beer $10" if money >= 10:
            $ money -= 10
            yve "Don't you want something stronger?"
            y "Like what?"
            $ yvetterel += 1
            Yve "I'll drink a whiskey"
        "Order Whiskey $10" if money >= 10:
            $ money -= 10
            yve "Good Choice"
            $ yvetterel += 2
        "Nothing":
            $ yvetterel -= 1
            yve "I'll take a whiskey..."
    yve "Are you still staring at the barmaid?"
    menu:
        "Nah, I prefer watch you":
            yve "God... you're so sweet, bleah"
        "I think could be nice to see you fuck her like you did with Kirsten":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            yve "Mmm... this could be interesting"
    yve "What do you want to talk about?"
    menu:
        "Sport":
            yve "I don't like to watch. I like to play"
        "Your work":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            yve "you can't understand how cool is to slam someone outside of the ring until 
you do it"
            hide 00 14y
            y "Uh..."
    if yvetterel >= 28:
        jump yvette26a
    else:
        jump yvette26b
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########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT yvette30:
    GYM

    y "(Yvette...)"
    scene 09 14
    yve "Hey [y], What's up?"
    y "Good... and you?"
    yve "Good, Maud texted me"
    y "Uh... what does she wants?"
    yve "She invited me to a party"
    y "Uh..."
    yve "Do you want to come?"
    menu:
        "Sure":
            show 00 14y
            $ yvetterel += 2
            yve "Good. This weekend"
            hide 00 14y
            y "Perfect!"
        "I don't know":
            show 00 14b
            yve "Are you scared?"
            hide 00 14b
            y "Scared about?"
            yve "I don't know... What could happens?"
            y "Nah, I'm not scared about nothing"
            yve "So you'll come?"
            y "Okay..."
            yve "Perfect... it's this weekend"
            y "I'll be there"
    $ yvetteevent = 31
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################
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EVENT yvette31:
AT HOME

    yve "Tonight is the night"
    y "(Uh...Maud's party)"
MAUD HOME

    yve "I'm glad you came"
    menu:
        "It seems I have no other option":
            show 00 14n
            yve "Please, don't act like a pussy"
            hide 00 14n
            y "I don't act like a pussy"
            yve "So, What's the problem. Don't you want Kirsten see you with me?"
        "I'm glad too...I think we'll have fun":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            show 00 14y
            yve "I think it's probable"
            hide 00 14y
    scene 24 12 14b
    maud "Yvette... Do you bring this loser?"
    menu:
        "Don't act like that, you look insicure...":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            maud "Me?... We'll see"
        "Honestly I didn't want to.. she nearly forced me":
            show 00 14n
            maud "She forced you? ahahahah.. Damn, you're a total loser"
            hide 00 14n
    maud "Yvette, I need to talk with you"
    scene 24 5540
    if rebeccaevent >= 37:
        y "Uh... she's Regina... the..."
        if meadowevent >= 12:
            y "Wtf... he's Bernie...Damn..."
        else:
            pass
        scene 24 55 40
        reg "Hey... You should be the photographer [y], right?"
    else:
        if meadowevent >= 12:
            y "Wtf ... that's Bernie...and that should be his wife"
        else:
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            pass
        scene 24 55 40
        reg "Hey... You should be the photographer [y], right?"
    y "y-Yes"
    reg "Are you interested in art too?"
    menu:
        "Yes. I-I'm a big fan of Maud's work":
            show 00 55y
            $ reginarel += 1
            reg "She's a genius"
            hide 00 55y
        "Honestly not. I'm here with a friend":
            reg "I got it"
    ber "Sweetheart. It's late. I think we should go back home"
    reg "Jesus, Bernie... You're always so boring"
    reg "I think I have to go before my husband start sleeping on the couch"
    y "Don't worry, see you"
    scene 24 08 angry
    kir "What the fuck are you doing here?"
    menu:
        "Kirsten, I'm glad to see you too":
            show 00 08n
            kir "Does Maud knows you are here?"
            y "Sure"
            hide 00 08n
        "I just came to ask you if you want to suck my dick, last time you look interested":
            $ kirstenrel += 1
            kir "Fuck you"
    scene 24 1214
    maud "What's happening here?"
    menu:
        "Kirsten was telling me how much she wants to suck my cock in front of you":
            $ kirstenrel += 1
            $ yvetterel -= 1
            maud "Or you was telling her how do you like to watch her fucked hard?"
        "She was acting crazy because I'm here with Yvette":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            maud "Uh, poor little slut... are you jealous?"
            kir "Not at all... he's inventing everything"
    maud "I think she isn't interest in you anymore. Why don't you forget her?"
    menu:
        "I think she'll go craxy if I fuck Yvette in front of her":
            $ kirstenrel += 1
            $ yvetterel -= 1
            maud "Uh.. do you think? "
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            y "Yes...Isn't right Darling?"
            kir "No"
            maud "You're so confident"
        "I could fuck Yvette so you can learn how to fuck a woman":
            $ yvetterel += 1
            maud "Uh... you look so confident"
    y "Wouldn'y I?"
    maud "It seems we'll have a lot of fun tonight"
    kir "But..."
    maud "Shut up, slut... The guest are going away. I think we could go to my room"
    $ hour = 5
    $ maudparty = 3
    jump maudpartypage

########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT yvette32:
    GYM

    y "(Yvette...Last night I didn't come off well)"
    scene 09 14
    yve "Look who's here"
    y "Hi..."
    yve "How are you?"
    menu:
        "You were very douchey last night":
            show 00 14n
            yve "Don't play hurt with me, please"
            hide 00 14n
            y "I'm not playing"
            yve "Come on, You was too confident, you needed a lesson"
            y "yeah sure"
        "It has been challenging last night":
            yve "Yes.. I think you need some more training"
            y "I agree. Do you help me?"
            yve "why not"
            scene 09 14 Workout

            y "(Damn... I think I'm dying)"
            yve "Don't stop [y], remember: No Pain no Gain"
            y "Yeah (Damn)"
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            $ stamina += 3
    $ yvetteevent = 33
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT yvette33:
GYM

    y "Hey Ashley..."
    if ashleygirlfriend == 0:
        ash "So you're dating Yvette..."
        menu:
            "What? no, We're just friend...":
                ash "yes, sure. I see how she look a t you"
                y "It ain't my problem... For me she's just a friend"
                show 00 22y
                $ ashleyrel += 1
                ash "okay.."
                hide 00 22y
            "We went out on a couple of dates.":
                show 00 22b
                $ ashleyrel -= 3
                ash "Good Luck..."
                hide 00 22b
    else:
        ash "I seen you talking with Yvette. How do you know her"
        menu:
            "We have some common friends":
                show 00 22b
                $ ashleysuspect += 1
                ash "yes?"
                hide 00 22b
                y "Yes.. are you jealous?"
                ash "Me? not at all..."
            "I'm a fan. I love her character":
                ash "Uh, it's just this?"
                y "Sure"
                ash "Don't you think she's hot?"
                y "What? Not at all"
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                $ ashleyrel += 1
                show 00 22y
                ash "Okay... ehm... sorry. I'm alittle bit jealous. You know what happened..."
                hide 00 22y
                y "Don't worry"
    $ yvetteevent = 34
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT yvette34:
    GYM

    y "(Yvette...)"
    menu:
        "Talk with her":
            scene 09 14
            menu:
                "We should hang out together one of this night":
                    show 00 14y
                    $ yvetterel += 1
                    yve "Yes?"
                    hide 00 14y
                    y "No? Don't you want"
                    yve "Sure... "
                    y "I'll call you"
                    $ yvetteevent = 42
                "We should go back to Maud's home one of these nights":
                    show 00 14n
                    yve "Why?"
                    hide 00 14n
                    y "Don't you had fun?"
                    yve "Sure, but I don't like to repeat always the same things"
                    y "No?"
                    yve "No that kind of thing... "
                    $ yvetteevent = 41
        "WorkOut":
            scene 09 01 Workout
         MOSQUITO
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            y "No Pain No gain"
            $ stamina += 2
            $ yvetteevent = 41
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT yvette40:
    GYM

    y "(Yvette...)"
    scene 09 14
    yve "Look who's here"
    y "Hi..."
    yve "How are you?"
    menu:
        "It seems you had a lot of fun last night":
            show 00 14b
            yve "Not Bad"
            hide 00 14b
            y "I like your  enthusiasm "
            yve "It was some good sex but nothing really special"
            y "Uh"
            $ yvetteevent = 41
        "You made me fly last night":
            show 00 14y
            yve "Yeah. It has been some good sex"
            hide 00 14y
            $ yvetterel += 3
            y "I think we should meet again"
            yve "I think it's a good idea"
            $ yvetteevent = 42
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################
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EVENT yvette41:
MOSQUITO

    y "(Yvette... She's flirting with David?)"
    yve "Anyway congratulation. Great body. I can't believe it's all natural"
    dav "I training hard but I don't take steroid"
    yve "Impressive"
    dav "uh... I have some customer...I have to go"
    scene 18 14
    yve "Hey [y], I didn't heard you coming"
    y "Maybe you was too busy flirting with David"
    yve "What?"
    y "No?"
    yve "Are you jealous?"
    y "Not at all.. but he's my flatmate and my best friend"
    yve "Okay...anyway I wasn't flirting with him. We just talked about bodyshape"
    y "Sure..."
    yve "Listen: It's time to be clear: What do you want from me?"
    menu:
        "Nothing. I don't care about you":
            show 00 14n
            $ yvetteevent = 1000
            yve "Perfect... so you don't have to care about me and David..."
            hide 00 14n
            y "Perfect, bye"
        "I think we could hang out together sometimes":
            show 00 14y
            yve "Perfect. That was exactly what I thought"
            hide 00 14y
            y "So, what's the problem?"
            yve "There are no problems. Just call me when you want to see me"
            y "Don't worry...I'll call you"
            $ yvetteevent = 42
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#################################################

ADELE 
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BURTON------------------------------------------------------------  

SHE'S THE DIRECTOR OF ELITA MAGAZINE
SHE'S 33

SHE'S MARRIED WITH GARY
SHE APPEARED IN SEXDUCTION

########################################################################
#################################################

KEESHA---------------------------------------------------------------------
-----
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KEESHA IS A GOSSIPBLOGGER FOR ELITA MAGAZINE
SHE'S 26

SHE APPEARED IN NCCU

SHE DON'T HAVE AN OWN STORYLINE YET BUT SHE APPEAR IN A LOT OF 
OTHER GIRLS'S STORYLINE AND SHE'S REALLY USEFUL WHEN YOU NEED 
TO EXPOSE SOME RELATION. WHEN YOU MADE HER A FAVOR HER 
RELATIONSHIP WITH YOU GROW. 
IN THE NEXT RELEASES I'LL UNLOCK HER OWN STORYLINE. PROBABLY 
AFTER YOU DID HER SOME BIG FAVORS. (THE FAVORS YOU DID TO HER 
ARE ALREADY COUNTING)

########################################################################
#################################################

HENRY----------------------------------------------------------------------
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----

HENRY IS A PAPARAZZI
HE'S 42

HE DOESN'T HAVE ANY STORYLINES YET BUT HE'S USEFUL WHEN YOU 
NEED SOME DIRTY WORK. LIKE STOLEN PICS AND OTHER “SEMI ILLEGAL 
STUFF”

#########################################

RAIN-------------------------------------------------------------------------
----  
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RAIN IN THE NEW REBECCA'S FLATMATE 
SHE'S AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL AND CAM GIRLS. 
SHE'S 21

YOU UNLOCK HER STORYLINE WHEN REBECCA FORGIVE YOU AND INVITE 
YOU TO HER HOME

SHE'S ENGAGED WITH LARS A GUITARIST. HE LEFT HIS BAND AND A FEW 
MONTH LATER THE BAND SIGN A DEAL WITH A MUSIC MAJOR. 

THEY'RE BROKE SO RAIN PUBLISH EROTIC VIDEOS UNTIL LARS SHOT A 
SCENE WHERE RAIN SUCK HIS COCK
THEY EARN SOME MONEY BUT ALL PEOPLE JOKES ABOUT LARS SMALL 
COCK, THEY WANT TO SEE RAIN WITH BIG COCK.... AND WHO GOT A BIG 
COCK? OBVIOUSLY YOU. 

YOU HAVE TO CONVINCE THEM TO SHOT A BJ SCENE WITH YOU. 

AFTER THE SCENE RAIN WILL INTRODUCE YOU TO HER FRIEND PINKY 
AND THEY LEFT FOR A COUPLE OF WEEK. 

AFTER YOU START PINKY PORN CAREER THEY COME BACK AND THEY 'RE 
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BROKE AGAIN SO YOU TRY TO CONVINCE RAIN TO START A PORN 
CAREER. 

########################################################################
##########################

EVENT rain2:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "The door is open"
    y "HEY REBECCA"
    rain "Who's here?"
    REBECCA HOME19 pic02
    lars "Ehm...rebecca isn't at home now"
    y "Uh... Do you know when she'll be back?"
    lars "I-I don't know... Sorry... ehm.. we're taking some pics and my girlfriend is nak-
half naked..."
    y "Uh... Sure, sorry"
    $ rainevent = 3
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###############################################

EVENT rain3:
    AT YOUR HOME

    y "I want to see the pics... Rain looks pretty good.. that goth style turns me on, I want 
to see her better.."
    y "Uh... 30$ to access"
    menu:
        "PAY 30$" if money >= 30:
            $ money -= 30
            y "let's see"
            scene 01 01 pc02
            y "Uh, not great pics but she's definitely hot"
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            REBECCA HOME pic05
            
            y "not bad"
            REBECCA HOME pic06
            
            y "Uh... she knows how to pose"
            REBECCA HOME pic07
            
            y "Those boobs... Look natural... I've got a boner... Ok.. Better if I sleep..."
            y "I have to do something about it"
            $ hour += 1
            $ rainevent = 4
            jump map
        "Not at all. I'll not pay $30 for some pics":
            $ hour += 1
            jump map

########################################################################
#############################################

EVENT rain4:
    ROADHOUSE

    y "That's Rain and her boyfriend... I should talk with them"
    scene 07 1819
    
    menu:
        "Hey you must be Rebecca's new flatmate":
            $ larsrel += 1
            $ rainrel += 1
            rain "Yes... You're her friend, right? She told me you're a photographer"
        "Hi... You look familiar. Have we met before?":
            lars "You probably looked at her pics on the net..."
            rain "Nah, he's Rebecca's friend...You're a photographer, right?"
    lars "Oh... Yeah... you looked familiar..."
    y "Yeah, it's me and I have seen your pics"
    menu:
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        "If you want, next time I can do a shooting with you":
            show 00 19n
            lars "Don't worry, I care about that"
            hide 00 19n
            y "Okay, okay. I was just saying"
        "It's awesome, you're hot":
            show 00 18y
            rain "Thank you"
            hide 00 18y
            lars "Hey. If you have any contacts I'm her manager"
            y "Uh, okay. I'll take notes (sure)"
    rain "Sorry, he's overprotective sometimes"
    y "Don't worry. I can understand"
    y "Is she your girlfriend?"
    lars "Yes"
    y "Good. You're a beautiful couple. I don't want to bother you. See you around"
    $ rainevent = 5
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
####################################################

EVENT rain5:
   BEACH

    mark "Hey [y], wait a minute"
    y "Hey Mark, What's up?"
    mark "I saw you last night"
    y "What? Where?"
    mark "At the Roadhouse pub. You were with that girl, blackhaired, pale skin, a lot of 
tattoos"
    y "yes, Rain"
    mark "I think we should talk about her"
    menu:
        "I don't know her well. I mean.":
            show 00 30n
            mark "You don't know her? Haven't you seen her videos?"
            hide 00 30n
            y "Videos?"
            mark "The blowjob she did to her boyfriend on some cheap amateur site"
            y "Uh"
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            mark "Damn... where the fuck do you live..."
            mark "Anyway... If you meet her again tell her I want to meet her, I've got a big 
proposal"
            y "Ok"
        "Yeah, I know her":
            $ markrel += 1
            show 00 30y
            mark "That's a great news"
            hide 00 30y
            y "What do you want from her?"
            mark "I want to give her a career. You know I'm a talent scout"
            y "Talent scout? You're a porn actor and producer"
            mark "I discovered Angela Love, she's the hottest one right now. I think your 
friend would be the next big thing"
            mark "Do you think she prefers to suck her boyfriends small cock on some cheap 
amateur site for the rest of her life?"
            y "Suck what?"
            mark "Doesn't you seen the video of your dearly friends suck his boyfriend's little 
cock?"
            y "Ehm..."
            mark "Damn... anyway...Tell her I want to talk with her"
    $ rainevent = 6
    $ hour+= 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################################################

EVENT rain6:
YOUR HOME

    y "I have to see Rains video. I HAVE to see it..."
    y "Uh... 50$ to access"
    menu:
        "PAY 50$" if money >= 50:
            $ money -= 50
            y "let's see"
            scene 17 18 06 01
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            y "Damn... she's hot"
            lars "Hey baby.... Dont you want to make your man happy?"
            rain "Sure I want to... What do I have to do?"
            lars "Try to guess"
            scene 17 18 06 02
            
            rain "Mmm... I think I know.."
            rain "Do you want a kiss?"
            scene 17 18 06 03
            
            rain "An hot kiss?"
            lars "yessss"
            y "(Damn, he's really small)"
            scene 17 18 06 04
            
            rain "Do I have to suck your dick?"
            lars "Yes, please"
            scene 17 18 06 05
            
            lars "Wow...uhhhh"
            scene 17 18 06 06
            
            lars "Oh yes... Go deeper"
            y "She got skills. He's small as fuck... but she's got skills"
            scene 17 18 06 07
            
            lars "yeah, suck it all!!!"
            scene 17 18 06 08
            
            lars "I'm cumminnnnnng... ahhhhh"
            y "He cummed already...What?"
            scene 17 18 06 09
            
            scene 17 18 06 10
            
            scene 17 18 06 11
            
            lars "My God...I love you baby"
            rain "Mg luv uhhh tuumm"
            y "God. I have to see it again"
            y "han I'll go to sleep.."
            $ hour += 1
            $ rainevent = 7
            jump map
        "Not at all. I'll not pay $50 for video":
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            $ hour += 1
            jump map

########################################################################
#######################################################

EVENT rain7:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "Hi, is Rebecca home?"
    rain "No, I didn't see her"
    y "O-Okay...I...ehm"
    rain "What's up?"
    y "I watched you video last nig-day ehn.."
    rain "Yeah.. It was Lars's idea. Uh... It's so awkward"
    y "Ehm.. sorry.."
    rain "It's okay. I'm not used to meeting people that watched my videos yet... But Lars 
said we can make some good money."
    y "Yes?"
    rain "Yes... I mean. We don't work. He was in a rock band but now... he's looking for a 
new band... you know"
    y "I got it, I got it"
    rain "Wait... we're not desperate. I like to do it. It turns me on... but."
    menu:
        "I see you like it. You're skilled. really skilled":
            $ rainrel += 1
            show 00 18y
            rain "Uh.. Thank you.. I'm glad you ehm appreciate..."
            hide 00 18y
            y "Really good work.. God, this conversation is so awkward"
            rain "Yeah, ehm... a little bit"
            y "okay, bye... see you"
        "You like it huh. Anyway. If you need an actor. I could ehm..." :
            show 00 18n
            rain "Thanks but... I love my boyfriend. I mean. I don't want to be a bit- a 
pornstar"
            hide 00 18n
            y "Yeah, okay. Sure, I mean: not me. This conversation is so awkward..."
            rain "It's okay"
            y "yes, ehm... bye"
    $ rainevent = 8
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    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################################

EVENT rain8:
ROADHOUSE

    y "(That's Lars)"
    scene 07 19
    lars "Hey [y], what's up?"
    y "Fine. You?"
    lars "I get by. I'm a bassist. My old band signed a deal two months after I left and now 
I don't have work or a band"
    y "Yes, ehm... Rain told me about that"
    lars "Yes, She told me she met you."
    y "I hope everything will be alright for you... and your new business"
    lars "Yes... It's strange. I earn money while my girlfriend sucks my cock. But I like it"
    y "No doubt: a great idea"
    lars "Maybe we'll become famous... who knows?"
    menu:
        "Good Luck!":
            $ larsrel += 1
            show 00 19y
            lars "Let's hope"
            hide 00 19y
        "Maybe I could help you. I know some people in the porn industry":
            show 00 19b
            lars "Thank you but I'll do it by myself. We're a couple. I don't want my girlfriend 
fucked by a porn actor and shit like that. We're trying it out with these amateur videos. 
And we'll see..."
            hide 00 19b
            y "sure"
    y "Anyway, it's late. I go home, tomorrow I have to wake up early"
    $ rainevent = 9
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
##################################################################

EVENT rain9:
ROADHOUSE

    y "(That's Lars)"
    scene 07 19
    y "Hey Bro... Do you want to drink something?"
    lars "Why not?"
    scene 07 19a
    y "So what's up?"
    lars "It's shit"
    y "Why? What happened?"
    lars "I thought we earned more money with that video. I don't know."
    y "What's wrong?"
    lars "I don't know. I thought she will be a breakthrough. Things are going too 
slowly..."
    menu:
        "Maybe she should do more videos, with more actors. There are thousends of porn 
actresses. It's hard to be famous with one video":
            show 00 19n
            lars "Thank you but I'll do it by myself. We're a couple. I don't want my girlfriend 
fucked by a porn actor and shit like that. We're trying it out with these amateur videos. 
And we'll see..."
            hide 00 19n
            y "I got it. I agree with you. It was just an idea"
        "You know. I'm a professional photographer. Maybe I could shoot some new 
pictures of Rain":
            show 00 19y
            lars "That could be great..."
            hide 00 19y
            $ larsrel += 1
            y "I'll organize something"
    lars "Thank you for the beer"
    y "Don't worry"
    $ rainevent = 10
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
#####################################################################

EVENT rain10:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "Hi... Is Rebecca home?"
    rain "No, You're really unlucky lately... You never see her.."
    y "I'm not totally unlucky, I see you"
    rain "Yeah, right"
    y "Anyway, how's your popularity?"
    rain "Another question?"
    y "Why? What's Wrong?"
    rain "I don't know. I thought that with the video I'd be famous... but it didn't works. I 
don't know what to do"
    menu:
        "In my opinion the problem of the video is your boyfriends cock... it's really small":
            $ rainrel += 1
            show 00 18y
            rain "The pics aren't the problem."
            hide 00 18y
            y "I don't mean to put Lars down but.. I'm a professinal photographer. I've got 
contacts..."
            rain "Yeah. I know. But nowadays to be famous I need a boost. I need someone 
famous to sponsor me."
            y "Like what"
            rain "If I could take some pics with a model more famous than me and she tags 
me on social media then more people would know me..."
            y "Someone like Rebecca"
            rain "Oh... Rebecca would be perfect"
            y "Didn't you talk about it with her"
            rain "We're not friends. We're so different. I think she's not interested. Why 
should she help me?"
            y "Okay. I'll try to talk with her about it"
            rain "That would be fantastic"
            $ rainevent = 11
            $ rebeccaevent = 19
        "Maybe I could help you. I could take some good pics of you":
            $ rainrel -= 1
            show 00 18n
            rain "What?"
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            hide 00 18n
            y " Wait. I mean. His dick it's okay... but in the porn industry... You need a bigger 
dick. People aren't interested to watch you suck a little cock."
            y "Maybe they watched the video and they said 'she's hot' but there is just one 
video and in that video you suck a sma- normal sized cock... people doesn't remember 
that"
            rain "I'm sorry... I'm not sucking any other cocks. I don't want to be a porn actress. 
I just want something like a sextape."
            y "I got it"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###################################################################

EVENT rain12:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "Hey... I set up the shoot with Rebecca"
    $ rainrel += 3
    rain "Really?"
    y "Yes but we have to go now..."
    rain "Where?"
    y "I've got my studio at the agency. Let's go"
    scene 04 18 12 01

    menu:
        "Hurry up. We don't have a lot of time":
            $ rebeccarel += 1
            reb "Yes, me too"
        "Wow... you're the hottest girls I've seen in the past few weeks":
            $ rainrel += 1
            rain "Thank you"
            reb "You know he sayd the same thing to all the girls he shoots?"
            y "Come on...Let's start"
    y "Rain, lay down on Rebecca's right"
    scene 04 18 12 02
    
    y "Look at yourselves... be sexy"
    scene 04 18 12 03
    
    menu:
        "Wow, Rebecca...that ass":
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            $ rebeccarel += 1
        "Wow Rain...That look, I love it":
            $ rainrel += 1
    y "Okay...I think we got it"
    rain "Great. I have to go. I have a cam show in 30 minutes..."
    scene 04 18 12 04
    
    menu:
        "Thank you Rebecca. I appreciate it a lot":
            $ rebeccarel += 1
            reb "It's a pleasure...And i need some new pics"
        "Damn, Rain is so sexy":
            reb "Yes? Do you like her? I don't know, she's weird"
            y "She's particuler"
    $ rainevent = 13
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##############################

EVENT rain13:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "Hey Rain... What's up?"
    rain "Great, thanks. The photoshoot with Rebecca really boosted my popularity..."
    y "I'm glad to hear that"
    rain "I really have to thank you. Finally my career is on the fast track...and that is 
because of you..."
    menu:
        "Nah. It's because of you. You're wonderful in those pics: better than Rebecca":
            $ rainrel += 2
            show 00 18y
            rain "Wow... thank you. You're a great photographer and you made me look really 
hot"
            hide 00 18y
            y "Okay, we can say we're a good team"
            rain "definitely"
        "The pics are hot, you are hot. I jerk off nearly everynight watching your video":
            show 00 18b
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            rain "Uh. Maybe I didn't want to know that"
            hide 00 18b
            y "yes, ehm, sorry"
            rain "Don't worry. I'm really happy today. Today is a great day"
    y "I believe in you. I think you can do great things"
    rain "thank you"
    $ rainevent = 14
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##########################################

EVENT rain14:
ROADHOUSE

    y "(That's Lars)"
    scene 07 19
    y "Hey Bro... Do you want to drink something?"
    show 00 19n
    lars "hell no!!!"
    hide 00 19n
    y " hey... what's up?"
    lars "Don't you see?"
    y "No, what's happened?"
    lars "Now Rain's popularity has grown... So many people watched her video"
    y "It isn't good? You earnt money with that, right?"
    lars "Yeah, but the comments... the comments bro.. They joke about my dick. They 
said it's small, she deserves a real dick not a kid dick, give that bitch a real cock"
    menu:
        "Come on Bro... they are haters. It means you're famous. Everyone would be sucked 
dry from Rain":
            $ larsrel += 5
            show 00 19y
            lars "You're probably right..."
            hide 00 19y
            y "I'm always right bro. I want to help you. This is business, I don't care about 
what people say"
        "Bro. Listen to my advice: stop think about her like your girlfriend she's business. A 
huge business":
            show 00 19n
            lars "Bro: she's my girlfriend and that's my cock. Fuck the business"
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            hide 00 19n
            y "I understand you... But if you want to do this then be ready. Things will get 
worst"
            lars "Fuck!!!!"
    $ rainevent = 15
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##########################################################

EVENT rain15:
ELITA

    henry "What's up son?"
    y "I need a shitstorm"
    henry "What?"
    y "Social media Style shit stornm"
    y "I mean, I need so many bad comments on a vid"
    henry "Okay, I got it"
    henry "I know a guy. He's a hacker, he does this kind of shit. Maybe you know him, 
he's the boyfriend of that model you shoot sometimes"
    y "Who?"
    henry "I think her name is Andrea"
    y "Uh"
    if andreaevent >= 3:
        y "I got it...I know him"
        menu:
            "But I don't want to ask him":
                henry "no problem"
                jump rain15b
            "I'll ask directly to him":
                henry "no problem"
                jump rain15c
    else:
        y "I don't know him"
        jump rain15b

EVENT rain15b:
    henry "I can talk with him"
    henry "Obviously you will pay me something more for the disturb"
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    y "obviously"
    henry "This kind of things aren't cheap..it's $500"
    menu:
        "No pronlem, I pay" if money >= 500:
            $ money -= 500
            henry "perfect"
            $ rainevent = 16
            $ hour += 1
            jump map
        "I don't have enought money now":
            henry "Don't worry, come back when you want"
            $ hour += 1
            jump map

EVENT rain15c:
    scene 12 28

    y "(I don't like him... but I need this. And I'm sure Henry will ask me for more money 
so he gets a cut)"
    yos "What are you doing here?"
    y "I was looking for you"
    yos "What's the problem?"
    y "I need... A friend. Ok, I need help, a friend of mine told me you're the right peron to 
ask for?"
    yos "What do you need?"
    y "A little social media shit storm"
    yos "Uh... I love that. Usually I make it for free... for fun... But if it's work I need to get 
paid. Right"
    y "Yes, sure. And what's the price?"
    yos "I would like to make you pay $1000 beceause you don't like me. Then I think 
about your struggle anytime you think about Andrea having sex with me and... $300.. It's 
my normal price for this kind of thing"
    menu:
        "Deal" if money >= 300:
            $ money -= 300
            $ yoshihackrain += 1
            yos "So... What do I have to do exactly?"
            y "I'll send you a link to a porn movie. You have to kid about the penis size of the 
male protagonist"
            yos "Uh"
            y "Is it a problem?"
            yos "I don't like 'small dick' jokes.... it's lazy... but it's work and I'm a 
professional"
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            y "Great"
            $ rainevent = 16
            $ hour += 1
            jump map
        "I haven't got enought money now":
            yos "Come back when you'll got it"
            $ hour += 1
            jump map

########################################################################
############################################

EVENT rain16:
    REBECCA HOME sad

    y "Don't worry. I'm really happy today. Today is a great day"
    rain "I had an argument with Lars this morning"
    y "I'm sorry, what's up?"
    rain "He's going crazy because under the videos all the people make fun of him and his 
dick...He suffers about it"
    menu:
        "Ehm... honeslty his dick is small":
            show 00 18n
            rain "I don't care about it. I love him."
            hide 00 18n
            y "Yeah... sure...But all that feedback is natural. In porn movies small dicks don't 
work"
            rain "I know. But we just made a video. I'm not a pornstar"
        "It's porn. Small cocks don't work in porn":
            show 00 18b
            rain "I got it... but I'm not a pornstar. We just made a video"
            hide 00 18n
            $ rainrel += 1
            y "Sure, but now you're earning money with it. It's obvious people would like to 
see you with ehm... a bigger cock"
            rain "This is all they will get. Sorry "
    $ rainevent = 17
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
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#########################

EVENT rain17:
BEACH

    y "Rebecca... She could be useful. I need to get her to tell  Rain and Lars that I've got a 
big dick and I could be useful for their movies... and who better than her could tell em..."
    y "I need to ask her to plan a dinner with them and talk about it in someway... She'll be 
happy about it..."
    y "Hey Rebecca... my lovely friend"
    menu:
        "Ask her to plan the dinner (rebecca rel -3)" if rebeccarel >= 3:
            $ rebeccarel -= 3
            show 00 09n
            reb "What?"
            hide 00 09n
            y "Come on 'Becca.."
            reb "Are you crazy?"
            y "Come on. I mean. We have a dinner together, we talk about some bullshit and 
you find a way to talk about cocks... Come on, she made a porno, it isn't strange to talk 
about cocks"
            reb "You are crazy"
            y "Hey... I always helped you...I think you owe me a favor"
            reb "I gave you so many favors"
            y "Yeah. That's because we're friends... Friends do favors for each other"
            reb "You just want to fuck her"
            y "And what's the problem? I helped you to be published in all the gossip 
magazines with your new famous boyfriend..."
            reb "Damn, Anytime you ask me somethng like this... It's always a bad idea for 
me... Troubles on the way..."
            y "Are you saying 'okay'?"
            reb "Okay... It's the last time..."
            y "I love you"
            reb "yes, sure. When you need me"
        "What's up?":
            reb "Bad"
            y "Why?"
            reb "Lars. I can't bear it. He's always home. He's dirty. He leaves all his stuff 
around. He plays music loud"
            y "Uh. I got it. And Rain?"
            reb "She's not bad. She looks like satan but in the end she's nice. Sure, she's a 
little weird but... I don't know. I think Lars takes advantage of her"
            y "I agree. You know they did a little porn video"
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            reb "Yes. He's upset now. People make fun of his cock. I mean. His cock is small. 
So tiny hehehe..."
            y "Maybe we could do something about it"
            reb "Like what?"
            y "It's obvious he's taking advantage of her. The video is just about money. But 
now he's upset because people make fun of him... but he's greedy. He knows that Rain 
could make him more money with more videos"
            y "But for the videos she needs a bigger cock... and who has a big cock?"
            reb "Mark Buchannon?"
            y "Fuck Mark Buchannon... Me"
            reb "Uh... That's true... Not like Mark Buchannon but..."
            y "Stop talking about Mark Buchannon"
            reb "So you want to make a porn movie with Rain? Won't be easy"
            y "Don't worry about that. I just need you to talk about my cock"
            reb "What? Why should I talk about your cock? No way"
            y "I don't know. We could have a dinner all together and I'm pretty sure you'll 
find a way to say something about it"
            reb "You're crazy"
            y "Think about it. I make a movie with Rain. Lars will go crazy about it. Then 
you know, when a girl trys a big cock... They don't go back"
            reb "You just want to fuck her"
            y "Yeah, but you want to get rid of him. Their relationship can't survive this. I'm 
sure of it..."
            reb "Okay. Okay... I'll organize a dinner..."
            y "You're great"
    $ rainevent = 18
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
####################################################

EVENT rain18:
YOUR HOME

    y "Finally Rebecca planned the dinner, let's go"
    scene 15 091819 Dinner

    y "(I have to be honest... It was so damn boring. Rain and her are really different and 
there wasn't much conversation)"
    y "(Until alcohol loosened us up and Rebecca said...)"
    reb "I can't imagine how many dick pics you must receive now... I mean. Now your 
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popularity has grown and everybody watched your ehm... video"
    rain "What?"
    reb "I mean. Sorry... maybe I'm drunk... I received a lot of dick pics in my vipstagram. 
I thought you received them too... Men are disgusting"
    rain "Yes, ehm... it happened"
    show 00 19n
    lars "What? You never told me that"
    hide 00 19n
    rain "I can't tell you. You're already unbearable with the comment's shit. If I told you I 
received dick pics you'd be going crazy"
    reb "Which comments?"
    rain "Haters make fun of Lars dick under our video"
    reb "Honestly... Lars's dick is small... really small"
    lars "What the.."
    reb "Don't worry: size doesn't matters..."
    show 00 09y
    reb "Bwahahahahaha... I was kidding. Size matters, no way: size matters"
    hide 00 09y
    rain "I think it's not small... It's regular"
    reb "Sorry baby, you probably never had a big one"
    rain "Ehm...I don't know"
    y "And You? Did you get a big one?"
    reb "Uhhhh, sure I had..."
    y "Interesting... And who's the biggest one?"
    if rebeccarel >= 8:
        reb "You know that"
        $ rainrel += 5
        y "What?"
        reb "You have such so big cock... It's a shame you're so far away from my ideal 
man... But your cock it's ... wow"
    else:
        $ rainrel += 3
        reb "You don't know him"
        y "No?"
        reb "No, Anthony, you don't know him. Your cock is really big... but it isn't 'the big 
one'... sorry... Nice cock, anyway"
    rain "Uh... ehm"
    lars "Ehm...I think it's late now"
    reb "I got it, I got it... Maybe we also drank a little too much... Goodnight guys..."
    $ rainevent = 19
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
#######################################################

EVENT rain19:
ROADHOUSE

    y "(That's Lars)"
    scene 07 19
    y "Hey Bro... Do you want to drink something?"
    lars "Why not?"
    scene 07 19a
    y "So what's up?"
    lars "It's shit"
    y "What? why?"
    lars "We're broke"
    y " Why? I thought you were earning good money with that video"
    lars "Yes, but we paid off some debts. Now people ask for a new video which we did... 
but people didn't like it. So many people deleted their subscriptions."
    y "Why the delete the subscription?"
    lars "Always the same story. They want to see her suck a big cock. They want to see 
her fucked by a big cock..."
    menu:
        "I'm sorry. I'm sure you'll find a solution":
            show 00 19y
            lars " I hope so"
            hide 00 19y
            lars "I'm desperate. I knew she had potential. It's all my fault but that's what 
nature gave me."
            y "Not your fault. You have other virtues, more important than a big cock, that's 
why she loves you."
            lars "I know. If I knew someone with a big cock... I could make a video and we 
get some money."
            y "Really? Would you be ok for Rain to suck someone else's cock?"
            lars "She sucked other cocks before she met me. It's obvious, it's not a problem, 
it's a blojwob."
            y "uh"
            lars "Damn. We made some money and stopped. I mean. I prefer something like 
this than what she makes as a stripper everynight in a club with strangers..."
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            y "yeah, absolutely"
            lars "Damn... that's embarassing"
            y "What? What are you talking about?"
            lars "Last night Rebecca said... I mean... It seems you have a big cock... sure 
bigger than mine"
            y "What? (yeaahhh bro... it's so big broooo)"
            lars "I know. It's crazy. But. I think you find Rain attractive. You told me that. 
Maybe you can... I mean. She could suck your cock, We made a video. I promise your 
face will not appear."
            y "Uh...  I don't know... does she agree? I thought she doesn't want to cheat on 
you"
            lars "It's not cheating. I'll be there. I'm sure I can convince her...If I can convince 
you"
            y "I don't know... Okay. we could try..."
            lars "Yeah... okay. I'll talk with her..."
            $ rainevent = 20
            $ larsrel +=10
            y "Okay... Let me... Let me know (greeeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaat)"
        "Give her a big cock... Come on. It's business":
            show 00 19n
            lars " It ain't business, she's my girlfriend"
            hide 00 19n
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###############################################

EVENT rain20:
REBECCA HOME

    lars "Hey [y], thank you for coming. We really appreciate"
    y "So you decided? She agreed to this?"
    lars "More or less, It's okay"
    jump rainblowjob2

########################################################################
##################################################

EVENT rain21:
ROADHOUSE
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    y "Uh Lars...I think I should talk with him"
    scene 07 19
    y "Hey Lars, Do you want to drink something"
    lars "Fuck you. I don't want to drink. You messed up everything. Things were going 
well but you fucked it up..."
    menu:
        "Hey, I'm sorry. Maybe I crossed the line":
            lars "You went totally past the line. You can't treat her like that."
            y "Yes but... I mean. It's porn. People want to see some rough stuff"
            lars "Maybe you're right.. but you did way too much..."
            y "I'm sorry, really... If you want I can say I'm sorry to Rain too... I really want to 
help you..."
            lars "I know.. But, she's not a pro. I mean, she's not used to this.."
            $ rainevent = 22
        "Come on. don't be stupid. that's what the people want to see in porn":
            lars "I don't give a fuck about what people want to see"
            y "I-I"
            lars "Bye"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT rain22:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "Hey Rain"
    rain "What the fuck you want?"
    menu:
        "I just want to apologize..":
            show 00 18y
            $ rainrel += 1
            rain "I'm listening"
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            hide 00 18y
            y "Yes. I've been too rude. I mean... I never did a porn before. I tried to act like 
the actors I..."
            rain "You act like an asshole"
            y "I know, I'm sorry"
            rain "Yes... maybe I.. I don't know. I'm not a pro. Maybe you were doing alright, 
but I wasn't ready"
            y "So we're friends again?"
            rain "Friends is a bit of a reach, but I'm not upset. Thank you for your apology"
            $ rainevent = 23
        "Hey..don't be such a goody-goody":
            show 00 18n
            rain "FUCK YOU"
            hide 00 18n
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################################################

EVENT rain23:
REBECCA HOME

    lars "Hey [y]. I'm glad you're here. I would just like to talk to you"
    y "Yes?"
    lars "Yes... Me and Rain talked about it... I mean. We were nervous... everybody was 
nervous and maybe everybody did it wrong"
    y "Yeah, probably"
    lars "So, ehm... we thought... if you want to try again. I mean, we really apreciate your 
help and we really would like to try again..."
    y "Really?"
    lars "Yes, really, if you want it..."
    y "When?"
    lars "Ehm...When you want...also, now?"
    y "Now?"
    lars "Damn [y], we're completely broke... "
    y "O-okay... "
    lars "She's up in her room.. if you want"
    y "Su-Sure"
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    lars "perfect"
    jump rainblowjob2

########################################################################
####################################################################

EVENT rain25:
ROADHOUSE

    y "Hey.. there are Lars and Rain"
    scene 07 1819
    y "Hi guys, What's up?"
    lars "It's great. We're celebrating... And we have to thank you. The video is on fire. We 
reached 10,000 subscriptions... It's incredible"
    rain "Yes. Really... It's crazy"
    y "I'm glad to hear that...But I'm not surprised"
    menu:
        "I knew my dick is photogenic":
            show 00 18b
            lars "yes, sure"
            rain "Anyway... ehm... we were just leaving... see you soon"
            hide 00 18b
        "I knew she's hot... People love her":
            $ rainrel += 1
            $ larsrel += 1
            show 00 18y
            lars "Yeah... we've got a rising star. I love you baby... cheers"
            hide 00 18y
            rain "I love you too"
            y "I'll leave you alone to celebrate. I think I'll go home. Have a nice night"
    $ rainevent = 26
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###############################################

EVENT rain26:
    REBECCA HOME
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    y " Hey Rain..."
    rain "Hey...What's up?"
    y "I just came to say hello. Is Lars here?"
    rain "No, He's at the mall"
    menu:
        "How's the video going? Still highly ranked?":
            $ rainrel += 1
            show 00 18y
            rain "Not bad. I mean. We're not the most viewed video but we're good. People 
are still asking for more. Bigger cocks, sex scenes, orgy, bukkake. People are crazy"
            hide 00 18y
            y "I can imagine"
            rain "Yeah"
            y "Yeah... okay... Anyway. Tell Rebecca I was here. See you"
        "I thought... Maybe you could give me head.. I mean. It seems you liked it last 
time":
            show 00 18n
            rain "What? I did it just because... We need it... I love Lars and I'll not cheat on 
him"
            hide 00 18n
            y "Hey, slow down. I was kidding"
            rain "Yeah... ok. Not funny"
            y "Sorry, anyway: tell Rebecca I was here. See you"
    $ rainevent = 27
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
########################################################################
####################################

EVENT rain27:
ROADHOUSE

    lars "[y], Can I talk with you"
    y "Sure"
    scene 07 19
    lars "I... ehm... I talked with Rain. You know. The last video you did with her was 
good. So many people would like to have more..."
    y "Do you want to make another one?"
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    lars "I don't want to... but the people really want it. I mean. I think with a new video 
we can earn some more money... and then we can leave this 'career'"
    y "I got it...I mean..."
    menu:
        "Everyone in this world would be happy to have a blowjob from Rain":
            show 00 19b
            lars "Yes, sure... anyway: see you at her place"
            hide 00 19b
        "I did a favor to my friends. I received head. It's all good":
            $ larsrel += 1
            show 00 19y
            lars "That's a perfect friendship...uh..."
            hide 00 19y
            y "ehm...See you at her place"
    $ rainevent = 28
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################################

EVENT rain28:
REBECCA HOME

    lars "Hey [y].Are you ready?"
    y "Yes"
    lars "I want to tell you. You won't have problems with her... She's ready. Do what you 
feel. We want to give our .. ehm... her fans the best scene ever"
    y "I'll do my best"
    lars "perfect, let's go"
    jump rainblowjob2

########################################################################
########################################################################
##########
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EVENT rain30:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "Hey Rain...What's up? I would like to talk about the last video"
    rain "Me too"
    y "I would like to apologize. Maybe I was too rough and I want to know if it's okay"
    rain "It's good Anthony. I have to thank you. Subscribers are growing. So many new 
subscriptions. People really love it"
    y "Uh...wow"
    rain "Yes. I have to thank you. We resolved most of our money issues... and I've got a 
proposal for you"
    y "One more video?"
    rain "More or less"
    menu:
        "Do you want a full sex scene?":
            show 00 18n
            rain "What...no?"
            hide 00 18n
            y "Uh. Okay, sorry"
        " I'm looking forward to it. Your blowjobs are amazing":
            $ rainrel += 1
            show 00 18y
            rain "Ehm...thank you, but no"
            hide 00 18n
            y "No?"
            rain "I think we're done. We earnt the money we need. I think I'll stop.."
            y "Uh Okay (damn, that's not good)"
    rain "But there is a friend of mine. We worked together in the past... She asked me 
about you. I think she wants to do the... ehm... same thing"
    menu:
        "Uh. Honestly I'm not interested. I'm not a porn actor":
            $ rainevent = 31
            rain "Okay. Whatever you prefer. Let me know if you change your mind"
            y "okay"
        "O-Okay... I can meet her and we can talk about it":
            $ rainevent = 32
            rain "Perfect. I'll plan it"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###############################################################
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EVENT rain31:
YOUR HOME

    y "Rain asking me if I want to do the video with her friend"
    menu:
        "No, I'm ot a pornostar":
            rain "ok... as you prefer"
            $ rainevent == 33
        "Ok. I hope she's hot":
            rain "She's super hot"
            $ rainevent = 32
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain32:
ROADHOUSE

    y "Ok... She must be Rain's friend"
    scene 07 1820
    show 00 19b
    lars "Guys, I leave. I have some stuff to do"
    hide 00 19b
    rain "See you later baby"
    rain "[y], She's my friend Pinky"
    y "Nice to meey you"
    pin "It's my plaesure"
    rain "As I told you... Pinky would like to make ehm"
    pin "A blowjob video. I've got to say, when I watched Rains video I said 'wow'... Your 
dick is impressive."
    y "Thank you"
    pin "I mean. I did this kind of video already and I often change my partners so for me 
it ain't a problem. So when I see the video you did with her I said 'I want it'."
    y "Okay..."
    pin "Obviously you will paid for it. We're not friends"
    y "I'll get a blowjob from you and I'll gat paid for it...Wow that's a dream"
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    pin "It's work. And I'll earn some good money for it..."
    y "Wonderful"
    pin "perfect. I wait for you at my place..."
    y "See you "
    $ pinkyevent = 1
    $ rainevent = 33
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain100:
ROADHOUSE

    y "(That's Lars...I didn't knew they was back"
    scene 07 19a
    y "Hey Lars. When you're back in town?"
    lars "A couple of days ago"
    y "Did you had fun in holyday?"
    lars "Yes... until we end the money"
    y "What? How do you end the money. I thought the site pay you monthly"
    lars "yes but I sell the rights of the clip to a production company"
    y "uh.."
    lars "They paid $15000 and now they own the rights of he movie"
    menu:
        "But you was earning $3000 at month with that movie...":
            $ larsrel += 1
            lars "I know. It's been a stupid move but when they offered $15000 I thought it 
was a good idea"
        "You're stupid. You could earn more tha $30000 in a year just with that clip":
            lars "Hey, don't tell me how to take care of my business"
    y "And Rain? What she think abut this?"
    lars "What do you suppose he's thinking? She can't think..."
    y "uh..."
    lars "Anyway, I have stuff to do. See you"
    $ rainevent = 101
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################
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EVENT rain101:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "Hey Rain"
    rain "hi...[y]"
    y "What's up?"
    rain "Not good. We've been around the country for a couple of week until we end the 
money"
    y "Yeah, I met Lars last night. He told me that"
    rain "Yeah, we had a lot of fun"
    menu:
        "You did well...enjoy your life":
            show 00 18y
            $ rainrel += 1
            rain "yeah, maybe we exagerated a little bit but wh gives a shit"
            hide 00 18y
        "Don't you think you exagerated a little bit":
            rain "Maybe... but I only live once"
    y "Now, ehat are you planning to do?"
    rain "I don't know, we have to find a way to earn some more money fast"
    y "I got it... "
    $ rainevent = 102
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain102:
BEACH

    y "Pinky is here... I should tell her Rain and Lars are back..."
    scene 08 20
    pin "yeah I know, she called me. She ask for money and shit"
    y "Damn, that stupid sold the rights of the clips for cheap"
    pin "he's totally stupid"
    y "I don't know how she can stay wuth him"
    pin "I don't know and I don't care..."
    pin "Anyway, I wouldlike to convince her to do porn"
    y "uh..."
    pin "yeah... do you want to help me. You could be her manager too..."
    menu:
        "No, I don't want to know a thing about it. They are too problematic":
            pin "Ok, I'll suit myself"
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            $ rainevent = 103
        "This is a good idea. I think we can earn very good money if we convince her":
            pin "yeah... the problem is Lars"
            y "I know... We'll find a way"
            $ rainevent = 200
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain200:
ROADHOUSE

    y "Lars is here"
    scene 07 19a
    y "Hey What's up?"
    lars "I'm upset...Pinky want to convince Rain to do porn"
    menu:
        "I think it's a good idea":
            show 00 19n
            lars "Fuck you and that filthy bitch. My girl will not do porn"
            hide 00 19n
        "Pinky is a slut. Rain no but Pinky doesn't understand this":
            show 00 19y
            $ larsrel += 1
            lars "Pinky is stupid. A stupid slut"
            hide 00 19y
    y "I got it"
    lars "now I have to leave. Rain waiting for me"
    y "See you"
    $ rainevent = 201
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain201:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "Hey Rain What's up?"
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    rain "Pinky was here last night, do you know that?"
    y "What?"
    rain "She offered me to introduce me into porn"
    menu:
        "What Lars think about it":
            show 00 18b
            rain "Lars absolutely don't want"
            y "Sure"
            hide 00 18b
        "What do you think about it?":
            rain "I think I've got a boyfriend and I'm pretty sure he doesn't like this idea"
            y "I got it"
    rain "you're her manager, right?"
    y "Yeah..."
    rain "Good Luck"
    $ rainevent = 202
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain202:
BEACH

    mark "Hey [y]"
    y "Hi, What's up?"
    mark "Pinky told me about your friend Rain... It could be fanstatic.."
    menu:
        "Slow down, it will not be easy":
            mark "Come on, I trust on you"
        "Damn, If she will accept we'll have a lot of fun":
            show 00 30y
            $ markrel += 1
            mark "Damn, she's hot"
            hide 00 30y
            y "I'm pretty sure she's a real slut at bed"
            mark "Damn I've got a boner..."
    mark "Let me know if there are any news"
    y "Sure"
    $ rainevent = 203
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain203:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "Hey Rain What's up?"
    rain "I'm broke, totally"
    y "What do you think to do?"
    rain "I'll figure it out..."
    menu:
        "For that matter: I think you could have a great career in porn":
            show 00 18b
            rain "It's a shame I'll not have a career in porn..."
            $ convincerain += 1
            hide 00 18b
        "If you want we can shot a new amateur video":
            show 00 18y
            $ rainrel += 1
            rain "Thank you... but the blocked our account"
            hide 00 18y
            y "Why?"
            rain "Lars tried to reupload the clips after he sold the rights. So they blocked us"
            y "damn..."
    rain "Anyway, as I said: I'll figure it out"
    y "I know"
    $ rainevent = 204
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain204:
ROADHOUSE

    y "Lars is here"
    scene 17 19a
    y "Hey What's up?"
    lars "Bad Day. I have a discussion with Rain. She's upset because we're broke again"
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    menu:
        "you should consider the porno option, she will earn a lot of money":
            show 00 19n
            lars "She's not a bitch"
            $ convincerain += 1
            hide 00 19n
        "If you need help":
            show 00 19y
            lars "Thank you, I really appreciate. But I have to suit myself"
            hide 00 19y
            $ larsrel += 1
    y "I got it... I don't know what could I say"
    lars "There is nothing to say"
    $ rainevent = 205
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain205:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "Hey Rain, any news?"
    rain "No I still broke..."
    y "What?"
    rain "I don't know, I thought about what you and Pinky told me"
    y "And?"
    rain "Nothing..."
    y "what are your alternatives?"
    rain "At the moment? Lap dance"
    menu:
        "I think porn is a better choice, you earn more money and you work in a safe 
environment...":
            $ convincerain += 1
            rain "I don't know. I don't want people recognize me along the street"
            y "but you alrady did videos.."
            rain "yes, but my amateur videos has been seen from few people. If a make a clip 
with Mark Buchannon I think the target will be quite larger"
            y "No doubt..."
        "Lap dance is not a bad idea maybe":
            rain "yeah, maybe..."
    y "Let me know if you need my help"
    rain "thank you"
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    $ rainevent = 206
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain206:
ROADHOUSE

    y "Lars is here.... he doesn't looking good"
    scene 07 19a
    y "Hey bro, what's up?"
    lars "Wwwhat?"
    y "(he's drunk)"
    lars "Life sucks... damn"
    y "Hey, what's happening"
    lars "Rain..."
    y "Does she left you?"
    lars "What? No. Tonight is her first day at work..."
    y "She found a job?"
    lars "Yeahhh. Now hundreds of hands are touching her body"
    y "What?"
    lars "She work at a strip club"
    menu:
        "Damn, you a feckless. She had to do this to support you":
            show 00 19n
            lars "Fuck you. Leave me alone"
            hide 00 19n
        "Damn, I told you. Wih porn she could earn a lot more money":
            show 00 19b
            lars "I know you would like to see her fucked by some big big big cock...perv"
            hide 00 19b
            $ convincerain += 1
            y "No, I me-"
            lars "Leave me alone"
    $ rainevent = 207
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################
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EVENT rain207:
BEACH

    y "Rain started work in a stripclub"
    pin "Damn, she's got to get the rid of Lars, absolutely"
    menu:
        "Talk with her, convince her to accept our offer":
            $ pinkyrel += 1
            pin "I talked with her, I'll talk again..."
        "Try to seduce him, then tell her he's flirting with you":
            show 00 20n
            pin "Absolutely no. It don't work and I don't want to waste time with that loser"
            hide 00 20n
    y "We need a good idea..."
    $ rainevent = 208
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain208:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "Hey Rain, I heard you started work at the stripclub"
    rain "Yeah... I mean, it's temporary. Until we found out a better solution"
    menu:
        "You're throwing our life away with that parasite":
            show 00 18n
            rain "I  don't need to take any advice from you."
            hide 00 18n
        "I hope things could getting better":
            show 00 18b
            rain "I hope too"
            $ rainrel += 1
    $ rainevent = 209
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain209:
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ROADHOUSE

    y "Lars is here"
    scene 07 19a
    menu:
        "Any news? Did you find a job?":
            lars "What?..."
            y "(moron)"
        "How are you?":
            $ larsrel += 1
            lars "I get by"
    y "I don't want to interfere with your business but... Rain?"
    lars "She still working at the stripclub"
    menu:
        "You should left har and let her living her life":
            show 00 19n
            lars "Have you got some others great ideas?"
            hide 00 19n
        "If you don't find a solution she'll get's tired of you and she'll find someone else":
            show 00 19b
            $ larsrel += 1
            lars "I know...I'm working on it"
            $ convincerain += 1
            hide 00 19b
        "You're living on her shoulders... and you could live better than this..." if larsrel >= 
15:
            lars "I know what you mean..."
            $ convincerain += 2
    y "Anyway, I have to go back home now, good luck"
    $ rainevent = 210
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain210:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "Hey Rain, you look worried, what's up?"
    rain "Some guys came to the stripclub, they said Lars owe 'em money"
    y "Uh..."
    rain "I had to give 'em what I earn last night but it's not enought. He still owe 'em 
$1200"
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    menu:
        "I told you to left him":
            show 00 18n
            rain "And I told you I'll not left him"
            hide 00 18n
            $ rainevent = 211
        "and what's Lars saying about it?":
            show 00 18b
            $ rainrel += 1
            rain "What's he should say? nothing"
            show 00 18b
            $ rainevent = 211
        "I can give you the money" if money >= 1200:
            $ money -= 1200
            rain "I can't accept"
            y "I think you have no alternatives. Don't worry, you'll give me bacj when you'll 
have it"
            rain "It's so... embarassing... thank you"
            $ rainprestito = 1
            $ rainrel += 10
            $ rainevent = 212
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain211:
BEACH

    y "Some guys went to the stripclub and pretend from Rain some money Lars owe'em"
    pin "Damn, that moron"
    menu:
        "You could gave her money. I wuold like to but I'm sure she will not accept money 
from me":
            $ pinkyrel += 1
            pin "I'll never see that money back"
            y "When we will convince Rain to do porn you'll have your share"
            pin "Mmm, okay"
        "We should find out who they are and kick the shit out of them":
            pin "Not a great Idea. I'll give her the money but I want my share when we'll 
convince her to do porn"
            y "Ok, deal"
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    $ rainevent = 212
    pin "Talking about my career, don't you think I should shot a new scene?"
    y "Absolutely, Meet me at the studios"
    pin "Sure"
    $ pinkyevent = 126
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain212:
ROADHOUSE

    y "Lars is here"
    scene 07 19a
    if rainprestito == 1:
        lars "Rain told me you lent her some money, thank you"
        menu:
            "I want it back...":
                lars "Yeah, sure, don't worry about that"
            "Nevermind, She'll give me back when she'll earning":
                lars "Sure"
                $ larsrel += 3
    else:
        y "Pinky told me she lent some money to Rain"
        lars "yeah, that bitch is rich"
        menu:
            "Porn pays":
                $ convincerain += 2
                lars "So it seems"
            "Aren't you ashamed of it":
                lars "No"
                y "Your girlfriend need to ask money to her friend to pay your debt, you a 
loser"
                lars "Fuck you"
                $ larsrel -= 5
    $ rainevent = 213
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain213:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "Hey Rain, do you set up the situation with the... ehm... pusher?"
    if rainprestito == 1:
        rain "Yes, thank you... I promise I'll give you all your money back"
        menu:
            "If you want you can pay me in kind":
                show 00 18n
                $ rainrel -= 5
                rain "What?"
                hide 00 18n
                y "I was just saying"
                rain "Are you trying to blackmail me?"
                y "No, not at all"
            "You know what I think about. You could make big money in porn industry":
                show 00 18b
                $ convincerain += 1
                rain "I know. But you know I'm engaged and I love my boyfriend"
                rain "...and our relation can't go through this"
                hide 00 18b
                y "Yeah, I know"
    else:
        rain "Yes, Pinky lent me some money"
        menu:
            "Yeah, She's earning big money in porn":
                rain "So it seems"
                $ convincerain += 1
            "Good for you":
                $ rainrel += 1
                rain "yes, now I have to give her back the money. Fortunately she's not hurry"
    y "I'm glad you resolved"
    rain "yes... now I have to go to work"
    rain "But... just thinking"
    y "What?"
    rain "What if I shot a lesbian scene with Pinky. It could be interesting"
    y "Uh. I don't know. I have to talk with the producer"
    rain "It was just an idea"
    y "Sure. Ask doesn't cost me anything"
    $ rainevent = 214
    $ hour += 1
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    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain214:
BEACH

    mark "so what's up with Rain?"
    y "i'm working on it"
    mark "Damn, last night I watched her old clips. I can't wait to fuck her. You have to 
convince her"
    menu:
        "At the moment she accept for a lesbo scene":
            mark "Lesbo? I don't care about lesbo"
            y "It could be a beginning then we-"
            mark "Nah, I knew a lot of these bitches. I hoped they switch to real porn and 
they didn't so it. It's a waste of time"
        "She want to shot a lesbo scene but I told her nobody cares about lesbo":
            $ markrel += 1
            mark "Good choice, she have to fuck our cocks, fuck that scissors shit"
    $ rainevent = 215
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain215:
ROADHOUSE

    lars "Hey [y]"
    scene 07 19a
    y "Lars... what's up?"
    lars "Rain told me she asked you about a lesbian scene"
    y "Yeah but-"
    lars "I think it could be a good idea"
    menu:
        "Nobody gives a fuck about lesbian porn. People wants to see hot girls and big 
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cocks":
            $ convincerain += 1
            lars "Fuck these pervs, my girl will not fuck any big cocks"
        "Mark, the producer, ain't interested in lesbian porn":
            lars "Fuck..."
            y "I do my best..."
            lars "Yeah.. thank you anyway"
            $ larsrel += 1
    $ rainevent = 216
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain216:
ROADHOUSE

    y "Uh, there are Pinky and Rain"
    scene 07 1820
    y "Hey girls, what's up?"
    rain "I've got a free night, so Pinky invited me for a drink"
    y "I got it, anyway, I talked with Mark. He said he's not interested in lesbian porn"
    rain "I know. Lars told me"
    pin "Damn Rain. What do you want to do? Do you prefer to work in a stripclub than in 
a movies studio?"
    rain "Not exactly a movies studio"
    pin "Why? Don't you think also at the stripclub, at some point, You'll have to suck 
some cock, fuck with someone"
    rain "I know but Lars will never accept if I do porn"
    menu:
        "Lars.. and you. Would you do it?":
            rain "Do you think I didn't went down on someone at the strip club?"
            pin "What?"
            rain "Damn, Lars obviously didn't know it. But if I have to earn money sometimes 
I have to do some extra"
            $ convincerain += 1
        "Lars will be happier when you'll have to do some extra job at the strip club to 
support him":
            rain "Do you think I didn't went down on someone at the strip club?"
            pin "What?"
            rain "Damn, Lars obviously didn't know it. But if I have to earn money sometimes 
I have to do some extra"
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        "I think you should do a blowjob clip for Mark. You already did it with me" if 
convincerain >= 6:
            rain "Yeah... Maybe. I have to think about it"
            pin "I think it's your better option at the moment"
            rain "I have to talk with Lars"
            $ rainevent = 230
            $ hour += 1
            jump map
    y "Ok... I0ve got nothing else to say. I leave you alone"
    pin "See you"
    $ rainevent = 217
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain217:
ROADHOUSE

    lars "Hey [y]"
    scene 07 19a
    y "Lars... what's up? I look a ted rattled"
    lars "I fight with a stupid guy..."
    menu:
        "What happened?":
            $ larsrel += 1
            pass
        "Do you owe him money":
            lars "Funk you. I don't owe money to one"
    lars "He said Rain blew him at the stripclub"
    y "uhm..."
    menu:
        "What did you expect to happen?":
            lars "What the fuck you're saying?"
            y "I don't know, She works in a strip club: people talks, people make up stories"
            lars "Damn"
            $ convincerain += 1
        "This not could happened, Rain is a good girl":
            lars "yeah... "
    lars "Damn, what shoud've done?"
    menu:
        "It's useless. If you didn't do something about your earnings. Next one who's fall in 
love with her and offer her money she will left you":
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            lars "Fuck"
            $ convinverain += 1
        "If she had to suck dick let her suck it in front of a camera so you can earn big 
money for that":
            lars "Fuck you"
        "Let her do a blowjob scene, she already did it. You get some money and you solve 
your problems" if larsrel >= 20:
            lars "I don't know. I have to think about it..."
            $ rainevent = 230
            $ hour += 1
            jump map
    y "I don't know what to say to make you understand it..."
    $ rainrevent = 218
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain218:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "Hey Rain, what's up?"
    rain "Lars found out I did some extras at the strip club"
    y "Uh, And you? What did you say him?"
    rain "I denied but he didn't belived me"
    menu:
        "Maybe it's time you get rid of him":
            show 00 18n
            rain "I don't want to... I love him"
            hide 00 18n
        "He'll get over it. He knows all the thing you did for him":
            show 00 18y
            $ rainrel += 1
            rain "I really hope..."
            hide 00 18y
        "I still thinking you should shot a bj clips. You already did it." if convincerain >= 
10:
            rain "Yeah... Maybe you're right. I have to think about it"
            pin "I think it's your better option at the moment"
            rain "I have to talk with Lars"
            $ rainevent = 230
            $ hour += 1
            jump map
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    $ rainevent = 219
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain219:
ROADHOUSE

    lars "Hey [y]"
    scene 07 19a
    y "Lars... what's up? I look a ted rattled"
    lars "I can't get out of my mind what that guys said about Rain. I'm going over there 
and I'll make a mess"
    menu:
        "It's a bullshit. They'll broke your bones":
            $ larsrel += 1
            lars "Damn...I feel useless"
        "Not their fault if your girlfriend have to suck dicks to support you":
            lars "Fuck you"
            $ convincerain += 1
        "Let her do a blowjob scene, she already did it. You get some money and you solve 
your problems" if larsrel >= 20:
            lars "I don't know. I have to think about it..."
            $ rainevent = 230
            $ hour += 1
            jump map
    y "Try a way to solve this situation"
    lars "Damn"
    $ rainevent = 220
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain230:
    REBECCA HOME

    rain "Hey [y], I need to talk with you"
    y "What's happening?"
    rain "I talked with Lars... we decided, ehm"
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    rain "I could shot a blowjob scene"
    menu:
        "Uh Great. I'll talk about it with Mark":
            $ rainrel += 1
            rain "I really appreciate your help but I want to be clear. It will be the only one 
scene..."
            y "O-Okay..."
        "Better than nothing. I'll talk with Mark if he's interested":
            rain "You said a blowjob scene was good."
            y "Yes... I mean.. I talk with him and I let you know"
    $ rainevent = 231
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain231:
BEACH

    y "Mark... I convinced Rain"
    mark "I knew you would not disappoint me."
    y "Wait, it's just a blowjob scene but I'm sure in the future I'll convince her for a 
complete sex scene"
    mark "Okay, not bad. I can't wait to let her blown me"
    menu:
        "Uh. I thought she'd blowm my cock for this scene":
            mark "What? Not at all"
            y "Damn bro, I work on it for a month"
            mark "Okay, she will suck both of us. A double blowjob scene"
            y "Uh... okay. I'll talk with her"
            $ rainevent = 232
        "Damn Bro she a blowjob master":
            mark "Damn, I've got an hard on...I can't wait"
            $ markrel += 1
            $ rainevent = 233
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################
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EVENT rain232:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "Good News and Bad news"
    rain "Uh... What's the bad news?"
    y "I tell you both. He accepted for the blowjob scene"
    rain "Great"
    y "But it will be a double blowjob"
    rain "Wh-What it means?"
    y "There will be two cocks"
    rain "uh..."
    menu:
        "You'll suck mine and his cock, that's all":
            rain "Ok, if there are any other way"
        "He usually don't shot blowjob scene but he trust in your talent, but he want 2 
cocks":
            $ rainrel += 1
            rain "Ok... I'll do my best"
            y "Perfect. Don't worry, I'll be there, you'll suck mine and his cock"
            rain "If there aren't other way"
    $ rainevent = 235
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain233:
    REBECCA HOME

    y "Good news"
    rain "yes?"
    y "Yes, Mark likes the idea. You will shot the scene with him in a couple of days"
    rain "With him?"
    y "Yes, what's the problem?"
    rain "I thought I had to suck yu... ehm, shot the scene with you"
    y "Ehm"
    rain "I mean, I already did it... I have more confidence"
    menu:
        "I think it's not possible. He want to be the actor":
            rain "Oh God... it's so embarassing..."
            y "Don't wor-"
            rain "What if I suck both of you?"
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            y "Both"
            rain "Please, don't let me alone"
            y "Uh...Okay. I'll tell him"
            $ rainrel += 1
        "If you want you can suck both. I mean, he'll never give up on this":
            rain "Okay... I'll suck both of you."
            rain "Don't let me alone I feel so insicure..."
            y "Okay...(great)"
    $ rainevent = 234
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain234:
BEACH

    y "Mark... We have a problem"
    mark "Damn...What's up?"
    y "Rain wants to shot the scene with me"
    mark "Not at all. She will suck my cock."
    y "Don't worry. I talked with her... She will suck both:double blowjob"
    mark "This is great"
    y "Yeah"
    $ rainevent = 235
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################

EVENT rain235:
PORN STUDIOS

    y "Hey, Rain? She's arrived?"
    mark "She's changing"
    y "perfect"
    mark "In the scene she'll be something like a Queen of the evil"
    y "Uh"
    mark "She's 250 years old and she had to drink sperm to still young"
    y "It sounds like a bullshit"
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    mark "It's a porn movie, what do you expect"
    y "Okay, okay"
    mark "Let's go"
    scene 34 18 01 01

    rain "I have to find some cock..."
    rain "I feel the effect wearing off"
    rain "I don't want to get old"
    scene 34 18 01 02
    
    rain "... that's exactly what I need"
    scene 34 18 01 03
    
    mark "Take what you need my Queen"
    scene 34 18 01 04

    
    mark "Oh God... awesome"
    y "yeah.."
    $ rainscene = 1
    $ rainmark = 6
    $ rainmood = 5
    $ rainpopularity = 70
    $ scenequality = (rainpopularity) + (markpopularity) + (rainmark) + (rainmood) + 100
    $ sceneincome = (scenequality) * 2
    x "(With this scene you'll earn [sceneincome]"
    $ money = (money) + (sceneincome)
    $ rainpopularity = (rainpopularity) + (scenequality)
    x "Rain's Popularity is [rainpopularity]"
    $ porncareer += 1
    $ rainevent = 236
    $ rainoldscene = (scenequality)
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

EVENT RAIN BLOWJOB
    $ rainmood == 0
    $ video == 0
    scene 17 18 20 03

    y "hi"
    rain "Hi"
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    menu:
        "Are you sure you want to do this?":
            $ rainmood += 1
            show 00 18y
            rain "Yes. We talked about it"
            hide 00 18y
        "Are you ready?":
            show 00 18b
            rain "Let's say yes"
            hide 00 18b
    y "Okay, great"

    menu:
        "Okay.Hurry up (take off your pants)":
            scene 17 18 20 07
        
            rain "uh... that's big"
        "Do you want to do it (let her take off your pants)":
            $ rainmood += 1
            rain "Yes"
            scene 17 18 20 05
        
            rain "what..."
            scene 17 18 20 06
        
            rain "it's... uh... big"
            scene 17 18 20 07
        
            rain "definitely big"
    menu:
        "Jerk off a little bit":
            $ rainmood += 1
            rain "wow... I have to figure out how to ... ehm"
        "Slap her face":
            scene 17 18 20 08 A
        
            scene 17 18 20 08 B
        
            scene 17 18 20 08 B
        
            $ video += 2
            rain "ouch... ehy"
    scene 17 18 20 07
    menu:
        "Wow, you're beautiful":
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            $ rainmood += 1
        "Well, I guess it doesn't suck itself...":
            $ video += 1

    scene 17 18 20 09 A

    scene 17 18 20 09 B

    scene 17 18 20 09 C

    menu:
        "Mmm. I love it. Don't stop":
            $ rainmood += 1
            jump rainbj2lick
        "Put it in your mouth":
            $ video += 1
            jump rainbj2suck

EVENT rainbj2lick:
    scene 17 18 20 09 A

    scene 17 18 20 09 B

    scene 17 18 20 09 C

    jump rainbj2suck

EVENT rainbj2suck:
    scene 17 18 20 10 A

    scene 17 18 20 10 B

    scene 17 18 20 10 C

    y "Oh... wonderful"
    menu:
        "Push your dick deeper in her mouth":
            $ video += 2
            scene 17 18 20 11 B
        
            y "yeah, suck it"
        "Tell her to try to go deeper":
            $ rainmood += 1
            $ video += 1
            scene 17 18 20 11 A
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            y "oohhh God"
    scene 17 18 20 12
    rain "uh... I can't breath"
    menu:
        "let her breathe":
            $ rainmood += 1
            rain "Okay, I'm ready"
            scene 17 18 20 11 A
        "Put your dick in her mouth":
            $ rainmood -= 1
            $ video += 1
            y "don't stop"
            scene 17 18 20 11 B
        

    y "Oh yes... I love it"
    scene 17 18 20 11 A

    menu:
        "Push your dick deeper in her mouth":
            $ video += 2
            scene 17 18 20 13 B
        
            rain "mghgmmlhhmh"
        "Tell her to try to go deeper":
            $ rainmood += 1
            scene 17 18 20 13 A
        
            y "oooooh yes"
    if rainevent <= 22:
        if rainmood <= 4:
            jump rainbj2wrong
        else:
            jump rainbj2deep
    else:
        jump rainbj2deep

EVENT rainbj2deep:
    menu:
        "fuck her mouth":
            $ video +=3
            scene 17 18 20 14 0
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            scene 17 18 20 14 1
        
            scene 17 18 20 14 2
        
            scene 17 18 20 14 3
        
            rain "mmghgmmghgmll"
            if rainevent <= 20:
                jump rainbj2cummouth
            else:
                jump rainbj2fuckface
        "Try to go deeper baby":
        
            scene 17 18 10 12
        
            rain "I can't. It's too big"
            y "Damn... make me cum, I'm close"
            scene 17 18 20 10 B
        
            scene 17 18 20 10 C
        
            scene 17 18 20 11 A
        
            y "aahhhh.. I'm cumming"
            scene 17 18 20 20 x1
        
            scene 17 18 20 20 x2
        
            scene 17 18 20 20 x3
        
            scene 17 18 20 20 x4
        
            rain "you cum in my face!"
            y "yeah.. sorry... wow.. it was awesome"
            $ hour += 1
            $ rainevent = 25
            rain " I think I need a shower"
            jump map

EVENT rainbj2wrong:
    scene 17 18 20 90

    rain "Stop Motherfucker. I can't. I'm not a bitch"
    scene 17 18 20 91
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    lars "Damn... you can treat her like this. Better you leave"
    $ hour += 1
    $ rainrel -=2
    $ rainevent = 21
    jump map

EVENT rainbj2cummouth:
    y "ohhh God...I'm cumming"
    scene 17 18 20 14 x1

    scene 17 18 20 14 x2

    scene 17 18 20 14 x3

    scene 17 18 20 14 x4

    scene 17 18 20 14 x5

    rain "You cum in my mouth!!!"
    y "yeah.. sorry... wow.. it was awesome"
    $ hour += 1
    $ rainevent = 25
    jump map

EVENT rainbj2fuckface:
    y "come on. Give to your fan what they want"
    scene 17 18 20 12
    rain "what?"
    y "lay down on the bed, I'll fuck your face properly"
    rain "O-okay"
    scene 17 18 20 15 0

    scene 17 18 20 15 1

    scene 17 18 20 15 3

    scene 17 18 20 15 4

    scene 17 18 20 15 3
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    scene 17 18 20 15 1

    scene 17 18 20 15 0

    scene 17 18 20 15 1

    scene 17 18 20 15 3

    scene 17 18 20 15 4
    y "yes. I'm cumming...Whoa"
    scene 17 18 20 15 x1

    scene 17 18 20 15 x2

    scene 17 18 20 15 x3

    scene 17 18 20 15 x4

    rain "Oh... God"
    y "Wow... I think we did a great job"
    y "Your fan will love it"
    rain "yes... probably"
    $ rainevent = 30
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

#########################################

LARS-------------------------------------------------------------------------
-
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LARS IS RAIN'S BOYFRIEND
HE'S 27

HE LEFT HIS BAND AND A FEW MONTH LATER THE BAND SIGN A DEAL 
WITH A MUSIC MAJOR. NOW HE'S BROKE SO HE LIVES ON RAIN SHOULDER. 

HE DESN'T HAVE A STORYLINE BUT HE'S FUNDAMENTAL IN RAIN'S 
STORYLINE. 

SHE LOVES HIM SO MUCH SO YOU HAVE TO CONVINCE HIM BEFORE 
CONVINCE HER

########################################################################
################################################

PINKY-----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----  
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PINKY IS A FRIEND OF RAIN, SHE'S A CAM MODEL TOO AND SHE INTO 
AMATEUR PORN. 
SHE'S 25

AFTER YOU SHOT A LITTLE BJ SCENE WITH HER MARK ASK YOU ABOUT 
HER. 
HERE YOU CAN DECIDE TO BECAME A PORNSTAR MANAGER OR NO. 
IF YOU BECAME A PORNSTAR MANAGER YOU WILL INTRODUCE HER TO 
MARK AND YOU MAKE HER CAREER START. 

THE PORNOSTAR MANAGER STORYLINE WILL HAVE A LOT OF 
DEVELOPMENT IN THE EXT EPISODES. 

########################################################################
##############################################•

EVENT pinky1:
    PINKY HOME
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    pin "HI. Thank you for coming"
    y "I couldn't say no."
    pin "I'm sure we'll have a lot of fun together... Take off your clothes and I'll make a 
start on the recording..."
    y "Sure"
PINKY HOME 01 02

    y "Uh... the situation is kinda weird but she's hot"
PINKY HOME 01 03

    pin "Uh Wow, I love your cock since the first time I saw it in Rain's video..."
PINKY HOME 01 04

    pin "Mmm... yeah. I think it will fit perfectly in my mouth..."
PINKY HOME 01 05

    y "Ohhh, yeah...."
    pin "Bring the hand camera so I'll have 2 different views"
PINKY HOME 01 06

    y "Yeah... you're awesome"
    pin "mmmghhmml"
PINKY HOME 01 07

PINKY HOME 01 08

    if stamina >= 20:
    PINKY HOME 01 06
    
    PINKY HOME 01 07
    
    PINKY HOME 01 08
    
    else:
        pass
    y "Ohhhh yes... so deep, You're in-creee-diiii-bleeee"
PINKY HOME 01 09

PINKY HOME 01 10

    y "Oh Jesus..."
    if stamina >= 20:
        pin "Mmmm, so much cum. I love it...and my fans will really appreciate"
        pin "I can give you $300 for this scene"
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    else:
        pin "You cummed so fast. But I think it will be okay."
        pin "I can give you $200 for this scene"
    menu:
        "ACCCEPT 'Thank you?":
            if stamina >= 20:
                $ money += 300
                $ pinkyrel += 5
                pin "Perfect. I hope we'll work together again "
            else:
                $ money += 200
                $ pinkyrel += 2
                pin "Perfect. I hope we'll work together again "
        "DECLINE 'I don't want the money'":
            pin "You will take this money. If you don't take this money it's like I paid you 
with the blowjon, but bitches pay with blowjobs and I'm not a bitch"
            y "O-okay"
            if stamina >= 20:
                $ money += 300
                $ pinkyrel += 5
                pin "Perfect. I hope we'll work together again "
            else:
                $ money += 200
                $ pinkyrel += 2
                pin "Perfect. I hope we'll work together again "
    $ pinkyevent = 4
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################

EVENT pinky4:
BEACH

    y "(Pinky... I'm curious to know how the scene we shot is going)"
    scene 08 20
    pin "Hey [y], what's up?"
    y "I'm fine. I've seen you and... you know: I'm curious."
    y "I want to know how the movie going"
    pin "It's good. I already know. My fans loves big cock, they asked me often a scene 
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with a big one."
    menu:
        "You can suck my cock any time, We record it and you've got a new scene... any 
time.":
            show 00 20b
            pin "Yes, sure. I think we've done..."
            hide 00 20b
        "You've got talent. I just put the cock...It's an hard work but someone have to do it":
            show 00 20y
            $ pinkyrel += 1
            pin "hahahahaha, sure"
            hide 00 20y
    y "Okay, have a nice day"
    pin "You too... and: keep in touch"
    y "Sure"
    $ pinkyevent = 5
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################

EVENT pinky5:
BEACH

    mark "Hey [y]... come here for a second"
    y "What's up?"
    mark "I saw you with a girl last day"
    y "Yes?"
    mark "Nice ass, pink hair..."
    y "Pinky"
    mark "Exactly...Do you know shes an amateur pornstar?"
    y "Yes"
    mark "She raised her popularity in the last days with a new video and you know...I'm a 
porn producer..."
    y "Of course..."
    mark "That girl got talent. Have you seen how she sucks that dick?"
    y "Sure I see... That was my dick"
    mark "Yeah? My man... I knew you're a smart guy"
    y "So...what do you want?"
    mark "I need to contact her. I can offer her a contract and all that things. I can make 
her a star"
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    menu:
        "I don't want to know nothing about it...":
            show 00 30n
            mark "what?"
            hide 00 30n
            y "I don't care about these things: suit yourself"
            mark "ok..."
            $ pinkyevent = 10
        "Ok. But I want my share. I'll be har manager (PornManager career unlock)":
            show 00 30y
            $ markrel += 1
            mark "You're smart...."
            hide 00 30y
            $ pinkyevent = 6
            $ markrel += 5
            mark "I'm waiting to hear from you."
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################

EVENT pinky6:
HOME

    y "(I send a text to Pinky)"
    y "Hey, I probably have a job offer for you, can we meet?"
    pin "Job?"
    y "Yes, I think you'll like it. I'll tell you detail in person"
    pin "Okay. I wait for you at my place"
PINKY HOME

    pin "So what's up [y]?"
    y "I've got a friend who works in porn, He's interested in you"
    pin "yeah? Who is he? It's full of pervert who offer 'job' in porn"
    y "He's serious. Do you know Mark Buchannon?"
    pin "Are you kidding me?"
    y "Why?"
    pin "You know Mark Buchannon?"
    y "yes"
    pin "Damn... he's an idol"
    y "Okay... he wants to work wth you. He seen our video..."
    pin "wow...This is a dream come true"
    y "Yeah. I'm glad you're happy?"
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    pin "Happy? I'm more than happy"
    menu:
        "Ok. So I can make an appointment with him and we'll talk about this (PornManager 
ON)":
            show 00 20y
            $ pinkyrel += 10
            pin "Great"
            hide 00 20y
            $ pornmanager = 1
            $ pinkyevent = 100
            y "It's obvious I'll be your manager"
            pin "All that you want...It's great"
        "Ok. I can make an appointment with him but I don't want to know nothing about it 
(Porn Manager OFF)":
            pin "ok, perfect"
            $ pinkyevent = 10
            $ pinkyrel += 5
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################

EVENT pinky100:
BEACH

    y "Hey. I meet Pinky"
    mark "So?"
    y "She's really interested. I think we should sit down and talk about it"
    mark "Of course"
    menu:
        "Now You owe me a favor":
            $ markrel -= 2
            show 00 30b
            mark "Okay..."
            hide 00 30b
        "I think we'll have a lot of fun":
            show 00 30y
            $ markrel += 3
            mark "I'm sure..."
            hide 00 30y
    y "Wonderful. See you"
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    $ pornmanager = 1
    $ pinkyevent = 101
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################

EVENT pinky101:
PINKY HOME

    y "Hey. I meet Mark"
    pin "Great"
    y "In the next days we'll meet and we'll talk about it"
    pin "Of course"
    menu:
        "You leave the talking to me.":
            show 00 20b
            pin "Okay. I trust in you"
            hide 00 20b
            $ pinkyevent = 110
        "Be nice to him, you know what I mean":
            show 00 20y
            $ pinkyrel += 1
            pin "Uh, don't worry: I'll be extremely nice"
            hide 00 20y
            $ pinkyevent = 102
    y "Perfect, see you"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################

EVENT pinky102:
SKYEBAR

    y "They're already here"
    scene 06 20 30

    mark "Hey [y]"
    mark "I was telling Pinky I'm really impressed by her skills and I'm always looking for 
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new talents"
    pin "I'm a big fan of your work"
    mark "Glad to hear that"
    pin "for me it's an honor to work with you and I'm looking forward to when we'll shot a 
scene together"
    mark "Me too sweetheart, me too"
    y "Wonderful. Now we can talk about business"
    mark "Sure"
    menu:
        "I need she deserve a Top Star treatment":
            $ pinkyrel += 5
            show 00 30b
            mark "yes, I mean, it's okay"
            hide 00 30b
            y "So there will be teaser before the scene will come out. She's the next big thing"
            mark "I agree"
            pin "This is a dream... really"
            $ pinkypopularity = 80
        "I think we should shot the scene and look what will happen":
            $ markrel += 5
            mark "Yes. I think it's a good idea"
            y "Once we have the first feedback we can decide how to continue"
            pin "For me it's okay"
            $ pinkpopularity = 50
    y "Okay. I think we've done."
    pin "I can't believe it"
    y "It's late. I'll go home. Do you need a ride?"
    pin "Mmm... No thanks. I want to talk with him about the scene we will shot... "
    mark "Uh, yes, good idea"
    pin "Maybe we could reharse"
    mark "Of course"
    y "Okay, goodnight..."
    $ pinkyevent = 103
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################

EVENT pinky103:
PINKY HOME

    y "hey Are you ready to shot the scene?"
    pin "Ehm..."
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    y "What's up?"
    pin "Last night I... I come back home with Mark and I had sex with him"
    y "Uh... and so? what's the problem? Have you did something wrong?"
    pin "No. I mean. It was great but he fucked me really hard and I think my pussy need a 
couple of days of rest"
    menu:
        "Damn, this is not professional":
            show 00 30n
            pin "You told me to be nice"
            hide 00 30n
            y "Maybe you'd been too much nice"
        "Okay, that's good. Don't worry":
            show 00 30y
            pin "At least now I'm totallly sure I like him.."
            hide 00 30y
            y "Yes?"
            pin "Yes, he continue to text he looking forward to shot the scene"
            y "Ok, that's good"
            $ pinkyrel += 1
    $ pinkyevent = 104
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################

EVENT pinky104:
BEACH

    mark "Ehy, What's up?"
    menu:
        "Damn, you fucked her so hard she can't shot for a couple of days":
            show 00 30b
            mark "Hey...I tested her endurance... anyway she's a beast. A natural talent"
            hide 00 30b
            y "yeah sure"
            mark "Don't worry, in a couple of days she will be ready and: Showtime"
            y "Okay"
        "You had fun last night with Pinky...":
            show 00 30y
            $ markrel += 1
            mark "That girl is fantastic. A real beast"
            hide 00 30y
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            y "Now she can't shot for a couple of days... You fucked her really hard"
            mark "Hell yeah, don't worry ina couple of days she'll be able to shot the scene"
            y "Great"
    $ pinkyevent = 111
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################

EVENT pinky110:
SKYEBAR

    y "They're already here"
    scene 06 20 30

    mark "Hey [y]"
    mark "I was telling Pinky I'm really impressed by her skills and I'm always looking for 
new talents"
    pin "I'm a big fan of your work"
    mark "Glad to hear that"
    pin "for me it's an honor to work with you and I'm looking forward to when we'll shot a 
scene together"
    mark "Me too sweetheart, me too"
    y "Wonderful. Now we can talk about business"
    mark "Sure"
    menu:
        "I need she deserve a Top Star treatment":
            $ pinkyrel += 5
            show 00 30b
            mark "yes, I mean, it's okay"
            hide 00 30b
            y "So there will be teaser before the scene will come out. She's the next big thing"
            mark "I agree"
            pin "This is a dream... really"
            $ pinkypopularity = 80
        "I think we should shot the scene and look what will happen":
            $ markrel += 5
            mark "Yes. I think it's a good idea"
            y "Once we have the first feedback we can decide how to continue"
            pin "For me it's okay"
            $ pinkpopularity = 50
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    y "Okay. I think we've done."
    pin "I can't believe it"
    y "It's late. I'll go home. Do you need a ride?"
    pin "No thanks, I called an Uber... I think he's coming in 5 minutes"
    mark "Ok guys, see you soon"
    $ pinkyevent = 111
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################

EVENT pinky111:
PINKY HOME

    y "Hey Pinky, How are you? Are you excited?"
    pin "Yes. I can't wait to shot the scene"
    y "Yeah, about the scene: I thought..."
    menu:
        "A classic 1on1 sceme with you and Mark":
            pin "Yeah, I'm looking forward for Mark's big cock"
            $ pinkyevent = 112
            $ pinkypopularity += 10
        "We should do a threesome scene with you, me and Mark":
            pin "Uh... Sounds hot. I like it"
            $ pinkyevent = 120
            $ pinkypopularity += 20
    y "Perfect, see you at the studios"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##########################

EVENT pinky112:
PORNSTUDIOS

    $ scenequality = 0
    $ pinkyscene += 1
    mark "Ok. I think we're ready..."
    y "Are you ready Pinky?"
    pin "Sure I am"
    y "(I can choose the 'brutality' of the scene)"
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    y "(This will influence Pinky's mood and Pinky's relation with Mark for the next 
scenes)"
    menu:
        "Soft":
            $ pinkymood = 7
            $ pinkymark = 5
            $ scenequality = (pinkypopularity) + (pinkymark) - 5 + (markpopularity) + 
(pinkymood)
            x "Pinky's mood: [pinkymood], Pink and Mark relation [pinkymark]"
        "Medium":
            $ pinkymood = 10
            $ pinkymark = 7
            $ scenequality = (pinkypopularity) + (pinkymark) + 2 + (markpopularity) + 
(pinkymood)
            x "Pinky's mood: [pinkymood], Pink and Mark relation [pinkymark]"
        "Hard":
            $ pinkymood = 5
            $ pinkymark = 5
            $ scenequality = (pinkypopularity) + (pinkymark) + 10 + (markpopularity) + 
(pinkymood)
            x "Pinky's mood: [pinkymood], Pink and Mark relation [pinkymark]"
    y "Ok guys, Have a nice work. I leave"
    mark "Don't worry...I'll take care of her"
    pin "I can't wait"
    $ sceneincome = (scenequality) * 2
    x "(With this scene you'll earn [sceneincome]"
    $ money = (money) + (sceneincome)
    $ pinkypopularity = (pinkypopularity) + (scenequality)
    x "Pinky's Popularity is [pinkypopularity]"
    $ pinkyoldscene = (scenequality)
    $ pinkyevent = 113
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##########################

EVENT pinky113:
BEACH

    y "Uh, Pinky...I didn't seen her since she shot the scene"
    scene 08 20
    y "Hey, what's up?"
    if pinkymood == 5:
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        pin "Fine"
        y "How was your first experience?"
        pin "honestly he's been a little bit too rough"
        menu:
            "It's porn, darling":
                pin "Yeah...I know..."
            "I'll talk with him. He can fuck you harder but there must be a limit":
                show 00 20y
                $ pinkyrel += 1
                $ pinkymood += 1
                pin "Thank you"
                hide 00 20y
    else:
        pin "Good"
        y "It was as you expected?"
        if pinkymood == 7:
            pin "Honestly I thought the sex was a little bit more intense"
            y "Uh... Maybe it's my fault. I told him to don't goes too hard with you for the first 
scene"
            pin "Uh, okay... so it will getting better: Good to know"
        else:
            pin "Awesome... Totally awesome. I have to thank you. If it wasn't for you I never 
get this opportunity"
            menu:
                "Yeah. We'll talk about what you can give me in change":
                    pin "You already take a shere of my earnings..."
                    y "Uh...ehm, yes"
                "You're talented. If it wasn't me someone else would found you"
    pin "and now? What do we'll do?"
    y "I think in a few days we can shot a new scene"
    pin "great"
    menu:
        "I think I want to partecipate to the next scene":
            show 00 20y
            pin "Mmm.. a threesome with you and Mark. It could be fantastic"
            hide 00 20y
            $ pinkyrel += 1
            y "yeah... good idea"
            $ pinkyevent = 120
        "I'll talk with Mark (you'll not start your porn actor career)":
            pin "perfect. Let me know"
            y "Sure"
            $ pinkyevent = 123
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
##########################

EVENT pinky120:
BEACH

    y " Hey Mark"
    mark "Hey, What's up?"
    y "I thought about it..."
    if pinkyscene == 0:
        y "I want to partecipate at the Pinky's scene"
    else:
        y "I want to partecipate to the next Pinky's scene"
    mark "Uh... "
    y "Yeah, We could make a threesome and we fuck her both"
    mark "Uh, It will be funny"
    y "Yeah, so funny"
    mark "Ok, perfect. We'll meet at the studios"
    y "Great"
    $ pinkyevent = 121
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##########################

EVENT pinky121:
PORNSTUDIOS

    if pinkyscene == 0:
        y "So.. are you excited? this is the great day"
        pin "Mmmm. My first scene it will be with 2 huge cocks. I'm more than excited"
    else:
        y "So.. are you ready?"
        pin "Sure. I had sex with two men in the past. But they didn't have those big cocks"
        y "I think you'll have a lot of fun"
        pin "I'm sure"
    mark "Okay, we'll move to a Villa we use sometimes. We'll shot the scene there"
    y "Perfect"
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    scene 34 20 01 01

    pin "Oh baby... I wait this moment for all the week"
    y "Yeah, finally we can stay together... alone"
    pin "yes. And look at this sky. It's so romantic"
    y "yes it is"
    pin "Oh God, I think this beautiful sunset turn me on"
    y "Uh. Interesting... and what do you want to do?"
    pin "I think you should lay down on this sunchair... "
    scene 34 20 01 02

    y "I like where we're going"
    pin "And it will go better and better..."
    scene 34 20 01 03

    pin "uh look what a big hard on... I should do something about that"
    y "And what you want to do"
    pin "I could suck your cock so hard you can feel all your thinking disappear from your 
mind... to my mouth"
    scene 34 20 01 04

    y "Ohhhh myyyy God..."
    y "it's been a while since you sucked my cock the last time"
    scene 34 20 01 03

    pin "My pussy is so wet. Is it a problem if I put your huge cock inside?"
    y "I can't wait"
    scene 34 20 01 05

    pin "Oh I love your big hard cock"
    y "I love the way you move...you ass hypnotize me"
    scene 34 20 01 06

    pin "Damn..."
    y "What's up?"
    pin "Someone spying us... he's behing the bush"
    y "Tell me we don't have to stop"
    pin "Sure not... Do you want that I call him here?"
    y "What?"
    pin "Come on...It will be exciting"
    y "O-Okay"
    pin "Hey stranger... come here. Stop watching, you can come here with us"
    scene 34 20 01 07

    pin "Wow... this is my lucky day"
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    y "What's happenening?"
    pin "The stranger have got a very big dick"
    pin "can I suck your big dick, stranger?"
    mark "Sure you can"
    scene 34 20 01 08

    mark "Uhhhhh... "
    scene 34 20 01 09

    pin "mghmlgmhgmllghhgh"
    mark "Go deep...I love it"
    pin "mmgh,mmhg"
    mark "Excuseme Mr... is it a problem if we change the position?"
    y "What?"
    mark "I think she will be happy to try this cock in her pussy"
    y "No problem"
    scene 34 20 01 10

    mark "Uhh This pussy is so tight and wet..."
    pin "Oh God...It's really big"
    y "Hey, don't stop sucking my cock, I'm near to cum"
    scene 34 20 01 11

    mark "Uh this pussy is wonderful. I think I can't resist a lot"
    y "Me too..."
    mark "What do you think if we spray her beautiful face with our cum?"
    y "Great idea"
    scene 34 20 01 12

    pin "Yes... I want all your cum in my face..."
    scene 34 20 01 13

    scene 34 20 01 14

    scene 34 20 01 15

    scene 34 20 01 16

    scene 34 20 01 17

    mark "Wow... "
    y "Awesome"
    $ scenequality = (pinkypopularity) + (markpopularity) + (pinkymood) + (pinkyrel) + 
(pinkymark) + 100
    $ sceneincome = (scenequality) * 2
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    x "(With this scene you'll earn [sceneincome]"
    $ pinkypopularity = (pinkypopularity) + (scenequality) - (pinkyoldscene)
    x "Pinky's Popularity is [pinkypopularity]"
    $ money = (money) + (sceneincome)
    $ pinkymood += 1
    $ pinkymark += 1
    $ pinkyrel += 5
    $ pinkyscene += 1
    $ pinkyevent = 122
    $ porncareer = 1
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##########################

EVENT pinky122:
PINKY HOME

    pin "Hey [y]"
    y "I just came to say hello"
    if porncareer >= 1:
        y "And see how are you after the scene we shot last day"
        pin "I feel great. It has been a great scene. You fucked me really good"
        y "I see you appreciate"
        pin "My pussy is stressed... but last night I dream about a double penetration and I 
woke up wet"
        y "Uh... We'll think about it"
    else:
        pin "I'm fine. I can't wait to shot a new scene"
        y "I'll handle it. In the next days I 'll tell you something more"
    pin "I'm really happy of what we doing"
    menu:
        "We'll get a lot of money":
            show 00 20y
            $ pinkyrel += 3
            pin "Money, money, moneyyyy"
            hide 00 20y
        "I'll make you fuck all the big dicks in the world":
            show 00 20b
            pin "Slow down. I want to make some money and then I think I'll reitre"
            hide 00 20b
            y "Uh. Okay"
    y "Anyway. It's late now. See you"
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    pin "Bye"
    $ pinkyevent = 123
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##########################

EVENT pinky123:
BEACH 

    mark "Damn, Pinky is great"
    menu:
        "Yeah, she'll make me earn a lot of money":
            $ markrel += 1
            mark "Yeah..."
        "Damn. It's wonderful to be a porn actor":
            mark "Yeah, not bad"
    y "Anyway, she have to shot some new scenes... don't you think"
    mark "Sure"
    y "We should talk about it in front of a drink at the Skyebar one of these night"
    mark "Good Idea"
    $ pinkyevent = 124
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##########################

EVENT pinky124:
    if money <= 50:
        y "I've got not enought money"
        jump map
    else:
        pass
    scene 06 2030b

    y "I bought them a champagne bottle... She earned"
    scene 06 20 30
    y "Hi Guys"
    mark "Hey [y], We were talking about her next scenes"
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    pin "yeah, we're a little undecided. What do you think about?"
    menu:
        "I think you should do another threesome with me and Mark":
            show 00 30n
            mark "I think it's not a good idea. She can't shot always with the same actors"
            hide 00 30n
            pin "It's a shame, I had a lot of fun with you, guys"
            marl "Don't worry. We'll shot together again"
        "I think you have to do something different, Maybe with a new actor":
            show 00 20y
            $ pinkyrel += 1
            pin "A new cock for Pinky. I hope it's big like yours"
            hide 00 20y
            mark "This will not be a problem"
    pin "Great"
    mark "I think we should meet at the studios and then we'll decide what to do"
    y "Perfect"
    $ pinkyevent = 125
    $ studios = 1
    $ hour += 1
    $ rainevent = 100
    jump map

########################################################################
#################################################

MICHELLE-----------------------------------------------------------------
---------
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MICHELLE IS THE SALESGIRL AT THE SEXYSHOP.
SHE'S 25

YOU MET HER IN SEASON 1 AND YOU JUST HAD SOME LITTLE SEX SCENE 
WITH HER (AN HJ AND YOU LICK HER PUSSY)

MICHELLE STORYLINES STARTS AFTER THE HARLEY SEX SCENE AT THE 
CLUB (ONCE YOU ARE IN THE CLUB FOR AN EVENT YOU CHOOSE TO STAY 
IN THE CLUB AND YOU GO TO THE BATHROOM)

MICHELLE WAS A DRUG ADDICT, NOW SHE'S AGAINST ALL THE DRUGS. 
SHE CAME IN NEW CORAL TO BECAME AN ACTRESS BUT SHE START HAVE 
PARTIES AND DRUG ISSUES (see The King IS bACK GAME). 
SHE'S CONVINCED TO SHOT A PORN SCENE BUT THE SCENE WAS DELETED 
BY KRISZTINA. KRISZTINE DECIDED TO PROTECT HER AND SHE OFFERED A 
JOB AT THE SEXY SHOP. 

NOW YOU CAN MEET MICHELLE AROUND OR AT THE SEXY SHOP, ONCE 
YOU FIND OUT SHE LOVES MOVIES YOU CAN INVITE HER. 
IF YOU TALE THE RIGHT CHOICES YOU CAN UNLOCK SOME EVENTS AT 
THE MOVIES (HANDJOB, BLOWJOB AND LICK HER PUSSY)
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SHE'S NOT INTERESTED IN A RELATION BUT SHE LOVE SEX, PUBLIC SEX 
ESPECIALLY. 

DON'T LIE TO HER ABOUT HER FRIEND HARLEY, SHE'S NOT JEALOUS AND 
SHE HATE LIAR. 
SHE ALSO CAN HELP YOU TO UNLOCK IRENE STORYLINE. 

########################################################################
###############################################

EVENT michelle0:
PARADISE CLUB
    
    y "uh..What's happening?"
    har "Come on... I 'm sure you want your dick sucked"
    kev "I have to sell it. I have to earn money or my boss will kick my ass"
    har "Hey, It's just a dose"
    kev "I said no. I can't continue to give you cocaine in exchange for blowjobs.... go suck 
some cocks, make you'll get paid and come here and buy it"
    kev "You love to suck cocks... "
    har "I'm not a slut"
    kev "But you want to suck my cock for cocaine"
    har "It ain't the same thing..."
    scene 23 21 00 02
    kev "Fuck you, I'm tired of this shit"
    menu:
        "Leave and go home":
            $ hour == 6
            y "Fuck this place"
            jump map
        "Buy some cocaine $50" if money >= 50:
            $ money -= 50
            y "Hey, I want some"
    scene 23 21 00 03
    kev "Who the fuck are you?"
    y "Do you sell cocaine?"
    kev "Yeah, do you want some?"
    y "Not for me. I think she wants it. I suppose the understanding you got with him 
remain valid with me"
    har "Uh... Sure. For you also without cocaine... Is it my lucky day?"
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    y "Deal"
    kev "it's a pleasure to deal with you"
    scene 23 21 00 04
    y "So...do you want some coke?"
    har "Mmm... Follow me"
    scene 23 21 00 05
    
    har "We won't be bothered here"
    scene 23 21 00 06
    
    har "Snifffff"
    scene 23 21 00 07
    
    har "That loser... this coke is a shit..."
    har "But you... You're hot, I think I owe you something"
    y "I think so"
    scene 23 21 00 08
    
    har "Let's see why a hot guy paid me some coke for a blowjob... do you have a small 
cock?"
    scene 23 21 00 09
    
    har "Uh Wow.Definitely not small for a white guy.It's my lucky day. Period..."
    scene 23 21 00 10
    
    y "Oh Jesus...Wow"
    scene 23 21 00 11
    
    har "Mgmghgmghjgml"
    scene 23 21 00 09
    
    har "Are you sure you don't want to use this big cock to fuck me?"
    menu:
        "Just finish what are you doing":
            $ harleyrel == 5
            har "okay, as you prefer"
            scene 23 21 00 10

            scene 23 21 00 11

            scene 23 21 00 12

            scene 23 21 00 13

            har "What a juicy cumshot"
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            y "Wow"
            har "I hope to see you again"
            y "Could it be..."
        "I think it's a great idea!":
            scene 23 21 00 20

            har "Great... Let's see if you know how to use that big cock"
            y "I'll do my best"
            scene 23 21 00 21

            har "I can feel it...I can definitely feel it"
            y "Yes? Do you feel it? Do you like it?"
            har "Sure I like it... I love big cocks..."
            y "I wouldn't have guessed that."
            har "Mmm... I'm full of surprises"
            y "For example?"
            scene 23 21 00 22

            har "For example fuck me harder... push it harder. come on..."
            har "Yeah... like that... I love it..."
            y "yeah? Do you like it?"
            har "I don't like it... I love it!"
            har "And you? Don't you like to fuck my pussy?"
            y "I love it"
            har "So, don't stop"
            scene 23 21 00 23

            har "Don't stop that's incredible"
            y "I'll not stop until you cum"
            har "You're a good boy"
            y "I know..."
            har "God...I'm cumming"
            y "Me too... damn... ahhhhhh"
            scene 23 21 00 24

            har "uhh, you fill my pussy with cum"
            y "You made me spray my soul"
            scene 23 21 00 25

            har "That's crazy. Great fuck, congratulation guy"
            y "Yeah, thank you. I - I think I have to go home now"
    $ michelleevent = 1
    $ hour = 6
    jump map
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########################################################################
#############################################

EVENT michelle1:
FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    y "Hey...that's Michelle. I haven't seen her lately"
    y "She looks really tanned, it seems like she's sunbathing a lot..."
    scene 10 21
    y "Hey Michelle"
    mic "[y], What a surprise. It's been a while since I saw you last"
    menu:
        "Yeah... I'm pretty busy these days...":
            $ michellerel += 1
            show 00 21y
            mic "I understand... I was really busy too"
            hide 00 21y
        "I'm sorry I've been neglectful.":
            show 00 21b
            mic "Yeah. Don't worry. I had been really busy lately"
            hide 00 21b
    mic "Anyway. Whan you've got some spare time come by and say hello. I'll be glad to 
see you"
    y "Sure"
    $ michelleevent = 2
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################################

EVENT michelle2:
SEXY SHOP
    
    mic "Hey, [y]. What's up?"
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    menu:
        "I just came to say hello and chat a bit":
            $ michellerel += 1
            show 00 21y
            mic "Glad to her that. Today is very boring here..."
            hide 00 21y
        "I came to buy a present for a... friend":
            mic "Ok, take a look around"
            y "Yes... but  now I remember I forgot to ask her something... sorry... I'll be 
back... one of these days"
            mic "O-Okay"
            $ hour += 1
            jump map

    mic "What about you?"
    menu:
        "I don't know... So many things have happened. Me and Kirsten broke up..":
            $ michellerel += 1
            mic "Uh, I'm sorry. Shit happens"
            menu:
                "It's okay. I'm going to enjoy being a bachelor for a while.":
                    $ michellerel += 1
                    show 00 21y
                    mic "Yeah... that's a good idea"
                    hide 00 21y
                    y "Damn, it's so late. I have a lot of stuff to do...see you"
                    mic "Bye"
                "My fault.  I was a bit of an asshole.":
                    mic "mmmm... What did you do?"
                    y "looooooooong story"
                    mic "I got it... Anyway. What do you want to talk about?"
                    y "Yes, but now it's late and I have a lot of stuff to do"
                    mic "Okay, see you"
        "Nothing special. Honestly I came here for the gloryhole":
            $ michellerel -= 1
            show 00 21b
            mic "Sorry for you but today there is nobody... except a man.. But I don't think 
you're interested"
            hide 00 21b
            y "Un... no"
            y "I'll be back another time"
            mic "See you"
            $ hour += 1
            jump map
    $ michelleevent = 4
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    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##############################

EVENT michelle4:
FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    y "Ehy Michelle"
    scene 10 21
    mic "Hi Anthony.. so, what's happened between you and... Kirsten, right. That's her 
name?"
    menu:
        "I cheated on her":
            $ michellerel += 1
            show 00 21n
            mic "Uh... I thought you had an open relationship"
            hide 00 21n
            y "So did I... But evidently she didn't agree. Or it was only valid for her"
            mic "Got it"
        "We weren't compatible":
            mic "What a shame. You looked so close"
            y "Yeah... maybe. I thought so too, but I was wrong"
    y "Let's change the subject"
    mic "Right. how's your career going?"
    y "Fortunately that is good"
    mic "Yeah"
    y "Yes. I've been hired by an agency. I can work a lot more professionally"
    mic "Sounds good"
    y "That would be great if my private life wasn't a mess"
    mic "What do you mean? Are you talking about Kirsten?"
    menu:
        "Yeah. I'm still not over her":
            mic "I'm sorry"
            y "I'll get throug it"
            mic "Sure"
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        "I moved to a new house. My brother and his wife had some issues and I preferred 
to leave":
            $ michellerel += 1
            mic "I can understand"
    y "Okay. I don't want to annoy you further... so I'll go. Next time I promise I'll be more 
fun"
    mic "Don't worry. I'm glad I saw you today. Bye"
    $ michelleevent = 5
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################

EVENT michelle5:
SEXY SHOP
    
    mic "Hi [y]"
    mic "Maybe I shouldn't tell you but.. Kirsten was here... 15 minutes ago"
    menu:
        "For the GloryHole":
            mic "no"
        "Did she buy something?":
            mic "yes, a dildo"
            menu:
                "She misses me hahahahah":
                    $ michellerel += 1
                    show 00 21y
                    mic "probably hahahahah"
                    hide 00 21y
                "Probably to be fucked by her new GIRLfriend":
                    show 00 21b
                    mic "Uh...probably"
                    hide 00 21b
    mic "And you? what are you doing here?"
    menu:
        "I got bored":
            mic "I got it... unfortunately I'm really busy, A new customer coming..."
            $ hour += 1
            jump map
        "I just wanted to see you and chat":
            $ michellerel += 1
            mic "and what do you want to chat about?"
            menu:
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                "Talk about sex":
                    mic "I don't like to talk about it...Practice over theory"
                    mic "And a customer is coming... so .. see you"
                    y "uh, okay"
                    $ michelleevent = 6
                "Ask what she likes to do in her sparetime":
                    $ michellerel += 1
                    mic "When I was a child I dreamed about being an actress. I love movies"
                    y "Really? I love movies too. We should go to the movies together some 
time"
                    if michellerel >= 5:
                        mic "why not?"
                        y "So give me your phone number and I'll call you next time I'll go"
                        mic "Sure"
                        $ michelleevent = 7
                    else:
                        mic "I would like to but I'm really busy lately"
                        y "Don't worry"
                        $ michelleevent = 6
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#######################################################

EVENT michelle6:
FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    y "Ehy Michelle"
    scene 10 21
    mic "Hi, What's up?"
    menu:
        "Do you want to hang out?":
            show 00 21b
            mic "I really would like to..."
            hide 00 21b
            mic "But I'm really busy...sorry"
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        "What do you like to do in your spare time?":
            $ michellerel += 1
            show 00 21y
            mic " When I was child I dreamed about be an actress. I love movies"
            hide 00 21b
            y "Really? I Love it too. We should go to the movie together sometimes"
            mic "Uh.... why not?"
            y "So give me your phone number and I'll call you next time I'll go to the 
movies... and if you're free..."
            mic "Yes, sure..."
            $ michelleevent = 7
    y "Okay, see you"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#################################

EVENT michelle8:
FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    y "Oh...There is Michelle with that girl I met at the club a while ago..."
    scene 10 21
    mic "Hey.. Hi [y],let me introduce you to my friend Harley"
    y "(Uh)"
    scene 21 39
    har "Sorry, I'm leaving. But nice to meet.. Wait... You look familiar. Do we already 
know each other?"
    menu:
        "I don't think so. Perhaps you're confusing me with someone else.":
            show 00 39b
            har "Uh, could it be"
            hide 00 39b
        "Yes... Maybe I met you somewhere... at the paradise Club maybe?":
            $ harleyrel += 1
            show 00 39y
            $ michelleharleylies = 1
            har "Uh... that's right, now I remember"
            hide 00 39y
    har "Anyway... As I was saying, I'm leaving. Have a nice day. Miki... I'll call you 
soon"
    mic "Sure baby, bye"
    scene 10 21
    mic "So, What's up?"
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    y "I thought we could go to the movies again"
    mic "Uh. I'm really busy lately. But don't worry... I'll find some freetime"
    y "What are you doing?"
    mic "Nothing. I met Harley. She's an old friend"
    y "Right, she looks...uhm"
    mic "Crazy? Yes. We had some crazy moments together... maybe you don't know but 
in the past I made porn"
    y "What?"
    mic "Yes. It was a tough times. I was going to so many parties... You know. Alcohol, 
drugs...Fortunately the owner of the production was a woman... and she loved me. You 
already met her: Krisztina"
    y "Sure, so you"
    mic "She never published it. She undertood my situation and she helped me go to 
rehab. She offered me the job at her sex shop. She's 60/40 with Mark...You know Mark"
    y "I got it"
    mic "Anyway. Me and Harley were two crazy young girls... She's still a crazy young 
girl, I'm trying to find my way"
    menu:
        "Tell her the truth about you and Harley":
            y "I have to be honest with you... Harley was right. I met her one night at the 
Paradise Club"
            mic "Uh, WOw"
            y "I lied because we had sex that night. I bought her some coke and she ehm... 
Gave me head in the club's bathroom"
            $ michellerel += 1
            $ michelleharleylies = 0
            mic "Oh God... I can imagine: sex in a public restroom, That's Harley..."
            y "Yes, ehm"
            mic "It's a shame I have to go to work now... the stories about sex in public turn 
me on"
            y "Uh..."
            mic "Oh yes... didn't you notice that when we were at the movies?"
            y "yes... "
            mic"Damn, Ok. It's late and I'm getting wet... it's better if I go. see you"
        "Pretend nothing happened":
            mic "Uh... it's late. I have to go to the shop. See you Anthony. I'll try to get some 
freetime so we can go to movies together... I really enjoyed our last date"
    if michelleharleylies >= 1:
        $ michelleevent = 9
    else:
        $ michelleevent = 10
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
#############################################################

EVENT michelle9:
SEXY SHOP
    
    mic "Hi [y]"
    y "hi Michelle, What's up?"
    mic "I'm good... I talked with Harley..."
    y "Uh... and"
    mic "She told me she remembered when she met you... She said you had sex in the 
Paradise club's toilet.. Why didn't you tell me that... Do you think I'm jealous?"
    menu:
        "No. But it was drug related sex... I mean...":
            $ michellerel += 1
            mic "Mmm. I got it.. It's okay. I know her.."
        "Really? Uh. I really don't remmeber. I was probably really drunk":
            mic "Uh.. okay"
            $ michellerel -= 1
    y "And you? how are you?"
    mic "I'm tired. I hink I need some rest... But, you know, 'I'll sleep when I'm dead'"
    y "Sure. I can understand... See you"
    $ michelleevent = 11
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
####################################################################

########################################################################
###############################

EVENT michelle10:
SEXY SHOP
    
    mic "Hi [y]"
    y "hi Michelle, What's up?"
    mic "I'm good... I talked with Harley.."
    y "uh... and?"
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    mic "She told me about when you met her at the Paradise club's toilet... with so much 
details hahaha"
    menu:
        "Oh God... In the toilet. I was scared someone caught us":
            show 00 21b
            mic "Uh... don't you like sex in public"
            hide 00 21b
            y "no... I mean... I was strange"
        "Uh... yeah, she gave me a crazy blowjob in the toilet... that was totally crazy":
            $ michellerel += 3
            show 00 21y
            mic "Sex in public turns me on... uh.. let's change subject or I'll get wet, please"
            hide 00 21y
    y "And you? how are you?"
    mic "I'm tired. I hink I need some rest... But, you know, 'I'll sleep when I'm dead'"
    y "Sure. I can understand... See you"
    $ michelleevent = 11
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################

EVENT michelle11:
SEXY SHOP02 01
    
    y "Uh...Irene"
    menu:
        "Try to talk with her":
        SEXY SHOP02 01
            ire "I've got nothing to say to you. Leave me alone"
            $ michellerel -= 1
            $ irenerel = 0
        "Ignore her":
            pass
SEXY SHOP
    mic "Do you know that girl?"
    y "Ehm...She's Irene. She's my brother's wife"
    mic "She doesn't like you"
    y "Not at all... There was some misunderstanding"
    mic "I remember her. She came at the gloryhole with Kirsten"
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    menu:
        "Does she come here often?":
            mic "Sometimes"
        "Yeah... Me and Kirsten did some things with her...":
            $ michellerel += 1
            mic "What do you mean?"
            y "Ehm.. She was so shy... especially about sex. We tried to help her but maybe 
things went too far"
            mic "uh...I got it"
    y "Anyway... I just came to say hello. I don't want you to forget about me"
    mic "Don't worry...I'm always glad to see you"
    $ michelleevent = 12
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT michelle12:
FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    y "(There is Michelle with Mark... )"
    mark "Thank you Miki. I really appreciate your... help"
    mic "You're welcome"
    y "(He gave her money)"
    mark "See you"
    scene 10 21
    y "Today the coffe is on you"
    y "I saw him leaving... Mark Buchannon"
    mic "He paid me for a favor"
    menu:
        "How do you know him?":
            $ michellerel += 1
            show 00 21y
            mic "I met him when I moved to New Coral. I had a little relationship with him. 
Then he introduced me to the porn industry."
            hide 00 21y
            y "Uh"
            mic "Yeah, but he helped me too much. He lent me money to pay my debt with a 
pusher, he introduced me to Krisztina Pepper. I mean I owe him everything and he's a 
partner in the sex shop too."
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            y "Okay, I got it"
        "Are you back in porn":
            show 00 21n
            mic "What? Hell no. He's a partner in the sex shop. He asked me for a favor and 
now he paid me..."
            hide 00 21n
            y "Uh..Sorry I don't mean to offend you"
            mic "Don't worry"
            y "I just thought I would like to see you in... you know"
            mic "And you prefer to watch? Not to join in?"
            y "Sure I'll prefer to participate but I'm ok to wait for it. I mean.."
            mic "I got it. Good to know you're a little voyeur"
    $ michelleevent = 13
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#########################################################

EVENT michelle13:
BEACH
    
    mark "Hey... What's up boy?"
    y "I saw you the other day"
    mark "Where, I didn't saw you?"
    y "You were talking with a friend of mine:  You know her so well"
    mark "Are you playing rebus? Who?"
    y "Michelle"
    mark "Uh-Uhhh... Are you losing your mind for that blonde. I got you boy. Really."
    y "Nah. I'm not losing my mind but I have to admit she's hot."
    mark "Yeah.. Did you fuck her already?"
    y "Not yet but I'm confident..."
    mark "I know I know. She was such a slut sometime ago. She was a drug addict. She 
sucks your cock dry for a line of coke. Then she goes to rehab and now she's a goody-
goody."
    y "She told me that... but she's not really a goody-goody."
    mark "Not totally. But you can understand the kind of slut she was...."
    menu:
        "Got any advice?":
            $ markrel += 1
            $ michellerel += 1
            show 00 30y
            mark "Don't use drugs... First of all its shit, then she hates it."
            hide 00 30y
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            y "Thank you Bro"
        "She told me about a porn movie... Can I see it?":
            mark "Absolutely not. Krisztina made me delete all. She came to my home and 
deleted it personally."
            y "What a shame"
            mark "You can't understand how much... "
    y "okay, see you"
    $ michelleevent = 14
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
########################################################

EVENT michelle14:
FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    y "There is Michelle"
    scene 10 21
    mic "Hi [y]. Sorry. Can I ask a question?"
    y "Sure"
    mic "Don't misunderstand me but... What's your angle with me? I mean... Are you 
think about something serious?"
    menu:
        "I like you. This is the first time we have hung out but I think we could have a 
relationship in the future":
            show 00 21b
            $ michellerel -= 2
            mic "That's exactly why I asked.."
            hide 00 21b
            y "Yes?"
            mic "I like you but honestly I'm not interested to have a serious relationship at all. 
I had some problems in my past. Misunderstandings etc. I just want to have fun."
            y "I got it...That is good for me too. I mean... I didn't fall in love with you. If you 
want to have fun we'll have fun"
        "Honestly I don't think about it. I just want to have fun and I'm having fun with 
you":
            show 00 21y
            $ michellerel += 1
            mic "Great. I'm really happy to hear that"
            hide 00 21y
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            mic "I had some problems in my past. Misunderstandings etc. I just want to have 
fun."
            y "Oh I want to have fun too. I think we can continue to have fun together"
            mic "absolutely"
    mic "So we can go to the movies soon"
    y "I'll call you"
    $ michelleevent = 15
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################################

EVENT michelle15:
SEXY SHOP30 01
    
    mark "Thank you Miki. I know I can trust you"
    y "(Mark... He's giving money to Michelle, again... )"
SEXY SHOP30 02
    mark "Look who's here...Thank me later"
    y "What?"
    mark "I'm late, see you"
SEXY SHOP
    mic "Hey"
    y "I saw Mark again"
    menu:
        "Does he gave yuo extra money again?":
            $ michellerel -= 1
            show 00 21n
            mic "Think about your business."
            hide 00 21n
            y "Sorry, you're right"
        "He spoke highly of you":
            $ michellerel += 1
            show 00 21y
            mic "H'e s so cute. I thought he was an asshole but he turned out to be a good 
friend"
            hide 00 21y
            y "I got it"
SEXY SHOP 99
    und "Damn... One of the best blowjobs I received in my life"
    und "Oh yes... that girl was crazy. I tried to spy to look who she is but I didn't see 
anything"
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    und "I love her"
    mic "Looks like your brother's wife has a lot of fans"
    y "What?"
    mic "She was in the gloryhole... She blows all the men inside there and they go crazy. 
Everytime they come here they ask me if she's inside"
    mic "Obviouvsly they don't know who is she and how she looks... but her mouth 
speaks for her..."
    y "Ir-Irene?"
    mic "Yes"
    menu:
        "People are surprising, I didn't expect this from her":
            $ michellerel += 1
            show 00 21y
            mic "It's hard to resist your own perversion"
            hide 00 21y
            y "Yeah, you're right"
        "Damn, Call me next time she comes":
            show 00 21n
            mic "Absolutely no. I should not tell you about her. We take care of our 
customer's privacy."
            hide 00 21n
            y "Sorry, you're right"
    mic "Anyway... I was waiting for a call from you. Don't you want to go to the movies 
with me?"
    y "Sure I want to. I'll call you one of these nights"
    $ michelleevent = 16
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
########################################################################
####

EVENT michelle17:
FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    y "Hi Michelle, what's up?"
    scene 10 21
    mic "Fine. I'm relaxing a little bit before I go to work..."
    y "Last night at the cinema was crazy"
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    mic "It was fun, yeah"
    mic "Come on..."
    y "what?"
    mic "I know you want to ask me.."
    y "I don't know what you're talking about"
    mic "So you don't want to know something about Irene? You can talk about her. I'm 
not jealous, really"
    menu:
        "Naahhh... I'm not interested in her":
            mic "Okay, as you prefer"
            mic "It's late I have to work now"
            y "Ok, bye"
        "It's complicated. I mean, I don't love her but I'm really attracted to her":
            mic "I got it... So you would like to know when she's at the gloryhole?"
            y "You told me you can't tell me"
            mic "Maybe 50 dollars can change my mind"
            menu:
                "I'll not paying for it":
                    mic "okay, as you prefer"
                    mic "It's late I have to go to work now"
                "Uh... okay" if money >= 50:
                    $ michelleevent = 18
                    $ money -= 50
                    mic "Perfect. I'll call you next time she'll come"
    mic "It's late I have to work now"
    y "Ok, bye"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#################################################

EVENT michelle18:
PARK
    
    y "Nothing better than a walk in the park to rela--- Who is she?"
    scene 22 44
    
    lara "Hi... Hey can I disturb you??"
    y "Sure, yes.... You're not disturbing me (How could you disturb sweetheart?)"
    lara "Are you [y]makethepics?"
    y "h... yes... That's my vipstagram name... My real name is [y]... obviously"
    lara "Obviously... Anyway, My name is Lara, nice to meet you. I really love your 
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work"
    y "Uh, yes, I'm yes... Thank you, you're so ni---"
    scene 22 44 phone
    y "(Michelle calling me... Now? Goddamn... now?)"
    menu:
        "Answer the phone":
            mic "She's here...If you're interested"
            y "Sure. I-I'm coming"
            scene 22 44
            y "Sorry I have to... ehm"
            lara "O-Okay.."
            jump mic18b
        "Don't answer the phone":
            lara "You're phone ringin"
            y "nothing important"
            scene 22 44
            y "Sorry, What are we...?"
            lara "No, Nothing. I have to leave now... but I'm really happy I met you. Good 
work..."
            y "(uh damn... maybe if I run I'll be there on time)"
        SEXY SHOP
            
            y "Are she still here?"
            mic "Sorry. She left 10 minutes ago..."
            y "damn"
            $ michelleevent = 19
            $ hour += 1
            jump map

EVENT mic18b:
SEXY SHOP
    
    mic "hurry up... hihihi"
    y "Damn"
SEXY SHOP 17 06
    
    y "Oh my God... come on before the end..."
SEXY SHOP 17 07
    
    y "What the hell..."
SEXY SHOP 17 08
    mark "shut up... enjoy the moment"
SEXY SHOP 17 09
    
SEXY SHOP 17 10
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    y "Coff Coff"
SEXY SHOP 17 11
    
    ire "uh... another one"
SEXY SHOP 17 12
    
SEXY SHOP 17 13
    
SEXY SHOP 17 14
    
    y "Aaaaaah"
SEXY SHOP 17 19
    
SEXY SHOP 17 15
    
SEXY SHOP 17 16
    
SEXY SHOP 17 17
    
SEXY SHOP 17 18
    
    ire "mmmm... so many big cocks full of cum today"
    y "(Oh Jesus... I want to cry... best bj of my life... )"
SEXY SHOP 17 19
    
    y "(where the fuck is Mark? Who gives a fuck... Fuck Mark... I'm happy)..."
    $ michelleevent = 25
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT michelle19:
FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    y "(Uh, there is Michelle)"
    scene 10 21
    mic "Hey [y], it seems you found something better than make your dicks sucked by 
Irene..."
    menu:
        "I was busy with some work stuff":
            show 00 21n
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            mic "You work too much, you should enjoy your life"
            hide 00 21n
            y "Yeh, I think you're right"
        "I met a very hot girl.. I don't want to lose the chance":
            show 00 21y
            $ michellerel += 1
            mic "Uh... You don't waste your time"
            show 00 21y
            mic "How was the girl?"
            y "An innocent redhead with huge boobs"
            mic "Uh, Do you like big boobs?"
            y "I like hot girls"
    y "Anyway, do you think we could did it again?"
    mic "What? Call you if Irene comes to the gloryhole?... yes.."
    mic "You know the bill"
    menu:
        "Sure (Give her $50)" if money >= 50:
            mic "I'll call you... don't get distracted by hot redhead with hugh boobs"
            $ michelleevent = 21
            $ money -= 50
            y "I'll try"
        "I don't have enought money":
            mic "Sorry but it's a matter of principle. Business ain't personal"
            y "I got it...I'll be back when I'll get some money"
            $ michelleevent = 20
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################################à#

EVENT michelle20:
FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    if $ money >= 50:
        y "(I should give her the money)"
    else:
        y "I don't have the money yet"
        $ hour += 1
        jump map
    scene 10 21
    mic "Hi [y]"
    menu:
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        "(Give her $50)" if money >= 50:
            mic "I'll call you... don't get distracted by hot redhead with hugh boobs"
            $ michelleevent = 21
            $ money -= 50
            y "I'll try"
        "Come on, I already paid you":
            mic "Sorry but it's a matter of principle. Business ain't personal"
            y "I got it...I'll be back when I'll get some money"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################################à#

EVENT michelle21:
PARK
    
    y "(She's the girl from the shop)"
    scene 22 45
    mj "Hey. Look who's here"
    y "Hi, what's up?"
    mj "Fine, a little bit tired and hangovered... I drank a lot last night"
    y "(Uh Michelle calling)"
    menu:
        "Answer the phone":
            mic "She's here...If you're interested"
            y "Sure. I-I'm coming"
            y "Sorry I have to... ehm"
            mj "O-Okay.."
            jump mic18b
        "So you could need a coffe":
            show 00 45y
            mj "I really would like to... but I have to go to work"
            $ maryjanerel += 1
            hide 00 45y
            y "Okay. Next time"
            mj "sure"
            y "(uh damn... maybe if I run I'll be there on time)"
        SEXY SHOP
            
            y "Are she still here?"
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            mic "Sorry. She left 10 minutes ago..."
            y "damn"
            $ michelleevent = 22
            $ hour += 1
            jump map

########################################################################
################################################à#

EVENT michelle22:
FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    y "(Uh, there is Michelle)"
    scene 10 21
    mic "Hey [y], You missed Irene another time. It seenms you have money to spend."
    menu:
        "Damn, I was really busy with some work stuff":
            show 00 21n
            mic "You work too much, you should enjoy your life"
            hide 00 21n
            y "Yeh, I think you're right"
        "I was with another girl":
            show 00 21y
            $ michellerel += 1
            mic "Uh... the redhead?"
            show 00 21y
            y "No, another one. I knew her some times ago"
            mic "It seems you're really busy"
            y "I do my best"
    y "Anyway, do you think we could did it again?"
    mic "What? Call you if Irene comes to the gloryhole?... yes.."
    mic "You know the bill"
    menu:
        "Sure (Give her $50)" if money >= 50:
            mic "I'll call you... don't get distracted by hot redhead with hugh boobs"
            $ money -= 50
            y "I'll try"
        "I don't have enought money":
            mic "Hahahah... I imagine. don't worry. It's on me for today"
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            y "Thank you"
    $ michelleevent = 23
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################################################à#

EVENT michelle23:
BEACH
    
    y "She's Harley. Michelle's friend"
    scene 08 39
    har "Hey. The nice boy from the club"
    y "hi, What's up?"
    har "Fine... and you... with Michelle?"
    y "Not bad. We hang out together sometimes"
    har "Yes, she told me. You have a lot of fun together at the movies"
    y "uh, ehm"
    har "When you want we can have fun together too... I've got a good remember of you"
    menu:
        "Interesting... We should talk about it":
            show 00 39y
            $ harleyrel += 1
            har "talk?... I thought about something else"
            hide 00 39y
        "I don't know...I'm dating Michelle":
            show 00 39n
            har "As you prefer. I think this is not a problem for her... but okay"
            hide 00 39
    y "(uh my phone ringin...it's Michelle)"
    menu:
        "Sorry... I have a call, I have to go":
            mic "She's here...If you're interested"
            y "Sure. I-I'm coming"
            y "Sorry I have to... ehm"
            har "O-Okay.."
            jump mic18b
        "So we can go somewhere now, What do you think about?":
            har "Sorry, now I have stuff to do... but we can talk about it... next time"
            y "(uh damn... maybe if I run I'll be there on time)"
        SEXY SHOP
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            y "Are she still here?"
            mic "Sorry. She left 10 minutes ago..."
            y "damn"
            $ michelleevent = 22
            $ hour += 1
            jump map

########################################################################
############################################################

EVENT michelle25:
FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    y "Michelle... I have to talk with her. I though Mark pay her to be warbed when Irene 
is at the GloryHole"
    scene 10 21
    y "Hey... I've got a question for you"
    mic "Sure, tell me"
    y "Mark pays you to be warned when Irene is at the gloryhole?"
    mic "Mmm... What's your opinion? It seems that girl made you crazy. Two grown men 
act like perverted teenagers"
    menu:
        "Can you stop do that?":
            show 00 21n
            $ michellerel -= 3
            mic "You can't ask me this... really. Think about your business, not mine"
            hide 00 21n
        "You're a smart girl":
            $ michellerel += 3
            show 00 21y
            mic "So it seems..."
            hide 00 21y
    y "Good to know"
    mic "Anyway it's late. I have to go to work now"
    $ michelleevent = 26
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    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
############################################################

EVENT michelle26:
BEACH
    
    y "Hey...Mark"
    mark "Hey..ehm"
    y "So you pay to know when Irene is at the Gloryhole"
    mark "It seems I'm not the only one to do it"
    menu:
        "You're a bastard":
            show 00 30n
            mark " Are you serious? You did the same thing"
            hide 00 30n
            y "it ain't... fuck.. "
        "So finally we get her..":
            show 00 30y
            mark "I would like a one on one with her... But it seems impossible at the 
moment.."
            hide 00 30y
            $ markrel += 1
            y "Ye, me too..."
            mark "Do you want to bet about it?"
            y "What?"
            mark "I love to bet about this kind of things"
            y "Okay. I don't want to hear more..."
    $ hour += 1
    $ michelleevent = 27
    jump map

########################################################################
##########################

EVENT michelle27:
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SEXY SHOP02 01
    
    y "(Irene... Michelle didn't call me... I should pay her)"
SEXY SHOP 21 01
    und "Hey... Sorry, I-I would like to ehm..."
    und "I men. I know I'm late but I would like to..."
    ire "What?"
    und "Ehm, I know you are... ehm, I love you, I love your blowjobs"
SEXY SHOP 21 02
    ire "What? Leave me alone"
    und "Please. I came from work, I know I'm late, you can't---"
    ire "I don't know what you're talking about, leave me alone"
    und "Don't treat me this way... I need it. I love you"
    ire "You're crazy"
SEXY SHOP 21 03
    und "COme on, go back there please."
    ire "Ahhhhh help help"
    menu:
        "Help her":
            y "Hey, what the fuck are you doing"
        SEXY SHOP 21 04 Y
            $ michellerel += 3
            $ irenerel += 1
            und "Who are you?... Damn, what am I doing?"
        SEXY SHOP 99
        "Do nothing":
        SEXY SHOP 21 04 N
            mic "Hey... Get out"
            und "What--- Oh God... What am I doing? sorry, sorry"
    y "(He's run off... Irene too)"
    y "Better if I go too... I'll come to say hello to Michelle next time"
    $ hour += 1
    $ michelleevent = 28
    $ ireneevent = 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################

EVENT michelle28:
BEACH
    
    mark "Hey [y], What's up?"
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    y "Uh, I'm fine but... I was at the sexy shop the other day"
    mark "Yes?"
    y "A perv tried to attack Irene, he was late and he want a bj"
    mark "uh. I know. Michelle told me that"
    menu:
        "You have to do something about it... that place it ain't safe":
            mark "Yeah, I know... I'm thinking about it"
        "Lucky nothing happened":
            $ markrel += 1
            mark "yeah, but I have to do something about that. Probably I'll hire a security"
            y "Good idea"
    y "Anyway... have a nice day, I have some stuff to do"
    mark "Yeah, see you"
    $ hour += 1
    $ michelleevent = 29
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################

EVENT michelle29:
FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    y "Michelle..."
    scene 10 21
    mic "Hey [y] How are you?"
    y "I'm good... and you?"
    mic "I'm tired I don't want to work today ahhahahaha"
    y "yeah, I got it, specially after what happened"
    mic "Yeah, that man was weird"
    menu:
        "I'm worried about that. I think Mark should do something about it":
            $ michellerel += 2
            show 00 21y
            mic "Yeah. He told me he contact a security agency"
            hide 00 21y
            y "It's a good idea"
        "Yeah. Fortunately that men are harmless":
            show 00 21n
            mic "I don't know... I was scared"
            hide 00 21n
            y "I can understand"
            mic "Anyway Mark contact a security agency so probably we'll have a bodyguard 
soon"
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            y "Good Idea"
    mic "Uh, it's late. I have to go to work"
    y "Have a nice day"
    $ hour += 1
    $ michelleevent = 30
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################

EVENT michelle30:
BEACH
    
    y "Hey, she's Harley... "
    scene 08 39
    har "Ehy [y], What's up?"
    y "Cool. I'm taking a walk on the beach"
    har "Me too...We should walk together and you'll tell me something funny"
    y "Sure"
    scene 08 21 20 10
    har "So...How's with Michelle?"
    menu:
        "We have fun":
            $ harleyrel += 1
            show 00 39y
            har "oh, she told me... a lot of fun"
            hide 00 39y
        "Very good. I think it could became something serous":
            show 00 39b
            har "Mmm. I'm happy for you"
            hide 00 39b
    har "but... let me ask.."
    y "what?"
    har "Who suck your dick better?"
    y "uh... ehm..."
    har "Come on, just talking"
    menu:
        "you":
            show 00 39y
            $ harleyrel += 5
            $ harleymichellebest = 39
            har "I'm glad to hear that. I know it already but I like to hear that"
            hide 00 39y
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        "Michelle":
            show 00 39n
            har "serious?"
            hide 00 39n
            $ harleymichellebest = 21
            y "What I have to say? I mean..."
            har "I think you're a little confused, maybe your memory is falling"
            y "Could it be"
    har "Maybe you just need to refresh your memory"
    menu:
        "No, ehm. thank you but you're a michelle's friend I feel unconfortable":
            show 00 39n
            har "uh, okay. As you prefer"
            hide 00 39n
            y "Yes... I think I have to go now... I-It's late"
            har "ok, bye"
        "I think this is a good idea":
            show 00 39y
            $ harleyrel += 5
            har "Mmmm.. I think there is secluded spot near here"
            hide 00 39y
            y "yeah?"
            har "yeah! follow me"
            scene 08 21 20 11
            
            har "Nobody will see us here"
            y "Are you sure?"
            har "Mmm and also if someone see us? don't you like to have sex in public?"
            menu:
                "Ehm...I don't know":
                    har "Come on... you won't regret it"
                "Sure I like":
                    $ michellerel += 1
                    $ harleyrel += 1
                    har "I know that"
            scene 08 21 20 12
            har "And I know some other things you like"

            y "oh... yes"
            scene 08 21 20 13

            scene 08 21 20 14

            scene 08 21 20 13
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            scene 08 21 20 14

            y "Uh...I'm cumming"
            har "Cum in my face"
            scene 08 21 20 15

            scene 08 21 20 16

            scene 08 21 20 17

            scene 08 21 20 18

            y "Oh my God"
            har "So... Who's suck your dick better?"
            menu:
                "I have to admit you're amazing":
                    show 00 39y
                    $ harleyrel += 1
                    har "Yes, someone other said the same"
                    hide 00 39y
                    $ harleymichellebest = 39
                "I'm sorry baby, Michelle still the number one":
                    show 00 39n
                    $ harleyrel -= 5
                    $ harleymichellebest = 21
                    har "uh... This is so disappointing"
                    hide 00 39n
            y "God... it's really late..."
            $ harleybeachblow = 1
    $ michelleevent = 31
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################

EVENT michelle31:
SEXY SHOP
    
    mic "Hey [y]. Harley told me she met you at the beach"
    menu:
        "She can't keep her mouth shut..." if harleybeachblow == 1:
            show 00 21n
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            mic "She's my best friend. Did you really think she didn't tell me about that?"
            $ michellerel -= 5
            hide 00 21n
        "Yeah... ahahha, she asked me who suck my better between you and her":
            if harleybeachblow == 1:
                mic "... and you were confused so you ask for a refresh?"
                y "More or less"
            else:
                mic "and what do you answer?"
                menu:
                    "you":
                        if harleymichellebest == 39:
                            $ michellerel -= 5
                            mic "mmm She told me something else"
                        else:
                            mic "Glad to hear that..."
                            $ michellerel += 2
                    "Her Bjs are amazing":
                        show 00 21y
                        mic "It looks like I need to apply more"
                        hide 00 21y
        "Yes, she asked me about you":
            mic "doesn't she ask if you want a bj?"
            y "ehm... honestly yes"
            if harleybeachblow == 1:
                mic "And it seems you accept"
                y "... yes"
                $ michellerel += 1
                mic "Hey, don't worry, I'm not jealous. I'm just a little bit sorry. I would have 
liked to suck your dick at the beach..."
                y "Uh. You can do it when you want"
                mic "Who knows?... We'll see"
            else:
                mic "and you refuse..."
                y "Ehm..."
                mic "She was so disappointed hahahahah"
    y "Okay... I think I should go..."
    mic "bye"
    $ michelleevent = 32
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################
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EVENT michelle32:
FLORENCE CAFE'
    
    y "(Michelle... I should invite her to a movie)"
    scene 10 21
    y "Am I wrong or we should go to a movie together?"
    if michellerel >= 30:
        mic "Yes... but as we said... I think I need a dress..."
        y "I'll handle it"
        mic "Great"
        $ michelleevent = 40
    else:
        mic "I don't know... I'm a ittle busy lately"
        y "Are you blowing me off?"
        mic "You're a liar... and you don't need to lie to me..."
        y "Are you upset?"
        mic "no, but I don't trust you..."
        y "I got it"
        $ michelleevent = 33
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
######################################

EVENT michelle41:
SEXY SHOP
    
    mic "Hi [y]. What's up?"
    y "I bought you a dress... so we can go to a movie"
    mic "Mmmm...Interesting"
    y "take a look if you like it"
    mic "I'm sure it's nice"
    y "Good. I'll call you one of these evenings"
    mic "I'm looking forward"
    $ michelleevent = 42
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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MICHELLE CINEMA 
EVENTS ---------------------------------------------------------------------

EVENT michellecinemapage:
    if michelleevent == 7:
        jump miccine7a
    if michelleevent == 16:
        jump miccine16a
    if michelleevent == 42:
        jump miccine42

EVENT miccine7a:
    if money >= 40:
        pass
    else:
        y "I don't have enought money"
        jump map
    scene 29 21 01
    
    $ movienight = 0
    y "Hi Michelle. I'm so glad you accepted to come to the movies with me"
    mic "It will be funny"
    y "Sure"
    mic "What movie do you want to see?"
    menu:
        "Romantic movie":
            show 00 21b
            mic "Romantic? Really?"
            hide 00 21b
            y "Do you prefer an action movie?"
            mic "Absolutely"
        "Action movie":
            $ movienight += 1
            show 00 21y
            mic "Great, I love action movie"
            hide 00 21y
            y "great"
    y "I'll buy the tickets and something to eat and drink?"
    menu:
        "Coke":
            $ movienight += 1
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            mic "Coke is perfect"
        "Beer":
            mic "Beer?"
            y "ok, I'll take coke"
            mic "Thank you"
    menu:
        "Popcorn":
            mic "Popocorn?"
            y "Do you prefer candy?"
            mic "Yes, please"
        "Candy":
            $ movienight += 1
            mic "I love candy"
    scene 29 21 07 02
    
    y "(Damn, she's so hot)"
    scene 29 21 07 03
    mic "Uh this movie is so boring"
    y "Yeah I expect better..."
    if movienight >= 2:
        mic "Maybe I've got an idea to make it interesting"
        jump miccinehj
    else:
        mic "Next time we'll read some reviews before we choose"
        y "Sure"
        y "(not a great date)"
        y "(I'll do better next time)"
        $ hour += 1
        jump map

EVENT miccinehj:
    mic "Mmm. If I remember it right... This is so interesting"
    scene 29 21 07 04
    
    y "uh"
    mic "Think about it:"
    y "What"
    scene 29 21 07 05
    
    mic "Wouldn't it be interesting if the female lead started to jerk the male lead?"
    scene 29 21 07 06
    
    y "Oh God"
    scene 29 21 07 07
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    mic "Don't you think it should be a great idea?"
    y "Ohh.. yes"
    scene 29 21 07 08
    
    scene 29 21 07 09
    
    scene 29 21 07 10
    
    scene 29 21 07 11
    
    mic "Oh yes. It would be a great movie... they should contact me to write some 
scripts...Don't you think?"
    y "Oh, yeah, wow"
    $ michelleevent = 8
    $ michellerel += 5
    mic "Thank you for everything... Nice movie. The start was boring but then.... I liked 
it"
    y "Definitely... I think we should come to the movies more often"
    mic "Yes, We'll see. Goodnight"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##############

EVENT miccine16a:
    if money >= 40:
        pass
    else:
        y "I don't have enought money"
        jump map
    scene 29 21 01
    
    $ movienight = 0
    y "Hi Michelle. I'm so glad you accepted to come to the movies with me"
    mic "It will be fun... What movie do we see tonight?"
    menu:
        "Thriller":
            $ movienight += 1
            show 00 21y
            mic "Great, I love thriller"
            hide 00 21y
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            y "great"
        "Drama":
            show 00 21b
            mic "A dramatic movie? Really?"
            hide 00 21b
            y "Do you prefer a thriller?"
            mic "Absolutely"
    y "Great. I'll buy the tickets and something to eat and drink"
    menu:
        "Sprite":
            mic "Sprite?"
            y "ok, I'll take coke"
            mic "Thank you"
        "Coke":
            $ movienight += 1
            mic "Coke is perfect"
    menu:
        "Nuts":
            $ movienight += 1
            mic "I love nuts"
        "Candy":
            mic "Candy?"
            y "Do you prefer candy?"
            mic "Yes, tonight yes"
    scene 29 21 07 02
    
    y "(Damn, she's so hot)"
    scene 29 21 07 03
    mic "Uh this movie is so boring"
    menu:
        "Take her hand":
            show 00 21n
            mic "Ehm..."
            hide 00 21n
            mic "Next time we'll read some reviews before we choose"
            y "Sure"
            y "(not a great date)"
            y "(I'll do better next time)"
            $ hour += 1
            jump map
        "Tell her you've got an hard on":
            mic "Mmm.. Do you want to go to the restroom to jerk off or do you need help??"
            if movienight >= 2:
                y "Or maybe I should do something for you"
                jump miccinebj
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            else:
                y "Don't you have any good ideas to change the movie's script?"
                mic "not tonight... I'm not inspired"
                mic "Next time we'll read some reviews before we choose"
                y "Sure"
                y "(not a great date)"
                y "(I'll do better next time)"
                $ hour += 1
                jump map

EVENT miccinebj:
    scene 29 21 15 06
    
    mic "What---"
    scene 29 21 15 07
    
    y "I could never forgive myself if I took you to a boring movie again"
    y "Let me feel it..."
    scene 29 21 15 08
    
    y "Damn... your jeans are too thight"
    mic "Don't you like my tight jeans?"
    y "I love it, but I can't reach..."
    mic "Bad luck of being a woman.."
    mic "Men are lucky"
    scene 29 21 15 09
    
    y "Oh God, yes"
    scene 29 21 15 10
    
    mic "Next time I'll come with a skirt"
    y "I'm looking forwarc for it"
    scene 29 21 15 11
    
    scene 29 21 15 12
    
    mic "mognhngmglll"
    y "Oh God... you go so deeply, I love it!"
    scene 29 21 15 13
    
    y "I'm cumming"
    scene 29 21 15 14
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    scene 29 21 15 15
    
    scene 29 21 15 16
    
    y "Whoooooooo"
    und "Shhhhhhhhhhhht? Shut up... We're watching a movie"
    mic "It was a lot of cum... I tried to swallow it all but I think I have to go to the toilet 
to wash my face"
    y "yeah... uh.. as you prefer..."
    scene 29 21 07 03
    
    mic "Thank you for everything... Nice movie. The start was boring but then.... I liked 
it"
    y "Definitely... I think we should come to the movies often"
    mic "Yes... Absolutely"
    $ michelleevent = 17
    $ michellerel += 10
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##############

EVENT miccine42:
    if money >= 40:
        pass
    else:
        y "I don't have enought money"
        jump map
    scene 29 21 02
    
    $ movienight = 0
    mic "Hi..."
    menu:
        "This outfit looks very pretty on you":
            show 00 21b
            mic "Thank you"
            hide 00 21b
        "This outfit gives me an hard-on":
            show 00 21y
            $ movienight += 1
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            mic "glad to hear that"
            hide 00 21y
    y "Come on... Let's choose a movie"
    menu:
        "Horror":
            show 00 21y
            $ movienight += 1
            mic "I like it"
            hide 00 21y
        "Biographic":
            show 00 21b
            mic "Really? You want that I fall asleep"
            hide 00 21b
            y "Okay... we'l watch an horror"
    y "I buy some food and drink"
    menu:
        "Coke":
            show 00 21b
            mic "I prefer a lemonade"
            hide 00 21b
            y "Sure"
        "Lemonade":
            show 00 21y
            $ movienight += 1
            mic "great"
            hide 00 21y
    menu:
        "Popcorn":
            show 00 21y
            $ movienight += 1
            mic "great"
            hide 00 21y
        "Pizza":
            show 00 21b
            mic "Pizza? Really? I'll get fat"
            hide 00 21b
            y "I'll buy some popcorn"
    scene 29 21 33 02
    
    y "(Damn, she's so hot)"
    mic "Uh this movie is so boring"
    y "Yeah I expect better..."
    menu:
        "I've got something to make you have fun if you want":
            if movienight <= 3:
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                mic "I'm not in the mod tonight"
                y "okay, We'll wait until the movie ends"
                $ hour += 1
                jump map
            else:
                mic "yes? I thought it was my turn"
                y "you're right"
                jump michelle41b
        "Put your hand on her leg":
            if movienight <= 2:
                mic "I'm not in the mod tonight"
                y "okay, We'll wait until the movie ends"
                $ hour += 1
                jump map
            else:
                scene 29 21 33 03
                mic "Mmmm"
                y "We know how to have fun if the movie is boring...right"
                
EVENT michelle41b:
    scene 29 21 33 03
    mic "I like it... what's next?"
    y "Let me see..."
    scene 29 21 33 04
    
    mic "Uhm... interesting"
    scene 29 21 33 05
    
    y "Uh... you're so wet..."
    mic "I'm so horny...mmm"
    menu:
        "Lick her pussy":
            scene 29 21 33 06

            mic "What? uhh... they will caught us"
            y "don't you think it's exciting?"
            scene 29 21 33 07

            mic "Oh yes... I'm cumming already"
            y "You deserve it"
            mic "oh God"
            scene 29 21 33 02

            mic "You lick way better than the last time... did you practice?"
            y "maybe..."
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            mic "I love it..."
            y "I think we should go to the movies often"
            mic "absolutely"
            $ michellerel += 10
            $ michelleevent = 43
            $ hour += 1
            jump map
        "Ask her for a blowjob":
            show 00 21n
            mic "What?..."
            hide 00 21n
            mic "Don't be egoist... I thought this was my night"
            y "Yeah, you right"
            mic "Give it up... the feeling passed, let's watch the movie"
            $ hour += 1
            jump map

ASHLEY---------------------------------------------------------------------
--------  
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ASHLEY IS THE OWNER OF THE GYM (WITH HER EX LONGTIME BOYFRIEND 
JEFF)
SHE'S 32

YOU ALREADY MEET HER IN SEASON 1 (SHE ALREADY APPEAR IN THE 
KING OF THE BEACH and in SEXDUCTION)

SHE'S TATIANNA'S BEST FRIEND

ASHLEY STORYLINE COULD START from EV1 or EV 100 It depends by Tatianna 
Storyline choices. IF YOU SAY TO TATIANNA YOU'RE NTERESTED IN ASHLEY 
AND YOU REFUSE TATIANNA IN GYM HUMILIATION EVENT YOU WILL 
START FROM 1 INSTEAD YOU WILL START FROM 100. 
YOU CAN REACH THE SAME GOAL.

ASHLEY COME OUT FROM A LONG TIME RELATION WITH JEFF AND SHE 
STILL WORKS WITH HIM AT THE GYM. SHE DOESN'T TRUST MEN AND SHE 
HATES HIM (and Melissa ) SO IT WON'T BE EASY TO GAIN HER TRUST. 

UNTIL YOU SEDUCE ASHLEY TATIANNA STORYLINE IT WILL BE LOCKED. 
AFTER SEX SCENE WITH ASHLEY YOU'LL WAKE UP AND SHE ALREADY 
LEFT BUT SHE TEXTED YOU. 
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IF YOU DON'T ANSWER THE “GIRLFRIND STOYLINE WILL NOT START”
IF YOU ANSWER THE “GIRLFRIEND STORYLINE WILL START”
GIRLFRIEND STORYLINE IS A ROUTINE AND IT WILL BE AVAILABLE FROM 
RELEASE 3 AND WILL UNLOCK SOME FEATURES. 

ashley1:
    Beach
    
    $ ashleyrel = 10
    y "(God... Tatianna's ass... i can't believe I turned her down)"
    y "(Anyway, what's done is done...)"
    Beach
    tat "Hey [y], what's up?"
    y "I'm fine, thank you. You?"
    tat "I'm fine too, I want to talk with about what's happened..."
    y "Yes, I-"
    tat "Wait... I need to explain and to I owe you an apology"
    tat "Last day I just want to test you. I mean..."
    tat "I didn't trust you. I thought you just want to fuck all hot girls you know"
    tat "Ashley is one of my best friends and she suffered a lot for love"
    tat "So I tried to defend her. I just want to see if your intentions with her was serious"
    y "So it was a set up?"
    tat "yes..."
    menu:
        "You'll realize I'm faithful":
            show 00 23y
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            tat "I already figured it out"
            hide 00 23y
        "Just a stupid kid's game":
            show 00 23b
            tat "I understand you goot offended but I don't regret it, I'd do it again"
            hide 00 23b
    y "Okay... Good to know. It would be awkward to meet you with Ashley"
    tat "Yeah... "
    $ ashley = 2
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
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##############################

ashley2:
    Gym
    
    y "Hey Ashley..."
    ash "[y], What's up?"
    menu:
        "So Tatianna and you was laying a trap to me?":
            show 00 22b
            ash "What are you talking about"
            hide 00 22b
            y "Tatianna tried to seduce last day at the gym"
            ash "uh...really I didn't know"
            y "She said she want to understand if my intentions with you was real"
            ash "Uh..."
        "Tatianna trying to layng a trap to a trap to me":
            show 00 22y
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            ash "She told me that after you went her down"
            y "Yeah..."
            ash "So childish by her but I appreciate. She tried to protect me"
    y "Ok, I have to go now"
    $ ashley = 3
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##############################

ashley3:
    Gym 
    
    y "(Ashley and Jeff...)"
    ash "You stop meddling in my life."
    jeff "I know you're doing what you do just to make me jealous"
    ash "You're deluded"
    jeff "I know you better than you know yourself, Ashley"
    menu:
        "Pretend Nothing and training - Your stamina is [stamina]":
            "Not my business"
            scene 09 01 Workout
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            $ stamina +=3
            y "no pain, no gain... that's all"
            x "Your stamina now is [stamina]"
        "Leave her Alone, Jeff":
            Gym 51
            $ ashleyrel += 3
            jeff "Uh, the fearless knight has come..."
            ash "Bye Jeff..."
            jeff "We have a score to settle [y]"
            y "Yeah, sure"
            Gym
            ash "Thank you..."
            y "Don't worry"
            if ashleyrel >= 15:
                ash "Ehm... How would you like to take me to dinner sometime?"
                y "Uh..  sure, I'll call you"
                $ ashley = 20
                $ hour += 1
                jump map
            else:
                pass
    $ ashley = 4
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##############################

ashley4:
    Mosquito
    
    ash "Really, I shouldn't french fries but I can't resist"
    dav "I know. I should have a nutritionist. I eat everything"
    ash "You're in a great shape"
    dav "Thank you"
    scene 18 22
    menu:
        "Be careful, your ex was in a great shape too but he's a moron":
            show 00 22n
            ash "It's a low blow...thank you... "
            hide 00 22n
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            $ ashley = 6
        "Damn, I think I need some training":
            show 00 22y
            ash "you know you can come to the gym anytime you want"
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            $ ashley = 5
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##############################

ashley5:
    Gym
    
    ash "So, are you came here for some workout?"
    y "Sure"
    ash "Perfect. let's go"
    Gym workout
    
    ash "Perfect."
    y "(Damn... tomorrow I'll feel pain everywhere...)"
    $ stamina += 5
    x "Your stamina now is [stamina]"
    $ hour += 1
    $ ashley = 6
    jump map

########################################################################
##############################

ashley6:
    Gym
    
    y "Uh... Tatianna. Always good to see her..."
    Beach
    tat "Hey  [y], how's with Ashley?"
    y "Slowly..."
    tat "You should invite her out for a dinner"
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    menu:
        "Yes, I'll do it":
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            tat "Let me know"
        "I don't need your advice":
            $ tatiannarel -= 1
            scene 00 23n
            tat "Uh, I didn't know you are so touchy"
            scene 00 23n
    y "See you..."
    $ ashley = 7
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##############################

ashley7:
    Gym
    
    menu:
        "Thought maybe we could get dinner one of these night":
            if ashleyrel >= 12:
                show 00 22y
                ash "Sure, why not?"
                hide 00 22y
                y "Perfect. I'll call you"
                $ ashley = 20
            else:
                show 00 22b
                ash "I'm really busy in these days"
                hide 00 22b
                y "Okay, no problem"
                $ ashley = 8
        "Workout - Your stamina is [stamina]":
            scene 09 01 Workout
            
            $ stamina +=3
            y "no pain, no gain... that's all"
            x "Your stamina now is [stamina]"
            $ ashley = 8
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    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##############################

ashley20:
    if money <= 99:
        y "I've got no money for this"
        jump map
    else:
        jump ashleydinner1

########################################################################
##############################

ashley21:
    Beach
    
    tat "Ehy [y], Ashley told me you asked her a night out"
    y "Yes, We had a dinner together last night"
    tat "How did it go?"
    menu:
        "Bad":
            tat "Uh... why, what's happened?"
            y "Nothing"
            tat "Nothing?"
            y "Exactly nothing but I expected something"
            tat "You must be patient"
            y "I know but I need to have some sex"
            show 00 23n
            tat "Men: it's all about sex"
            $ tatiannarel -= 3
            hide 00 23n
        "Good":
            show 00 23y
            tat "Great. I'm glad four you"
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            $ ashleyrel += 1
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            hide 00 23y
            tat "Did you have... sex"
            y "Not yet, but I'm not hurry"
            tat "Do something nice for her... I'm sure she will appreciate"
            $ ashleyrose = 1
            y "ok"
            $ ashley = 22
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley23:
    Gym
    
    ash "Hey [y]. I received your... roses"
    y "Yes, ehm..."
    ash "Real nice. Nobody ever sent me a bucket of roses"
    menu:
        "I'm glad you appreciate":
            show 00 22y
            ash "I really appreciate"
            $ ashleyrel += 5
            hide 00 22y
        "I'm trying to gain your trust":
            show 00 22b
            ash "I know..."
            $ ashleyrel += 3
            hide 00 22b
    $ ashley = 24
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley24:
    Beach
    
    tat "Nice move, really"
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    y "The roses?"
    tat "Yes, so romantic and old fashion."
    y "Thank you"
    tat "Listen, i want to help you..."
    tat "What if I organize a dinner at my place and I invite you and Ashley?"
    y "It could be a good idea"
    tat "Perfect"
    if ashleyrel <= 22:
        $ ashleyrel = 22
    $ ashley = 25
    $ tatiannarel += 5
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley25:
    jump ashleytatiannaconnordinner1

########################################################################
##############################

ashley40:
   At your home at phone
    
    y "A message from Ashley"
    ash "Sorry If I leave before you wake up"
    menu:
        "Answer 'Don't Worry'":
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            $ ashley = 50
            $ ashleygirlfriend = 1
        "Answer 'My feeling was hurt'":
            $ ashleyrel += 3
            ash "I'll make it up to you"
            y "I'm counting on it"
            $ ashley = 50
            $ ashleygirlfriend = 1
        "Don't answer":
            $ ashley = 41
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    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley100:
    Beach
    
    $ ashleyrel = 1
    mark "You got ripped off [y] ahahahahah"
    y "Yeah, funny"
    mark "They are terrible"
    menu:
        "It's your fault, they think we're friends":
            mark "Ain't we friend?"
            y "They think I just want to fuck them"
            mark "Are you planning to married one of them?"
            y "Fuck"
        "They will pay for that":
            show 00 30y
            $ markrel += 1
            mark "Yeah, that's the spirit"
            hide 00 30y
    $ ashley = 101
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
#############################

ashley101:
    Beach
    
    tat "Hey [y]"
    y "Uh..."
    menu:
        "Don't laught, it ain't funny":
            tat "Oh sure it is"
        "First set it's yours but the match is long":
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            tat "Uh, sounds like a menace"
    y "We'll see..."
    $ ashley = 102
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley102:
    Gym
    
    ash "Uh, look who's back, did you change your pants?"
    y "Stop. I already met Mark and Tatianna, it's enought"
    ash "Sorry. I didn't know Tatianna intentions"
    menu:
        "I had serious intention abbout you":
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            ash "yes, sure: you want to have sex with me"
            y "Not just sex. I liked you"
            ash "Do I have to believe you?"
            menu:
                "yes":
                    $ ashleyrel += 1
                    ash "I'm sorry"
                    y "... okay"
                "It's past...":
                    ash "Okay..."
        "You got me... but the game ain't end":
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            ash "which game?"
            y "You'll see"
    $ ashley = 103
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##############################

ashley103:
    Gym 
    
    y "(Ashley and Jeff...)"
    ash "You stop meddling in my life."
    jeff "I know you're doing what you do just to make me jealous"
    ash "You're deluded"
    jeff "I know you better than you know yourself, Ashley"
    menu:
        "Pretend Nothing and training - Your stamina is [stamina]":
            "Not my business"
            scene 09 01 Workout
            
            $ stamina +=3
            y "no pain, no gain... that's all"
            x "Your stamina now is [stamina]"
        "Leave her Alone, Jeff":
            Gym 51
            $ ashleyrel += 3
            jeff "Uh, the fearless knight has come..."
            ash "Bye Jeff..."
            jeff "We have a score to settle [y]"
            y "Yeah, sure"
            Gym
            ash "Thank you..."
            y "Don't worry"
            if ashleyrel >= 15:
                ash "Ehm... How would you like to take me to dinner sometime?"
                y "Uh..  sure, I'll call you"
                $ ashley = 114
                $ hour += 1
                jump map
            else:
                pass
    $ ashley = 104
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    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley104:
    Beach
    
    y "Damn, I love that ass..."
    Beach
    y "Hi Tatianna"
    tat "Hey [y], What's up? Are you still upset"
    y "No."
    tat "Good"
    menu:
        "How's going with Connor":
            tat "Good, as usual"
        "What about Jeff and Ashley":
            tat "He's a moron, she had to forget about him"
            $ ashley = 105
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            y "I saw him at the gym, they were beefin"
            tat "He doesn't accept the story is over. But It's his fault, he cheated on her 
thousand times"
            y "I got it"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##############################

ashley105:
    Mosquito
    
    ash "Really, I shouldn't french fries but I can't resist"
    dav "I know. I should have a nutritionist. I eat everything"
    ash "You're in a great shape"
    dav "Thank you"
    scene 18 22
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    menu:
        "Be careful, your ex was in a great shape too but he's a moron":
            show 00 22n
            ash "It's a low blow...thank you... "
            hide 00 22n
            $ ashley = 107
        "Damn, I think I need some training":
            show 00 22y
            ash "you know you can come to the gym anytime you want"
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            $ ashley = 106
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##############################

ashley106:
    Gym
    
    ash "So, are you came here for some workout?"
    y "Sure"
    ash "Perfect. let's go"
    menu:
        "Ask her about David":
            ash "He's nice"
            y "Nice?"
            ash "Yes, I met him a couple of times I don't know him"
            y "Ok, ket's start training"
            Gym workout
            $ stamina += 2
            x "Your stamina now is [stamina]"
        "Workout":
            Gym workout
            
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            ash "Perfect."
            y "(Damn... tomorrow I'll feel pain everywhere...)"
            $ stamina += 5
            x "Your stamina now is [stamina]"
    $ hour += 1
    $ ashley = 107
    jump map
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########################################################################
#############################

ashley107:
    Beach
    
    y "Damn, I love that ass..."
    Beach
    tat "Could you stop watching my ass like a perv?"
    y "Damn, your ass is incredible"
    tat "I know... bu could you stop anyway?"
    y "I'll do my best... anyway... How's going with Connor?"
    tat "You ask me that every time: good"
    y "I hope you say you left him so we can do some together"
    tat "Aren't you dating my dear friend Ashley?"
    menu:
        "I don't care about her":
            tat "She should know that"
            y "I think she knows"
            $ tatianna = 31
            $ ashley = 1000
            $ hour += 1
            jump map
        "Yes, I was kidding":
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            tat "Yeah, sure..."
            y "Really..."
            tat "okay"
            $ ashley = 108
            $ hour += 1
            jump map

########################################################################
##############################

ashley108:
    Gym
    
    menu:
        "Thought maybe we could get dinner one of these night":
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            if ashleyrel >= 10:
                show 00 22y
                ash "Sure, why not?"
                hide 00 22y
                y "Perfect. I'll call you"
                $ ashley = 114
            else:
                show 00 22b
                ash "I'm really busy in these days"
                hide 00 22b
                y "Okay, no problem"
                $ ashley = 109
        "Workout - Your stamina is [stamina]":
            scene 09 01 Workout
            
            $ stamina +=3
            y "no pain, no gain... that's all"
            x "Your stamina now is [stamina]"
            $ ashley = 112
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley109:
    Beach
    
    y "Damn, I love that ass..."
    Beach
    tat "Hey, what's up?"
    y "Fine"
    tat "Ashley told me you ask her for a date"
    y "Did she told you also that she said 'no'?"
    tat "yes... you have to be patient"
    menu:
        "I think I'm wasting my time":
            tat "No. She's just scary"
            y "Scary?"
            tat "She's out from a long time relationship. Her ex cheated on her...She have trust 
issues"
            y "I know. But what can I do about it?"
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            tat "be patient"
            y "Ok..."
        "I know... I'll be patient":
            show 00 23y
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            tat "Good. She deserve it. She a beautiful person. Give her her time"
            hide 00 23y
            y "We'll see"
    $ ashley = 110
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley110:
    Beach
    
    y "Ashley..."
    scene 00 22
    ash "[y]... I need to talk you"
    y "Eh, sure..."
    ash "I... Uh Is so awkward..."
    menu:
        "Say what you have to say":
            show 00 22b
            ash "Nothing. I hope I didn't hurt your feelings..."
            hide 00 22b
        "yes, it is":
            show 00 22b
            $ ashleyrel += 2
            ash "Nothing. I hope I didn't hurt your feelings..."
            hide 00 22b
    menu:
        "Don't worry. I don't care, I just ask you for a date, nothing special...":
            ash "yes, sure"
            $ ashley = 111
        "honestly I thought you was interested in me like I'm interested in you":
            $ ashleyrel += 2
            ash "I'm interested... but...I need my time"
            y "Yeah, I got it"
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    $ hour += 1
    $ ashley = 112

########################################################################
#############################

ashley111:
    Beach
    
    tat "Dan, you're a little bit confused"
    y "Why?"
    tat "you told me you was interested in Ashley then you say her you don't care about 
her"
    menu:
        "I thought about it. I change my mind. I don't care about her":
            tat "Why?"
            y "I'm not the right person to bear she fix her trust issues about men"
            tat "Ok..."
            $ ashley = 1000
            $ tatianna = 31
        "I don't know...I'm confused":
            tat "Damn, you're confused, she's confused...I think you just need some sex"
            y "Uh... this is absolutely right"
            tat "yeah... I know"
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            $ ashley = 112
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley112:
    Gym
    
    y "Hi..."
    ash "[y]...I thought... this situation is weird"
    y "Weird?"
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    if ashleyrel >= 13:
        y "Hi..."
        ash "[y]...I thought... this situation is weird"
        y "Weird?"
        ash "Yes, I know that my trust issues are a problem but... I want to get by"
        y "So?"
        ash "So if you want we can have a dinner together and see what's happen"
        menu:
            "Sure. I can't wait":
                $ ashleyrel += 1
                show 00 22y
                ash "great. I Wait your call"
                hide 00 22y
                $ ashley = 114
            "SOrry but I'm not interested in you":
                show 00 22b
                ash "Okay."
                hide 00 22b
                $ tatianna = 31
                $ ashley = 1000
        $ hour += 1
        jump map
    else:
        ash "Yes. I think it's the moment we speak honestly"
        ash "And honestly I'm not interested in you"
        y "Uh... Okay"
        y "There is something I can do to make you change your mind?"
        ash "I don't think so"
        y "Ok"
        $ ashley = 1000
        $ hour += 1
        $ tatianna = 31
        jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley114:
    if money <= 99:
        y "I've got no money for this"
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        jump map
    else:
        jump ashleydinner1

########################################################################
#############################

ashley115:
    Beach
    
    tat "Ehy [y], Ashley told me you asked her a night out"
    y "Yes, We had a dinner together last night"
    tat "How did it go?"
    menu:
        "Bad":
            tat "Uh... why, what's happened?"
            y "Nothing"
            tat "Nothing?"
            y "Exactly nothing but I expected something"
            tat "You must be patient"
            y "I know but I need to have some sex"
            show 00 23n
            tat "Men: it's all about sex"
            $ tatiannarel -= 3
            hide 00 23n
        "Good":
            show 00 23y
            tat "Great. I'm glad four you"
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            hide 00 23y
            tat "Did you have... sex"
            y "Not yet, but I'm not hurry"
            tat "Good"
    $ ashley = 116
    $ hour += 1

########################################################################
#############################

ashley116:
    Mosquito
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    ash "that old woman won't be able to take his eyes off you."
    dav "Yeah, if they fired me I know I can work as escort for mature women"
    ash "yeah ahahahahaha"
    dav "They love these muscles hahahahaha"
    y "(It seems they have fun)"
    y "Hey Guys"
    menu:
        "Are you flirting with my best friend?":
            ash "What? hahahaha"
            y "It's a low blow..."
            ash "Even if that's true, you tried with MY best friend.. or you forgot what 
happened at the gym"
            y "mmmm"
            dav "What happened at the gym?"
            y "N-nothing"
        "If you trying to make me jealous it's working":
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            ash "Make you jealous? really?"
            y "A little bit"
            ash "I appreciate but please..."
    dav "Anyway Ashley, help me to convince him to set up the swimming pool in the 
garden... we could make great party"
    ash "uh... this could be a great idea, you could make some nice party"
    y "Yeah, sure"
    $ ashley = 117
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley117:
    At Your home at the Phone
    
    y "Hey bro..."
    scene 01 11 01 02
    dav "What's up?"
    y "It seems you have something going on with Ashley"
    dav "Could it be. It seems you have something going on too"
    menu:
        "I care about her. I mean...":
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            if davidrel >= 12:
                dav "I got it bro, don't worry. I'm not interested"
                $ davidrel += 1
            else:
                dav "You take care about all the girls in town"
                $ ashleydavid += 1
        "Imagine if we fuck her together, she look really tough":
            if davidrel >= 12:
                $ davidrel += 2
                show 00 11y
                dav "Damn, we could make her scream like she neved did"
                $ ashleythree = 1
            else:
                dav "I'll probably fuck her, you: I don't know"
                y "Is that a challenge?"
                dav "No, I'm just telling you..."
                $ ashleydavid += 1
    dav "Uh, it's late... I have to go"
    $ ashley = 118
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley118:
    Mosquito
    
    y "Ashley is here again..."
    scene 18 22
    ash "Hey [y]"
    menu:
        "You're here often, do you like the place or do you like the barman?":
            ash "I like the place... but the barman ain't that bad too"
            $ ashleydavid += 1
            y "I got it"
        "You're always here. tell me if you're interested in David":
            ash "He's nice but he's not my kind of man"
            y "No?"
            ash "I mean, he's really good looking but he seems a little bit childish"
            y "Yeah... "
            $ ashleyrel += 1
    ash "Anyway I have to go now, see you at the gym"
    y "Sure"
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    if ashleydavid >= 1:
        $ ashley = 119
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley119:
    Gym
    
    y "Hey Ashley..."
    if ashleydavid >= 1:
        ash "Can I ask you a thing?"
        y "Sure"
        ash "It's about David"
        y "Uh..."
        ash "Is he engaged?"
        y "Why do you ask me that?"
        ash "I'm just curious, he said some things... so?"
        menu:
            "No...":
                $ ashley = 120
                $ ashleydavid += 1
                ash "Uh, okay..."
                $ hour += 1
                jump map
            "No, but sometimes he hang out with Melissa":
                ash "That Melissa?"
                y "yes..."
                ash "uh..."
                $ ashleydavid += 2
                $ ashleyrel += 1
    else:
        ash "Are you here for some good training"
        y "Sure"
        Gym workout
        
        ash "Perfect."
        y "(Damn... tomorrow I'll feel pain everywhere...)"
        $ stamina += 3
        x "Your stamina now is [stamina]"
    $ ashley = 121
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    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley120:
    Beach
    
    y "Hey Ashley, where are you going?"
    scene 08 22
    ash "Uh, look who's here"
    y "What's up?"
    ash "I've seen your friend David"
    y "so?"
    ash "You forget to mention he's dating Melissa."
    ash "The girl Jeff cheating me with"
    menu:
        "I didn't know he was dating her":
            show 00 22n
            $ ashleyrel -= 10
            ash "Liar... all men the same"
            hide 00 22n
            $ ashleyupset = 1
        "You asked me if he's engaged, They're not engaged, they just have sex sometimes":
            show 00 22b
            ash "You should telling to me"
            hide 00 22b
            y "I know..."
    $ ashley = 121
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley121:
    Beach
    
    tat "So what's up with Ashley?"
    menu:
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        "I expected more":
            tat "I know, she's tough..."
            y "I don't know what can I do"
            tat "Do something nice..."
            $ ashleyrose = 1
            $ ashley = 122
        "I think she's not interested in me":
            tat "Why do you said that?"
            y "There are no progress"
            tat "I got it, she need to be started"
            y "I don't know how"
            tat "I'll set up a dinner at my place... okay?"
            y "Yes, could be good"
            tat "Perfect... see you"
            $ tatiannarel += 3
            $ ashley = 125
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley123:
    Gym
    
    ash "Hey [y]. I received your... roses"
    y "Yes, ehm..."
    ash "Real nice. Nobody ever sent me a bucket of roses"
    menu:
        "I'm glad you appreciate":
            show 00 22y
            ash "I really appreciate"
            $ ashleyrel += 5
            hide 00 22y
        "I'm trying to gain your trust":
            show 00 22b
            ash "I know..."
            $ ashleyrel += 3
            hide 00 22b
    $ ashley = 124
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
#############################

ashley124:
    Beach
    
    tat "Nice move, really"
    y "The roses?"
    tat "Yes, so romantic and old fashion."
    y "Thank you"
    tat "Listen, i want to help you..."
    tat "What if I organize a dinner at my place and I invite you and Ashley?"
    y "It could be a good idea"
    tat "Perfect"
    if ashleyrel >= 20:
        $ ashleyrel = 20
    $ ashley = 125
    $ tatiannarel += 5
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley125:
    jump ashleytatiannaconnordinner1

########################################################################
#############################

ashley130:
    At You Home 
    
    y "Hey bro..."
    scene 01 11 01 02
    if davidrel <= 12:
        dav "Bro... I fucked her"
        y "Who?"
        dav "Ashley... she came to the Paradise Club last night. Damn, she was totally 
drunk"
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        y "What?"
        dav "She came onto me. We went to her place... damn, what a beast..."
        y "She..."
        dav "She's crazy. Then he kicked me out... crazy as fuck"
    else:
        dav "I have to tell you"
        y "What?"
        dav "I fucked Ashley last night"
        y "You what?"
        dav "She came at the Paradise Club last night. I mean she was totally drunk and me 
too"
        dav "She came onto me... I can't resist. I mean... You know"
        menu:
            "Fuck You":
                $ davidrel += 2
            "Uh...that's unexpected...":
                $ davidrel += 3
        show 00 11b
        dav "I'm sorry bro"
        hide 00 11b
    $ ashleydavid = 10
    scene 01 01 01
    menu:
        "Go to Ashley":
            $ hour += 1
            jump ashley131
        "Ignore her":
            $ ashley = 132
            $ hour += 1
            jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley131:
    Gym
    
    y "You had sex with David..."
    ash "God. Listen. I can explain"
    menu:
        "I don't want to hear a word, you're a bitch":
            $ ashley = 1000
            $ ashleycheat = 1
            $ ashleydavid = 11
            $ tatianna = 31
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            y "Goodbye"
        "I'm all ears":
            ash "Last night after the dinner with Tatianna I can't forget about Jeff...I was 
drunk"
            y "Not Jeff... We're talking ab---"
            ash "Let me end"
            ash "Jeff cheated on me with Melissa. I've seen her with David. I've seen how she 
look at me"
            ash "So...I was drunk. Jeff was there, she was there... David was there and I... I'm 
sorry"
            y "I'm sorry too"
            ash "Can you forgive me?"
            menu:
                "No. It's over":
                    $ ashley = 1000
                    $ ashleycheat = 1
                    $ ashleydavid = 11
                    $ tatianna = 31
                    ash "I'm sorry"
                "I don't know...":
                    $ ashley = 133
                    ash "I'm sorry..."
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley132:
    Gym
    
    ash "Hi...[y]"
    y "Hi..."
    ash "I imagine you know"
    y "What? That you fuck with David? Yes I know"
    ash "Wait. Listen. I can explain"
    menu:
        "I don't want to hear a word, you're a bitch":
            $ ashley = 1000
            $ ashleycheat = 1
            $ ashleydavid = 11
            $ tatianna = 31
            y "Goodbye"
        "I'm all ears":
            ash "Last night after the dinner with Tatianna I can't forget about Jeff...I was 
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drunk"
            y "Not Jeff... We're talking ab---"
            ash "Let me end"
            ash "Jeff cheated on me with Melissa. I've seen her with David. I've seen how she 
look at me"
            ash "So...I was drunk. Jeff was there, she was there... David was there and I... I'm 
sorry"
            y "I'm sorry too"
            ash "Can you forgive me?"
            menu:
                "No. It's over":
                    $ ashley = 1000
                    $ ashleycheat = 1
                    $ ashleydavid = 11
                    $ tatianna = 31
                    ash "I'm sorry"
                "I don't know...":
                    $ ashley = 133
                    ash "I'm sorry..."
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley133:
    Beach
    
    tat "Hi...[y]"
    y "Tatianna..."
    tat "I've talked with Asley"
    y "I don't want to talk ab---"
    tat "She made a mistake. I know. it's serious but... "
    y "What?"
    tat "She doesn't want to lose you"
    menu:
        "It's late. She should think about it before, not after":
            tat "So there's no hope?"
            y "no"
            $ ashley = 1000
            $ ashleycheat = 1
            $ ashleydavid = 11
            $ tatianna = 31
        "I don't know. I'm confused. She hurts my felling":
            tat "I know. But If you give her a chance she'll make it up to you"
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            $ tatiannarel += 1
            y "We'll see"
            $ ashley = 134
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

ashley134:
    at your home
    
    y "What's up?"
    ash "I would like to...ehm.. maybe we could drink something together"
    y "I don't want to drink something and your voice sounds drunk"
    ash "Right...I already drank tonight...What if I come to you now?"
    y "Here?"
    ash "yes"
    menu:
        "I wait for you":
            jump ashleysex1
        "I think it ain't a good idea":
            ash "Okay"
            $ ashley = 135
            $ hour += 1
            jump map

########################################################################
#############################

ashley140:
    At your home
    
    y "A message from Ashley"
    ash "Sorry If I leave before you wake up"
    menu:
        "Answer 'Don't Worry'":
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            $ ashley = 150
            $ ashleygirlfriend = 1
        "Answer 'My feeling was hurt'":
            $ ashleyrel += 3
            ash "I'll make it up to you"
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            y "I'm counting on it"
            $ ashley = 150
            $ ashleygirlfriend = 1
        "Don't answer":
            $ ashley = 141
    jump map

SPECIAL S

ashleydinner1:
    Resturant
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    $ nightout = 0
    if ashleyrel <= 13:
        $ ashleyrel = 13
    y "I'm very happy you accept"
    ash "I think it will be a nice evening"
    scene 26 23 14 02
    x "Talking about Tatianna, they're really close. "
    x "Tatianna tried to warn her about Jeff but she won't believe her"
    x "Tatianna never had a stable relationship before Connor"
    menu:
        "I think she deserve someone better than Connor":
            show 00 22n
            ash "Connor is a good man, she's really better since she met him"
            hide 00 22n
        "They're a beautiful couple":
            show 00 22y
            $ nightout += 1
            ash "Yes, they are"
            hide 00 22y
    ash "And you? what about your ex girlfriend?"
    menu:
        "She doesn't exist anymore":
            show 00 22b
            ash "So you deleted everything about her"
            ash "I think it's not fair... you spent a part of your life, also if short, with her"
            hide 00 22b
            y "Sure, but it has been all wrong..."
        "I made some mistake, she made some mistake too, we weren't right for each 
other.":
            show 00 22y
            $ nightout += 1
            ash "It happens. You was luck you don't take years to understand it"
            hide 00 22y
            y "Yeah, probably. Also if I doesn't feel lucky"
    x "Talk about music"
    menu:
        "I love hiphop":
            ash "I prefer rock n roll"
        "I love Rock N Roll":
            ash "Uh, I love it too"
            y "We should go to a concert together"
            $ ashleyconcert = 1
    x "She talk about Jeff, Jeff cheated on her a lot of times, mostly with the barmaid of 
the Paradise club: Melissa"
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    ash "I don't trust men since me and Jeff broke up"
    menu:
        "Not all the men the same":
            ash "Every men say this... "
        "What could I do about it?":
            $ nightout += 1
            ash "This dinner is a good first step"
            y "Good"
    ash "Ok. Now it's late, Tomorrow I have to wake up early"
    y "I got it. I call an uber"
    ash "Thank you"
    if nightout == 4:
        $ ashleyrel += 3
    if nightout == 3:
        $ ashleyrel += 1
    scene 36 22
    
    
    menu:
        "Why 'do not we go with me?":
            if ashleyrel >= 25:
                ash "I was starting to think that you didn't like me very much"
                y "It was a tactic"
                $ hour += 1
                jump ashleysex1
            else:
                ash "Ehm... I... "
                y "Okay...I got it"
                ash "Don't misunderstand. I'm ready yet"
                y "Don't worry"
        "Goodbye, and thank you for a nice evening":
            show 00 22y
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            ash "Thank you, see you"
    if ashley == 20:
        $ ashley = 21
    if ashley == 114:
        $ ashley = 115
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
####################################################
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ashleytatiannaconnordinner1:
   Tatianna's Home
    
    menu:
        "Bring a bottle of wine $30" if money >= 30:
            $ money -= 30
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            $ connorrel += 1
        "Bring a cake $30" if money >= 30:
            $ money -= 30
            $ ashleyrel += 1
        "don't bring anything":
            pass
    y "(Here we are...)"
    scene 37 00 01
    
    tat "We're training a lot before the season so I have prepared an high proteic meal"
    menu:
        "I was scared you've prepared a vegan meal":
            tat "Really? To keep our body in shape we need a lot of protein"
        "Sure is better than I eat usually":
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            tat "I hope so"
    con "So, what about Kirsten, Have you got some news about her?"
    menu:
        "I haven't heard from her for a lot of time.":
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            con "Probably she found a real man"
            y "No, she found a woman... but she act like a man"
        "You don't want to forget about her...Tatianna: take note":
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            show 00 23y
            tat "I hope he's kidding"
            hide 00 23y
    ash "Did you ever have relation with the girls you shot?"
    menu:
        "I keep love and work separated":
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            show 00 22y
            ash "Yeah, good idea. Now I know too"
            hide 00 22y
        "Sometimes girls I was dating want to be shot to gain their popularity":
            show 00 22n
            ash "The classic golddigger"
            hide 00 22n
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    con "A model sure can have someone better than him"
    tat "Connor, stop to act like a moron"
    menu:
        "Nevermind, he's probably still urt by the pics of you Mark send him":
            $ tatiannarel -= 1
            show 00 23n
            tat "This is a low blow.... at me"
            hide 00 23n
        "Nevermind, he doesn't understand how lucky he is to stay with you":
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            show 00 23y
            tat "I have to remind him sometimes"
            hide 00 23y
    tat "Anyway...i think you and Ashley are a beautiful couple"
    menu:
        "Honestly at the moment we're not exactly a couple":
            $ ashleyrel -= 1
            tat "Don't run..."
        "Yes, we've got potential":
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            tat "A goodpotential"
    con "I agree. After her ex everyone could be better... even you"
    tat "Okay. I think Connor drank enought"
    ash "Thank you for the dinner Tati... it was delicious"
    tat "Thank you for the nice evening..."
    y "I called an uber: Do you need a ride home?"
    ash "Why not?"
    scene 36 22
    
    
    ash "Uh...I'm a little bit drunk"
    menu:
        "Why 'do not we go with me?":
            if ashleyrel >= 25:
                ash "I was starting to think that you didn't like me very much"
                y "It was a tactic"
                $ hour += 1
                jump ashleysex1
            else:
                ash "Ehm... I... "
                y "Okay...I got it"
                ash "Don't misunderstand. I'm ready yet"
                y "Don't worry"
        "Goodbye, and thank you for a nice evening":
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            show 00 22y
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            ash "Thank you, see you"
    if ashley == 25:
        $ ashley = 26
    if ashley == 125:
        if ashleydavid >= 1:
            $ ashley = 130
        else:
            $ ashley = 126
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
####################################################

ashleysex1:
    Your Room
    
    y "I've been waiting for so long"
    if tatiannacaught == 0:
        ash "I'll make it worth your while."
    else:
        ash "Uh... Tatianna told me it's big, she was right"
    scene 02 22 01 02
    
    scene 02 22 01 03
    
    scene 02 22 01 02
    
    scene 02 22 01 03
    
    y "Oh yes... I love but please stop or I'll cum real quick"
    scene 02 22 01 04
    
    y "Uh... you're totally wet"
    if ashleyrel <= 9:
        ash "It's been a long time since my last time"
    else:
        pass
    scene 02 22 01 05
    
    y "I'll be gentle"
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    ash "Don't be too gentle"
    scene 02 22 01 06
    
    ash "Uhh... I missing it too much"
    ash "wait. lat me stay on top"
    scene 02 22 01 07
    
    ash "Ok... that's better"
    scene 02 22 01 08
    
    y "Oh yes...I love the way you move"
    if stamina >= 24:
        y "But you asked me to go hard..."
        scene 02 22 01 09
        
        y "So I'll go hard"
        scene 02 22 01 10
        
        ash "Oh God Yes..."
        scene 02 22 01 09
        
        ash "Continue..."
        scene 02 22 01 10
        
        ash "I'm cumming"
    else:
        y "I think I'm cumming"
    scene 02 22 01 11
    
    scene 02 22 01 12
    
    scene 02 22 01 13
    
    scene 02 22 01 14
    
    y "AaahaAAHgg"
    ash "Oh God... "
    if stamina >= 24:
        ash "I really needed this... wonderful"
        $ ashleysex = 3
        $ ashleyrel += 10
    else:
        ash "Not bad for a 'first time'"
        $ ashleysex = 2
        $ ashleyrel += 7
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    $ hour += 1
    if ashley <= 100:
        $ ashley = 40
    else:
        $ ashley = 140
    $ hour = 6
    jump map

########################################################################
#################################################

TATIANNA-----------------------------------------------------------------
----------  
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TATIANNA IS A PROFESSIONAL ATHLETE
SHE'S 30

SHE'S CONNOR GIRLFRIEND
YOU ALREADY MEET HER IN SEASON 1 WHERE YOU TRY TO SWAP 
GIRLFRIEND BETWEEN YOU, KIRSTEN, CONNOR AND HER. 

SHE APPEAR IN NCCU AND IN THE KING IS BACK

IHER STORYLINE STARTS AUTOMAICALLY FIRST TIME YOU MEET HER AT 
THE CLUB WITH HIS BOYFRIEND, CONNOR. 

SHE'S AVAILABLE TO SWAP COUPLE BETWEEN YOU, CONNOR AND 
ANOTHER GIRL IF CONNOR LIKES THE GIRL. 

THEN YOU MEET HER AT THE GYM AND SHE INTRODUCE YOU TO ASHLEY, 
HER BEST FRIEND. 
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UNTIL YOU FLIRTING WITH ASHLEY YOU CAN'T FLIRT WITH HER, OR IF 
YOU DO PROBABLY ISN'T A GOOD IDEA, SHE LIKES YOUR ATTENTION BUT 
SHE'S LOYAL TO CONNOR AND SHE HATES MAN WHO CHEAT HER WOMAN 
(ESPECIALY IF THE WOMAN IS HER BEST FRIEND ASHLEY)

########################################################################
######################################################

EVENT tatianna0:
    if money <= 20:
        y "I've got not enought money"
        jump map
    else:
        $ money -= 20
    PARADISE CLUB
    
    y "This club is always full of hot girls... let's go around..."
    scene 23 2324
    y "(Uh... Tatianna and Connor, Damn she's so hot. I nearly convinced them to swap 
partners when I was with Kirsten... Let's see if they're still interested. I think I like her but 
she's so loyal to him)"
    y "Hey guys, what's up?"
    tat "Hey Anthony. It's been a long time"
    y "Yes. I've been really busy lately"
    con "Are you alone?"
    y "Yes. Kirsten and I broke up.!
    tat 2I'm sorry... What happened?"
    menu:
        "She cheated on me":
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            tat "Oh, I'm sorry"
            con "I'm not surprised. I often wondered why an hot girl like her likes a... guy like 
you"
            show 00 23n
            tat "Connor..."
            hide 00 23n
            menu:
                "Probably because I've got a big fat cock... who knows?":
                    con "Yes, sure."
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                    $ tatiannarel += 1
                    tat "hahahahah... "
                "Say Nothing":
                    tat "Excuse him... sometimes he needs to stay without sex a couple of days"
                    con "Uh..."
        "I cheated on her and she caught me":
            show 00 23n
            tat "All men are the same... except mine"
            hide 00 23n
            con "You had the hottest girl of your life and you cheat on her. You're more 
stupid than I thought"
    y "Anyway... I'm glad to see you"
    menu:
        "It's a shame we didn't do what we... ehm ... planned to do":
            tat "It wasn't important... It was just a crazy idea"
            con "Yeah..."
            con "Maybe... We could try to contact Kirsten, maybe she has a new boyfriend"
            tat "what?"
            $ tatconrel -= 5
        "Are you still interested in... swinging?":
            con "Maybe... We could try to contact Kirsten, maybe she has a new boyfriend"
            tat "You really likes her, ah sweetheart?"
            con "Nah... I was just kidding him"
            tat "mmm"
    y "Okay Guys.. Have a nice night"
    $ hour += 1
    $ tatiannaevent = 1
    PARADISE CLUB
    y "what should I do now?"
    menu:
        "I could stay here" if michelleevent == 0:
            jump michellepage
        "It's late. I should go home":
            jump map

########################################################################
########################################################################
##############

EVENT tatianna1:
    BEACH 
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    y "Uh... That body... Tatianna in a bikini is one of the hottest things I have seen in my 
life"
    BEACH 
    tat "Hey [y], last night we didn't talk a lot. I want to say I'm really sorry for you and 
Kirsten"
    menu:
        "Shit happens but life goes on":
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            show 00 23y
            tat "I like how you face life"
            hide 00 23y
        "Now I wait for you and Connor to break up":
            show 00 23n
            tat "I hope that never happens"
            hide 00 23n
    y "Anyway... Talking about what we had planned... You and me, and Connor with 
whomever..."
    menu:
        "We could spend some time together anyway":
            show 00 23b
            tat "I don't think so. I'm loyal to Connor... And usually we don't do that kind of 
thing. With you and Kirsten there was good chemistry and it could have happened... 
Maybe if you find another girl who likes Connor...Who knows"
            hide 00 23b
        "I hope I'll find another girl to convince Connor":
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            show 00 23y
            tat "You don't give up...I'm flattered. Let's see. Maybe you'll find another hot girl 
and this will happen"
            hide 00 23y
    y "I'll do my best"
    tat "I've got no doubt. In the meantime I have to go. It's late. See you"
    $ hour += 1
    $ tatiannaevent = 2
    jump map

########################################################################
############################################################

EVENT tatianna2:
    if money <= 20:
        y "I've got not enought money"
        jump map
    else:
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        $ money -= 20
    PARADISE CLUB
    
    y "Let's see if tonight I can find a girl to bring to my place"
    scene 23 30
    mark "Look who's here"
    y "Hey Mark, What's up?"
    mark "I'm good, as always... And you?"
    y "I'm looking for some girls"
    mark "I saw your gym friend with her boyfriend?"
    y "Who?"
    mark "Tatianna. I saw you with her couple of times... Did you fuck her?"
    y "Not yet, but I'm working on it"
    mark "Great sex bro, guarantee... It's a shame she hates me..."
    y "Why she hates you?...Why all the girls you had sex now hates you?"
    mark "Women are strange human being"
    mark "Anyway, long story short: we had a relationship, nothing serious. Then she went 
away for a championship and she came back with that loser and bla bla bla...  He's so 
proud. So we made a bet and he lost."
    mark "So I can have sex with her again, for the last glorious time"
    y "You and him bet on her?"
    mark "Not exactly. When she left for the champiponship our relationship was just 
beginning, then, okay I never called har but when she came back with him I acted a little 
jealous"
    mark "He was full of himself and he tought he was better than me etc etc. I challenge 
him and I won"
    mark "So at the end we had one last night together but doesn't leave him... and it's 
okay"
    mark "But then I sent some videos of me and her and I to Connor... I mean daily.. and 
you know... She wasn't happy about it. I think he never made her scream that way"
    y "Okay. Now I know why she hates you"
    mark "yes, ehm. Yes... then, well. She finds out I fucked her friend Ashley too... I 
mean. Women don't like these kinds of things"
    mark "I told Ashley Tatianna left me and bla bla to convince her"
    y "oh... okay okay, I got it"
    mark "Anyway, good luck"
    $ hour += 1
    $ tatiannaevent = 3
    PARADISE CLUB
    y "what should I do now?"
    menu:
        "I could stay here" if michelleevent == 0:
            jump michellepage
        "It's late. I should go home":
            jump map
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########################################################################
########################################################################
#####################

EVENT tatianna3:
    BEACH 
    
    tat "Hey... I saw you last night at the club"
    y "Yes? I saw you too but I don't want to bother you and Connor"
    tat "You were with Mark Buchannon"
    menu:
        "Yes, He told me about you":
            show 00 23n
            tat "Mistakes happen..."
            hide 00 23n
        "Damn, He's a stupid pervert":
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            show 00 23y
            tat "Yes, he is"
            hide 00 23y
    tat "Anyway, It's been a while. I don't see you at the gym"
    y "Are you saying I'm getting fat?"
    tat "No, I'm just worried about your shape...If one day something happens between us I 
want you in great shape. Don't waste your opportunity"
    y "I get it"
    $ tatiannaevent = 4
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
####################################################################

EVENT tatianna4:
   GYM
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    y "I really need some training... Mmm Tatianna and Ashley are talking."
    menu:
        "training":
            scene 09 01 Workout
            
            $ stamina +=3
            y "no pain, no gain... that's all"
        "Eavesdrop":
            ash "It was so damn big... Something like this"
            tat "Wow... Stop please or I'll get wet"
            menu:
                "Cough Cough":
                    scene 09 23 04 03
                    ash "uhm... [y]. We didn't notice you was there"
                    tat "ehm"
                    y "I see..."
                    y "But I need a new training program... I would like to know if someone 
could help me"
                    ash "Sure... I'll be with you in a minute..."
                "If you want something like that I'm available":
                    scene 09 23 04 03
                    tat "All men the same. Everyone with the biggest cock in the world with the 
words"
                    ash "yeah"
                    $ tatiannarel += 1
                    $ ashleyrel += 1
                    y "if you ant to test...."
                    tat "Haven't you got nothing to do?"
                    y "That was just an idea"
                    ash "Bad idea. Even worse than eavesdropping on our conversation..."
                    y "But I need a new training program... I would like to know if someone 
could help me"
                    ash "Sure... I'll be with you in a minute..."
            scene 09 01 Workout
            $ stamina +=2
            y "no pain, no gain... that's all"
    $ tatiannaevent = 5
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################
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EVENT tatianna5:
    BEACH 
    
    y "that ass... damn... It's unbellievable"
    BEACH 
    tat "Hey [y]"
    y "Hey Tatianna... I thought..."
    tat "You scared me when you begin like that"
    y " hahahah,,,"
    menu:
        "You could try to convince Ashley to do that thing with you Connor and me":
            show 00 23n
            tat "Do you really think my best friend will fuck my boyfriend to let you fuck 
me... You're a little too confident"
            show 00 23n
        "I've got to say your friend Ashley is really hot":
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            show 00 23y
            tat "Yes, she is...Do you like her?"
            hide 00 23y
            y "Sure I like her. Then, who knows. We could do something together. You, me, 
Connor and Ashley, who knows"
            tat "Improbable... So improbable... But if you want to dream about it..."
    y "okay, okay... it was just an idea "
    tat "yeah... bad idea"
    y "see you"
    $ tatiannaevent = 6
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################################################################

EVENT tatianna6:
    GYM
    
    y "(I really need some training...)"
    scene 09 22
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    ash "Hi [y], What's up. Are you here to work out, or, as usual, just to watch girls work 
out"
    menu:
        "I usually work out. Girls are just my motivation":
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            show 00 22y
            ash "Yes.. sure... Anyway, have a good day"
            hide 00 22y
        "Don't be jealous. You're still my favorite":
            show 00 22n
            ash "Are you trying to flirt with me with this kind of bullshit? Really?"
            hide 00 22n
            y "COme on, I was kidding"
            ash "Okay, see you"
    menu:
        "Ask her what she thinks about Connor":
            show 00 22y
            ash "He's my bestfriend's boyfriend"
            hide 00 22y
            y "I know.. just for talk"
            ash "He's hot. Tatianna is really hot... They're hot. It's natural, no?"
            y "Yes, sure"
            scene 09 01 Workout
            y "Just half program today. It's late"
            
            $ stamina +=2
            y "no pain, no gain... that's all"
        "Workout":
            scene 09 01 Workout
            
            $ stamina +=3
            y "no pain, no gain... that's all"
    $ hour += 1
    $ tatiannaevent = 7

########################################################################
#######################################
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EVENT tatianna7:
    if money <= 20:
        y "I've got not enought money"
        jump map
    else:
        $ money -= 20
    PARADISE CLUB
    
    y "Here we are again... let's go"
    scene 23 232422 01
    y "Uh.. there is Tatianna and Connor with Ashley... This could be interesting"
    y "Hi guys. Nice to see you. Is it free? Can I sit down?"
    ash "Sure"
    con "Unfortunately it's free"
    menu:
        "Talk with Tatianna":
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            scene 23 2323 01
            menu:
                "They're talking. Maybe something will happen between them":
                    show 00 23n
                    tat "You're crazy... No way. Or you're a desperate pervert."
                    hide 00 23n
                "I think nothing will happen between them, what do you think?":
                    show 00 23y
                    $ tatiannarel += 1
                    tat "I trust my boyfriend and my friend..."
                    hide 00 23y
        "Talk with Ashley":
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            $ connorrel += 1
            scene 23 2322 01
            menu:
                "Do you think they're hot?":
                    show 00 22n
                    ash "Yes they are... but I also know that you dream about a couple swap with 
them... I'll not be the woman you'll swap.."
                    hide 00 22n
                "What do you think about Connor?":
                    show 00 22y
                    $ ashleyrel += 1
                    ash "He's my bestfriend's boyfriend.. He's lucky and she's lucky"
                    hide 00 22y
    scene 23 2322 01
    ash "How's your career?"
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    jeff "What are you doing here?"
    scene 23 2322 02
    ash "What? Jeff..."
    jeff "Surprise? You know that I work here. Are you messing with me?"
    ash "What the hell are you saying?"
    scene 23 2322 03
    jeff "Who is he? He's your new man? ahhahaha. You're a loser and you found a loser."
    menu:
        "I think you should go back to work":
            $ ashleyrel += 3
            $ tatiannarel += 3
            jeff "You think? Oh this motherfucker can think. Can you do something else too"
            y "I don't know. Sure I don't know how to act like a fool in front of my ex 
girlfriend and all her friends. Can you teach me?"
            jeff "Yes? We'll talk about this one day. I won't forget."
        "Say nothing":
            ash "Don't embarass yourself"
            jeff "Me? And you... With these losers..."
            con "I think you should go back to work before the owner fires you"
            jeff "Pussy... We'll talk about it Ashley"
    scene 23 232422 01
    tat "What an asshole"
    ash "I'm sorry. I should have known he was coming"
    tat "Right"
    ash "I know. I don't know how I could have spent 7 years of my life with him"
    tat "Shit happens"
    ash "Sorry but I'm not in the mood... I'm going home.."
    tat "Don't worry. We're going to leave too.."
    $ hour += 1
    $ tatiannaevent = 8
    PARADISE CLUB
    y "what should I do now?"
    menu:
        "I could stay here" if michelleevent == 0:
            jump michellepage
        "It's late. I should go home":
            jump map

########################################################################
#########################################

EVENT tatianna8:
    GYM
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    y "(Gym time)"
    scene 09 23 04 04
    ash "Hi Anthony... Sorry but today I'll close  a little bit early"
    tat "Me and Ashley will go to a live show. See you there Ashley. I'm heading home to 
change my dress and have a shower"
    ash "Perfect. I'm going to take a shower. Anthony. You can work out  in the meantime 
if you want... "
    y "okay"
    scene 09 23 08 02
    menu:
        "Continue Workout":
            $ stamina += 3
            y "No pain, no gain"
            y "I'm exausthed"
            scene 09 23 11 99
            ash "I'm done...I have to close the gym"
            menu:
                "Okay. Have a nice night":
                    $ ashleyrel += 1
                    ash "Thank you. Have a nice night too"
                    jump tat8fine
                "Woah. You look so sexy":
                    ash "Thank you... I'm sure you say that to all the girls you know"
                    jump tat8fine
        "There is nobody here. Spy on her...":
            $ stamina += 2
            scene 09 23 08 03
            y "Damn...I can't see anything..."
            menu:
                "Go back to Work Stations":
                    scene 09 23 11 99
                    ash "I'm done...I have to close the gym"
                    menu:
                        "Okay. Have a nice night":
                            $ ashleyrel += 1
                            ash "Thank you. Have a nice night too"
                            jump tat8fine
                        "Woah. You look so sexy":
                            ash "Thank you... I'm sure you say that to all the girls you know"
                            jump tat8fine
                "Go Closer":
                    scene 09 23 08 04
                    
                    y "Oh...that's better"
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                    y "She's so damn hot"
                    scene 09 23 08 05
                    tat "Ashley I tought I... what"
                    scene 09 23 08 06
                    y "(Damn)"
                    scene 09 23 08 06
                    tat "What are you doing?"
                    $ tatiannacaught = 1
                    $ tatiannarel -= 5
                    y "Ehm... nothing. I finished my workout and would like to say hello...but I 
think she's having a shower... Say hello to her for me..."
                    scene 09 23 08 07n
                    tat "Yes... okay. Sure.."
                    jump tat8fine

EVENT tat8fine:
    $ hour += 1
    $ tatiannaevent = 9
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################################

EVENT tatianna9:
    SHOP
    
    y "Hey... Ashley. What are you doing?"
    ash "I have a night out with Tatianna. I just came here to buy a new dress. It's been a 
while since I did some shopping..."
    y "Have you got any ideas?"
    ash "I saw a dress. I'm going to go try it on."
    y "I'll wait here. I want to see how it fits on you if you want"
    ash "Thank you... I really need someone's opinion..."
    scene 19 45
    mj "Uh... another one... And ths one is really muscular."
    mj "What is it with you and women?"
    menu:
        "I'm a famous photographer":
            show 00 45n
            mj "Okay, that's disappointing. I hoped you were Casanova"
            hide 00 45n
        "I've got a really big cock":
            show 00 45y
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            $ maryjanerel += 5
            mj "Mmm... How big?"
            hide 00 45y
            y "Big enough to satisfy all these women"
            mj "I think we'll talk about it"
    mj "Now I go back to work, She's to fitted, if she's jealous and she fight me I'm 
fucked"
    y "Right"
    scene 19 22 02
    
    ash "Ehm...so?"
    menu:
        "Are you sure you have to hang out with Tatianna? I'm free tonight":
            show 00 22y
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            ash "Ladies night, sorry"
            hide 00 22y
        "Oh... that's so sexy... you, you are really sexy":
            show 00 22b
            ash "It's too much, right? I feel uncomfortable"
            hide oo 22b
            y "No. You're awesome"
            ash "Nah. I don't.. I don't wear these kinds of things.."
    $ tatiannaevent = 10
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
####################################

EVENT tatianna10:
    BEACH 
    
    tat "Hey [y]"
    y "Hey Tatianna, what's up?"
    tat "Everythings good. And you? It seems you're interested in my friend Ashley"
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    menu:
        "She's hot... And not engaged. Who knows?":
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            show 00 23y
            tat "Cool, don't act like a dick. She's a good girl. And I know you can be a good 
guy"
            hide 00 23y
            y "Sure I can"
            tat "We'll see"
        "I don't care about her. I just wanted to use her with you for Connor":
            show 00 23n
            tat "Are you trying to convince me to not accept any swipe with you?"
            hide 00 23n
            y "ehm..."
            tat "First of all she's one of my best fried and I'm pretty sure she will never fuck 
my boyfriend..."
            tat "...then I don't think Connor likes her"
            y "uh, okay, okay...I got it"
    $ tatiannaevent = 11
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#########################################################

EVENT tatianna11:
    GYM
    
    y "(Gym time)"
    scene 09 22
    ash "Hi Anthony. I'm sorry... I'm leaving now. I'll take a shower and then I'm closing 
the gym"
    y "Uh...Can I workut a little?"
    ash "Sure. I'll take a shower in the meantime"
    menu:
        "Continue Workout":
            $ stamina += 3
            y "No pain, no gain"
            y "I'm exausthed"
            scene 09 23 11 99
            ash "I'm done...I have to close the gym"
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            menu:
                "Okay. Have a nice night":
                    $ ashleyrel += 1
                    ash "Thank you. Have a nice night too"
                    jump tat11fine
                "Woah. You look so sexy":
                    ash "Thank you... I'm sure you say that to all the girls you know"
                    jump tat11fine
        "There is nobody here. Spy on her...":
            $ stamina += 2
            scene 09 23 08 03
            y "Damn...I can't see anything..."
            menu:
                "Go back to Work Stations":
                    scene 09 23 11 99
                    ash "I'm done...I have to close the gym"
                    menu:
                        "Okay. Have a nice night":
                            $ ashleyrel += 1
                            ash "Thank you. Have a nice night too"
                            jump tat11fine
                        "Woah. You look so sexy":
                            ash "Thank you... I'm sure you say that to all the girls you know"
                            jump tat11fine
                "Go Closer":
                    $ tatiannacaught = 2
                    scene 09 23 08 04
                    
                    y "Uh, she's hot...I have an hard-on"
                    scene 09 23 08 05
                    
                    y "Maybe I could have a wank... There's nobody here"
                    scene 09 23 11 06
                    
                    y "Damn... I would like to give her my big cock... I'm sure she'll 
appreciate..."
                    scene 09 23 11 07
                    
                    tat "What the hell..."
                    y "Oh Damn... No.. it ain't"
                    scene 09 23 11 08
                    
                    y "(she's looking at my cock)"
                    menu:
                        "Don't look at him like that please...":
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                            $ tatiannarel += 5
                            tat "Uh.. Well. That's big..."
                            tat "but...what the fuck are you doing?"
                            y "I'm sorry. I was coming, I saw her, I can't resis---"
                            tat "Leave. Leave now. It's better if we forget about this..."
                            y "Please don't tel-"
                            ash "Who's there?"
                            y "..."
                            tat "It's mee"
                            tat "(leave NOW)"
                            jump tat11fine
                        "I can explain... Please don't tell her":
                            tat "What the Hell you want to expl---"
                            y "I'm sorry. I was coming, I saw her, I can't resis---"
                            tat "Leave. Leave now. It's better if we forget about this..."
                            y "Please don't tel-"
                            ash "Who's there?"
                            y "..."
                            tat "It's mee"
                            tat "(leave NOW)"
                            jump tat11fine

EVENT tat11fine:
    $ hour += 1
    $ tatiannaevent = 13
    jump map

########################################################################
###################################################

EVENT tatianna12:
    BEACH 
    
    y "uh... Tatianna... I hope she doesn't se---"
    BEACH 
    tat "[y]"
    y "ehm..."
    tat "Are you trying to hide?"
    y "no, ehm... Did you tell Ashley what you... what happened?"
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    tat "No, No. Nothing happened. Forget about it... anyway. Before I forget: Nice 
cock..."
    menu:
        "I'm sorry. I can't resist. I saw her and she was so sexy...":
            tat "Okay. I don't want to know anything else. We'll forget about it..."
        "I'll make you forgive me":
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            show 00 23y
            tat "Sure you'll do"
            hide 00 23y
            y "You know how I want to do it"
            tat "I don't know. You haven't found a girl yet to switch with me and Connor..."
            tat "And you look so interested in Ashley... that's goos. She a friend. I will be 
happy for her"
    y "okay.."
    $ tatiannaevent = 13
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
############################################

EVENT tatianna13:
    GYM
    
    ash "Hey What's up?"
    scene 09 22
    y "I'm fine. And you're in wonderful shape"
    ash "Thank you"
    menu:
        "Talk about Tatianna":
            if ashleyrel <= 6:
                $ ashleyrel += 1
            else:
                pass
            ash "Uh...We hung out last night and we drank a lot... There was some guys..."
            y "Uh... some guys, did you flirt with them?"
            ash "Sure I did... But it was just a joke..."
        "Ask her out on a date":
            if ashleyrel >= 6:
                ash "A date?"
                y "Okay. Not exactly a date. We could meet somewhere, have some drinks, eat 
some food, talk some shit"
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                ash "A date!"
                y "okay, yes: a date"
                ash "okay, Why not?"
                y "Great..I'll call ou one of these venings"
                $ tatiannaevent = 14
                $ ashleyrel += 3
            else:
                ash "Sorry but, I'm really busy in these days..."
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################

EVENT tatianna14:
    if money <= 70:
        y "I've got not enought money"
        jump map
    else:
        pass

   RESTAURANT
    
    y "I'm glad you accepted my invitation."
    scene 29 23 14 02
    ash "I had some time to kill"
    y "I'm glad you want to kill it with me"
    ash "Good. What do we eat?"
    menu:
        "Pizza":
            show 00 22b
            ash "okay... mmm. wait. I'll take a pizza"
            hide 00 22b
        "Burger":
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            show 00 22y
            ash "Great. Double cheese for me"
            hide 00 22y
    ash "What do you want to drink?"
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    menu:
        "Beer":
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            show 00 22y
            ash "Me too"
            hide 00 22y
        "Coke":
            show 00 22b
            ash "Coke? Are you a kid"
            hide 00 22b
            y "I thought... you was traing, calories.. ehm"
            ash "A beer for me please"
    menu:
        "Talk about sex":
            show 00 22n
            ash "Hey. Not everything in this world is about sex. There is nothing else you're 
interested in?"
            hide 00 22n
            y "Sure... We can talk about your career and what ou would to do in your life"
            ash "I'm looking for some good ideas to promote my gym and my career."
        "Talk about work":
            $ ashleyrel += 1
            show 00 22y
            ash "I'm looking for some good ideas to promote my gym and my career.."
            hide 00 22y
    y "Interesting. Do you want to be a Fitness model?"
    ash "Not exactly, but. Yes. If I take care of my body and get trust of people... healthy 
food, healthy life"
    y "You're eating a double cheeseburger and drinking beer... do you want a cigar?"
    ash "I know. But only Once a week is all. It's my routine."
    y "Okay.  I trust you"
    ash "Thank you for tonight. My Uber is here. I go"
    y "okay, bye"
    $ tatiannaevent = 15
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#################################################
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EVENT tatianna15:
    BEACH 
    
    y "Damn... it's impossible to talk with her at the beach. I've got an hard-oj everytime"
    BEACH 
    tat "Ehy [y], Ashley told me you dated her, so you gave up on me"
    menu:
        "It's just about sex with her... I'm in love with you":
            show 00 23n
            tat "yeah, sure"
            hide 00 23n
            y "yes"
            tat "Damn, I hope you didn't say this kind of bullshit to Ashley if you've never 
seen her pussy."
        "It's a tactic. I'll fuck her so hard that she will tell you and you'll want to have sex 
with me":
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            show 00 23y
            tat "uh... that's a big plan"
            hide 00 23y
            y "yes it is"
            tat "you're really confident"
            menu:
                "have you see my cock" if tatiannacaught == 2:
                    $ tatiannarel += 1
                    show 00 23y
                    tat "yes, I... wait Don't we have to forget about it?"
                    hide 00 23y
                    y "Ooops, I forgot to forget"
                    tat "you a bad guy"
                "Yes, I am":
                    show 00 23b
                    tat "We'll see"
                    show 00 23b
    tat "Anyway I'm a little bit sorry. I put my eyes on you first..."
    menu:
        "You said you don't want to cheat on Connor":
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            tat "You said you would find a girl to swap with.. But you haven't yet and you're 
start dating my best friend"
            y "Hey... I'm not married to Ashley..."
            tat "Sure... But it seems at the moment you're more interested in her than in me.."
            y "What?"
            tat "Hahahaha, look at your face hahahaha. I'm kidding"
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            y "you got me"
        "Hey, I'm still available":
            "No you're not, you're dating my friend Ashley"
    tat "Okay. It's late. I've got to go"
    y "See you"
    tat "Sure"
    $ tatiannaevent = 16
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#####################################################################

EVENT tatianna16:
    GYM
    
    y "Hi [y], What's p?"
    scene 09 22
    ash "I'm fine"
    y "I want to thank you for the last night.I had fun"
    ash "Yeah... I would like to talk about it"
    y "Sure, are there any problems?"
    ash "No, I just want to be clear."
    y "Okay"
    ash "I just got out of a really long, very serious relationship...And I'm not ready for a 
new one"
    menu:
        "Don't worry, I don't want a relationship: I just want to fuck":
            show 00 22n
            ash "You just want to fuck? I'm not a slut.."
            hide 00 22n
            y "No, I mean..."
            ash "I know what you mean..."
        "I just came out of a relationship too... Let's see what happens. Maybe we will be 
friends with benefits":
            ash "Friends with benefits?"
            y "I don't now. But we can't deny it. There's an attraction between us"
            show 00 22y
            ash "yes...maybe"
            hide 0022y
            $ ashleyrel += 2
            y "perfect We'll see"
    $ tatiannaevent = 17
    $ hour += 1
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    jump map

########################################################################
##############################################

EVENT tatianna17:
    BEACH 
    
    tat "Hey [y], How's everything with Ashley?"
    ash "She said she doesn't want a relationship"
    tat "I know... and you, what do you want?"
    menu:
        "I just want to fuck":
            $ tatiannarel += 1
            tat "I got it"
            y "Don't misunderstand me"
            tat "No, it' okay. Everybody wants to fuck. Sex is a beautiful thing"
            tat "I love to have sex..."
        "If she doesn't want it then I can't force her... but I would like to hang out with her 
again":
            $ tatiannarel += 3
            tat "So you would like to have a serious relationship?"
            y "No, I don't know. I don't want to think about it"
            tat "I got it"
            tat "It's a shame"
    tat "Anyway... you're no longer interested in me... you're dating my best friend"
    menu:
        "Wait... You're my first choice":
            $ tatiannaevent = 19
            tat "No, I'm not. Now I have to leave, bye"
        "You have a boyfriend.., Ashley is a good girl...":
            $ tatiannaevent = 18
            tat "I got it.. ok. It's time to leave... bye"
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
################
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EVENT tatianna18:
    jump tatianna1819

EVENT tatianna19:
    jump tatianna1819

EVENT tatianna1819:
    GYM
    
    tat "Hard work out, congratulation [y]"
    y "Uh... yes"
    scene 09 23 18 02
    
    tat "...and this? What's this?"
    y "Uh.. ehy"
    scene 09 23 18 03
    
    tat "It seems a big hard muscle"
    y "What the---"
    scene 09 23 18 04
    
    tat "I love men with big hard muscles"
    menu:
        "stop her" if tatiannaevent == 18:
            scene 09 23 18 04n
            tat "Uh... "
            $ tatiannarel += 10
            y "I told you ehm.. I'l hangin out with Ashley now, and she's a friend of yours"
            scene 09 23 18 04
            show 00 23y
            tat "Impressing... I won't believe you but I you surprising me... congratulation"
            hide 00 23y
            y "yes.. I told you"
            $ ashleyevent = 1
            $ tatiannaevent = 100
            $ hour += 1
            jump map
        "Let her do it":
            scene 09 23 18 04y
            tat "Hard work out... Congratulations. Your getting more in shape"
            tat "Don't you think there is something more interesting we could do?"
            y "sure"
    if tatiannaevent == 18:
        tat "As i Thought"
        y "what?"
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        tat "YOu just want to fuck"
        scene 09 23 18 05
        tat "Hey Ashley... It seems this guy just wants to fuck, no matter what..."
        scene 09 23 18 06
        
        ash "What... You said he wasn't interested in you... he just wants me"
        tat "He's probably a liar"
    else:
        tat "Hey Ashley... This guy doesn't know what he could do more interesting than a 
work out..."
        scene 09 23 18 06
        
        tat "Don't you have any advice for him"
    scene 09 23 18 07
    
    tat "Come here... show us what you got... big man."
    y "Ehy..."
    tat "This playboy thinks he can have us both"
    ash "Uh... He has to be a great man to satisfy both of us..."
    tat "So... You can satisfy us both?"
    if tatiannacaught >= 2:
        tat "Sure he's got a big cock... Really big..."
        scene 09 23 18 08
        
        ash "Really?"
        tat "Yes. I saw it when I caught him spying on you..."
        ash "Oh, Right. You told me about that"
        tat "So you like to spy?"
        scene 09 23 18 09
        
    else:
        tat "How do you think to satisfy us booth"
        scene 09 23 18 08
        
        ash "I think he can't satisfy us both"
        tat "I don't know. How's big?"
        ash "Honestly not bad"
        tat "Interesting... Do you want to put you cock between my tits?"
        scene 09 23 18 09
        
    ash "Go closer, maybe he can see clearly"
    tat "look... do you like it?"
    scene 09 23 18 10
    
    ash "Oh... He has a great hard-on... wow"
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    tat "Really?"
    ash "Oh...I can't resist"
    scene 09 23 18 11
    
    y "Oh my God"
    tat "Leave something for me"
    ash "Oh [y] you'll make me go crazy with this big cock"
    tat "Slow down baby"
    ash "Mmm... Ok.. I'll slow down... look how he bulges in his pants.."
    tat "It seems he's ready to explode"
    scene 09 23 18 12
    
    ash "Are you ready to explode?"
    y "AAAHhhhhAHAHAhAHaHaHaHaahahhaHA"
    tat "Uh... boom"
    ash "Really? Already... I hoped he could resist at least until we take off his pants..."
    scene 09 23 18 13
    
    y "I-I..."
    ash "Poor guy... He look so cute"
    tat "Wait a minute..."
    scene 09 23 18 14
    
    mark "I'll take a pic and I'll send it to his friend Mark..."
    y "What?"
    ash "God only knows what they saidabout us"
    tat "Really. So little time but so much fun... Thank you"
    ash "Me too.Thank you Anthony... better than sex"
    tat "Sure better than sex if he only lasts 3 minutes..."
    ash "ahhahahahahahah"
    tat "Bye-bye"
    $ tatiannaevent = 30
    $ ashleyevent = 100
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

#########################################
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CONNOR--------------------------------------------------------------------
-------  

CONNOR IS A PROFESSIONAL ATHELTE
HE'S 34

HE'S TATIANNA'S BOYFRIEND

HE DOESN'T LIKE YOU BUT HE'S READY TO SWAP GIRLFRIEND WITH YOU 
IF YOU HAVE AN HOT GIRLFRIEND. HE'S CONFIDENT HE'S BETTER THAN 
YOU. 

HE'S ALWAYS TOO CONFIDENT, IN THE PAST HE LOST A BET WITH MARK 
AND MARK HAD SEX WITH TATIANNA... AND HE STILL SEND HIM SOME 
PICS AND VIDEOS ABOUT THAT NIGHT. 

#########################################
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LUKE------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------

LUKE IS A PLAYBOY TOYBOY
HE'S 32

HE APPEARED IN THE KING OF BEACH (HE WAS ASTRID'S EX BOYFRIEND)

HE DON'T HAVE HIS OWN STORYLINE BUT HE'S A RECURRENT CHARACTER 
IN LUANA STORYLINE AND IN THE FUTURE IN OTHERS. 

HE'S A PLAYBOY WHO SEARCH FOR RICH MATURE WOMEN WHO CAN 
SUPPORT HIM. 

#########################################

ANDREA--------------------------------------------------------------------
---------
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SHE'S A STUDENT
SHE'S 20

YOU MEET HER AT SEASON 1 AND YOU HAVE SEX WITH HER. 
SHE WAS AN ASPIRING MODEL. SHE BACAME DAVID'S GIRLFRIEND THEN 
HE LEFT HER WHEN YOU CONVINCE REBECCA TO PRETENDE SHE WANT TO 
GO BACK TO HIM
THEN YOU BECAME ANDREA'S FRIEND AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE 
SITUATION. 
SHE LOOK AT YOU AS A FRIEND WITH BENEFITS. 
YOU HAD SEX WITH HER MOTHER TOO (MADELYNE)

ONCE SHE FIND OUT DAVID HAD SEX WITH HER MOTHER SHE LEFT NEW 
CORAL
NOW SHE'S BACK... BUT SHE HAVE A NEW BOYFRIEND. 

YOU CAN HELP HER IN HER MODEL CAREER BUT BE CAREFUL, HER 
BOYFRIEND (YOSHI) IS REALLY DANGEROUS. 

HER STORYLINE STARTS AUTOMATICALLY ONCE YOU RECEIVE HER 
TEXT...

########################################################################
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################################################

EVENT andrea0:
    AUTOMATICALLY 

    y "Uh... A text from Andrea"
    andr "I'm back in town, Come and see me anytime, You know where I live. kiss"
    y "Great, She's back. I'll go to her home as soon as possible"
    $ hour += 1
    $ andreaevent = 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##########################

EVENT andrea1:
    ANDREA'S HOME

    y "(They're so rich... uh Damn.. there is Madelyne, her mother. She's poisonous)"
    y "(I had sex with her months ago... while I was dating Andrea)"
    scene 11 27
    mad "Oh Oh Oh... Look who's here."
    y "Hi Madelyne"
    mad "I'm glad you are still alive. I haven't see you since Andrea left..."
    menu:
        "You know why I didn't come... What we did was wrong":
            show 0027n
            mad "Really? You didn't think so while you were fucking me."
            hide 00 27n
            y "You're dangerous"
            mad "Don't give my name to your sins..."
        "Thank you for keeping what happened just between us ...":
            $ madelynerel += 1
            show 00 27y
            mad "She hated me enough when she found out I had sex with David. I thought it 
was better if she didn't found out I had sex with you too..."
            hide 00 27y
            y "Yeah, definitely"
    mad "Anyway. What a coincidence. She's back and you're here"
    y "She texted me"
    mad "I thought so, she invites you here to meet her new boyfriend?"
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    y "Wh-What?"
    mad "Uh... Didn't she told you about him?"
    menu:
        "No. But I don't care. I'm happy for her":
            $ madelynerel += 1
            show 00 27y
            mad "Oh glad to hear that. I was scared you fell in love with her..."
            hide 00 27y
        "What a bitch. DNA is not an opinion. She's like her mother":
            show 00 27n
            mad "Oh that's how you want to play it... Nice. Really nice [y]."
            hide 00 27n
    mad "Anyway she's not here. She went downtown with Yoshi. For the record: yes, 
Yoshi is her new boyfriend"
    y "Ok... Could you tell her I came by?"
    mad "I don't know... maybe"
    scene 01 01 phone

    y "A text from Andrea..."
    andr "My mother told me that you came here. I'm sorry. I want to see you. I want to 
introduce you to someone"
    menu:
        "Sure. Your mother told me about your new ehm... boyfriend":
            $ andrearel += 1
            andr "She can't keep secret... okay. See you soon. Kiss kiss"
        "I know... what a nice surprise. You have a boyfriend (sarcastic)":
            andr "Are you getting jealous? I would like to remind you I'm your best friend. 
Not your girl"
            y "Yeah, right"
            y "(best friend? I just want to fuck you)"
    andr "See you"
    $ andreaevent = 2
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################

EVENT andrea2:
    ANDREA'S HOME
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    y "Mmm... Is that supposed to be Yoshi..."
    scene 11 2628
    andr "Hey [y], So you've come finally..."
    y "I'm here"
    menu:
        "So... this would be your new boyfriend?":
            show 00 26b
            andr "Hey, Don't be rough"
            hide 00 26b
            yos "Yes, I am..."
            andr "Anyway, yes: He's Yoshi. Yoshi, This is [y]: my best friend"
        "Hi, You must be Yoshi, Nice to meet you":
            $ yoshirel += 1
            $ andrearel += 1
            yos "Nice to meet you [y]"
    andr "Yoshi is a computer wizard."
    y "Yes?"
    andr "We met at a party in Saint Matthew and it was 'love at first sight'"
    menu:
        "I'm happy for you":
            $ yoshirel += 1
            $ andrearel += 1
            andr "I'm happy too"
            yos "Wow. Everybody are happy. We should celebrate"
        "That's disappointing. I thought I had a chance":
            show 00 26n
            andr "We're just friends. and you know it"
            hide 00 26n
            y "I thought we could be something more"
            andr "I'm sorry if you thought something more could happen "
            y "Yeah. Maybe I misunderstood...but hey, it's okay. you're my best friend"
    andr "We could hang out all together sometime if you want. He has some friends here 
in New Coral. What do you think?"
    y "Sure"
    andr "Okay... I'll wait for your call. You've got my phone number"
    y "(sure I got it, I texted you hundreds of times in the last month and you never texted 
me back)"
    menu:
        "I think I don't want to be a third wheel...":
            andr "Please, [y]. Don't act so childish..."
        "Sure":
            andr "Great"
    mad "What a big reunion, Andrea... are you planning some group sex?"
    scene 11 26 02 10
    andr "Mom..."
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    mad "Or you just want to see your boyfriend fight with your ex boyfriend?"
    andr "I don't now who's worse: you or my father... anyway you were a beautiful 
couple. Perfect."
    y "(it seems Youshi appreciates Madelyne. Look at that boner... little boner. You're so 
disappointing Andrea. I thought you liked big cocks like mine)"
    andr "Sorry Guys but my mother never learned how to behave."
    andr "I'll wait for your call [y]"
    y "Sure"
    $ andreaevent = 3
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
##################################

EVENT andrea3:
    YOUR HOME

    y "I texted Andrea to hang out tonight... All together, obviously"
    andr "I'm sorry but we're busy tonight"
    y "(great)"
    $ andreaevent = 4
    jump map

########################################################################
################################################

EVENT andrea4:
    CAFE FLORENCE

    y "(Uh... Andrea, alone..)"
    scene 10 26
    andr "Hey [y], What's up?"
    y "I'm fine"
    menu:
        "I'm glad to see you alone, we can talk":
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            $ andrearel += 1
            show 00 26y
            andr "We can talk anytime you want...."
            hide 00 26y
            y "Yeah, but I don't know Yoshi. I feel more confortable if I can talk with you 
wihout him"
            andr "Yeah, I got it"
        "Where is Yoshi? Have you broken up?":
            show 00 26n
            andr "No, he just had some stuff to do for work"
            hide 00 26n
            y "What's his job?"
            andr "Honestly I don't know. It's something about computers, internet and stuff 
like that. I don't know a thing about it..."
    y "And what's your plan now you came back in New Coral? Do you still want to be a 
model?"
    andr "I would like to. I did some photoshoots in San Matthew, nothing special.."
    y "You need a good photographer"
    andr "Like you. I saw your pics for Elita magazine. I'm really glad your career is going 
well"
    y "Me too. Maybe I could talk with Adele or with Riley, the owner of the agency, and 
find work for you"
    andr "That would be great!"
    y "Perfect. I'll call you if there is any news"
    $ andreaevent = 5
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###############################

EVENT andrea5:
    SKYEBAR

    y "There is Riley and Luana. I could ask Riley if she has some work for Andrea. They 
already worked together in the past"
    scene 06 1331 01
    y "Hi girls... what's up?"
    ril "Luana is just leaving... but I need a drink..."
    y "Great.. there is a friend of mine. Maybe you remember her, she worked for your 
agency: Andrea. She's back in town and she's looking for some work."
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    ril "Andrea, Andrea... Yes. I got it. Young innocent face. So cute. I think I remember 
her"
    y "If you have any ideas..."
    ril "Yes. Probably. We have a campaign for a sportsbrand. Nothing special but she 
would be perfect. They're looking for a girl next door type."
    y "She's so 'girl next door'"
    ril "Yes. Tell her to come to the agency. We'll shoot some pictures."
    menu:
        "Thank you. I owe you a favor.":
            show 00 31b
            ril "Not big news... everybody owes me favor... but it's okay."
            hide 00 31b
        "You're the hottest, sexiest, smartest boss in the world":
            show 00 31y
            $ rileyrel += 1
            ril "Yes. You're probably right!"
            hide 00 31y
    y "Okay. Let me know"
    $ andreaevent = 6
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
####################################

EVENT andrea6:
    ANDREA'S HOME

    y "Madelyne at the pool with Yoshi. Guess she'll fuck him too. She fucked all of her 
daughters boyfriends."
    scene 11 2728
    y "(sure he would like it... he's lucky he has a small cock and they don't notice his hard 
on...)"
    mad "Anthony...It's always a pleasure to see you"
    y "My pleasure"
    mad "What brought you down here?"
    menu:
        "I just wanted to see the most charming woman in town":
            $ madelynerel += 1
            show 00 27y
            mad "Oh. I love you when you lie."
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            hide 00 27y
            y "It's the truth. But I have to talk with Andrea about work"
        "I have to talk with Andrea about work":
            show 00 27b
            mad "Oh Sure. Your beloved Andrea"
            hide 00 27b
    mad "I think she's in her room if you want to-"
    yos "I'll get her"
    scene 11 27
    menu:
        "Are you still fucking your daughter's boyfriends?":
            show 00 27n
            mad "He doesn't  look like a great deal... Have you seen his hard on?"
            hide 00 27n
            y "It looks small"
            mad "If you want I could remind Andrea who has got a big one..."
            y "Not a great idea"
        "You're in great shape Madelyne":
            $ madelynerel += 1
            show 00 27y
            mad "I know you like it"
            hide 00 27y
            y "Yoshi likes it too"
            mad "Have you seen it. I wasn't sure it was a boner. It's small. Andrea is stupid..."
            mad "Anyway, you know where you can find me... if you want"
    scene 11 26 06 05
    andr "Hi [y]. Yoshi told me you wanted to see me"
    y "Yes. I talked with Riley. She has work for you. Meet us at the agengy and we'll do a 
photoshoot."
    $ andrearel += 3
    andr "Great. Thank you. I really aprreciate that"
    $ andreaevent = 7
    $ madelyneevent = 1
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###########################################

EVENT andrea7:
    YOUR HOME
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    y "Yoshi? What are you doing here?"
    yos "I need to talk with you"
    menu:
        "Let's go inside. We can sit down":
            $ yoshirel += 1
            yos "Nah, we don't need to go inside. I'll be fast."
        "Tell me":
            pass
    yos "Forget about Andrea. I know you found her work and you shot some pics. That's 
cool. But this has to be the last time."
    y "What? hahahaha Are you kidding me?"
    yos "I'm serious. I can ruin your life. I can access your account, steal your identity, 
steal your money. Don't play with me"
    yos "That's what I do for job. Andrea loves you so I don't want to hurt you, but stay 
away from her."
    menu:
        "Fuck you":
            $ yoshiminaccia = 1
            yos "That's the wrong answer. Be careful what you do Anthony"
        "Okay. I don't want any problems":
            $ yoshirel += 1
            yos "Good.. Don't be stupid. Andrea told me you're a smart guy."
    y "okay... "
    $ andreaevent = 8
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###############

EVENT andrea8:
    AGENCY

    y "Today I have the shooting with Andrea. I hope Riley founds her a good work"
    scene 04 00 31 01
    ril "Hi [y]. Your friend is waiting for you on location. The photoshoot is outdoor"
    y "Okay"
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    if yoshiminaccia == 1:
        ril "I also received an email about you... anonimously. He said you harrassed a 
model"
        y "What? That's bullshit"
        $ modelharassment += 1
        ril "I don't want a scandal in my agency."
        menu:
            "He's probably a model's ex boyfriend":
                $ rileyrel += 1
                show 00 31y
                ril "Probably... anyway. Be careful"
                hide 00 31y
            "Don't worry about me. I'm a good boy":
                show 00 31n
                ril "Every guy is a good boy until they get reported"
                hide 00 31n
        ril "Anyway, hurry up...Andrea is waiting for you"
        y "Sure"
    else:
        pass
    scene 04 26 08 01

    andr "Hi Anthony. I want to thank you for this opportunity"
    menu:
        "I don't need a 'thank you', you're beautiful, we'll do a great job":
            $ andrearel += 1
            show 0026y
            andr "Thank you. Let's go"
            hide 00 26y
        "Yeah. I want to talk with you about your boyfriend.":
            show 00 26n
            andr "What's happened?"
            hide 00 26n
            $ andreabelieveyoshi += 1
            y "He threatened me"
            andr "What?"
            y "He came to my home. He told me if I continue to work with you he will 
destroy my life"
            andr "...I got no words"
            y "I'm sorry"
            andr "Why do you have to say this. I thought things between you and Yoshi were 
cool"
            y "I thought so too"
            andr "Why are you so jealous? Why do you lie to me and speak bad about him? 
We're friends Anthony, we'll never be anything more."
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            y "what..."
            andr "Please stop. Let's work. I don't want to talk about it anymore."
            y "(Damn)"
            y "Ok... Go to the wall"
    y "We start"
    scene 04 26 08 02
    
    y "yeah..."
    scene 04 26 08 03
    
    y "One more"
    scene 04 26 08 04
    
    y "We've done"
    andr "Great... I have to go..."
    $ money += 300
    $ andreaevent = 9
    jump map

########################################################################
########################################################

EVENT andrea9:
    SKYEBAR

    y "Uh. There is Andrea with Yoshi..."
    scene 06 26
    andr "Hey... what are you doing here?"
    andr "I'm with Yoshi, he had to talk about work with a friend"
    andr "Do you know her?"
    y "Yes, sure."
    menu:
        "How's things with Madelyne?":
            $ andrearel += 1
            show 00 26y
            andr "Same as usual... but better than my father. I am trying to keep her away 
from Yoshi. After what happened with David, that's crazy"
            hide 00 26y
            y "You didn't tell me you were coming back so quickly from Saint Matthew. I 
thought you would stay with your father."
            andr "He's even worse than my mother. Really. I'll tell you first time we meet .."
        "Be careful. He looks interested in something more than work":
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            show 00 26n
            andr "Stop. I'm tired of this."
            hide 00 26n
            y "Hey. I was kidding"
            andr "You continue to speak bad about him."
            y "Sorry"
            andr "Okay, but please stop. Accept him..."
    andr "Okay. I think he's finish with his things...We go home, I'm really tired"
    y "Sure, see you"
    $ andreaevent = 10
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

MADELYNE----------------------------------------------------------------
---------

SHE'S A RICH DIVERCED MATURE WOMEN
SHE'S 44

SHE'S ANDREA'S MOTHER
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YOU MET HER IN SEASON 1 AND SHE FORCED YOU TO HAVE SEX WITH 
HER. 
YOU FOUND OUT SHE AD SEX WITH MOST OF HER DAUGHTER BOYFRIEND, 
THAT0S WHY SHE DOESN'T WANT TO GET OLD AND SHE FEEL 
COMPETITIVE, HER HUSBAND LEFT HER FOR A YOUNGER WOMAN SO SHE 
TAKE ALL HIS MONEY. 
SHE HAD A LOT OF SURGEON AND SHE TRY TO LIVE HEALTY TO KEEP HER 
BODY IN SHAPES

HER STORYLINE IS UNLOCKED AFTER EVENT 7 IN ANDREA'S STORYLINE. 

SHE WOULD LIKE TO HAVE SEX WITH YOU AGAIN, MAYBE YOU'RE NOT 
INTERESTED, ANYWAY SHE'S THE ONLY ONE THAT CAN HELP YOU TO GET 
RID OF YOSHI...

EVENT madelyne1:
    SKYEBAR
    
    y "Uh...there's Madelyne... Dressed to kill..."
    scene 06 27
    mad "What a surprise, [y]. You're still alive"
    y "Sure... Did you think I was dead?"
    mad "You don't take care of me. You never came to say hello. Now Andrea is back and 
you came just to see her..."
    menu:
        "I'm really busy, really":
            show 00 27b
            mad "Don't lie to me, please."
            hide 00 27n
            y "I'm not lying"
            mad "Okay, as you prefer..."
            mad "I have to go now, see you... maybe"
            $ hour += 1
            jump map
        "I promise I'll come to say hello":
            show 00 27y
            mad "Okay. I'll wait for you. You know where I live"
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            hide 00 27y
            y "sure I know"
            $ madelyneevent = 2
            jump map

########################################################################
#########

EVENT madelyne2:
    ANDREA'S HOME
    
    y "Madelyne's sunbathing..."
    scene 11 27
    mad "Look who's here... exactly who I was looking for"
    y "Yes? Are you looking for me?"
    mad "I was looking for someone who could spread some sunlotion on my shoulders"
    y "Ehm"
    mad "Don't worry... Andrea isn't home. She'll be back tonight..."
    menu:
        "No, problem. I just have to spread some lotion":
            show 00 27y
            mad "Thank you. I'll lay on my belly.."
            scene 11 27 02 03
            
            mad "So?.. come on... what are you waiting for?"
            y "ehm... nothing."
            scene 11 27 02 04
            
            mad "You're very good with your hands"
            scene 11 27 02 05
            
            mad "Ohh yes"
            menu:
                "Stop moaning, please":
                    mad "Uhh. I have to stop? I'll try to resist.."
                "Do you like it?":
                    show 00 27y
                    mad "I love it"
                    hide 00 27y
            mad "Don't you want to spread a little of this sun lotion on my tits... you know. 
Later I'll lay on my back and I don't want to have my tits burnt"
            menu:
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                "I think that's enought":
                    show 00 27n
                    mad "you became so boring, really"
                    hide 00 27n
                    y "Yeah, sure. better if I go home"
                    $ hour += 1
                    jump map
                "Sure I want to":
                    $ madelynerel += 3
                    scene 11 27 02 06
                    
                    mad "Do you like my boobs?"
                    y "Damn"
                    mad "Have you got an hard-on?"
                    y "Sure I do"
                    mad "Mmm.. I thought often about your hard big cock"
                    scene 11 27 02 07
                    mad "Uh...It seems we have a voyeur"
                    y "What?"
                    mad "Yoshi spying us"
                    y "What? You told me there was nobody at home"
                    mad "I told you Andrea wasn't at home..."
                    y "Damn... Better if I leave "
                    $ madelyneevent = 3
                    $ hour += 1
                    jump map
        "I know what you want. And you know we can't":
            show 00 27n
            mad "You became so boring... really."
            hide 00 27n
            y "Better if I go home"
            $ hour += 1
            jump map

########################################################################
########################################################

EVENT madelyne3:
    ANDREA'S HOME
    
    y "Uh Yoshi"
    yos "Are you surprised to see me? I live here"
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    y "I know... Don't worry, I'm not here for Andrea"
    yos "Yeah... you're here for Madelyne. I've seen you."
    y "What did you see? I don't know what you are talking about?"
    yos "I saw you at the pool, putting sunlotion on her. Does Andrea know that you 
fucked her mother??"
    menu:
        "Would you like to fuck her too? She's a nynpho. I can help you":
            $ yoshirel += 1
            show 00 28y
            yos "Thank you for your offer but I can handle it by myself"
            hide 00 28y
        "I don't know what you saw, but you're wrong":
            yos "Yeah, sure"
    mad "What's up guys?"
    scene 12 2728
    yos "Nothing.... I'm heading downtown. See you later... have fun"
    scene 12 27
    mad "Damn, he's weird as fuck"
    y "He saw us at the pool"
    mad "Uh... it was fun at the pool... we should continue."
    y "Are you crazy? That maniac probably has hidden cameras around the house."
    mad "Impossible. I paid a lot of money for my security... you know, since the divorce I 
have always been scared about what my ex husband could do..."
    y "I don't know... that guy is dangerous"
    mad "You hate him... he stole your beloved Andrea from you..."
    y "Fuck"
    mad "Maybe I could help you. I don't like him. I feel unconfortable when he's around"
    y "Help me? how?"
    mad "I don't know but he's a pervert and I'm sure he couldn't resist it if I decided to 
flirt with him..."
    y "So?"
    mad "So if you give me what I want... maybe I can help you."
    y "You're so confident"
    mad "He's a loser... I can have him whenever I want... deal?"
    menu:
        "No.I can't trust you":
            mad "Ok... as you prefer. Good luck with your beloved Andrea..."
            y "Wait... i think I need a partner if we have a common enemy"
            mad "I know you're a smart guy"
            y "What I have to do?"
        "What I have to do?":
            $ madelynerel += 1
    show 00 27y
    mad "If I remember right you have a special talent with your tongue"
    hide 00 27y
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    y "What?"
    mad "I want you to lick my pussy... I mean, I'll prefer to have some good sex. But I 
have stuff to do so we need to hurry up"
    y "Are you serious? If Andrea---"
    mad "She's at class... We're alone"
    menu:
        "deal":
            show 00 27y
            $ madelynerel += 1
            mad "So... What are you waiting for?"
            hide 00 27y
            scene 12 28 03 05
            
            mad "Yeah... I remembered right..."
            scene 12 28 03 06
            
            mad "ohhhh yeahhhhh"
            mad "I think we'll have a lot of fun together"
            $ madelynedeal = 1
        "No way":
            show 00 27n
            mad "You're so disappointing"
            hide 00 27n
    $ madelyneevent = 4
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
########################################################################
#####################################

EVENT madelyne4:
    SHOP
    
    y "Uh.. there is Madelyne, Andrea and Yoshi... what a family reunion..."
    scene 19 27
    mad "Hey [y]"
    y "Hi, what are you doing?"
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    mad "We were bored so we decided to do some shopping. It's my birthday in a few 
days and I decided to buy myself a gift"
    y "Good idea"
    mad "Before I forget about it. I'll make dinner: you're invited if you want to come."
    y "I'll be there"
    mad "I've seen a nice dress. Do you want to come with me so you can tell me how well 
it fits?"
    menu:
        "Follow Madelyne":
            y "Sure"
            $ madelynerel += 1
            jump madelynecamerino
        "Talk with Andrea and Yoshi":
            y "Ehm..I'll wait here"
    scene 19 2628
    
    y "Hey Andrea"
    andr "Hi, What's up?"
    y "fine, I saw Madelyne"
    andr "Yes, in the next few days it will be her birthday. If you want to come, we're 
planning a dinner"
    y "yes, she told me...I'll be there"
    yos "Madelyne is coming back. I think we should leave"
    andr "Sure, bye"
    $ madelyneevent = 5
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

EVENT madelynecamerino:
    scene 19 27 04 03
    
    y "Have you got some news about ... what we talked about last time?"
    if madelynedeal == 0:
        mad "I thought you weren't interested"
        menu:
            "I change my mind":
                mad "I'm glad to hear that"
            "We can talk about it":
                mad "There aren't a lot of thing to talk about"
    else:
        mad "Don't rush, I'm working on it"
    scene 19 27 04 04
    mad "You know you had to do something for me if you want my help"
    y "Ehm"
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    scene 19 27 04 05
    
    mad "I think I need some help... Could you come inside one minute?"
    menu:
        "This is not a good idea":
            show 00 27n
            mad "That's so disappointing"
            hide 00 27
            y "I think it's better if I leave"
        "Go inside":
            $ madelynedeal = 1
            $ madelynecamerinofuck = 1
            $ mjcaught += 1
            scene 19 27 04 06
            
            $ madelynerel += 3
            mad "Mmm, You're a bad guy"
            y "Damn...this is crazy"
            mad "I told you...If you want my help I need to be fucked. Come on, show me 
what you got"
            scene 19 27 04 07
            
            mad "Uh...I like it rough"
            y "Shut up or they will catch us"
            mad "Fuck me, don't waste time"
            scene 19 27 04 08
            
            mad "Oh yes... it's big. I really missed it"
            scene 19 27 04 09
            
            mad "I'm sure you can make Andrea scream better than yoshi and his small cock"
            y "Shut up..."
            andr "Mom?"
            scene 19 27 04 10
            
            y "(Damn)"
            andr "Where are you? We're leaving"
            mad "Wait... I'm here. I'll be ready in a second..."
            mad "(It seems we have to continue next time, so disappointing)"
    $ madelyneevent = 5
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
########################

EVENT madelyne5:
    ANDREA'S HOME
    
    y "Here I am. I shlud bring something for the hospitality"
    menu:
        "Bring wine $30" if money >= 30:
            $ money -= 30
            $ madelynerel += 1
            show 00 27y
            mad "Great Idea"
            hide 00 27t
        "Bring a cake $30" if money >= 30:
            $ money -= 30
            $ andrearel += 1
            show 00 26y
            andr "Great Idea"
            hide 00 26y
            show 00 27n
            mad "I shouldn't eat that. At my age I have to take care of my body shape"
            hide 00 27n
        "Bring Nothing":
            mad "Don't worry"
    y "(Ready for this family dinner...)"
    yos "So how's your work?"
    menu:
        "Great, I shot various campaign in the last days":
            show 00 26n
            andr "You didn't call me for shooting lately"
            $ andrearel -= 1
            hide 00 26n
            y "I-I know... It ain't my fault"
        "Not very well honestly, but I don't want to talk about it":
            andr "Don't worry"
    x "Ask to Andrea"
    menu:
        "How's your study":
            $ andrearel += 1
            show 00 26y
            andr "Great. I have a test about European Literature. I love it"
            hide 00 26y
        "How's your model's career":
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            show 00 26n
            andr "You didn't call me for shooting...no one else did it"
            show 00 26n
            y "Ehm..."
    x "Ask to Yoshi"
    menu:
        "So what do you do for work exactly?":
            show 00 28n
            yos "You're too stupid to understand it also if I explian"
            hide 00 28n
            andr "Don't be too rude, Yoshi"
            $ andrearel += 1
        "How do you met Andrea?":
            show 00 28y
            yos "I was working for a presentation, she worked as hostess at that event"
            $ andrearel += 1
            $ yoshirel += 1
            hide 00 28y
            mad "I can't understand why my daughter have to work as hostess..."
            andr "I want to be indipendent"
            mad "You're rich Andrea..."
    x "Ask to Madelyne"
    menu:
        "Are you dating someone?":
            show 00 27b
            mad "No. Men are boring... most of them"
            hide 00 27b
        "You're in a great shape":
            show 00 27y
            mad "Thank you. I take care of my body"
            hide 00 27y
            andr "Your surgeon take cares of your body"
            mad "We can talk about this when you'll be 40..."
    x "The dinner go on... alcohol too"
    mad "So you're Japanese... My Qi Gong teacher was Japanese... I thought"
    yos "Qi Gong is a chinese thing usually. Anyway I'm born in the U.S.A."
    mad "Yeah, ok...Anyway. He was really hot"
    andr "Mom"
    mad "Let me talk, it's funny..."
    mad "You know I was divorcing from your father and I felt lonely..."
    mad "He had that nice body, thin but muscled. That dark eyes..."
    mad "I have to admit: He was hot. Asian guys are sexy"
    yos "We have our charms"
    mad "Yes, anyways, at the end of a lesson, when the other people leave..."
    mad "We finally stay alone and I can't resist so I kiss him"
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    mad "God...I was really excited. I didn't had sex in months"
    andr "Mom"
    mad "Andrea... don't be so puritan... I'm a woman, I have sex"
    andr "I'll prefer not to know"
    mad "You can go to your room if you don't want to listen but I guarantee: it's funny"
    mad "Anyway: he undressed me and I felt like I was exploding. I really want him"
    mad "My body was ready for that. My body ask me that...then..."
    yos "Then?"
    mad "Then I undress him and...God..."
    mad "He had the smallest tiny short cock I've seen I my whole life"
    yos "what?"
    mad "I really can't believe my eyes. All my dreams fallen apart..."
    mad "We had sex in the floor of the gym but I wasn't sure if he penetrated me or not..."
    mad "GOd... it was so disappointing...So I discovered Asian guys are charming but 
they had small cocks ahahahhah"
    andr "I think you drank too much..."
    y "Yes, ehm. I think I go back home"
    mad "Come on guys. It was funny. I'm sure Yoshi isn't offended."
    mad "Come on. This is facts..."
    andr "I think I'll go to my room, come on Yoshi"
    $ madelyneevent = 6
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
########################

EVENT madelyne6:
    CAFE FLORENCE
    
    y "Andrea is here..."
    scene 10 26
    y "Hey Andrea, What are you doing here?"
    andr "I'm waiting for my Europen's Literature teacher. We have to talk about the test 
I'll have next week"
    menu:
        "Uh, Out of school: Are you flirting with him?":
            show 00 26n
            andr "What? Not at all."
            hide 00 26n
        "It will be allright, I'm sure":
            show 00 26y
            andr "I really hope. I love European's literature"
            $ andrearel += 1
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            hide 00 26y
    menu:
        "Talk about Madelyne's 'funny story' at the dinner last night":
            andr "Really, there is nothing to say about it.I t was embarassing"
        "Ask how's going with her mom":
            $ andrearel += 1
            andr "You ear that last night. She's crazy but after I lived a couple of month with 
my father I understand I prefer live with her"
    y "Okay, have a nice day"
    $ madelyneevent = 7
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
########################

EVENT madelyne7:
    SKYEBAR
    
    y "Madelyne is here..."
    scene 06 27
    if madelynedeal >= 1:
        y "So, How's with Yoshi?"
        mad "What?"
        y "Don't we have a deal?"
        mad "The deal is we have to have some sex"
        if madelynecamerinofuck >= 1:
            y "Last time they interrupt us"
            mad "exactly, when we'll go to the end..."
        menu:
            "Get rid of Yoshi and we'll have sex":
                mad "It doesn't work like that. I get what's coming to me first, then you'll have 
what's coming to you"
            "We can have sex tonight too":
                $ madelynerel += 1
                show 00 27y
                mad "It would be great, unfortunately I've got stuff to do tonight"
                hide 00 27y
        if luanaevent >= 3:
            $ madelyneevent = 8
        else:
            $ madelyneevent = 9
    else:
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        mad "Hey [y], you're looking really good. It's a shame we don't have a deal"
        y "I will not be blackmailed"
        mad "Blackmailed? I thought I don't have to blackmail you to have sex with you"
        menu:
            "You don't have to...":
                mad "So I don't understand where is the problem"
                y "There is no problem...you're hot, we can have sex but you have to rid of 
him"
                mad "I'll do nothing for nothing"
                y "Okay...I got it"
                mad "So we have a deal?"
                y "Yes"
                mad "I wait for you"
                if luanaevent >= 3:
                    $ madelyneevent = 8
                else:
                    $ madelyneevent = 9
                $ madelynedeal = 1
            "I already did a lot of mistake, I'll not have sex with the mom of the girls I like":
                mad "I think it's a little bit late for this. You already did"
                y "Well... I mean I'll not did this again"
                mad "As you prefer"
                $ madelyneevent = 100
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
########################

EVENT madelyne8:
    SHOP
    
    luke "Hey [y], we should talk..."
    y "Hey Luke. What's up?"
    luke "I saw you at the skyebar last night..."
    y "Uh, yes?"
    luke "You was talking with a mature woman, blonda haired, big big boobs"
    y "Madelyne"
    luke "yeah, I know who she is. What's going on between you and her"
    menu:
        "I'm not really interested":
            $ lukerel += 1
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            show 00 25y
            luke "Good, so you can introduce me"
            hide 00 25y
            y "Well, we'll see"
            luke "You know I could help you, you just need to ask"
        "I'm sorry but I think she's not available":
            show 00 25b
            luke "All women are available"
            hide 00 25b
            y "Could it be. But If I was in you I wouldn't be so confident"
            luke "We'll see"
    $ madelyneevent = 9
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
########################

EVENT madelyne9:
    ANDREA'S HOME
    
    y "Hey Andrea...What's up?"
    andr "I'm relaxing and sunbathing"
    menu:
        "How's the University exam?":
            show 00 26y
            $ andrearel += 1
            andr "Great. My teacher help me a lot"
            hide 00 26y
            y "I'm glad to hear that"
        "Where is Yoshi?":
            andr "Upsairs, DO I have to call him?"
            y "No, no. I was just asking"
    andr "Why do you came?"
    y "Nothing special. I just came to say hallo to you and your mother... and Yoshi,sure"
    andr "Ok. thank you"
    y "See you"
    if madelynedeal >= 1:
        $ madelyneevent = 10
    else:
        $ madelyneevent = 100
    $ hour += 1
    jump map
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########################################################################
########################

EVENT madelyne10:
    ANDREA'S HOME
    
    yos "[y], what are you doing here?"
    menu:
        "Don't worry, I'm not here for Andrea":
            $ yoshirel += 1
            yos "I'm glad you understood..."
        "I came to say hello to my friends Andrea and Madelyne":
            yos "I'll tell'em you came"
    scene 12 27 10
    mad "What's happening here?"
    yos "Uh..."
    mad "Mmm, [y] it seems you have something big in your pocket"
    scene 12 2728
    mad "Yoshi, darling, could you go downtown to buy some ice cream?"
    yos "Uh..I-"
    mad "I really want some Ice cream"
    yos "Okay..."
    scene 12 27
    mad "Have you seen? He do anything I ask"
    menu:
        "Great, So don't waste time, get rid of him":
            mad "Why I should do that. I'm having fun"
            y "We have a deal"
            mad "Sure, When you going to live up to your half of the bargain..."
        "I think we could do what we have to do, so we'll get rid of him":
            $ madelynerel += 1
            show 00 27y
            mad "I really would like to do it now, but I think we don't want to be caught by 
Andrea..."
            mad "...adn she'll be back home in a few minutes"
            y "uh... okay"
    $ madelyneevent = 11
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
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########################

EVENT madelyne11:
    SKYEBAR
    
    y "Uh, there are Andrea with Yoshi"
    scene 00 26
    y "Hey Andrea, what's up?"
    andr "Really good. I decided I'll not continue my model career, I want to focus on my 
study"
    menu:
        "Good idea, you're really clever, don't waste this opportunity":
            show 00 26y
            andr "Yoshi told me the same things..."
            hide 00 26y
            $ madelyneevent = 13
        "Bad Idea, you're beautiful, you could have a great career":
            show 00 26y
            andr "Thank you, but...I thought about it..."
            hide 00 26y
            $ andrearel += 1
            andr "..and Yoshi agree. He's a little bit jealous"
            y "I got it"
            $ yoshiangry = 1
            $ madelyneevent = 12
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
########################

EVENT madelyne12:
    AT HOME
    
    y "An unknow number, let's see who is..."
    yos "So it seems you don't want to understand..."
    y "What?"
    yos "I though I was clear but you still talking with Andrea and her model career"
    menu:
        "I will not be bullied by you":
            yos "No? Take a look at your bank account..."
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            if money >= 300:
                $ money -= 300
            else:
                $ money = 0
            y "And remember, this is just a warning"
        "I didn't say a thing?":
            yos "No? Didn't you told her to continue with the model career?"
            y "No, I mean"
            yos "So, she's a liar?"
            y "Wait. I told her, but I was just speaking"
            yos "You're wasting my time with these bullshits..."
            yos "Take a look at your bank account and remember this is just a warning..."
            yos "So maybe next time you will not ' just speaking'"
            if money >= 100:
                $ money -= 100
            else:
                $ money = 0
    scene 01 01 01
    y "Damn... I have to do something to stop that mutherfucker"
    $ madelyneevent = 13
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
########################

EVENT madelyne13:
    SKYEBAR
    
    y "Uh, there is Madelyne"
    scene 06 27
    mad "Hi [y]..."
    y "Madelyne..."
    mad "This could be the right night to go through with our arrangment"
    menu:
        "This is a great idea":
            show 00 27y
            $ madelynerel += 1
            mad "Glad to hear that"
            hide 00 27y
            y "Do you want to go to my place"
            mad "I think an hotel is a better option"
            y "As you prefer...I call an Uber"
            $ hour += 1
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            jump madelynehotel1
        "Not tonight":
            show 00 27n
            mad "Did you change your mind?"
            hide 00 27n
            y "No, but not tonight"
            $ hour += 1
            jump map

########################################################################
########################

EVENT madelyne14:
    AT YOUR HOME
    
    y "Madelyne texted me"
    mad "Are you ready?"
    y "for What?"
    mad "I'll be at home alone with Yoshi all this afternoon..."
    mad "Actually I'm sunbathing and he's spying me"
    y "So?"
    mad "So, you'll come here and you will hide in the hill out the villa"
    mad "I'll start provoke him... you know..."
    mad "I should tell him to jerk in front of me"
    mad "So you can take some pics about it..."
    y "That's crazy"
    mad "You know that will work"
    y "ok, let's try...I'll be there in 15 minutes"
    mad "Ok, I'll do nothing. I don't want he cum before you arrive..."
    scene 01 01 01
    y "She's crazy... but I think it will works"
    scene 11 27 15 11
    
    y "Uh, she's starting"
    scene 11 27 15 12
    
    y "Damn, she's so slutty..."
    scene 11 27 15 13
    
    y "Yeah Bro... hahahahaha"
    scene 11 27 15 14
    
    y "You fuck up, stupid mutherfucker"
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    scene 11 27 15 15
    
    y "And with this you're done hahahaha, fucking loser"
    scene 11 27 15 16
    
    y "Uh. I think he caught me... ahahhaah"
    y "Who gives  a fuck. You're fucked up Yoshi"
    y "See you, loser. I'll go home"
    scene 01 01 pc01
    
    $ hour += 1
    y "I saved the pics in an hard disk offline, disconnected from the pc."
    y "I have to call Andrea and tell her I have to talk..."
    scene 01 01 phone
    y "I don't need to call her, she texted me"
    andr "I have to talk with you, it's urgent. See you at the skyebar"
    y "Great. She probably already know"
    y "Let's go"
    $ hour += 1
    scene 06 00 00
    
    y "She's not arrived yet"
    y "Uh, wait she texted me..."
    andr "I'm late. Order something to drink. I need to drink."
    y "What's happening"
    andr "I left Yoshi. I'll explain when I'll arrive"
    y "Okay"
    y "Great"
    scene 06 34
    kata "Good Evening, what could I get you to drink?"
    menu:
        "A vodka tonic, thank you":
            kata "Good taste"
        "A glass of champagne":
            kata "Good Taste"
    kata "Are you alone or you're waiting for someone?"
    y "I'm waiting a friend"
    kata "I have to imagine that."
    y "Why?"
    kata "Because good looking guys never alone"
    menu:
        "If you want I can come here alone next time":
            show 00 34y
            kata "Sounds interesting"
            hide 00 34y
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        "I'm sure a nice girl like don't have any problems to find some good looking guy":
            show 00 34b
            kata "Not that easy like it seems"
            hide 00 34b
    kata "What's your job?"
    y "I'm a photographer"
    kata "Cool"
    menu:
        "If you want I can take some pics of you. Without obbligation":
            show 00 34y
            kata "Me? Really?"
            hide 00 34y
            y "Why not?"
            kata "O-Okay"
            y "I'll call you one of these days and you can come to my studio"
            kata "Great"
        "Yes. I work mainly for HoneyGirls Agency":
            show 00 34y
            kata "Wow. You have to be a good photographer. That's the best agency in town"
            hide 00 34y
            y "Yeah, I'm not that bad"
    y "Sorry. I get a text"
    andr "I'm sorry but I can't come. I have to solve some issues with my mother"
    y "Is it all good?"
    andr "Yes, don't worry"
    andr "I'll call you tomorrow morning"
    y "Okay"
    kata "What's up?"
    y "My friend can't come"
    kata "Uh."
    menu:
        "I think it's better if I go home now":
            show 00 34b
            kata "Uh. I hoped you could stay here to keep me company"
            hide 00 34b
            y "Uh...I.."
            kata "Come on, the last one. It's on me"
            y "O-Okay"
        "I think I'll drink the last one before I'll go home":
            show 00 34y
            kata "Okay. It's on me"
            hide 00 34y
            y "Thank you"
    y "And you. Are you from New Coral or you came here lately?"
    kata "No, I'm from San Matthews. I just came here some months ago"
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    y "Why?"
    kata "I had to change my life"
    y "I got it"
    kata "I love new Coral..."
    y "I love it too... God, I think I'm drunk"
    kata "Don't say that..."
    y "Really, hahahaha"
    kata "So you'll wait for me until I end my turn"
    y "Uh...I"
    kata "Maybe you could bring me to your studio and we can shot a couple of pics"
    menu:
        "Ehm...I don't know":
            kata "Don't you think it's a good idea?"
            y "No, ehm, yes. I mean"
            kata "Come on, I'm sure it will be funny."
            kata "I'll be free in 5 minutes"
        "I think it could be a good idea":
            kata "Great. I'll be free in 5 minutes"
    y "I call an uber"
    y "(It seems I'll have sex with this hottie tonight)"
    scene 01 28 15 20
    
    kata "I though you were taking me to your studio to take some pics"
    y "I Thoug you would like to come to my place"
    kata "I think your idea it's better than mine"
    scene 01 28 15 21
    y "Oh God , you're beutiful"
    kata "Mmm... You're good looking...didn't I told you that yet?"
    y "yeah"
    scene 01 28 15 22
    
    kata "uh...it's big"
    y "Yes, it's big. But I'm sure you know how to handle that"
    scene 01 28 15 23
    
    kata "yes?"
    y "Damn...I don't..."
    scene 01 28 15 24
    
    y "Feel... very ..."
    scene 01 28 15 25
    
    y "...good..."
    $ hour = 1
    $ day += 1
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    if day >= 8:
        $ day = 1
    scene 01 28 15 26
    y "What the hell?"
    scene 01 28 15 27
    y "My head...My head exploding"
    scene 01 28 15 28
    y "My phone ringing...it's Andrea"
    yos "GoodMorning [y]"
    y "What the"
    yos "I know, you hoped it was Andrea. And I know you're probably confused and with 
a big headache"
    y "What the fuck?"
    yos "Did you really think that you can fuck me like that?"
    yos "You're more stupid that I thought"
    y "What the fuck it happens"
    yos "Ok, I'll explain all. I cloned Andrea's phone and I text you"
    yos "So I told you to go to the skyebar. My dear friend kataana give you some drink..."
    yos "Probably in the last one there was some drugs, so you moron thought you will 
fuck her"
    yos "...but you fall asleep. So she deleted all from your phone and she stole you pc and 
all your things"
    y "What the..."
    yos "Shut up. Since now You'll do all that I want. I've got all tha information about 
you"
    yos "I can make you arrest for whatever, I can add everykind of crime in police 
department database"
    yos "I can take all your money...I can do whatever I want"
    yos "Ah, last thing. Don't be stupid thing. I'm to clever for your stupid plans.."
    yos "See you, [y]"
    y "(I'm fucked up)"
    y "I have to text to Madelyne, but she probably already knows everything"
    $ madelyneevent = 15
    $ andreaevent = 10
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

EVENTmadelynehotel1:
    scene 33 27 15 01
    
    mad "it wasn't easy to convince you"
    scene 33 27 15 02
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    mad "Don't you find me attractive?"
    y "You're so attractive, but you're Andrea's mother"
    mad "Well, this might spice things up."
    scene 33 27 15 03
    
    mad "I'm pretty sure Andrea can't suck your cock like I do"
    scene 33 27 15 04
    
    y "Oh God..."
    scene 33 27 15 05
    
    mad "But I'm not here to suck your cock"
    mad "Refresh my mind...WHat are we doing here?"
    y "I think we0re here because you want to be stuffed hard by my huge cock"
    scene 33 27 15 06
    
    mad "Oh yes... This is exactly what I was waiting for"
    scene 33 27 15 07
    
    mad "Yes, give it to me harder"
    scene 33 27 15 08
    
    y "Harder?"
    mad "Yes, fuck me harder. I know you love to fuck me harder"
    scene 33 27 15 09
    
    mad "Oh God, this is so good..."
    mad "I'm cumming"
    y "I'm cumming too"

    
    mad "Uh... this is awesome..."
    y "Oh yeah"
    mad "I think we should do it again sometimes"
    menu:
        "I think it's not a good idea":
            mad "as you prefer"
            $ madelynerel = 20
        "I think it could happens":
            mad "Glad to hear that"
            $ madelynerel = 30
    y "Anyway... If I remember right we have some other things to do"
    mad "Yes... keep you telephone close, I have a plan."
    y "Okay"
    $ madelyneevent = 14
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    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
###############################################

YOSHI-----------------------------------------------------------------------
------

PROBABLY AN HACKER
HE'S 26

HE'S ANDREA'S BOYFRIEND
HE'S REALLY JEALOUS AND HE DON'T WANT YOU STAY AROUND HER...
IF YOU GET HIM ANGRY HE WILL PUNISH YOU HACKING YOUR ACCOUNTS.
HE ALSO COULD BE USEFUL WHEN YOU NEED SOME FAVOR... OBVIOUSLY 
IF YOU PAY. 

YOU NEED TO FIND A WAY TO GET RID OF HIM
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########################################################################
###############################################

KRISZTINE-
PEPPER-------------------------------------------------------

SHE'S A FAMOUS PORNSTAR AND PORN PRODUCER
SHE'S 37

SHE ALSO THE OWNER F THE SEXY SHOP (WITH MARK)
SHE APPEAR ON THE KING IS BACK
SHE DOESN'T APPEAR YET, BUT IN THE NEXT RELEASES YOU'LL MEET 
HER...

########################################################################
###############################################
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MARK-
BUCHANNON---------------------------------------------------------

HE'S A LIFEGUARD AND PORN ACTOR AND PRODUCER
HE'S 36

HE'S THE MAIN CHARACTER OF THE KING OF THE BEACH AND THE KING IS 
BACK
HE APPEAR IN SEASON 1
HE'S A PUSSY ADDICTS. 
HE JUST WANT TO FUCK AND HE'S NOT JEALOUS ABOUT HIS GIRLS SO IF 
YOU HELP HIM BE SURE HE WILL HELP YOU
HE CAN INTRODUCE YOU TO THE PORN INDUSTRY. 

HE APPEAR IN MANY GIRLS'S STORYLINES

########################################################################
###############################################

RILEY 
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ALLEY-------------------------------------------------------------------

SHE'S THE OWNER OF HONEYGIRLS AGENCY
SHE'S 35

SHE DOESN'T HAVE A STORYLINE YET BUT SHE APPEAR IN MANY GIRLS'S 
STORYLINES
SHE'S ENGAGED WITH LAMARCUS BAYLISS

########################################################################
###############################################

VANESSA-------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
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SHE'S A GOLDDIGGER
SHE'S 26

SHE'S MARRIED WITH RICHARD SPARKS
SHE'S AN EX ASPIRING MODEL

SHE APPEAR IN THE KING IS BACK
YOU MET HER IN SEASON 1. AT HER BACHELORETTE PARTY. MARK WAS 
WITH HER BUT THEY WERE INTERRUPTED BY A FRIEND OF HER 

HER STORYLINE STARTS AFTER THE FIRST MAUD PARTY

EVENTvanessa1:
    CAFE FLORENCE
    
    y "That's Richard"
    scene 10 33
    rich "Hey [y], I was just looking at your works."
    y "Yeah?"
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    rich "Yes. As I told you I'm the owner of a resort franchise. It's all about good life. I'm 
working on a new promotional campaign and I 'm really interested in your work"
    y "Uh, wow"
    rich "Yes. I would like to take some pics from some girls to create a make-believe in 
customer head"
    y "Ok. I got it..."
    rich "I'll talk with your agency. I already knew Riley"
    y "Wonderful. I'm waiting to hear some news about it"
    $ vanessaevent = 2
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#######################################

EVENTvanessa2:
    BEACH
    
    y "Uh...That's mark with... what's her name, Vanessa?"
    y "I remember there was something between'em from her bachelorette party. Who 
knows what Richard thinks about it. I'm sure he didn't know that."
    y "I'll take note about it"
    $ vanessaevent = 3
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#######################################

EVENTvanessa3:
    if luanaevent >= 3:
        jump vanessa3b
    else:
        jump vanessa3a
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SKYEBAR

EVENTvanessa3a:
    scene 06 00 1516
    
    ade "hey [y], What's up?"
    y "I hanging around searching for something to do"
    ade "Okay, see you"
    $ hour + 1
    jump map

EVENTvanessa3b:
    scene 06 1315b
    
    y "Luana is so hot... so damn hot"
    scene 06 1315
    ade "Hey [y]... I was just congratulating with Luana for the last pics you take her"
    menu:
        "It's hard to take bad pics with a beautiful girl like her":
            show 00 13y
            $ luanarel += 1
            lua "Thank you. I really like to work with you"
            hide 00 13y
            y "My pleasure"
        "It's all about skills and luck":
            ade "I think also the model is imortant. It's hard to take pics like that with an ugly 
girl..."
            y "sure"
    y "Anyway, I take a look around and maybe I'll drink some"
    ade "Sure, have fun"
    scene 06 3233b
    y "Oh... there are Richard and Vanessa"
    scene 06 3233
    y "Hi guys"
    rich "Hey [y]. I see the pics you took from Luana for the new Campaign... it's 
beautiful"
    y "Thank you"
    rich "I want you for the new campaign for my resort. No matter how much it will cost. 
Money ain't a problem"
    menu:
        "Wonderful. I'll take pics also to your beautiful wife?":
            show 00 32y
            $ vanessarel += 1
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            rich "Ehm"
            van "Oh... I don't think so. it's been a while since the last time I pose for some 
pictures"
            hide 00 32y
        "Wonderful. If you need help to select the models...":
            show 00 33y
            rich "Okay, my dream it's to have Luana..."
            hide 00 33y
            show 00 32n
            van "mpf"
            hide 00 32n
            y "Okay. We'll talk about it with Riley if you want"
            rich "Great"
    y "Okay. It's late. I go back home. See you"
    rich "Soon"
    $ vanessaevent = 4
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#######################################

EVENTvanessa4:
    AT HOME
    
    y "Riley called, Richard is at the agency"
    scene 04 32 04 02
    
    ril "Hi Anthony. You already know Richard, He asked expressly about you for this 
work"
    y "Yes. I love his works and I hope he could help us to convince Luana to partecipate. 
I'm a big fan of her"
    ril "You know. Luana doesn't work for eveything..."
    rich "Money ain't a problem"
    ril "It's not about the money"
    menu:
        "Don't worry. I'll talk with her":
            $ richardrel += 1
            $ rileyrel += 1
            rich "Should be great"
            ril "Okay. We're wait for news. I'll talk with her too. We have to convince her it 
will be really cool."
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        "I don't know if she want to work for a Resrt campaign":
            $ rileyrel -= 1
            rich "Why not?"
            ril "She used to work with fashion brands. But we'll convince her this campaign is 
really cool... And Anthony wil help me to convince her...right?"
            y "Right"
    rich "Okay. great. Ii leave, I've got some business to think about"
    scene 04 00 31 01
    ril "Anthony... this is about big big money. So talk with Luana and convince her."
    y "I'll do my best"
    $ vanessaevent = 5
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#######################################

EVENTvanessa5:
    SKYEBAR
    
    lua "Hey [y]"
    y "(I have to talk about Richard's campaign...)"
    y "Hi. I need to talk with you, about work"
    lua "Sure..."
    y "There is a new campaign and the client ask expressly about you"
    menu:
        "It's aboout some supercool resort around the world":
            lua "Sound interesting. I'll meet Riley and I'll talk about that"
            y "Perfect. When you'll be ready we will shot...."
            $ richardrel += 1
            $ rileyrel += 3
            $ richardcampaign = 2
        "And he's filthy rich. We'll get a lot of money":
            lua "Ok. If I'll get some good money I like it..."
            y "Ralk about him with Riley. We get this deal"
            $ rileyrel += 1
            $ richardcampaign = 1
    lua "perfect, see you"
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    $ vanessaevent = 6
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

########################################################################
#######################################

EVENTvanessa6:
   GREEN LEAF RESORT
    
    rich "Wonderful... I think we're ready. I'm glad you convinced Luana"
    $ richardrel += 1
    y "It wasn't easy, but she loves me"
    scene 20 13
    lua "You was right Anthony. this place is beautiful"
    rich "I have other five around the world... and we're building other three. That's why 
I'm making this campaign."
    lua "wow"
    rich "As I told you: if you want to visit one, you're my guest"
    lua "Thank you."
    rich "If you're ready I think we can start"
    y "Sure"
    scene 20 13 01
    
    y "wonderful"
    scene 20 13 02
    
    y "great, done"
    scene 20 33 4647
    
    rich "Okay... these are Jennifer and Belen...I think you know them"
    y "Sure... You thinking big... right?"
    rich "Always"
    y "Who start?"
    bel "me?"
    y "Perfect"
    scene 20 46 01
    
    y "Nice... Go inside the pool"
    scene 20 46 02
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    y "So hot"
    bel "Have we done?"
    y "Yes... Jennifer..it's your turn"
    jen "Right"
    scene 20 47 01
    
    y "Beautiful"
    scene 20 47 02
    
    y "Done.. Great work girls.. thank you"
    scene 20 3313 01
    
    y "(uh Richard flirting with Luana, Vanessa doesn't look happy about that)"
    menu:
        "Interrupt them":
            scene 20 13
            show 00 13y
            $ luanarel += 2
            lua "Uh.. thank you. You saved me. He was flirting with me in front of his wife. I 
can feel the knife she puts on my back with his eyes..."
            hide 00 13y
            lua "I think when they're willl be alone he will have 10 bad minutes"
            menu:
                "Vanessa is so hot. I don't know how can he wants to cheat a woman like that":
                    show 00 13n
                    lua "I don't like cheater at all... if she's your wife, she's your wife"
                    lua "And you can't flirt with me in front of her"
                    hide 00 13n
                "You're so hot. I can understand him":
                    show 0013y
                    $ luanarel += 1
                    lua "I know. But for me it's embarassing... and I don't like cheater"
                    hide 00 13y
        "Talk with Vanessa":
            scene 20 32
            y "Hi... What do you think about? The pics I took are greats"
            van "Yes, probably..."
            menu:
                "I've seen you at the beach with my friend Mark....":
                    show 00 32n
                    van "I think you should take care of your business..."
                    hide 00 32n
                    van "I leave, before I kill that blonde bitch..."
                " Can I take some pics of you I'll add it to the shooting?":
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                    $ vanessarel += 5
                    show 00 32y
                    van "What? I think this is not a good idea"
                    hide 00 32y
                    y "Let's try... If you doeasn't like it I'll delete it.."
                    van "Okay... maybe that moron will remember how hot his wife is"
                    scene 20 32 p01
                    
                    y "Wow, you're so ho--- ehm... good"
                    scene 20 32 p02
                    
                    y "Yeah, definitely"
                    y "I think it's really good..."
                    $ vanessaphoto = 1
    rich "Ok [y], I think we've done. Great work"
    if richardcampaign == 1:
        y "(Luana ask a really high cachet for this pic so I earned $500)"
        $ money += 500
    else:
        y "(Luana ask a not really high cachet for this pic so I earned $800)"
        $ money += 800
    $ vanessaevent = 7
    $ hour += 1
    jump map

#########################################

RICHARD 
SPARKS ----------------------------------------------------------------
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HE'S A BUSINESSMAN, SON OF A RICH FAMILY
HE'S 29

HE'S THE OWNER OF GREEN LEAF RESORT AND OTHER DELUXE RESORT 
AROUND THE WORLD
HE'S MARRIED WITH VANESSA
HE'S NOT EXACTLY LOYAL AND HE TRY TO SEDUCE ALL THE HOT 
WOMAN.
HE THINKS WOMAN CAN'T RESIST TO HIS MONEY

HE HIRE YOU TO SHOT SOME PROMOTIONAL PICS TO HIS RESORT WHEN HE 
FIND OUT YOU KNOW LUANA 

#########################################

KATANA ----------------------------------------------------------------
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SHE'S THE BARTENDER AT SKYEBAR
SHE'S 26

THERE ARE NOT SO MUCH INFORMATION ABOUT HER YET. 

#########################################

HARLEY 
MARLEY----------------------------------------------------------------
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SHE'S A PARTYCRASHER SEX/DRUGS/ALOHOL ADDISCTS
SHE'S 26

SHE APPEAR IN NCCU, IN THE KING IS BACK
SHE'S FROM A  RICH FAMILY, SHE DOESN'T WORK SHE SPENT HER TIME TO 
HAVE FUN
SHE'S A CLOSE FRIEND OF MICHELLE 
SHE DOESN'T HAVE HER OWN STORYLINE BUT SHE'S IMPORTANT 
INMICHELLE STORYLINE   

#########################################

BERNIE 
ADELMANN -------------------------------------------------------------
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HE'S A MOVIE PRODUCER
HE'S 52

HE'S MARRIED WITH REGINA ADELMANN
HE CHEAT HER WITH MEADOWS
#########################################

ZOE  ----------------------------------------------------------------
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SHE'S THE OWNER OF ROADHOUSE PUB
SHE'S 30

SHE APPEAR IN SEXDUCTION AND IN SNAKE THOMPSON

#########################################

GARY 
SPENCER----------------------------------------------------------------
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HE'S A BUSINESSMAN, CEO OF A MARLETING COMPANY
HE'S 35

HE'S MARRIED WITH ADELE
HE'S THE MAIN CHARACTER OF SEXDUCTION

#########################################

LARA--------- --------------------------------------------------------------
--
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SHE'S GARY MISTRESS
SHE'S 24

SHE APPEAR IN SEXDUCTION
SHE WORKED IN A RESTAURANT, NOW GARY SUPPORT HER SECRETLY. 

#########################################

MARYJANE  ---------------------------------------------------------------
-
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SHE'S A SALESGIRL AT THE SHOP
SHE'S 28

SHE APPEAR IN SEXDUCTION
SHE DOESN'T HAVE HER STORYLINE YET BUT SHE APPEAR IN OTHER 
GIRLS'S STORYLINES. 
HER STORYLINE WILL BE UNLOCKED SOON

#########################################

BELEN 
MARQUEZ----------------------------------------------------------------
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SHE'S A FAMOUS TOP MODEL
SHE'S 31

SHE APPEAR IN SEXDUCTION
SHE'S AT THE END OF HER CAREER, SHE'S DIVORCED FROM HIS RICH 
HUSBAND 
SHE'S AN ADELE CLOSE FRIEND

SHE DOESN'T HAVE A STORYLINE YET... BUT IT'LL COME

#########################################

JENNIFER 
KOSTADINOVA----------------------------------------------------
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SHE'S A TOP MODEL
SHE'S 26

SHE'S BORIS LEBONSKY EX GIRLFRIEND

SHE APPEAR IN OTHER GIRLS STORYLINES

#########################################

KEVIN ------------ ----------------------------------------------------------
------
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HE'S A DRUG DEALER
HE'S 23

HE APPEAR IN SNAKE THOMPSON

YOU CAN MEET HIM AT THE CLUB

#########################################

BORIS 
LEBOWSKY-------------------------------------------------------------
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HE'S A FAMOUS SOCCER PLAYER
HE'S 29

HE'S REBECCA'S NEW BOYFRIEND
HE'S JENNIFER EX GIRLFRIEND
HE APPEAR IN SNAKE THOMPSON. HE WAS HOLLY BOYFRIEND

HE APPEAR IN REBECCA'S STORYLINE

#########################################

JEFF  ----------------------------------------------------------------
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HE'S A BOUNCER AND PERSONAL TRAINER AT THE GYM
HE'S 36

HE'S ASHLEY EX BOYFRIEND

HE'S APPEAR IN THE KING IS BACK AND AS BOUNCER OF PARADISE CLUB 
IN NEARLY ALL MY GAMES

HE'S NOT LOYAL, HE HAD SEX WITH VARIOUS GIRLS IN GAME, FIRST OF 
ALL MELISSA 
HE ALSO CONTROL THE DRUG DEALERS AT THE PARADISE CLUB AND 
TAKE HIS PART OF EARNINGS

#########################################

LAMARCUS 
MAYLISS ----------------------------------------------------------
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HE'S A FOOTBALL LEGEND
HE'S 33

HE'S FRESH OUT A BIG INJURY.
HE'S RILEY BOYFRIEND

#########################################

REGINA 
ADELMANN------------------------------------------------------------
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SHE'S A MOVIE PRODUCER
SHE'S 45

SHE'S MARRIED WITH BERNIE ADELMANN AND OWN WITH HIM THE 
“ADELMANN PICTURES” ONE OF THE BIGGEST PRODUCTION HOUSE

#########################################

CATHERINE 
SMITHSON-------------------------------------------------------
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SHE'S A BUSINESSWOMAN, OWNER OF SMITSHSON WHISKEY
SHE'S 41

SHE APPEAR IN SEXDUCTION. (NO SEX SCENES)

########################################################################
###############################################

########################################################################
########################
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########################################################################
##############################################

########################################################################
######################################################

#########################################

ANDREA--------------------------------------------------------------------
---------

SHE'S A STUDENT
SHE'S 20
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